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A. Federal Republic of Germany 

Mr HABERLAND : 

Introduction 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

Mr. Titus KOKAI and Mr Jurgen HABERLAND, 
both Assistant Section at the Ministry of 
the Interior, Bonn 

The need to combat racism and xenophobia in all their forms is 
a need commonly accepted by all who believe in democracy. 

The constitution and ordinary laws of the Federal Republic of 
Germany take proper account of that need. I shall endeavour in 

~ my statement to answer your questions as best I can. 

One difficulty with which I am faced arises from the fact that 
responsibility for the issues which you are addressing lies 
with local authorities, the Lander and many other federal 
departments. It will therefore not be possible for me to 
provide an immediate answer to certain detailed questions in 
the discussion to follow. In that case, I shall have, where 
appropriate, first to obtain the requisite information and, if 
necessary, pass it on to you in writing. 

Second, I have to admit that the brevity of the period 
available to me in which to prepare did not allow me to do so 
in detail. 
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guestion 1: 

What legal or administrative tneasur:ea to prevent racism and 
xenophobia have entered into force in your country since the 
adoption of the declaration against racism and xenophobia in 
June 19867 

Xenophobia or hostility to foreigners in the form of the 
rejection of other peoples on racist 1 religious or cultural 
grounds is limited in the Federal Republic of Germany to a 
diminishing number of small groups. 

Slogans of those groupa 1 such as Nout with foreigners!" meet 
with little t·esponse in the population as a whole. We are 
nonetheless required to do everything in our power to prevent 
the rise of racism and xenophobia in our country. 

The Federal Republic of Germany has taken in about 4.5 million 
foreign nationals, the majority of them foreign vorkers vith 
their dependants. That figure also covers, hovever, more than 
800,000 foreign refugees vith and vithout ref~gee status under 
the Geneva Convention. 

The Federal Government, the Lander and the local authorities 
are deploying appreciable financial resources in an effort to 
integrate permanently resident foreign nationals into our 
society. -

The German Bundestag and Bundesrat have adopted the joint 
declaration of 11 June 1986 of the European Parliament, the 
Council, the Representatives of the Member States meeting 
vithin the Council and the Commission. 

The German Bundestag unanimously adopted the declaration on 
25 September 1986. 

The Bundesrat also adopted it on 17 October 1986. 

In adopting the declaration, both the Bundestag and the 
Bundesrat stressed its importance for peaceful co-existence 
between foreign nationals and Germans. The declaration became 
public knowledge as a result of being reported in the media. 

The Federal Republic of Germany has acceded to the 
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forma of 
Racial Discrimination (CERD) of 7 March 1966. 
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The Federal Government has explained in detail, in regular 
reports, that the require~ents of that Convention are 
applicable law in the Federal Republic of Germany and are 
indeed fulfilled in practice. The most recent such report is 
the lOth State Report of the Federal Republic of Germany to 
which I would refer you exp~essly. 

The prohibition of racial discrimination is a consequence of 
the right to human dign:l ty -which is enshrined in the Basic Lav. 
of the Federal Republic of Germany. Art 1(1) states: 

nThe dignity of man shall be inviolable. To respect and 
protect it shall be the duty of all State authority." 

Similarly, Art 3(3) of the Basic Law prohibits discrimination 
on racist or related grounds: 

"No-one may be prejudiced or favoured because of his sex, his 
parentage, his race, his language, his homeland and origin, 
his faith, or his religious or political opinions." 

The above provision is directly enforceable law by virtue of 
Art 1(3) of the Basic Law. -which binds the legislature, the 
executive and the judiciary. 

Police law and criminal law afford adequate possibilities of 
combatting xenophobia. 

The penal code treats as punishable offences incitement to 
hatred or violence against minority groups or the extolling of 
violence, incitement to racial hatred, defamation, damage to 
property and all acts aimed at taking life or causing injury. 

The Federal Government considers that the legal instruments in 
force are sufficient effectively to counter undesirable 
developments. It did not therefore take any special legislative 
measures in connection with the adoption of the declaration 
against racism and xenophobia. 

Detailed information on hov racist propaganda and organizations 
are dealt with in practice is provided in the above-mentioned 
report" 

I would poinc out in particular that preventing racial 
prejudice is an educational issue, and in the Federal Republic 
of Germany that falls within the competence of the Linder. 
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The basic guideline& ior ~hiL ere contained in the 
"Recommendat:ion of the Coufe.~uce of Miniatecs of Education on 
the Promotion of Educs.tioct L1. i.{nmcn Ri.ghta within Schools" of 4 
December 1980, 

I was not able to asceLtdl~ in the time available whether 
further administrative meaBULeB were taken in this ~rea after 
11 June 1986, 

.Question 2: 

Please indicate >Jhethe:r, during the past four years, there 
have, in your country, been signs of intolerance, xenophobia 
or the use of violence against individuals or groups because 
they have belonged to a particular race, religion, cultural, 
social or national group? 'Whs.t action, such as legal measures 
or a tightening-up of the law has been taken to counter the 
emecgence of such incidents? ( 

TheJ:"e have :l.ndeed been signs of such incidents in the Federal 
Republic of Germany during the past four years. Where these 
were criminal acts, the prosecuting authorities have taken the 
appropriate action. Moreover, most recently, pages 114-149 of 
the 1988 report on the protection of the constitution contain a 
description of the acti~itiea of the far right. 

The viev taken under point 73 of the Evrigenis report to the 
effect that organized right wing extremism in the Federal 
Republic neither represents now nor has ever represented a 
political threat to the authorities. remains true. 

There is no detailed statement of the incid.ents in question. 
Such a statement could possibly be drawn up but only at 
considerable expense. 

The Federal Government takes the offensive in dealing with the 
extremism of the right. On the occasion of the introduction of 
the 1988 report on the protection of the constitution, the 
Federal Hintster of the Interior, Dr Schauble, declared on 
4 July 1989 that the Federal Government would not hesitate in 
the future ~o apply again bans - such as that imposed on the 
nee-national socialist "National Assembly" in February 1989, 
and to implement them rigorously where necessary and 
appropriate., 
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~!:stion 3: 

Have any new racist or xenophobic groups appeared in your 
country in addition to those mentioned in the Evrigenia report 
(11.12.1985) since the signing of the joint declaration? Were 
legal measures taken in this connection and if not, vhy not? 

The Evrigenis report vas baaed on the report on the protection 
of the constitution for 1984. 

Shortage of time means that I am able, at today'a sitting, to 
refer only to the report on the protection of the constitution 
for 1.988. 

Should the Committee so wish, the competent authorities in the 
Federal Republic of Germany could in the coming veeks prepare 
an up-date of the information contained in the Evrigenis 
report. 

What measures have been taken in your country vith a view to 
improving the envtronment for the integration of people from 
other countries and ethnic or cultura~ minorities, 
particularly where information~ education, economic and social 
circumstances are concerned? 

The lack of time available to me for the preparation of this 
statement meant that it was not possible to compile a survey of 
the measures taken in recent times by the L~nder. That applies 
even more so to the very many local initiatives in this area. 

As far as the·Federal Government is concerned, I may mention 
that: 

The Federal Hinister for Employment and Social Affairs 
publishes quarterly between 600,000 and 800 1 000 copies of a 
journal entitled "Arbeitsplatz Deutschland" {Working in 
Germany],, which is distributed through employment offices and 
workplaces. It is addressed to German workers in the German 
language and to foreign workers from the countries of 
recruitment in Turkish, Serbo-croat, Italian, Greek, Spanish 
and Portuguese. It discusses current problems of integration, 
and ita lively presentation most certainly makes a considerable 
contribution to better understanding between foreign nationals 
and Germans. 
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In addition, the Feder8l 
Affairs publishes quarte 

AuslMnder iu Deutachl 
at those involved in the 

There iB also an informatior servicc for 
cla:U.y neuspapers vh:Lch det\1ti~ 
integration of foreign wor~a~?. 

t h\1d Soctal 
s journal entitled 

1rhich Ls aimed 

e of the range 
with problema of the 

The Federal Minister for t had Social Affa~ra has 
published B pamphlet call rA~~~inderpol~t [policy tovards 
s1.1.c•'S] ~rhid provides Ge&"l&l\e . :. :info:r:ms.tlon on que.stions 
::elating to the enrployrDen of f;;·(2 v:rorke1:c a.a 'lrell ?>.s 
refugee poHcy. 

Further information is provided by the publication "Policy 
towards and the lev applicable to aliens in the Fede~al 
Republic of Germany", whicl1 itJ updated the l<ederal 
Minister of the Interio~. 

The Federal Ni.nister for Employment and Social Affairs holds 
seminars in which German and foreign nationals participate, 
staged i.n pa:rt in collaboraticm ~d th the embassies of the 
countries of recruitment. Questions of integration are 
discussed in approximately 12 seminars a year with between 25 
and 30 participants, vho then pass on the information to a 
wider. aud.:lence" 

I should not 2s.il to mention the publications on foreign 
workers as vell as on refugees issued in large numbers by, for 
instance. the Federal Office for Political Education. 

Regular discussions take place bet11een trade \.mions, employers 
and the ministries responsible for integration; the social 
affairs attacbe.'s of the countries of recruitment are 
occasionally asked to take part. 

The process of integration ia also supported by the activities 
of the commissioner of the Federal Government for the 
integration of foreign workers and their dependants. That post 
"las established as early as December 1978. The commissioner is 
responsible for supporting the Federal Government in its policy 
towacds aliens and providing guidelines foe the further 
development of integration policy. Kis task is to work towards 
strengthening and better coordinating integration mea5ures, 
principally in respect of the Linder and the local authorities 
but also where the different social gcoups are concerned. 

( 
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It is also his responsibility to promote mutual understanding 
between Germans and foreign nationals. 

He has, in this connection, to draw up proposals for the 
peaceful co-existence of foreign nationals and Germans. 

The commissioner issues a range of publications which are 
distributed free of charge to interested parties. 

Question 5: 

Have the national authorities responsible developed a long
term policy for immigration and the integration of nationals 
of EEC and third countries with a view to the _completion of 
the internal market for 1992 which will bring with it freedom 
of movement for persons? · 

The Federal Government's policy towards foreign nationals is 
based on two fundamental considerations 

- integrating permanently resident foreign workers and their 
dependants; 

- limiting future arrivals- from countries outside the European 
Community. 

Approximately 60% of foreign nationals living in the Federal 
Republic of Germany have been vith us for 10 years or more. 
Approximately 70% of foreign children and young people under 16 
years of age were actually born in the Federal Republic. 

The Federal Government assumes that the majo~ity of them will 
remain in Germany for a considerable period and indeed some of 
them permanently. That applies in particular to foreign 
nationals vho have been born and grown up here, the so-called 
second and third generations. 

For those peoplei there is really no practical alternative to 
integration (into the economic, social and cultural life of the 
Federal Republic of Germany), 

On completion of schooling, a priority here is the transition 
of young foreign nationals into working life. 

Integration is encouraged by outline conditions, laid down by 
statute, which safeguard residence and access to the labour 
market. 
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The Federal Government, together with th~ Lander, local 
authorities and social groups, provides ~hildren and young 
people in particular with many forms of·aasistance to help them 
integrate •. 

The information policy of the Federal Government is geared 
towards improving understanding-between German and foreign 
nationals. 

Integrating young foreigners is the major task here. The 
situation of foreign children and young people differs sharply 
from that of their German contemporaries. 

They are growing up in a foreign country in different cultural 
and social circumstances, they have to cope with a foreign 
language and culture and therefore experience greater 
difficulty in their education and working life. 

The ~coordinating group for foreign workers" at the Federal 
Ministry for Employment and Social Affaire, which brings 
together, inter alia, the two sides of industry, the churches 
and welfare groups as well as members of the German Bundestag, 
has considered closely the situation of youn~ foreigners. 

On 22 July 1986, it submitted new proposals for the integration 
of young foreigners covering, among others, nursery care, 
schools, leisure, preparation for working life, vocational 
training, language teaching and social services. 

The complete professional and social integration of young 
foreigners is therefore one of the priorities of the Federal 
Government's policy towards aliens. 

The Federal cabinet has, in recent years, repeatedly considered 
issues relat~ng to policy to~ards aliens and made clear ita 
views on integration policy in this connection. 

The budgetary resources of the Federal Government and the 
Federal Office for Employment and Integration have been 
increased considerably in recent years. 
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Details are to be found in the publication entitled "Policy 
towards and the law applicable to aliens in the Federal 
Republic of Germany" which I can make available to the 
Committee in German, English and French. 

A new law on aliens, currently t.he subject of parliamentary 
debate, is also designed to servi' the aim of integration. 

The objective of integrating permanently resident foreign 
nationals into the economic, social and legal system of the 
Federal Republic will succeed. however, only if effective 
limits are strictly imposed on future arrivals from states 
outside the European Community. 

The immig~ation ministers, as they are called, of the EC States 
are also in agreement on these fundamental objectives. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE DISCUSSION WITH MESSRS KOKAI AND HABERLAND 

In reply to questions by Mr FORD, rapporteur, and other members of the 
Committee of Inquiry, Mr KOKAI and Mr HABERLAND made a number of additional 
comments on several items. 

Mr KOKAI said he had no mandate to make any statement about the position of 
the F edera 1 Repub 1 i c vis-a-vis Schengen and TREV I . Questions should be 
addressed to the Netherlands, acting chairman of the Schengen negotiations, 
and Ir·eland, acting chairman of the TREVI group. 

Mr HABERLAND said he had just received the draft of the political programme of 
the REPUBLIKANER party. It would definitely be looked at to see whether any 
parts of it violated German's Basic Law. 

The draft of a new German law on aliens was currently being debated by the 
Bundestag. It was true that one of the provisions was that any foreigner 
wishing to be joined by his family, thereby confirming his status as a 
resident, would have to satisfy the requirement of adequate and suitable 
livin~ accommodation for himself and his family. This meant no change to 
existing legislation which had always included the accommodation criterion. 
Now it was being explicitly enshrined in law. It was not discriminatory. On 
the contrary, it limited the freedom of action of the authorities who decide 
on applications by foreigners, and the foreigner himself would now have an 
opportunity of planning his life properly by taking the initiative in finding 
adequate and suitable accommodation. Once he acquires such accommodation, the 
authorities are no longer able to turn down his application. Subjective 
decisions would therefore give way to objective legislation. The reason 
underlying the accommodation criterion was, of course, the Federal Republic's 
unwillingness to create foreigners' ghettos and slums which could encourage 
the growth of xenophobia. 

The Federal Republic's view, Mr HABERLAND said, was that the Basic Law did not 
allow foreigners to vote in Bundestag, Landtag and local elections. The 
Federal Constitutional Court still had to issue a ruling on legislation passed 
by Schleswig-Holstein and Hamburg allowing foreigners to vote in local 
elections. However, it was the aim of the Federal Republic to grant young 
foreigners intending to become permanently resident in the Federal Republic 
~political and other rights once they had acquired citizenship. This being 
so, there was no point in separating out one right (voting in local elections) 
from all the other rights. 

Mr HABERLAND was able only to give the 1988 figures for unemployment amongst 
foreigners in the Federal Republic. In that year the unemployment rate for 
Germans and foreigners taken together was 8.7%. For foreigners alone the rate 
averaged 14%. The Portuguese (8.4%), Yugoslavs (8.5%) and Spanish (8.9%) were 
below this level; the Italians (15.9%), Turks (14.5%) and Greeks (13.5%) were 
less fortunate. 

The Federal Republic is scarcely in a position to detain and turn back asylum
seeker-s at the border. 'In fact, we have to 1 et everyone in first'. 66% of 
all persons entering the EEC in search of asylum in 1988 found their way into 
the Federal Republic. The Federal Republic's objection to this on the 
grounds that the right of asylum should not tacitly become an automatic right 
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of immigration has a European dimension in the light of a new EC convention 
on asylum which is currently being drawn up and which stipulates that the 
Member State which a person enters in search of asylum retains responsibility 
for processing and deciding on the application for asylum. Under the new 
convention it is not possible, if an application has been turned down in one 
Member State, to try again in another one. 

In reply to a question from Mrs ROTH, Hr HABERLAND stressed once again that 
foreigners and Germans in the Federal Republic were treated equally in 
respect of social security benefits. There was !lQ_ discrimination. The fact 
was, however (and this was certainly not true simply of the Federal Republic), 
that foreigners received a lower child allowance for children remaining in the 
country of origin than for children living in Germany. 

Acting in the spirit of the Basic Law the Federal Republic almost always 
grants the right of asylum to political refugees. In fact the figure is only 
5% per annum. 95% of applications are rejected as 'unfounded' ('economic 
refugees'), but that was not to say that such persons were returned to their 
country of origin. 'Many people stay all the same, because they have entered 
Germany vi a a third country. They are not sent back to their country of 
origin.' 
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B. Netherlands Mr Henk r~OLLEMAN 

Director~ Minorities Policy, Ministry of 
the Interior, The Hague 

Throughout the centuries the Netherlands has acquired the reputation of being 

a tolerant society. In my opinion it is not wholly advantageous to have such 

a reputation, because it makes it difficult to exercise self-criticism. It 

may be that this reputation is why it is difficult to recognize and often to 

acknowledge the existence of racism and discrimination in the Netherlands 

which do not feature in the image we have of ourselves as a tolerant society. 

The Netherlands is two-faced with regard to tolerance. On the one hand there 

is a considerable degree of tolerance at government level and in social 

institutions such as trade unions, broadcasting organizations, the press, the 

churches and others towards immigrants, but on the other hand discrimination 

and intolerance are regularly encountered just below the surface. We can see 

this in firms in their recruitment of people from ethnic minorities, in 

education where white parents often remove their children from school if too 

many black children appear in class, in trams and buses, in cafes - in fact 

throughout public life. The official commandment is: thou shalt not 

discriminate. In practice, however, we do discriminate unofficially and 

furtively. This phenomenon has recently been described in a dissertation by 

Mrs Philomena Essed entitled 'Understanding everyday racism', in which she 

describes and compares the .experiences of black women in the USA and the 

Netherlands. 

Serious expressions of xenophobia, e.g. demonstrations against immigrants or 

violence with a racist background, are rare occurrences in the Netherlands. 

But they have occurred and they should not simply be underestimated. There 

have always been extreme right-wing organizations making a prominent show of 

xenophobia. This was the case even before the large waves of immigrants in 

the sixties and seventies resulting in large numbers of people from the 

Mediterranean countries, in particular Morocco and Turkey, and the former 

colony of Suriname coming to live in the Netherlands. There is a-

fortunately - small number of warring extreme right-wing groups, including a 

number of youth organizations with violent overtones, which cannot easily be 

controlled by due process of law. The extreme right-wing Centre Democrats 

again won a seat at the last parliamentary elections. Of course, we should 

not exaggerate - it is only one seat - but their fellow-travellers will no 

doubt be encouraged by the fact that they are back in Parliament. 
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Advocates of intolerance usually maintain a low profile. For most of the time 

we are faced with an enemy whose precise numbers and whereabouts we do not 

know. All we know is that he is, or can become, dangerous. Veiled forms of 

discrimination, which are no less serious and humiliating for the victims, and 

would have an adverse effect on their position in society are difficult to pin 

down. But it is important to expose these forms of social discrimination, 

too, and this calls for an alert and critical attitude towards our own 

society. 

There is no simple, objective explanation for the disadvantaged position of 

Turks, Moroccans, Surinamers and Anti11eans on the housing market if there 

are genuine barriers stemming from the fact that such groups have, on average, 

a lower socio-economic status and larger families and they are concentrated in 

1 a rg e c i t i e s . 

The position of members of minority groups is particularly poor. 102 000 

members of minority groups are currently unemployed. This means that 4~/. of 

the minorities in the Netherlands are unemployed. The fact that unemployment 

amongst young people varies between 50 and 66% is a matter of particular 

concern. The rate varies between the different groups. Unemployment amongst 

Turks and Moro-ccans is approximately 44% of the working population, while 

amongst Surinamers and Antilleans it is approximately 25%. Employment policy 

objectives currently assume an influx of 4000 unemployed minorities onto the 

labour market. This scarcely covers the annual increase. The objective of 

proport·ional ity would be achieved if the annual figure were 20 000. To a 

large extent the high level of unemployment amongst minorities can be 

explained by the low level of education. Nor should discrimination in 

recruitment and on the shop floor be underestimated. The relatively high 

level of unemployment amongst well-educated members of minority groups (1500 

unemployed graduate immigrants in Amsterdam} can only be explained through 

discrimination. 

The realization that discrimination is practised even in the Netherlands and 

that there is therefore a need for urgent action is a fairly recent 

phenomenon. Even in 1968, when Parliament was debating the Convention 

Eliminating all forms of Racial Discrimination, the government of the day took 

the line that ratification of the convention was desirable from the point of 
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view of international relations, but that in the light of the situation in the 

Netherlands it was in fact superfluous. 

In international relations the Netherlands adopts a principled attitude 

towards discrimination. For example, it is a signatory to a number of human 

rights conventions exclusively banning discrimination on the grounds of race, 

nationality or ethnic origins. These include, for example, in addition to the 

convention mentioned above, the International Convention on Civil and 

Political Rights of 19 December 1966, the European Convention on Human Rights 

and Fundamenta 1 Freedoms of 4 November 19"50. The Netherlands a 1 so regards 

itself as bound by Articles 2 and 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights. More specifically in the field of labour relations, the Netherlands 

is bound by the ban on discrimination pursuant to ILO Convention III and the 

Law of 2 December 1982 implementing the European Convention on the Legal 

Position of Migrant Workers, and the Conditions of Employment of Foreign 

Workers. The Neth.erlands has also ratified the UNESCO Convention banning 

discrimination in education. 

Nevertheless, this is not to deny my theory that there is a well-entrenched 

tendency not to acknowledge the presence of discrimination in our own 

society. 

In the last twenty years successive governm.ents have realized, albeit very 

slowly, that even in the Netherlands there is a need to enforce the principle 

of non-discrimination and to make equal treatment a reality, and legislation 

has been tightened up. 

This realization stems in part, of course, from the fact that as a result of 

workers migrating to the Netherlands and the immigration of many Surinamers 

round about the time of Suriname's independence the number of potentia 1 

victims of discrimination on the grounds of race, or national or ethnic 

origins has grown. Other specific factors that I could mention include a 

number of riots and incidents with unmistakably racist overtones in Rotterdam 

(1972) and the publication of an academic study of the occurrence of 

discrimination which aroused some interest (Bovenkerk e.a. 'Omdat zij anders 

zi jn' [because they are different], 1978). 
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The government's role consists simply of providing the appropriate framework. 

It has been doing this since 1981 with a specific policy on immigrants. As an 

initiator of legislation the government lays down standards and, by using 

these standards and implementing the policy, makes clear to society that it 

takes its task seriously. It is also up to society itself to take action 

against discrimination. 

The ban on discrimination is quite clearly spelt out in the revised 

constitution of 1983, ·tn which 1t has symbolic significance in the first 

article. 'All persons in the Netherlands shall receive equal treatment in 

equal circumstances. Discrimination on the grounds of religion, way of life, 

political views, race, sex or any other grounds shall be prohibited.' 

Individuals may not take action directly against other individuals on the 

basis of this 

legislation. 

137c, d and e, 

enables act ion 

article. The ban is further elaborated in other, existing 

(The most important example is the Penal Code, Articles 90, 

429c and d and 140. Article 140 is important because it 

to racist objectives. 

Since 1971 labour 

be taken against organizations with 

legislation and the Law on Economic Compet~tion have 

included stipulations outlawing discrimination). A separate legal framework 

exists only for discrimination on the grounds of sex. 

The principle of equality is also incorporated in government policy. I am not 

referring solely ~o policy on legal action. should point out, for example, 

that improving the legal position of members of ethnic minorities in Outch 

society and the pr<=vention and combating of discrimination is one of the three 

pillars of the minorities policy that has been pursued in the Netherlands for 

the 1 as t ten years. The other two are achieving an equ a 1 and proportion a 1 

participation by minorities in social benefits, in order to improve their 

economic status, and the emancipation and participation of minorities in 

society. Hence, the minorities policy as a whole endeavours to improve the 

social position of minorities. In my opinion, enabling people to play an 

active role in society is one of the most important means of counteracting 

discrimination. After all, weak groups are easy victims. 

To summarize, the standards of a tolerant society are now incorporated in 

legislation «nd policy. But this structure of recognition at official level 

is not the entire story. 
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The minorities policy has led to a number of good initiatives in combating 

discrimination. They had only just seen the light of day at the time of the 

report by Mr Evregenis, and I can now report on some further results. 

Firstly, there is the operation 'minorities means fewer rights', the aim of 

which is to remove from Dutch legislation all provisions which make an 

unjustifiable distinction between Dutch and non-Dutch residents. This 

operation started in late 1985 and is now reaching completion. (Recent 

legislation still has to be reviewed). Secondly, there is the creation of the 

National Office for Combating Racism whose activities started in October 1985. 

This Office, which although in receipt of subsidies from the national 

government operates on an entirely independent basis, has proved a great 

success. It deals with complaints about discrimination but can also initiate 

court proceedings on behalf of victims; it organizes courses for persons 

giving legal aid, supports local groups and institutions concerned with 

combating discrimination, acts as an advisory body for the government, 

conducts research, maintains international contacts (for example with the 

Runnymede Trust), acts as a source of information, and issues publications 

including a series on case law. Without wishing to denigrate other 

activities, the most important advantage of this Office in my opinion is that 

its sound strategic approach has meant a steady growth in knowledge - not 

least amongst law-enforcement bodies - of the phenomenon of discrimination. 

In recent years there has been a clear trend towards making the struggle 

against discrimination a social responsibility. This is one reason why it 

was decided not to set a separate government department concerned with dealing 

with complaints, as is the case in the UK or the US. The disadvantage here, I 

believe, is that it isolates the problem and other government departments lose 

interest in the issue because it is not part of their responsibility. Nor do 

I regard it as sensible to concentrate all know-how in one body. This does 

not do justice to a problem which occurs in all sectors of society. 

In the Netherlands there is a wide variety of bodies concerned with combating 

discrimination, at various levels and from their own perspective, no doubt 

symbolizing the 'unity in diversity' of Dutch society. At government level 

there are the police and the Ministry of Justice, the national and local 

ombudsmen, local councils and the focal point for complaints about 
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discrimination in the armed forces recently set up by the Ministry of Defence. 

However, many initiatives have stemmed from the churches and other social 

organizations. Examples are the Council of Churches, the Anne Frank 

Foundat·lon with all its educational activities, the trade unions, the anti

discrimination consultative body, an umbrella organization mainly involved in 

information on the shop floor, in schools and in the media, ethnic 

organiz:ations and organiz:ations for foreign workers, anti-fascist groups and 

the complaints offices and focal points set up in a number of local 

authorities. And of course there is the National Office for Combating Racism 

referred to above. Are all these initiatives effective? In my opinion this 

is hard to quantify. At any rate, th-ey ensure that discrimination is at all 

times on the social and political agenda and at all times condemned. 

In my opinion, the social responsibility aspect referred to above is one 

reason why increasing use is being made of the civil courts to take action 

against discrimination. Of course it is important for the government to 

retain the right to prosecute, but am convinced that combating 

discrimination will not really succeed unless the victims themselves or their 

representatives play an active role in this process. 

I should mention two developments which are related to this. The government 

has recognized the need for legislation simplifying access to the civil courts 

by victims or groups acting on behalf of victims. This will be implemented in 

a General Law on Equal Treatment. 

Following the judgment of the Supreme Court in the Binderen case in 1983 it is 

possible to use statistics in court proceedings. This makes it possible to 

posit the presumption of discrimination. This is a legal break-through. The 

Binderen case was concerned with a housing association which, as the figures 

showed, allocated very few of its homes to foreigners compared with the number 

of foreigners seeking homes and in comparison with other housing associations 

in the same local authority. This in itself was insufficient evidence of 

discrimination, but it did give rise to reasonable suspicion of 

discrimination. The court called on the housing association to refute this 

suspicion. The housing association proved unable to do so. The court then 

ordered the housing association to pay the plaintive compensation and to 

allocate him a home. By analogy with this judgment statistics can also be 

used in proceedings against employers, for example. Comparing the 
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composition of the staff of & firm with a relevant section of the working 

population can indicate whether minorities employed by the firm have been 

disadvantaged. It is then up to the employer to show that there is a 

reasonable and objective explanation for this. This method has been used to 

build up a wealth of experience on the labour market concerning discrimination 

between men and women. 

In conclusion: a positive trend can be seen. However, I would not venture to 

conclude that discrimination is on the wane in Dutch society. We are dealing 

with a changeable, slippery and intangible phenomenon. Society, too, is 

quite clearly not static. There are developments such as the white and black 

schools which ensure that white and black children do not meet in the 

classroom, despite the fact that this is a very important phase in their 

development. This may prove fertile ground for prejudice. The way in which 

the police act towards foreigners or people who look like foreigners is not 

entirely above suspicion. When new policy is being discussed, the point 

always needs to be brought home that a distinction between residents and non

residents is permissible only if there are reasonable and objective grounds 

for so doing. Pol icy also needs to be implemented without putting undue 

pressure on certain parts of the population. Even today there is every reason 

to remain alert and critical. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE DISCUSSION WITH MR MOLLEMAN 

In r·eply to questions from Mr FORO, rapporteur, and other members of the 
committee, l'lr ~lOLLEMAN confirmed that the whole question of 'Schengen' and 
'TREVl' was beyond the control of the Dutch Parliament, too. 

He pointed out that all persons residing in the Netherlands, whether Dutch or 
foreigners, were entitled to vote in local elections. The coalition agreement 
of the cabinet that had been in office since November 1989 states that the 
government will 
national level 

look into the question of giving all residents the vote at 
(the Second Chamber), too. However, a decision had not yet 

been laken, and the political parties had not yet reached agreement on this 
point. The turnout of foreigners in the local elections was disappointing, 
particularly as far as Moroccans are concerned; their Head of State had 
explicitly spoken out against their voting in elections outside Morocco. The 
response from the Turks was also disappointing. There were now some 40 local 
councillors in the Netherlands from the various ethnic groups. 

Mr HOLLEMAN estimated the number of illegal immigrants in the Netherlands at 
20 000. The authorities repatriated very few people; the situation was 
comparable to that in the Federal Republic where 5 % of requests for asylum 
are approved, but by no means all the others are sent back. Nevertheless, 
Dutch admissions policy was restrictive in theory. 

As fat· as illegal immigrants were concerned, it was genera11y the employers 
who could be prosecuted, but fines were very low. There were no raids on 
illegal immigrants; that would be tantamount to 'hunting the coloureds'. 

Unemployment amongst young foreigners was ve~y high: 50 - 60% amongst Turks 
"nd Moroccans aged 16 23. It was a symptom of the failure of the 
educational policy. Unemployment also led to a drift into crime, particularly 
in the case of young 1'1oroccans, some of whom formed gangs. 

Mr MOLLEMAN, too, said there was evidence of racism among football fans and of 
links with other European supporters in this respect. However, he felt able 
to say that violent expressions of racism were, fortunately, not very common 
in the Netherlands. 

He referred to the spectacular growth in the number of persons seeking asylum 
in the Netherlands: in December 1989, the number was as high as in the 
previous ll months put together. There was considerable opposition by local 
residents to the practice of concentrating persons seeking asylum in small 
villages. 

In conclusion, Mr HOLLEMAN said that in the last 10 years, there had been 
considerab-le progress in the Netherlands in terms of accepting as equal 
fore·igners and persons of different race, progress, also, in that public 
expressions of discrimination were becomin<J increasingly less frequent. f3ut 
there was still a long way to go. 
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C. Belgium Mr Bruno VINIKAS 
acting Royal Commissioner for Immigration 
Policy, Brussels 

In the present government's political agreement concluded in Hay 1~88, the 
following provisions were devoted to immigrants: 

'2. Immigrants 

2.1. The government will pursue a firm policy in favour of immigrants to 
ensure their harmonious coexistence with the Belgian population. The 
freeze on immigration, which was adopted in 1974, will continue. Every 
effort will be made to ensure that this decision is strictly adhered to. 

2.2. The government considers its main task to be to coordinate, assist and 
support the policy pursued in this area in the various ministerial 
departments, communities, regions, and local authorities. Consistent 
with the respective powers, priority will be given to employment and 
housing problems and to education which promotes integration, including 
the learning of one of the national languages. 

2.3. On the initiative of the Brussels Executive, and in collaboration with 
the two communities and the relevant local bodies, a Commissioner will 
be instructed to consider and propose the policy measures necessary to 
cope with immigrants in Brussels and its suburbs. Similar initiatives 
will be taken in other population centres. 

2.4. The government will curb racism and xenophobia. Its policy will be 
accompanied by an information campaign to reduce tension in this field.' 

Given the growing concern arising from the rise of xenophobic movements in 
different regions of the country, the provisions of Point 2.3. above, on the 
appointment of a Special Commissioner for Brussels, have been extended across 
the country by the setting up of a Royal Commission for Policy on Immigrants. 

A Royal Commissioner and an Assistant Royal Commissioner for Policy on 
Immigrants were appointed by Royal Decree on 7 March 1989. Their task 
lncludes investigation, proposal, stimulation and coordination at all levels 
of power with all their various responsibilities. They report directly to the 
Prime Minister. 

The setting up of this new body is therefore In line with the spirit of the 
final recommendations set out 1n the report on the findings of the Committee 
of Inquiry into the Rise of Fascism and Racism in Europe, published in 
December 1985. 

The first half-yearly Report of the Royal Commission for Policy on Immigrants, 
submitted In November 1989, contains 81 firm proposals which have been 
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discussed on several occasions by the Interm1n1ster1al Group for Policy on 
Immigrants, and their implementation 1s currently being studied by 
interdepartmental groups of experts. 

A section of the next Report. due in May 1990, will highlight the progress 
made on these proposals and therefore the determination shown by the various 
authorities involved to implement them effectively. 

The Royal Commission is developing an overall approach to the problems of 
immigrants which includes action on the four levels (institutional, 
information, education and social forces) laid down in the above-mentioned 
;·ecommendations and in the Jotnt Declaration signed in Strasbourg on 11 June 
1986 by the Presidents of the European Parliament, the Council and the 
Commission. 

The fight against racism and xenophobia necessarily implies the elimination of 
discrimination and unequal treatment at all levels: political, legal, 
economic, social and cultural. 

For these reasons, the first Report. of November 1989, contains a series of 
firm proposals which have been submitted to the Belgian Government and which 
aim, for example, to promote access for non-Be1g1ans to certain public-sector 
posts, to e11minate administrative obstacles to entry to the labour market for 
non-EEC residents and to remove the nationality condition for minimum wages, 
allowances for the disabled and guaranteed income for aged relatives of 
foreign nationals with right of abode for an unlimited period. 

Further sets of proposals deal w1th improvements in living conditions for 
Immigrants and access to social housing and to property with a view to more 
harmonious relations between communities. With regard to education, greater 
importance Is given to removal of marginalization phenomena which seriously 
affect the future of immigrant ch11dren. 

However, the Royal Commission has also studied the question of the fight 
against racism and xenophobia. There is a chapter which deals specifically 
with this subject in the November Report mentioned above. 

In order to put together their proposals, the Royal Commissioner and the 
Assistant Royal Commissioner travelled throughout Belgium and met many people. 
In certain neighbourhoods with a large immigrant population, they were able to 
·1 dent I fy an increased degree of resentment, and often even of fear, among some 
of the Indigenous population. They are very aware that these feelings 
sometimes lead to racism and xenophobia and that the exploitation of these 
feelings for electoral. purposes represents a danger to democracy. 

The Royal Commission concluded from this that Its initiatives have to be 
consistent in linking two object1ves, namely, on the one hand, the integration 
of the different immigrant communities established in the country, and, on the 
other hand, the improvement of relations between these immigrant communities 
and the indigenous population. particularly in urban areas where these 
relations are made more difficult by socio-economic phenomena such as urban 
social drift, unemployment, the impoverishment and ageing of the indigenous 
population, and the academic and social marginalization of young immigrants. 

lL follows that, in areas whose character is essentially socio-economic, such 
as housing, employment, training and education, the Royal Commission aims to 
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put forward policies which would apply both to immigrants and to Belgians 
experiencing the same problems. 

In the more specific are• of the fight against racism and xenophobia, the 
proposals in the first Report of November 1989 comprise two elements: a 
preventive element and a remedial element. 

I. Proposals for preventive measures 

1. Every year, a lesson wtll be added to the school curriculum, with 
partic~lar emphasis at prtmary level, focusing on human rights, racism and 
the history of immigration. 

2. The Royal Commission intends to: 

coordinate and stimulate campaigns by the major social organizations and 
specialized groups working to make different social groups aware of the 
integration of the non-Belgian communities and of the prevention of 
racism and xenophobia; 

- to make other sectors alive to the issu~ and to encourage them to do 
likewise. 

A specific campaign will be directed at those working in public 
administration, teachers and those respon~ible for training. Moreover, the 
Commission has already taken a number of initiatives in this direction. 

3. Legal and administrative discrimination and, more particularly, entrenched 
practices found in certain departments concerning the reception of 
foreigners, must be remedted. The employment of non-ethnic Belgians in 
specific departments {the recent appointment of a police Inspector of 
African origin at Forest, in the 8rU$Sels district, bodes well for the 
future), but also in the media, can have a considerable positive effect. 
Literature distributed to new employees in public departments and 
undertakings, as well as the various staff publications, recommend a policy 
of integration and service to the public. 

4. It is obvious that an appropriate local community policy, which aims to 
bring about harmonious relations and which goes as far as setting out the· 
rights as well as the obligations of young immigrants, is one of these 
preventive measures. In the same way, the establishment of a familiar and 
rea$sur1ng environment for the older sections of the Belgian population is 
probably one of the best ways to prevent racism. 

II. Proposals for remedial measures 

1. The Law of 30 July 1981 'aiming to curb certain acts inspired by racism and 
xenophobia" must be better publicized. The local authorities, police 
stations, courts, clubs and associations in contact with immigrants must 
familiarize themselves with the options made available by this law. 

Z. The Minisl~r for Justice is called on to use his powers to draw the 
attention of the Public Prosecutor's offices to the provisions of the Law 
of 30 July 1981 with a view to using this law as a means of fighting 
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effectively the fight against racism and xenophobia (current statistics 
show that few cases get past the stage of investigation by the Public 
Prosecutor's office, which invariably dismisses them). 

3. A national centre for the integration of immigrant communities and against 
discrimination, similar to the 'Commission on Racial Equality' in the 
United Kingdom, or the 'National Bureau for the Prevention of Racism' in· 
the Netherlands, should be set up. 

This introductory statement is a reply to points 4 and 5 which your committee 
put to us. The first three points are dealt with in the statement by Hr Paul 
COOREHAN, advisor to the Minister for Justice. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE DISCUSSION WITH MR VINIKAS 

Mr VINIKAS then took up a number of questions and comments by Mr fORO, the 
rapporteur, Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK, Hr ELLIOTT and Mrs ROTH. He said that the 
royal commissioner's office was 'awaiting with interest and some trepidation' 
the response to the proposal to throw open civil service posts to non
Belgians, including persons who are not EC subjects. 'We are expecting most 
opposition from the unions, which is rather paradoxical, since they are the 
very people who have embraced the principle of non-discrimination.' 

As far as the situation of foreigners in Antwerp was concerned, a clear 
distinction had to be made between the Jews and the Chinese, on the one hand, 
and people from the Maghreb countries on the other. The Jews all had Belgian 
nationality, as did a large number of the Chinese. These two groups were 
a 1 ready effective 1 y integrated; they were no 1 anger foreigners, a.s it were. 
This was quite clearly not the case with the Turks and the people from the 
Maghreb countries who were an economically vulnerable group, utterly dependent 
on fluctuations on the labour market. 

Mr VINIKAS confirmed Mrs ROTH's impression that there was no connection 
between expressions of racism and the percentage of immigrant residents. 
Where there were a 1 at of immigrants there was often no racism at all, and 
places where there were few immigrants were often the very places where racism 
was encountered. As far as the situation in Schaarbeek was concerned, he 
pointed out that (contrary to what some of the questioners thought) Hr NOLS 
was no longer the mayor and that the regional authority had set aside the 
local authority's ban on distributing and posting advertisements in non
European languages. 

In reply to questions from Mr FORO, Mr VINIKAS said that it was his opinion 
that the measures taken pursuant to '1992' ran counter to efforts to combat 
disc ri min at ion between Europeans and non- Europeans. ' If they were to be 
implemented these measures would more or less force us, in our proposal to 
open up civil service posts, to distinguish between subjects of EC countries 
and others - which is precisely what we did not and do not want to do.' 
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D. France 

Mr Chairman, 

Mr Louis JOINET 
Adviser in the Prime Minister's 
Private Office, Paris 

Keeping to the essentials, I would inform your committee, at the outset, that 
my country's policy on combating racism in all its forms has been carried out 
1n two main stages. The first has been the implementation under French law of 
the guidelines and regulations set out in the United Nations Convention of 
7 Mar~h 1966 on the elimination of all forms of discrimination. I should say 
that this was, in particular, the period of legislation In my country. Then 
came your Declaration of 11 Jufte 1986, which caused some readjustment, 1 .e. 
priority was no longer given to new regulations - although some are being 
studied and I shall return to them- but to implementing the regulations in 
fo~ce more efficiently. In other words, the armoury of legislation appeared 
adequate for an effective policy. but the whole problem was to apply the law 
in practice. 

The legislation is in two parts. The con~entional part represented by the 
Penal Code is mainly aimed at discrimination with regard to the supply of 
goods, the refusal to employ someone or a~y other offence of this kind. 
Clearly, what I might call the most active discrimination and that which 
causes great controversies in the press, is covered by the provisions of the 
1880 press law, i.e. racial defamation, racial abuse, incitement to ra~ial 
discrimination, the extenuation of war crimes, wearing Nazi uniforms,: badges 
and insignia in public, etc. Why the press law? Because, as everyone knows, 
the crux of the argument is how to achieve a balance between the requt~ements 
and demands of freedom of expression and, obviously, the campaign against 
racism in all its forms. At the heart of this question of balance is, for 
example - we shall perhaps return to it later- the so-called question of 
reappraisal. 

I have just been saying that, as things stood, the enactment of new 
legislation was not considered a priority. However, a debate is in progress in 
France on the need to extend the existing legislation to cover the following 
points. At present, as a result, so to speak, of the grafting of these laws on 
the press law, there is in my country what is termed the shortened three-month 
provision on freedom of expression. The anti-racist organizations are vehement 
in asking for the offence of incitement to racial hatred to be excluded from 
this provision. Second proposal: remove the publicity condition from this 
offence, since whether or not there is an offence depends on whether or not 
the person concerned 1s in a public place. Thirdly, give the anti-racist 
organizations a right of reply in respect of racial discrimination. Fourthly, 
give the courts the power to order loss of civic rights in connection with any 
existing offences and, finally, 1n the case of discrimination, particularly in 
employment or in the distribution of goods and services, establish an 
arb1trat1on procedure, since mere prohibition when close everyday 
relationships are involved is not the solution, as tensions persist. 
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l come now, therefore, more directly to the action taken in response to your 
Declaration. In implementation of the existing regulatio~s. following a very 
serious attack on a hostel for tmatgrants, the Sonacatra Hostel in the south 
of France, that same day the Prime Minister decided to set up an 
1ntermin1sterta1 unit to coordinate the campaign against racist violence. Very 
quickly - I am myself the chairman of that unit -we real14ed that it was 
necessary not only. to institute coordination between pub11c bodies but also to 
facilitate greater convergence among non-government&~ ant1-rac1st 
organizations in respect of, let us say, energies and rivalries which 
sometimes result 1n situations of conflict. We have tn my country a national 
advisory committee on human rights which brings together the authorities and 
the public as represented by associations or eminent persons recognized 1n 
this field. 'rt 1s in this coamtttee, therefore, that the Prime Minister's 
initiative has gradually been taken up in the light of the realities 
encountered. The unit 1s now a joint body. It is co-chaired by a member of the 
Council of State, who is chairaan o¥ the advisory committee, representing the 
public, and by myself, repre~nttng the authorities. This new format has 
clearly resulted 1n greater efficiency and we believe that we will be well 
under way in the next few weeks when we submit to the French Government the 
first report from our committee on the campaign against racism 1n France. I 
emphasize the t1tle because 1t gave rise to long dis~ussion. It was originally 
planned to draft a report which would simply ta~e stock of racism. We consider 
that 1t is now always necessary to take an active stance and not to be 
constantly drawing up reports which, 1n the end, give the impression that 
nothing is happening. For example, the forthcoming opinion poll which we, as a 
unit, have asked the Government to carry out is not concerned, as previously 
intended, with the state of racism tn France"but with how the public feels 
about the campaign against racism. 

The first time ach1~vements of such coordination are as follows: first of all, 
because of the time it will take, we have priority to the establishment of a 
data bank common to non-governmental organizations and to the Government 
through an agreement reached with french legal data bank known as the national 
legal computer centre. As a result of sponsorship, let me say, the services 
of this data bank are virtually free. It seems simple, but in fact the 
greatest difficulty was not technical but involved persuading - almost a year 
was needed - each non-governmental organization to agree to waive its legal 
constitution in order to assemble together on the table all the relevant legal 
decisions. The second initiative was to coordinate criminal proceedings in a 
sensitive way between the State, on the one hand, and the public, on the 
other. Why? Because, as is the case in most countries, anti-racist 
associations have the right to institute criminal proceedings, i.e. to bring a 
civil action, provided that they lodge a deposit. Consequently, they legally 
participate in the exercise of public authority. Well, in my country, the 
public prosecutor rarely took the initiative as a result of an old tradition 
that in matters of freedom of expression it was up to the parties involved to 
act before it was even possible for the State to appeal. This, 1n the end, led 
to unease. The 'cope for NGOs to become involved, therefore, has been extended 
and, in the current state of coordination, the momentum has been reversed and 
the number of criminal actions brought by the public prosecutor Is now greater 
than those by non-governmental organizations. Moreover, as soon as an 
association wishes to bring a civil action, 1t immediately informs the unit. I 
would even say that, whenever a serious instance of racism occurs, an 
association immediately informs the unit about It and one of my colleagues 
Immediately contacts the Ministry of Justice, which gets In touch with the 
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relevant pub1ic prosecutor, so that an analysis of converging activity ts 
available, 

In the same sp1rft, a circular from the Keeper of the Seals, with regard to 
this unit, asked all public prosecutors to make personal contact w1th the 
heads of '; ocal ·anti-racist organizations so that action should not be 
restricted to national level. finally, public prosecutors have also been 
instructed by the Keeper of the Seals to request in their address to the court 
that the sums which anti-racist organizations must deposit whenever they bring 
a civil 4Ction should be as low as possible. Lastly, this is the least 
spectacular measure but one whose effects are very important- the Minister 
for the !ntertor has set up a spectaltzed intelligence service unit 1n 
connection with the campaign against racism, which has enabled us to arrest 
particularly dangerous people- to whom we shall revert perhaps in a question 
- who have been responsible for several attacks, two of which are currently 
be1ng investigated. l believe that. since these arrests, the occurrence of 
racist violence has considerably diminished. We hope that this has been a case 
of cause ~nd effect. 

The last point is particularly sensitive since we are working with non
governmental organiz~t1ons. It is. therefore, in the full knowledge of the 
facts that the NGOs have agreed to cooperate with the Ministry of the 
Interior Consequently, as I was going to say, this is a common cause. 
Naturally, tt 1s not intelligence work tn the strict sense, it is more a 
problem of textual analysis, the adoption of positions and the issuing of 
statements and a ctv11 servant has been specially appointed to the 
directorate of public freedoms tn tbe legal difectorate of the Ministry of the 
lntart~r to coordinate all this acttvity, which is more a question of 
lnformation than of intelligence. 

Hr chairman, 1n the 1 lmited time ;wail able to me, I have had to make a number 
of comments and give information perh~ps on what I shall term the racist 
ferment. I hllve al~o spoken about t.he anti-rl!.cist. I should now speak about 
developments ~lnce the 1985 report, which I have read carefully. There are 
three new factors. Do you want me to dea1 with them during the questions or to 
broach th~m now? 

Just a \.Jo;•d then to conclude, Mr Chairman, on a final point, which ts, in the 
end, the most worrying problem in that tt is the most difficult to comprehend: 
discrimination in employment and discrimination 1n the distribution of goods 
and services. Here again, inittally, we tended to focus on the campaign 
against ~~cism in the strict sense. The Prime Minister consequently decided to 
1nclude In our coordination unit, from the f1rst of January, the 
representatives of the main tra<.!e union confederations so that now we have a 
strategy whtch covers dtscrtmtnation. The first discussions that we have had 
show that both the trade unions and the authorities consider, by and large, 
that the oroblem of 1egtslat1on Is not a prtortty, the legislative framework 
is correct, the case law itself 1s relatively speaking, 1n line with the 
spirit of the leg1slat1on, if I may so describe It, and It 1s the Advocate 
General of the Court of Appeal who Is speaking to you. The problem 1s that 
cases are not brought to court. They are not brought to court as a result of a 
widely-recognized difficulty, which ts that dtscrtmtnatton is very hard to 
prove, particularly in the context of a hierarchical relationship, such as at 
work. The situation 1s aggravated ln the case of unemployment, particularly 
where the national employment agenc1es (ANP£) are concerned, since some 
employers word job offers tn ~way which as not directly discriminatory, 
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requiring, for example, a voter registration card or an advanced knowledge of 
French for a manual worker. As a result, a degree of aggression has developed 
at the counter, so to speak, which has caused the Minister for Labour and 
Employment to take steps in the form of client contact training .to try to 
defuse these situations of tenston, but it is not easy. 

Finally, my last point. We are hoping, and our hopes are high, to persuade the 
non-governmental anti-racist organizations to join in with tHe trade unions, 
as they are not involved, to any extent, in this area. I have ~orne to the end 
of this very rapid survey, Mr Chairman. 
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ACCOUNT Of THE DISCUSSION WITH HR JOINET 

Replying to Mr FORD, Mrs ELMALAN, Mrs TADZAIT and Mrs ROTH, Mr JOINET stated 
in particular that immigrants could now vote and stand as candidates in 
certain elections, e.g., for trade union posts. He added that the Prime 
Minister had advocated that immigrants be given local-election voting rights; 
under the present circumstances, however, Parliament would reject a bill to 
that effect. The minister responsible, Mr EVIN, had moreover recently 
proposed a simplified procedure for acquiring French nationality. On a number 
of occasions, the French Government had applied for Mr Le Pen's parliamentary 
immunity to be waived. Prosecution was possibly not the sole solution, 
however. Should not priority be given to political efforts? 

With regard to discrimination in employment, reversing the burden of proof 
clashed with the fundamental principle of law that a person was presumed 
innocent. With regard to a possible correlation between the rise in 
unemployment and a process whereby the second generation was excluded from 
employment, it was difficult to provide a brief answer. Mr JOINET pointed out 
that racist attacks did take place and that, in many instances, prosecutions 
were successfully brought; anti-racist organizations were given financial 
support. With regard to the Schengen Agreement, the minister responsible was 
in contact with his Irish counterpart with a view to formulating a common 
position. He added that some racist attacks had been perpetrated by racist 
organizations and that prosecutions had been brought and sentences handed 
down; there was a problem with regard to family allowances in connection with 
attendance at courses. 
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Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen. 

Mr Victor MORENO CATENA, Secretary General 
<technical) of the Ministry of the Interior, 
Madrid 

I should like to start by sayiag how pleased 1 am to be able to make a 

contribution, albeit modest, to the important work which this conmittee 11: 

doing in order to eradicate what ts sttll a shameful blot on our society. 

Now, two hundred years after the triumph ·Of the French Revolution, it 1s 

difficult to believe that we . have not yet manag.ed to put· the ideals of 

1 iberty, equality and fraternity tnto practice in a.l1 countries a.nd all 

societies. It 1s even more difftcult to understand that on the threshold of 

the 21st century this committee hu not lost all raison d'etre and that 

xenophobia and racism are a ca.use for concern and a subject for 1nvest1gat1on 

in the societies of the developed and democratic countries of Europe, despite 

the legal recognition of human rights in those countries' national laws and in 

international instruments. The long quest for equality is not yet over. 

Once Spain had recovered its lost democracy it wholeheartedly joined this 

quest, becoming a member of the group of countries and institutions which want 

to make our world more just, more equitable and·ultimately more human. 

Article l of the Spanish Constitution of 1978 recognizes equality as one of 

the cornerstones of our society, $t&t1ng that 'Spain is hereby establ1£hed as 

a social and democratic state, subject to the rule of law, and advocating as 

higher values of its legal order. liberty, justice, equality and political 

pluralism.' 

However, it is Article 14 which unequivocally affirms the principle of 

equality in the eyes of the law, prohibiting a.ny kind of discrimination 'on 

account of birth, race, sex, religion, opinion or any other condition or 

personal or social circumstance.' 

This principle first of all means a. prohibition on any arbitrary act by the 

pub1ic authorities and secondly - the most important point the duty 

Incumbent on them under the Constitution itself 'to promote conditions which 

ensure that the freedom and equality of individuals and of the groups to which 

they belong may be real and effective, to remove the obstacles which prevent 

or hinder their full enjoyment, and to facilitate the participation of all 

citizens in political, economic, cultural and social life.' 
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The right to eQuality 1s spec1ftca1ly protected by both administrative 

provisions and provisions of cr1minal law. The 1 atter are set out in the 

Organic Law of 25 June ·1983 amending the Penal Code, the explan~.tory statement 

of which explains that 'in the context of offences committed by individuals 

during exercise of the individual rights recognized by law, it was deemed 

necess:t.ry that criminal law should help to guarantee the effec.tiveneu of tho 

principle of eQuality of all people by penalizing discriminatory behaviour for 

reasons of ethnic origin, race. religion or political or trade union 

affiliation.' 

It therefore defines as unlawful associations 'those which promote· or 

encourage racial discrimination' and 1t defines as criminal behaviour actions 

which 'with the aim of totally or partially destroying an ethnic, racial or 

religious national group' cause the death or serious injury of one of ·its 

members, or subjects the group or any of its 1nd1v1dua.l members to 11v1ng 

conditions which endanger their lives or seriously undermine their health; as 

well as the forcible resettlement of the group or 1ts members, or any measures 

which interfere w1th the. group's way of life or reproduction or transfer 

individuals by force from one group :to another-. The defin1t1on of criminal 

behaviou~ also covers the behaviour of an official or the provider of a public 

service who, for reasons of origin, sex, family situation or membership o1· 

non-membership of an ethnic group, race, religion, political or religious 

group refuses a person, association, foundation or company, a service to· which 

they are entitled (Articles 137A, 165. 173 and 181A of the Penal Code). 

Furthermore, the principle of equality and the ban on discrimination are not 

only binding on the public authortttes in particular but must also be actually 

and immediately safeguarded by the courts. They are obliged to ascertain in 

every case whether or not a regulation is discriminatory, ~tnd eliminate ~~r1y 

such effects intended by the parties concerned; they must also refuse to 

allow the application of regulations or any other provision which infringe the 

Constitution and bring proceedings for unconst1tut1on•11ty whenever by 

interpretative means a rule with the status of a h.w cannot be fitted into 

the body of constitutional law (Articles 5 and 6 of the Organic Law on t.h~ 

Judiciary). 

Citizens have two national legal forms of access to the protection of the 

courts one through the ordinary courts, and the other through th~ 

( 
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constitutional court by me~ns of the h;,b-;;as cori)Us procedure, which does not 

preclude the possibility of an \ndtv1dua1 case being brought before either 

the European Commission of Humaro Rights or the European Cou1•t of Human Rights. 

In addition to these safegu11rd mechanhms, the Spanish Constitution 

established two other 1nstituttons responsible for defending individual 

rights, namely the Attorney General's Offtce and the Ombudsman. 

The former is responsible for further·ing the course of jusUce in order to 

protect the rights of citizens, s'lr~ee 'It is empowered to intervene in all 

proceedings brought on the grounds of v1o1 ations of fundamental rights and 

freedoms. 

The Ombudsman 1s appointed by the tm·tes to supervfse the activities of the 

authorities so as to safeguard individual rights. 

Now, although legislative measures a\"e 'Important, in that they provide the 

basis for action by the public authorHies, v.Je ~.-re all aware that they are 

• inadequate .unless they are .).ccomp:mie:d by additional measures de:dgned to 

combat the actual causes of the problem. 

Bearing 1n mind that the defence of htll\llt.i'l V''lghts is a building which 1s 

permanently under construction, Vthost: foundations are never sound, Spain is 

adopting measures to guara.ntee tlu;t. ~;;quality is achieved and that racist or 

xenophobic attitud~s are eliminated, although they are only isolated phenomena 

1n our country. 

These measures have a dual purpose. Firstly they are designed to protect the 

gypsies, who are the only national 9thn c minority tn Spain, and secondly, to 

ensure that foreigners living in OI.!Y' cot:ntr·y are funy integrated. 

As far as the gypsies are concal·ned, succ;)ss1vo::. Soci&list. governments have 

pledged themselves - as part of their poltcy to consolidate and develop human 

rights as a ·fundamental element of government action - to encouraging the 

protection of the gypsy co1001unit.y, respecting and safeguarding its culture, 

and fully incorporating it 1n the s:och1. po11tica1, economic and cultural 

life of the country, so that gypsies may ~::xet·cis:e their rights: on an equal 

footing wtth the rest of the Spanish populat1on. 
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The principle behind this is respect for the cultural autonomy of gypsies 1n a 

context of gradual social integratton, so that they may ultimately have the 

same rights, status and opportunities u the rut of the c1t1zens of Spain, 

but without losing their own identity. 

On this basis, during the last few ye~rs practical measures have been adopted 

and since October 1985 they have.been grouped together under a joint programme 

called the 'National Plan for Gy.psy Development', the general aim of which 1s 

to 'put an end to the d hcrimi nation which the gypsy peop 1 e have suffered 

throughout history and bdng them out of the state of social al 1enat1on 1n 

which they find themselves as a result of the rapid and irreversible 

industrial transformation of our urban $Ociety'. 

The Plan combines measures by various ministries and various Autonomous 

Communities coot-dinated by two specHie bodies: the Advisory Board for the 

Development of the Gypsy People, which dhcusses problems and works in a 

consultative capac-Ity, and a Sub-dlrractor-at'l'l General set up for this purpose 

within the Ministry of Social Affairs, which is responsible for the 

administrative ~nd budgetary aspects. 

It is virtually impossible t.o list &n these measures In the 11m1ted time 

have ava1 hb1e - I shall therefore only mention the most important ones. 

First _of all, ·Jn the field of education, since the lack of su1hb1e cultural 

~ducation 1s one of the reasons why the gypsy community is isolated, there are 

the programmes launched by the Ministry of Education and Science, most of them 

in cooperation '<lith gypsy associations. to promote the schooling of gypsy 

children - in line with the Council Resolution on education for the children 

of gypsies and other itinerant people. ~dopted during the Spanish Presidency 

in May 1989 - the organizing of occupattanal tratning for pupils of 13 to 16 

years of age and adult literacy programmes. 

should also mention the agreement sligned by the Hinistry wHh the 

association 'Gypsy Apostol ate', with the aim of supporting and strengthening 

the 'bridging-schools' set up to fli.dHhte the progressive integration of 

gypsy children into public education. and the Programme on Compensatory 

Education adopted by Royal Decree on 27 Jl.pri1 1983, designed for 'various 

geographical regions or groups of the population which, by vtrtue of their 
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special characteristics, require preferential treatment as regards 

educatIon.' In the field of health, campaigns have periodically been 

organized to diagnose diseases umong gypsy communities inhabit1ng shanty 

towns 1n various Autonomous Communities, as well as vaccination campaigns, 

thereby promoting the progressive integration of gypsies into the section of 

the population covered by social security, 

Health and education measures have been supplemented by other social measures 

and during the 1 ast 7 years pr1or1ty has been given to ethnic minorities 1n 

the social service programmes. Between 1983 and 1988 Ptu. 354 m111 ion were 

earmarked for this purpose and were used exclusively for the gypsy community. 

The gypsy community has also been the subject of s:pechl attention in the 

field of housing, since it is one of the matn beneficiaries under the plan to 

eliminate shanty towns drawn up by the Ministry of Public Works and Town 

Planning in coilaboration w1th the Autonomous Con~unities. 

Since 1t 1s more difficult for members of the gypsy community to find jobs, 

mainly because of. their lack of qualifications, the Ministry of Labour and 

Sochl Security has drawn up spechl programmes for them, including the 

vocational tnining programme for. unemployed young people w1tho~t adequate 

qualifications between the· ages of 20 and 25, the vocathna1 training 

programme for the long-term unemployed own· the age of 25 and vocational 

training courses specially organized by. the INEM (National Employment 

Institute) through its local centres. fo:r 1 the underprivileged and ethnic 

minorities'. 

Finally, in the sphere of competence of the Ministry of the Interior, the 

Population and Civil Rights Prog;~amme was set up in 1987 to promote the 

coexistence of different sections of society and guarantee the exercise of 

constitutional rights, tackle problems of integration and devise a policy to 

prevent social a11en~t1on and underdevelopment. 

The Autonomous Communit1es havo a1s:o orgAnized speehl programmes for the 

benefit of 'ethnic m1norit1es. For example, the regional governments of 

Andalucia and Valencia have set up special bodies to study the problems of the 

gypsy community and have devised sp®dfk measures for them. 
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The 'Andalucian Plan for the Gypsy Community', drawn up in 1987, proposes two 

forms of action integrated community action in districts with a high 

proportion of gypsies and sectoral programmes dealing with specific issues 

and aspects of the problem. 

The 'Valencian Economic Plan' also adopted in 1987. includes a spec1f1c 

programme for the gypsy community. since it 1s the most representative ethnic 

minority, designed to facilitate its access to resources in a11 areas of 

sochl welfare and to promote its sodo-eu1tura1 development by means of 

cooperation. 

The second category of measures introduced by the Spanish Government to 

guarantee full implementation of the principle of equality 1s designed for 

foreigners residing in Spain and its aim is the adoption of a series of 

measures to ensure their full integration into Spanish society. 

It goes without saying that although the term 'foreigner' is a common 

denominator which indiscriminately covers all those who are not nationals, 

there 1 s a great difference in terms of 1 iv1ng conditions and integration, 

between foreigners from Community countries or countries of a comparable level 

of development and people from Third·World nations, 

Whilst, generally speaking, the former are treated exactly the same as 

$panish citizens, the latter may suffer from discrimination, as was noted 1n 

the Commission's report of .1989 on the sochl integration of immigrants from 

third countries residing on a permanent and lawful basis 1n ·the Member 

States. The report says that it is not so much the fact of being a foreigner 

as the fact of belonging to a·different ethnic group which puts non-Community 

immigrants in the disadvantaged categories 1n the host country. 

The Organic Law of 1 July 1985 on· the rights and freedoms of fore1gners 1n 

Spain was intended to establish the basis for preventing discrimination by 

making the personal status of foreigners virtually the same as that of 

nationals, especially as regards fundamental rights and freedoms and the legal 

guarantees for exercising them. 
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Thus, ;;, fondgner not on1y enjoys, ?d'Uwut lll'lY restriction, the rights due to 

every human belng, but nwy <dso exerc'lse an other public rights - assuming 

he acts in good fatth and does nat abuse such rtghts or exerc1sa them tn an 

anti-soc1al manner - as long ~~ he has th~ required documents and 1s lawfully 

resident in Spaln, whtch snsures that he s guaranteed all forms of 

administrative and judlci 1 protection. 

In addition to th!~e legal measures and ~n order to make them effective, other 

soc"l:a1 measures h~.ve been 'lntrod<~c .. ,d wh1ch basieal1y concerN the fields of 

employment, culture, education and nattanal assistance. 

Among these I \d11 

Labou1· and Sod; l 

mention only 

SecurIty fo1~ 

thoo:e introdocecl by the Ministry of 

covered by the general soctal 

security scheme and by the t1i 11 is try of Sod &1 Affairs for refugees and peop 1 e 

who have been granted political asylum. 

The fo1·mer consht.s of 2. 1>r·ogr·0.mme of subsidies for the promotion and social 

integn.tion of foreign wo1·ker·s hl Spa'l!t" ;,1hkh >1.1'8 gr;cw1ted to organizations 

which car.ry out activities on theh' b.ch~1f., 

Programmes for r;:fugees and thos!'Z wtho h:we been given political asylum are 

financed in the context of the soda ser,vice~;. and non·~profit-making non

government"! agencies are responsible fcl- them, 8y mea.ns of these programmes, 

the budget for \•hlch toti"l s ?taL 2000 mil Hon this ye<~.r, economic aid is 

grant.sd for hou>,ing and maintom;nce, f'ov, croe,ting jobs or independent 

business activities, health care, scholarships etc. 

Th1s budget also finances a 'pub'lic op'ini!ln' prograrmne v1hoze <~im is to make 

Spani2rds aware cf the problem$ of r~fu0~cs and political asylum tn Spain and 

tha re~t of the wo~ld, 

I feel that X have adequately outlined thls impol'h.nt -~.spect of hum~.n t·ights 

ln Spain. I shll.'l be ple~.scd to gi'F' ,YO!! MlY furthe;· det ns or explanations 

you may requi~e, 

HoHeve\", I cannot finish without !HYifi>;J hmnage tc Or· EVRIGENIS, th$.! author of 

the fh·st repot't dr-a\·m up by th1 eo!w·,,ittee, \d;o :;et u:s 1dl i'.n example of 

I beltev0 that hts memory will 
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always be an inspiration to all of us who believe that man•·s spiritual 

development 1s more important than technological development and that real 

progress is not possible unless economic and material growth is accompanied by 

the development of social values and the most profound human values. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE DISCUSSION WITH MR MORENA CATENA 

After listening to the Spanish representative, a Spanish MEP pointed out that 
Spain was not immune from racism. on paper, problems appeared to have been 
resolved but the reality of the situation did not correspond to these 
documents... The Spanish official said that racism in Spain was very acute 
but also very limited. Nonetheless, Spaniards were also victims of racism 
abroad, with 17% of Spanish workers feeling discriminated against in the 
countries where they worked. 

The Spanish Government intended to attain two goals, namely the protection of 
the Tziganes - there are 322 480 gipsies in spain - and the integration of 
foreigners. The aim was to demarginalize this group of people whilst 
respecting their cultural independence. This approach was appreciated by the 
MEPs. 

Replying to a question on the possible influence of neo-Fascism in Spain, the 
representative said that Fascist groups in his country were a small, albeit 
painful, issue in Spanish politics and that these groups were not represented 
at all, not even by a single Member of Parliament. 
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Mr Antonio GOMES LOUREN~O MARTINS, deputy 
Attorney-General, and Mr VERNELHO CURRAL? 
Director of the Aliens and Frontier Departrnt.'nt 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Lisb?~---~-

1. The Portuguese Government received from the European Parliament's Committee 
of Inquiry into Racism and Xenophobia the following request: 

to give a brief outline (of about 15 minutes) of the situation in 
Portugal as regards racism and xenophobia; 

- to describe the Portuguese 1eg1s1at1on in force on this matter since 
the Joint Declaration of June 1986. 

The nature of 
the person to 
cl ar1 ficat ion 
que s ti onna 1 re 

these topics led the Portuguese Government to appoint me as 
look into them, but. subsequently, we received a request for 

on other topics, namely questions 4 and 5 on the 
forwarded by the committee. 

I therefore have to put in an 1nH.ia1 reservation and explain that, for 
lack of time, it was not possible to become fully acquainted with all the 
information ava11able on this subject within the Community institutions, 
given that Portugal, as a new Member State, was not involved in the 
research leading up to the excellent EVRIGENIS report. 

My contribution here is Portugal's first official statement in this area. 

2. By its tradition and culture, the Portuguese people can fairly be said to 
have rejected racial discrimination for hundreds of years. Pot•tuguese 
communities throughout the world - there are about 4 million Portuguese 
emigrants - provided a shining example of a way of 11 fe al ongs1de other 
men and women where no grounds exist for discrimination on the basis of 
race or colour. One only has to recall that, in the first quarter of the 
19th century, Portuga 1 granted 1 ndependence to Brazil , and the Brazi11 an 
people developed without any ethnic dtscrimination. 

Similarly, the age of discoveries sparked off by Portugal at the beginning 
of the 15th century has left no visible traces of inordinate nationalism, 
but rather a spirit of great cooperation and solidarity with the new 
countries which were once colonies. The propagation of Christianity as a 
motive and spur for these discoveries was also undoubtedly a factor. 

The peaceful transition to democracy in 1974 confirms the Portuguese 
tradition of tolerance. 

As regards the country's official stance, let me point to a fe'<l 
constitutional principles on whtch the Portuguese Republic ts based: 
respect for the dignity of the human person - Article 1 of th~ Constitution 
-, pluralism of expression and the guarantee to entitlement to fundamental 
freedoms and rights, explicitly referred to Art1cle 2, and also respect for 
human rights, referred to in the section on international relations 
(Article 7'). 

shall discuss how these principles are reflected in real terms at 
constitutional level and 1n ordtnary legislation. 

Before that, however, 
demographic_ situation, 
which started in 1974. 

should 
especially 

like briefly 
foHowing the 
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to outline Portugal's 
decolonization process 
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3. In line with United Nations recommendations that the question of 'race' is 
superfluous in population censuses, official statistics do not give a 
racial breakdown of the population of Portugal. 

Roughly speaking, about 1 million returned to or entered Portugal in 1974 
and 1975, coming from the former colonies as they were granted 
independence. Most of these people were Portuguese who had lived and 
worked in these countries. 

Having said that, about SO% of the foreigners resident in Portugal
totalling 79 594 in December 1985- are nationals of the former colonies, 
with a heavy predominance of Cape Verdeans 1 • Between 1976 and May 1986 
35 326 applications for Portuguese nationality were made by nationals from 
the former Portuguese colonies, of wh1ch two-thirds were considered valid. 

Taken together, and in descending order, nationals from Brazil, Spain, the 
US, the UK, Venezuela, the federal Republic of Germany, Canada, France and 
the Netherlands account for about 35% of the foreign residents. The 
remaining 15% come from other countries or are stateless (166). 

The difficulties Portugal had in coping with problems such as housing, 
food, clothing and employment for the complete reintegration of those 
returning from the former colonies are well-known. The task was really 
completed in little more than ten years, despite the economic crisis which 
Portugal was experiencing. 

This sketch wi 11 make it easier to understand how Portuga 1 responds to 
racist or xenophobic acts. 

4. should 1 ike to 1 ook at the legal measures and their implementation, 
starting with the Portuguese Constitution of 1976, which was revised for 
the second time last year. 

According to Article 7 - already referred to - Portugal is governed by the 
principles of equality among states, the peaceful settlement of 
international conflicts, cooperation with all other peoples for the 
emancipation and progress of mankind. Portugal stands for the abolition of 
all forms of imperial ism, colonial ism and aggression and recognizes the 
right of peoples to rise up against all forms of oppression. 

Article 13 states: 

'1. All citizens have the same social dignity and are equal before the 

~· 

2. No person shall enjoy privileges or benefits, or suffer prejudice, or 
be deprived of any right or exempt from any duty on account of his 
ancestry, sex, race, language, land of origin, religion, political or 
ideological beliefs, education, economic position or social status'. 

1 24 959 from Cape Verde, 3642 from Angola, 2144 from Mozambique, 1974 from 
Guinea-Bissau and 1423 from Sao Tome and Principe. 
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Article 15 states the binding pr1nctple of equal rights and obligations for 
Portuguese nationals and foreigners or stateless persons who are staying or 
residing in Portugal, except for poHttcal rights and work in the public 
administration which 1s not pred!llilt1nantly technical, and certain other 
rights and duties expressly provided for in the Constitution or 1n 
Portuguese 1 aw. In this area, spec\ a 1 more favourab 1 e arrangements are 
applicable to nationals from Port!.l'9uese-speak.1ng countries. The recent 
constitutional revision - constitutional law No. 1/89 of 8 July:. added a 
very important element to this subject (Article 15(4)): 

"The law may grant foreigners resident on Portuguese territory, on a 
reciprocal basis, electoral rights for the election to posts on local 
authority bodies". 

It adds that the binding principle of equality between Portuguese nationals 
and foreign t·es1dents or stateless persons 1 s reinforced by the 
international outlook of another provision (Article 16(2)) which stipulates 
that constitutional and legal rulings relating to fundamental rights should 
be interpreted and incorporated 'in line with the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights'. 

Furthermore, constitutional provisions on occurrences of racial 
discrimination are directly appl ic:able f .e. they require no additional 
legislation, and are binding on an bodies, public or private 
(Article 18(1)). 

Let me give. another more specific example. 

Art1cle 46 of the Constitution very clearly affirms the r1ght to .form 
associations freely, provided 'they are not intended to promote violence 
and their objectives are not tn breach of criminal law'. 

Paragraph 4 of the same article provides that: 

'Armed assochr.ions of <t military, militarized or paramilitary type, and 
organizations which profess fascist 1deo1ogy are not permitted'. 

Law No. 64/78 of 6 October deals spectfica11y with fascist organizations. 

Fascist organizations are deemed to be those organizations which adopt, 
uphold and seek to advertise 'the pr1nc1p1es, leading figures, institutions 
and methods of fascist regimes as recorded in history, specifically 
bellicosity, violence as a means of political struggle, colonialism, 
racism, cor'porativism, praising the most representative personalities of 
such regimes' (Article 3(1)}. 

Other organizations deemed to profess fascist ideology 
campaign using antidemocratic means, especially violence 
constitutional order, the democratic institutions and 
sovereignty (Article 3(2)). 

are those which 
directed at the 
the symbols of 

Any organizations identified as such in a court of law are declared 
dissolved by the Supreme Court of Justice, and their organizers, leaders or 
members are subject to crtmtnal penalties provided for in that law. 
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The Constitution itself rules that members elected to the Portuguese 
Assembly - 'the representative assembly of all Portuguese ctttzens• - shall 
be deprived of their mandate if they are found guilt~ of belonging to 
organizations which profess fasctst Idealogy (Article 163(l)(d)). 

The Cdminal Code {in force since 1 January 19B3) includes an espec:h.Hy 
importan' principle. Article 189. 1n the section dealing with crimes 
against humanity, states that: 

L Anyone who, with the intention of destroying entirely or in 'part !. 
national, ethnic, racial, religious or sochl community or group, 
commits one of the following acts: 

(a) murder of members of the community or group; 
(b) se~ious acts of physical or psychological violence against 

members of the community or group; 
(c) subjecting the community or group tq inhuman living conditions or 

treatment liable to res:u1t in the destruction of the community or 
gt·oup; 

(d) forcible remova.l of <~. ch'lld to another community or group. 

shall receive a prison sentence of between 10 and 25 years. 

2. Anyone who, ~n a pub1ic meeting, a written text desttned for 
eublication or any of the media: 

(a) :d a11ders or i nsu1 ts a person or group of persons or holds such 
persons up to pubi ic ridicule for reasons of race, colour or 
ethnic origin; 

(b) provokes acts of yiolence against a person or group of persons of 
a different race, colour or ethnic origin 

shall receive a prison sentence of between 1 and 5 years. 

3. Anyone who: 

(a) founds or sets up £r_qanh:at:lons or carries out activities of 
organized propaganda with indtement to racial discrimination, 
hatred or violence or encourages it; 

(b) participates in the organizations or activities referred to 1n 
the previous paragraph 

shall receive a prtson sentence of between 2 and 8 years. 

The Criminal Code also punishes the foundation of groups, organizations or 
associations whose aim is any kind of criminal activity (Articles 287 and 
278). 

r.iUl·del· v1hich. is motivated by nch1 or r·eligious hatred is deemed to be 
especially serious and perverse and is therefore punished more severely 
(Article 132(2l(d)). 

It should also be pointed out. that Portug!!tl has ratified the major United 
Nalions Conventions on this subject,. 1 .e. those on the status of refugees 
and stateless persons, and also the Council of Europe conventions on the 
abolition of v1sas for refugees, the legal status of children born out of 
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wedlock. the el imlnation of all forms of discrimination against women and 
conventions on education and employment. 

Of more interest to this conmHtee will be the f.lct that, since 15 
September 1978, Portugal has been a party to the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights and, en 15 June 1982, Portugal agreed to sign 
the Optional Protocol recognizing the competence of the Committee on Human 
Rights to consider communications from individuals claiming to be victims 
of violations of any of the rights set forth in the Covenant. 

In April 1982 Portugal signed the International Covenant on the Elimination 
of All Forms of Racial Oiscrtminatton. 

Portugal presented its detailed and accurate reports to the special 
committees on the situation \'lith regard to the implementation of these 
conventions in such a way, if you will excuse a little boasting, as to earn 
the committee's v<ho1ehearted applause. 

The cons t Hut l on a 1 check prov 'I ded by the courts and the exi sten<:e of an 
ombudsman guar""ntee a proper defence of const1tutional and legal 
principles. 

5. Having looked a.t the principles and legal provisions which reflect the 
general attitude of the country and its rulers, let us turn to the current 
picture of rac1sm and xenophobia in Portugal. 

5.1. Accor·ding to information gathered specifically for this hearing, a number 
of racist or xenophobic acts have occurred in Portuga 1 s i nee the mid-
1980's. 1985 saw the start of reports of individuals grouped t6gether in 
gangs 1·ecogniz:able by their form of dress, military in style, their 
shaved heads, their· support of the soch1-b1olog1cal brand of racial 
supremacy and their adoption of a mlHtary and violent discipline. It 
was obvious t11at they be"longed to the more widespread movement known as 
'skinheads'. 

Claiming to uphold so-ca11ed nationalist values, these gangs d1rected 
their hostility and violence agatnst 'non-Europeans', which tn practice 
meant b.l M:k ;\fricans, parUcu1ar1y Cape Verdeans, but also Jews and 
Indians. 

It was c'lear· that they intended to attack the democratic institutions, 
the multi-pa.~·;.y system and to upho'ld the values commonly described as 
being of thE eKtt·eme dght. The type, of graffiti on walls accompanied 
by swastikas, clearly 1"!1ustrates their ideology and the targets they 
seek to hit: 

Q_ovm witjl __ Commun~ 
~ili_zar yesterdE-...:L..___toda~ and forever 
Francci, Hitler, Salazar and Hussolint -White Power 
blacks for Africa -----
Portu_gal 7uJ.: .. the Portuguese 
death to the dogs in power 
democracy bourgeois dictatorship 
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People attractad to these gangs tend to show the following 
character\ stic>: 

they frequently came from families tn which the parents are 1n 
conf1 ·1 ct; 
generally the parents belong to the middle or working classt 
mast of them •re students, workers in their ftrst job or looking for 
it; 
they ~re aged between 15 and 25; 
they seek to do thetr military servtce tn special units where there 
ts greater discipline. 

Militants and sympathtsers taken together probably total around 400 tn 
the entire country. 

They shoN the following trends: 
improving their or"gan'lz:ation. currently to be found only in the 
major cities of Lisbon, Oporto and the1r suburbs, using a cellular, 
hierarchical and clandestine structure; 

they make their voice heard through associations set up with a 
semb1 ance of "legality, which me11.ns that they can put their ideas in 
print; 

they have connections with movements which favour violence at 
spor·ting events; 

they have connections and contacts with their counterparts tn 
Europe. 

5. 2 I sha 11 just run through some of the more serious acts attributed to 
these groups and which are now subject to criminal investigation; 

in January 1989, there was an attack outside a restaurant tn 
Lisbon's Batrro Alto on a British pop group (Membranes) known to 
espouse an ideology considered to be left wing; 

in Nay 1989, the actor Joao Grosso was attacked and subsequently 
had to undergo surgery; 

in August 1989, at 4 a.m. there was an incident involving a group of 
punks on a ferry between Lisbon and Cactlhas; 

in October 1989 there was fighting in a Lisbon disco and a newspaper 
photographer was threatened with a knife; 

On 27/28 October 1989, a po11ticil.l party activist (PSR) was ldlled 
near the party's headquarters in Ltsbon during a fight; 

in Novembe1· 1989, at ll p.m., two Spanish citizens were attacked 
over the use of a swastika; 

also tn November 1989, a black citizen was attacked at a station 1n 
Oporto and thrown onto the railway line; 

on 1 January 1990, also in Oporto, two young blacks were attacked 
and ended up tn hospital. 
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Media coverage of these events was prominent, resulting in three types 
of reaction by the gangs: withdrawal in order to organize better; 
demarcation from other groups; and a fall tn demand to join them. 

The Government, legal authorities and the police have been following the 
phenomenon c 1 ose 1 y. There were recent 1 y contacts between the 
Government and the representatives of the ethnic groups affected which 
were well publicized. 

Apart from continuing investigations by the Public Prosecutor's Office 
aimed at identifying and punishing those responsible for these crimes, 
the Attorney General's Off1ce has ordered investigations to be made into 
analysing this kind of activity from the civil as well as from the 
criminal point of view in order to draw up measures to put a stop to 
them. 

The genera·! line is to ensure that the legal measures 
to apply them nor·mally and without excessive delay. 
that this recent phenomenon should be confronted 
regulations which are fitting for a constitutional 
spec 1 a l pe~·secut ion but firmness. 

in place work and 
It is considered 

on the basis of 
State, using not 

6. shall make just a few comments on questions 4 and 5 put by the 
Committee of Inquiry. 

As have said, Portugal has about 4 m111 ion emigrant workers in 
countries throughout the world whereas genuine immigration, leaving 
as·lde the consequences of decolon'lzation, is much less significant. 
That is why Portugal is primarily concerned "lith supporting those 4 
million workers and their families, setting up its own official 
department:;; for this pur·pose. Familiarity with the 1 aws and formalities 
of countries of destination, teaching Portuguese language and Portuguese 
culture and supporting the printed word in Portuguese are the subject of 
bilateral agreements with a number of countries, not to mention 
Portugal's ratification in 1978, of the Council of Europe Convention on 
the legal status of the migrant worker. 

Shortage of time made it impossible to investigate these subjects in 
greater detail. However, for these and for all other subjects, Portugal 
is willing to supply any further clarification through the appropriate 
channels. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE DISCUSSION WITH MR LOURENCO MARTINS 

What were the problems which the Portuguese community is experiencing in 
Luxembourg, asked the rapporteur of the committee of inquiry. Luxembourg is 
said to have requested a derogation regarding the integration of this 
community into its society. What were the consequences for the EEC of the 
proposal to grant Portuguese citizenship to nationals from Macau? 

Only 4000 people out of 40 000 in Macau were actually affected by this right 
of return to the home country, replied the Portuguese representative and 
although a significant proportion of this number wished to return to 
Portugal, they already had Portuguese nationality. The situation was likely 
to be similar to that experienced in the case of other former colonies. 

The Portuguese representative asserted that there was no antisemitism in 
Portugal. 

As regards cracking down on skinheads, whose behaviour was disturbing, he 
replied that this was being carried out in accordance with the law and that 
there was no reason to adopt exceptional measures. Furthermore, he pointed 
out that MAN, the nationals movement, was fronted by a pseudo-cultural 
association. This was a means of legally forming associations which did not 
in fact follow their stated aims. As regards this situation, the authorities 
were trying to gather information which would enable them to close down these 
associations. 
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G. Greece 

Mr Chairman, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Mr Konstantinos ECONOMIDIS, head of the 
legal service of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, Athens 

As the distinguished professor and Member of th~ European Parliament, 
Oimitrios Evrigenis, noted in his report on racism, Greece has so far had the 
good fortune not to be seriously affected by 'problems associated with racism 
and xenophobia. I might add that di"scrimination on.•grounds o(race, colour, 
ethnic origin, nationality, religious or political beliefs or other similar 
criteria is almost unknown in Greece .. This is undoubtedly due to the fact 
that a large number of Greeks live and work abroad while the number of foreign 
nationals living and working in Greece is relatively small. 

Consequently, Greece has every reason politically and economically to be in 
favour of improving the position and the rights of foreign immigrants in the 
Member States of the Community and other countries. This is also why it 
attaches particular importance to and consistently supports every endeavour to 
creale a common immigration policy giving immigrants the fullest possible 
proleclion at Community level. 

However, in addition to this basic policy, there are also reasons that are 
deeply rooted in tradition as to why Greece does not simply tolerate but 
respects and accords foreigners equal treatment irrespective of their origin. 
Greek hospitality is legendary and the Greeks of the Classical period had a 
god who protected foreigners and travelle~s. Greeks were and are as a rule 
xenophiles rather than xenophobes. 

These then are the reasons, together with the fact that social conditions and 
historical circumstances have generally conspired in Greece's favour, why 
ultimately the country has not been affected by such anti-social, illiberal 
and undemocratic phenomena as xenophobia and racism. 

However, this does not mean that we have no need to be on the alert and 
exerci>e vigilance in facing up to such dangerous phenomena as they might also 
emerge to a gr~ater or lesser extent in Greece in the future. No-one can 
consider himself entirely immune to such dangers. Moreover, we are always 
concerned at the possibility of a resurgence of such phenomena, even on a 
limited scale, particularly in Europe. 

Thus we believe that in order to combat xenophobia and racism there is a need 
for radical and sustained action, applying preventive and repressive measures 
at three levels simultaneously: the national, the Community and the 
international. 

The main pi 1 I ar of 9~~_j~i sl a lion against racism is Article 5(2) of the 
1975 Conslilution which, in common with previous constitutions, expressly bans 
racial discrimination. This paragraph stipulates that 'all persons living 
wilhin Lhe Greek lerrilory shall enjoy full protection of their life, honour 
and freedom irrespective of their nationality, race or language and of 
reliqious or political beliefs ...... '. 

Since 1970, Greece has ~lso been a signatory to the 1966 International 
Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination 
(Le()islalive Decree No. 494/1970). 
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Another central p1ece of legislation is Law 927/\979 wh1ch prescribes 
penalties for acts or measures the tntent of which ts racial discrimination. 
This was supplemented by Article 25 of Law No. 1419/1984 which adds religious 
discrimination to discrtminatton on the grounds of race and ethnic origin 
which is covered by Law No. 927/1979. Law No. 927 provides for terms of 
imprisonment or a fine or both for anyone perpetrating acts involving racial 
di scdm·in,t ion. 

L~w 1264/1982 on the democratizatton of the trade union movement and the 
safeguarding of workers' trade union freedoms is also significant in this 
respect tn that it appltes in full and on equal terms to foreign nationals who 
are ;:.I lowed to belong to unions in the normal way. Since then, it has been 
accepted in case law that foretgn nationals in Greece are themselves free to 
form their own associations and unions. 

I should add at this point that Greece is a signatory to two labour 
conventions prohibiting racial discrimination in respect of employment, these 
being: 

(a) Convention No. 111 concernt~g Discrimination in Respect of Employment 
and Occupation (Law No. 1429/1984) and 

(b) Convention No. 122 concerning Employment Policy (Law No. 1420/1984). 

F~nally, I shall conclude this survey of the relevant ·international and 
n~lional legislation with reference to Article 4 of the Greek Civil Code which 
stipulates that foreign nationals shall enjoy absolutely equal civil rights 
with Greek nationals. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE DISCUSSION WITH MR ECONOMIDIS 

The Greek r·epresentative stated that racism had not made its appearance in 
Greece so far. The Members of Parliament asked him to clarify the situation 
of the Pakistani community, the Turkish minority and foreign seamen. 

While the official number of foreigners registered in Greece was 75,000, 
200,000 would be a more realistic figure. In other words, Greece also had an 
illegal immigration problem. After considerable efforts, Greece had managed 
to reduce the number of Pakistani immigrants and improve the living conditions 
of those remaining on its territory. 

The Greek representative explained that his country accepted all asylum
seekers, even those whose applications had already been rejected by other 
countries, and applied the principle of non-expulsion to the country of 
origin, even in the case of applicants without political refugee status. 
There were some 5,000 applicants for asylum, of whom 3,000 came from Turkey: 
their living conditions were poor. but Greece was attempting to improve the 
situation. 

The situation of seamen had improved, particular-ly in the case of those 
working on Greek-registered ships. 
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Mr Antonio CAVATERRA, head of the 
Aliens Section of theEmigrations Directorate 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Rome 

Article 2 of the Italian Const1tutton recognizes and guarantees the 
inviolable rights of man and Articl~ 10 states that Italy's legal system 
conforms with the principles of international law, 

In reply to the question whether !ince June 1985, the date of the adoption of 
the Joint Declarat1on on Racism and Xenophobia, explicit laws and regulattons 
to combat such phenomen~. have been ado})ted ·in Itz.1y, the answer is no. 

The Itallc.n vi'"'d is th"t the d&ng<:r' o1· possibility of such phenomena, 
disturbance~ and intolerance among the population in response to the ever
increasing numbe;--s of for<dg,H;;·s from outs1de the Community living in lt:~.ly, 

must be tackled by preventing and eliminating the causes rather than 
suppressing ·r;he potenti<d effects of uncontrolled immigration. 

The Italia~ Cove~nment considers that ~t has recently become necessary and is 
now abEolutely essential to draw up a policy to regulate both the numbers of 
foreigners ~lready in Italy and thas~ ztill arriving, in order to prevent 
increasingly massive numbers of foreigners 1n the country from aggravating the 
feelings of unease a>~d into1.<:rancrJ '>thi<::h ;n·e a1r·eady widespread. · 

The vast majority of Ital,ans do not feel hostile towards foreigners in 
gene;·a1, ;;,nc tv1y for· historic~.1, re"lig·tou!:., social und economic reasons is 
not a xenoph0btc country. Nevertheless, it is concerned about the development 
of a phenomenon t·•h·ich, unless ·1-c L: cc•ntrolled, might cause serious problems 
in i:he ruturc. 

Some cas0s of violence repor'[ed by the media as symptoms of racial 
intolerance, can be explained as instances of petty criminality. 

lhey ~re disturbing incidents because they are directed against foreigners whc 
have enle~ o the country illegally or secretly and are therefore most 
vulnerable ta violence, pressure. blackmail, threats and infiltration by 
criminals ~ho organ1~e and promote tr3ff1c in foreign labour. 

It was p r~ly In order to Plim!n~tc his phenomenon that the Italian 
Government pa&sed Law Ho. 943 on 30 O~cember 1986 establtshing rules for the 
employment .>,nd tre tment of ·lmm·!grant "'odu:rs from outside the Community and 
pt·ofl'\bltinq :;n,~gal immign.tion > 

I will come back tc this law and ts ramifications later on. Now I should 
like to reply to Question 4 on the questionnaire drawn up for this hearing. 

This qucsi:iun conceYTIS r;:cia1 and e<JH.iJral mlno1·ities in Italy. F1rst of all 
I should mention lwo Interesting judgments by the Constitutional Court. The 
first, ~o. 555 of 19BB revokes Art1clt 5 of Law No. 86 of 26 March 1986 
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concerning non-observance of the principle of bilingualism for the 
inhabitants of the Province of Trento. The second, more general judgment, 
reaffirms that the protection of linguistic minorities is a fundamental 
principle of Italian law deriving directly from Article 6 of the Constitution. 

On the basis of this judgment Articles 20 and 21 of law No. 210/1985 were 
revoked since they did not provide for the application of the rules in force 
in the Autonomous Province of Balzano as regards proportional ethnic 
representatton and linguistic equality. 

A draft la~1 entitled 'Constitut-ional law on the German-speaking peoples of the 
Aosta Valley is 110\-J being considered by t_he Senate!s No. 1 Committee. 

Parliament is also considering a draft law on 'measures for the benefit of the 
Slovenian-speaking peoples in the provinces of Trieste and Gorizia and those 
of Slavonic origin in the Province of Udine'. 

There are further parliamentary tnttiativ~s (one by Senator Rtz, another by 
Mr Ferrandi, MPi aimed at securing certa1n advantages for the ladin-speaking 
minority. 

There are also important initiatives concerning nomadic peoples. 

Financial Law No. 67 of 11 Harch 1988 permits local authorities to contract 
loans of up to 50 billion lire for the purposes of setting aside areas 
equipped to accommodate nomadic minorities. 

There are also some regional laws dealing with the same subject: 

1. Sardinian Rc':)ional Law No. 9 of 9 Hat·ch 1988 on safeguarding nomadic ethnic 
groups and their culture; 

2. Tuscan Regional Law No. 17 of 12 March 1988 introducing measures for the 
protection of the Romany ethnic group. 

3. Friuli and Venezia Glulia Regional Law No. 11 of 14 March 1988 laying down 
rules for the protection of the Romany people in the territory of the 
region. 

now come to Question No. 5, v1hich deals with Italian immigration policy and 
the integration of foreigners in the country. 

In the above-mentioned Law No. 943 of 30 December 1986 the Italian Parliament 
tried to regulate the complex matter of rules on the employment and treatment 
of immigrant wod·~ers from outside the Community and illegal immigration. 

I should also m<:ntion Lt,w No. 81 of 16 March 1988 which extended the deadl lnes 
for the regular~zatton of unregistered workers. 

At that ttme law No. 943/1986 was the most homogeneous piece of legislation 
concerning foreigners. Article 1 of the Law guaranteed all workers lawfully 
residing o~ It~lian territory and their families equality of treatment and 
exactly the same right~ as Italian workers. They were also guaranteed the 
right to use s~cial and health services and to maintain their cultural 
identity, send their children to school and have access to housing. 

A council was set up to pursue these objectives and its members are as 
follows; 
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l. Six rep~esentatives of workers from countries outside the Community 
appointed by the main organizations representing them tn Italy; 

2. Fou~ representatives appointed by trade union confederations; 
3. Three re~reientatives of employers' organizations. 
4. Four experts appointed by the Mlntstrtes for Education, the Interior, 

Foreign Affatrs and Ftnance. 
5. Four local government representattves; 
6. Three re'>resentatives of organlzat.fons providing assistance to immigrants. 

The laH a.lso provided fo1· the setting-up-·of a committee within the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs to promote and monitor the application of the bilateral and 
multihter·al agreements referred to in"IlO Convention No. 143 of 24 June 1975 
drawn up to regulate the volume ~f migration, prevent illegal trafficking in 
labour- also in the countries of o~tgin - and reciprocal arrangement~ to 
sRfeguard the civil, social, economic and cultural rights of immigrant workers 
and their families. 

Despite the beneficial effects a~ l~w No. 943/1986 which included the 
regularization, albeit partial, of-unregistered workers and the setting-up of 
the council referred to above, which ·Is now fully operational, as a forum for 
the exchange of ·ideas between the various social organizations, certain 
difficulties have been encountered because of the inadequate restructuring of 
tha administrative bodies established by law. 

In o1·der to remedy this situation and create even more favourable regulations 
for the protection of non-Community nationals and stateless persons, Decree
Law No. 4J6 entered into force an 30 December 1989. It was entitled 
'Emergency regulations governing asy1um, the right of entry and residence of 
non-Community citizens and the regularization of the status of no"n-Community 
citizens and stateless person~ ah·u.dy residing Jith1n the territory of the 
Italian Sta.te'. 

This Deere~. which will be converted into a law, constitutes an attempt to 
f1nd a just and effective response to the continuing influx of non-Community 
citizens into Italy, one of the aims being to prevent feelings of prejudice or 
even extreme intolerance, which are cause for grave concern. 

Article I deals with the siatus of refugees and revokes the geographical 
reservation made by Italy when it signed the Geneva Convention of 28 July 
1951. It states that rules will soon be issued to establish the procedure 
far the recognition of refugee status and until then emergency assistance 
measures will be implemented by the Htnlstry of the Interior for a per1od of 
no more than 45 days. 

Article 4 paragraph 1 specifies the cases 1n which entry may be refused to a 
foreigner who tntends to request refugee status. 

When Decree-law No. 416 ts converted 1t will probably undergo substantial 
modi(icatio~s and interpretations so as to provtde more favourable guarantees 
for foreigners from outside the Community, especially as regards the degree of 
discretion police authorit'tes may use. The more general rules on immigration 
will in any case be the subject of consistent legal provisions which will be 
submitted to Parliament during the coming year. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE DISCUSSION WITH MR CAVATERRA 

Replying to Mr FORO, Mrs VALENT, Mrs TAOZAIT and Mrs ROTH, Mr CAVATERRA stated 
that violence was prompted by, among other motives, racism and xenophobia and 
that some people were anti everyone, black and white alike. With regard to 
Law 943, he acknowledged that it was not being applied. He added that it was 
difficult to grant the same rights to the workers concerned as were granted to 
others. With regard to discrimination against students, he believed that 
there was no problem as far as duly registered students were concerned. With 
regard to immigrants from Eastern Europe, provision was made under the new law 
for them to be assigned to different reception areas; this did not reflect 
priorities. 
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1. .. Denmark Mr Hans JENSEN, Head of Division, 
Ministry of Justice, Copenhagen 

I would like to start my contribution by explaining the situation in the area 
which is under discussion here today and I will in this connection answer the 
basic questions that have been put to us in advance. 

I would liKe to begin by mentioning that Denmark ratified the UN Convention on 
the elimination of all forms of racial discrimination back in December 1971. 
The Convention entered into force in Denmark in January 1972 and Denmark has 
thus for many years been obliged under international law to combat racial 
discrimin&tion and xenophobia in all its forms; the policy of the Danish 
government has been conducted accordingly. Denmark has, in accordance with 
the UN Convention, declared that the Committee on the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination, which was set up under the Convention, is competent to deal 
with complaints from individuals concerning Denmark. Denmark has also every 
two years since 1973 submitted a report on the legislative, judicial, 
administrative and other measures that have been implemented to give effect to 
the Convention's provisions. The two latest reports were submitted in October 
1987 and August 1989 and they contain the information mentioned for the 
period from October 1985 to August 1989. 

In Denmark's legislation, the treatment under criminal law of the question of 
racial discrimination and racial hatred is to be found partly in a provision 
in the Danish penal code and partly in a separate law banning discrimination 
on the grounds of race. I can add that no changes or additions have been made 
to this legislation since the Joint Declaration of 11 June 1986. In the 
period from October 1985 to August 1989, there have been only a few instances 
of criminal prosecution under this legislation. For example, there have been 
four cases of contravention of the provision in the Danish penal code. I 
shall not deal with all the cases here in detail but simply, to start with, 
mention one, since it ended in the Danish Supreme Court where a ruling was 
given on the very interesting question of the relationship between protection 
from racial d1scriminat1on and concern for freedom of expression. 

In this case, three young men belonging to a group of skinheads were 
sentenced for making derogatory remarks about other races, etc. in a recorded 
television broadcast. The accused were invited to the television recording by 
a journalist working for the Danish State Broadcasting Company and the 
journalist in question was seeking to depict different attitudes towards 
aliens. The recording took a total of 6 hours but, after editing, was cut 
down to a few minutes, after which it was broadcast on television with the 
consent of the programme controller. The three skinheads were found guilty of 
contravention of the provision in the penal code. As for the journalist and 
the television programme controller, the Danish Supreme Court d1d not find 
that the interests of freedom of expression on topics and events of general 
concern were such as to warrant acquittal when confronted with the interests 
of protection from racial discrimination. The journalist and programme 
controller were therefore sentenced for participation in the public 
dissemination of racially insulting statements, the penalties being fixed as 
fines of respectively Okr 1 000 and Dkr 2 000. 
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During the abovementioned period there were 4 cases concerning contravention 
of the separate law on racial discrimination from 1971. They all related to 
the refusal by tradesmen to serve people as customers on the grounds of their 
ethnic origin, nationality or status as asylum-seekers or refugees. 

As will be appreciated, there have therefore been only very few criminal cases 
involving rac1a1 discrimination in Denmark in recent years and, in the view of 
the Danish Government, the existing legislation provides adequate means of 
taking action against the fortunately only very few cases of overt racial 
discrimination. It is also worth noting that the cases of racial 
discrimination witnessed in Denmark have been the work of individuals. There 
have, on the other hand, been no examples of organized persecution of people 
by large groups on the grounds of race, etc. Should such groups arise their 
actions will naturally also be regulated by the provisions of the penal code 
and by the separate law on racial discrimination from 1971. The fact that 
there have been so few cases of racial diserimination in Denmark is 
undoubtedly due not least to the initiatives t•ken by the Danish Government in 
this area. 

As your committee is possibly aware, Denmark introduced in 1973, in the light 
of the general economic downturn and high unemployment figures, a halt to 
foreign workers which is still in force. Nationals from the other Nordic 
countries and Community nationals who satisfy the conditions for obtaining a 
Community residence permit by virtue of the rules relating to the free 
movement of labour, the right of establishment, etc. are exempt from this 
provision. Also exempt are foreigners who are either covered by the UN 
Refugee Convention of 1951 or where, for reasons similar to those indicated in 
the Convention or for other weighty reasons, the foreigner in question should 
not be required to return to his home country. Other exempt categories are 
foreigners who wish to go to Denmark in order to be integrated or reunited 
with relatives in Denmark on the grounds of marriage whether parents/children 
or children/parents. In other cases residence permits are issued only very 
sparingly. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE DISCUSSION WITH MR JENSEN 

.'1r JENSEN. the representative from IJenrnark. made the follm~ing points in his 
n~ply to questions from the Committee. lie was unabl1~ to say what the 0.1nish 
Government intended as far as Schengen and Trevi were concerned. 

He disagreed with Mr FORD's contention that there had been a marked increase 
in the problem of racism. especially in relation to refugees from the Middle 
East. particularly Iran. He inclined rather to Mr ClllllSTIANSE;-\'s view that 
there hd been fe1• cases of racial discrimination in Denmark. Some nco-fascist 
groups had 'teased and mildly harassed' foreigners for 'fun', but P.verv 
political body had distanced themselves from these acts. 

Since 1985 there had been an influx of refugees from the Middle East and South 
East Asia, so integration programmes had been established coverin~ langua!l(' 
and job training etc. Unemployment, however. did remain high. 

He denied that the Danish Government had sharpened up its refugee policy at 
all. There h'as a need to control the influx but the Government 1~ould not 
renege on its international commitments. Debate on asylum policy was 
currently taking place. 

The question of the treatment of migrants from other Nordic Council countries 
was being discussed by the Ministers responsible for immigration policy. The 
Ad Hoc Group would discuss this further. 
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J. Ireland Mr Cathal CROWLEY, Assistant Secretary General 
of the Ministry of Justice and Mr P. MURRAY, 
-Principal Assistant at the same ministry, Dublin 

11r C. CROWLEY Assistant Secrecary. Department of Justice. Dublin: 

I am CROWLEY and my colleague. fir !iUBRAY. is here. and I think that is all you 
have. Hy function is as an Assistant Secretary in the Department of Justice, 
which is charged with the general responsibility in the area in which you 
have an interest. I aru also Chair-man, or President. if you like, of two 
groups related to the free movement of persons and the Single European Act. 
One of them is the Rhodes Group. the Coordinators Group, whi.ch as you probably 
know coordinates the efforts of various groups like Ad Hoc Immigration, which 
I also happen to be president of. !REV!, the customs forum. animal and plant 
health. and drugs. various- fora. in Europe whose efforts in relation to the 
achievement of the people's Europe :and the completion of the internal market 
has to be done by the end of 1992. 

First of all let me say about the positi.on of racism and xenophobia in Ireland 
that it is scarcely a problem at all on a comparative level. The history of 
my country for ~he last few hundred years has been such that immigration has 
not been a reality at ail. ~igration is the real problem of my country. 
Consequently. we do not have r.adal lllinor·i ties. we do not have ghettos, we do 
not have problems such as are faced in other countries. Perhaps I might give 
you a statistic which Hill indic<J.te the size of our problem, because scale I 
am afraid is quite important in this area. First of all. one of our Member 
States had over 100.000 refugee applications in 1989. excluding Eastern 
European applications. We had l.es than 100. The population of Ireland is 
something in the r.egion of three and il half million people. We have something 
in the region of 20,000 registered aliens in the country. So when you talk 
about racism. xenophopia, minority groups, <>syl.um, and all those matters in 
relation to Ireland. you ar.e talking about very vet·y sm<>.ll. numbers. 

Nevertheless l'ie are not saying ~~e ;n:e exempt from the evils represented by 
these two words, and problems crop up from time to time. We have had 
legislation in this field, or n:lated fields, recently, and I would ask Xr 
HURRAY to discuss one of these, the main piece of legislation which is in the 
area of incitement to racial hatn;d, I would mention three pieces of 
legislation. that being the main one. We also had related legislation about 
video nasties which provided for the b<u1ning of certain videos which would be 
offensive against the background that your comruittee regards as a zone. 
We also had very minor legislation in !.986 dealing with refugees. and we 
provided that re>~ugees in Irela.nd 11bo Here ;:.,ppl.ying for Irish Citizenship by 
naturalisation 0ould get it without the usual fees that are payable. In 
effect. they ca.n save something In the region of £180, which is a concession 
for poor people, But it points ).n the dt:rection Hhich He ado\)t in relation to 
refugees. How on refugees themselves -.:e are, naturally, parties to the 
Geneva Convention and the New York Protocols and He have no geographical 
limitation on it:; application. i'e also have a rather unique relationship with 
UNHCR, that is the United Nations' High Commissioner for Refugees. We have a 
written agreement Hith theu1 OP OU!" :>ysterus, our procedures for granting 
refugee status. Our policies basically ln relation to refugees would favour 
the admission of groups under control situations rather than the casual 
approach, and the last. thiil9 1 •,,oul.d mention in this !)art of the subject is 
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the special relationship we have with the t:nited Kingdom. We have in effect 
already a free movement of persons between the vnited Kingdom and ourselves. 
~nd as a result of that we are put in a special responsibility to have regard 
to the requirements of the other State. in other words to avoid becoming a 
back-door for illegal entry to the United Kingdom. 

If vou wish now. and ! am in your hands in this regard. we could deal in more 
detail with the incitement to racial hatred legislation which ~r MURRAY can 
speak ~bout. or. if you wish, I will go on and mention the functions of the 
coordinator and the Irish Presidency. (Agreed to continue with the latter> 

As you know the coordinators were set up at the Rhodes Summit, in effect to 
bring together the various matters which are needed on a practical level to 
bring about the free movement of persons in Europe. l think that I ought to 
say at this stage that the Presidency welcomes this opportunity of discussing 
the matter with the European Parliamentary committee because it seems to us 
that for some time now there has been something of a misconception about what 
is happening in relation to the free movement of persons by 1992. It is 
possibly being overlooked that the fundamental objective of this exercise is 
to bring about a Europe of the people. to give freedom to people. to give the 
basic freedoms that are required, not to establish new walls. Article 8 of 
the Single European Act. of course. sets out this requirement. but in addition 
voices the fears that are there that we must not bring about a situation where 
crime gets out of hand. where there is too much freedom for the use of drugs 
and the passing of drugs. and that there must be some protection in relation 
to these matters. In other words. that the baby should not be thrown out with 
the bath~water. It is. I think, rather unfortunate that the public percept ion 
of what this exercise is all about has more emphasized the safeguards involved 
in the Single European Act than the basic purpose of the exercise, which is 
free movement of persons and the granting of greater freedoms to the people 
within Europe. 

The Coordinators Group themselves, I can say, are very conscious of the part 
which our work is playing in creating a Europe of the people, and that of 
course is something which is diametrically opposed to racism and xenophobia. 
In fact this concept was given words in the conclusions of the Strasbourg 
Summit last December. when they said. all Community policies in the economic 
and social spheres contribute directly and indirectly to consolidating a 
common sense of belonging. This movement must be broadened and accelerated by 
the adoption of concrete measures which will enable European citizens to 
recognize in their daily lives that they belong to a single entity. This 
intention which was put into words in the Strasbourg Summit is also given 
words in the instruments which are being drawn up at present under the 
supervision of the Coordinators Group, and indeed in these instruments we do 
refer to the liberal traditions of Europe, particularly in relation to 
refugees. 

I think at this stage. Mr Chairman, if you agree. and having regard to the 
time constraints, I would suggest that if you want to come back to the 
specific Irish legislation I would ask Mr HURRAY to take over there and give a 
short description of what that legislation was. Thank you. 
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~r Paul ~URRAY. Official. Department of Justice. 9ublin: 

I would like to give a factual account of the recently enacted Prohibition of 
Incitement to Hatred Art. Before doing that. I would just like to give you a 
short ba~kground to the legislation which will make the reasons for it easier 
to understand. A few years ago, a committee was set up under the 
chairmanship of the Irish Attorney·General and with representatives from his 
office and from the Departments of Foreign Affairs and Justice. with 
instructions to undertake an examination of Ireland's ratification of 
international covenants and conventions. with particular reference to the area 
of human rights. The committee decided to examine any problems involved in 
ratifying the two United Nations' covenants: the Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights. and the Covenant on Economical. Social and Cultural Rights. 
The committee's report on these identified the need for legislation which 
would give effect to the provision outlawing the incitement to hatred in 
Arti~le lO of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. before that 
instrument could be ratified. Existing Irish legislation at that point did 
not go so far as to prohibit incitement to hatred. the legal prohibitions 
being confined to incitement to acts in themselves criminal. The Prohibition 
of Incitement to Hatred Act fulfilled that purpose and almost immediately 
after it became law, Ireland ratified the two United Nations' covenants. 

Therefore the primary purpose of the legislation was to remove an obstacle in 
the way of Ireland meeting an international obligation. Although Ireland is 
basically a homogeneous society. minor problems can arise from time to time in 
the area of incit~ment to hatred. The opportunity afforded by the legislation 
was taken to make it more relevant in a domestic context by tackling these 
minor problems, and accordingly the Act has prov1s1ons which go some way 
beyond what Has strictly necessary for ratification of the Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights. 

I now mention the main proVlSlons of the legislation. The Act defines hatred 
as meaning hatred against· a group of persons in the State or elsewhere on 
account of their race. colour, nationality, religion. ethnic or national 
origins. membership of the travelling community or sexual orientation. The 
groups protected by this definition covers those whose inclusion is 
necessitated by the relevant article of the UN Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights and those who are separately covered by the UN Convention on Racial 
Discrimination. In addition, membership of the travelling community and 
sexual orientation were included to protect two groups of persons who felt 
vulnerable to the type of hatred which the legislation seeks to prohibit. and 
to ask for that protection. Section 2 is the central provision of the Act. 
It is wide in scope and creates a new offence of publishing or distributing 
material or using words or behaviour or displaying written material in any 
place other than inside a private residence, or distributing, showing or 
playing a recording of visual images or sounds where these are threatening. 
abusive or insulting and are intended or likely to stir up hatred. The 
private residence exclusion is heavily qualified so that an offence could be 
committed under the legislation where. for example, inflamatory words were 
spoken inside a private residence but were heard outside that residence. An 
offence could also be committed where such words were spoken at a public 
meeting taki"ng place inside a private residence. 

Section 3 carries the principle of Section 2 into the area of broadcasting. 
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Section ~ creates a new offence of preparing or possessing material or 
recordings of a racist or such like offensive nature with a view to its being 
distributed or broadcast or otherwise published in the State or elsewhere. 
This section was included to deal with a minor problem which has arisen from 
time to time. that is, the preparation of racist material in Ireland for 
distribution in Ireland or abroad. In other words. this section should ensure 
that Ireland cannot be used in future as a base for the preparation of 
offensive material for distribution abroad. Although the section was included 
to deal with an actual probleM that had been identified. the problem was not 
widespread and only manifested itself in a handful of isolated instances. 
So therefore Sections 2, 3 and 4 contain the most important provisions of the 
legislation. that is. the creation of new incitement offences. The remaining 
prov1s1ons are secondary and dependent and I do not think there is any need 
for me to go into them here. 

I briefly mentioned the United Nations• Convention on Racial Discrimination. 
The interdepartmental committee whose report gave rise to the Prohibition of 
Incitement to Hatred Act is still in existence and is now considering what 
legislation would be necessary to allow Ireland ratify that convention. The 
outcome of their consideration should form the basis of their next report. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE DISCUSSION WITH MESSRS CROWLEY AND MURRAY 

:1r· CIW!.'LEY. one of th'O representatives from lrel<~nd, m.1de tlv~ followinq points 
in Ids reply to Questions from the Committee. 

Schcngcn was intergovernmental not Community and Ireland was not put of it. 
lie himscl f hnd never seen a copy of the Schengcn ,\grccmcnt. 

Trcvi w;ts similarly intergovernmental but dealt with the fr·cc movement of 
persons from 1992 and also with crime policy. It was coordin.'lled by the Croup 
of Coordinators. but not on policing questions. There 1~.1s as yet no common 
visa ['lolicy in the context of free movement of persons from 1992. 

ntr :1UHRAY then made his introductorr statement. I 

Mr· CROWLEY and Mr MURRAY. the representatives from lrel:~nd. m<lde the 
following points in their replies to Questions from the Committee. 

They had no details on the questionnaire referred to by Mrs ZAIDI on the 
implementation of the 1987 directive on the schooling of children of migrant 
~~orkers, a questionnaire sent by the Committee on Youth. Culture. Education. 
the ~led ia and Spon to which ireland had not r·epl ied. 1 reland had no problems 
in this area but he Hould check up on this. There were. however. problems 
with the eduotion of travelling people. 

The Irish leg~slation already mentioned covered incitement to hatred but not 
t·acial discri11in:nion in the widest sense. 
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K. United Kingdom Mr Richard FRIES, Assistant Under-Secretary of 
State at the Home Office, london . . . "·• ... ~": . 

. . .. , : .. ~:r'· -il.*f $ J. ';~iww.lil* II t@f'_lfjrJ I lf:itftlf. 

Mcmorand!,.li!! by the G<?verrunent of the United Kingdom to the 
s:;ommit'tee of F:nquirx of the Eu.roooan Parliament 

1 . Dfl'RODDCTION 

1 . 1 The United Kingdom rece<Jnises the importance of the Joint 
Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia as a signal 
that these phenomena are unaccep·table in modern, 
civilised societies. 

1.2 When the Declaration was signed by the Community 
insti-tutions, the UK alr~dy had strong legislation which 
protected people in Britain from both discri~ination on 
racial grounds and acts which would incite racial hatred. 
In addition, it was no part of public policy to segregate 
foreigners in the UK. 

1.3 The United Kingdoro was also undertaking a n~~ber of 
.• ,,~_ •• --.:1 -----~·---'.!-.:A...:-'"'.: ... -- .. \...:-\..···--~ -ono,-all,, 

i;"-'..&..t..""'1 o.a""" ~"-v"'-e~w"""~• _,,..., ....... _.,._ • ._._ -··--·"' ··--- ~-··-----. 

aimed at prorooting a racially fair and just society and 
thus carrying forward measures to eliminate racism and 
xenophobia in a positive way. 

1.4 Since the Declaration, the United Kingdom is able to 
report many developments. These are described in the 
paragraphs that follow under these headings: 

Commission for Racial Equality 

Racial Attacks and Harassment 

Support from Central Government 

) Equal opportunities policies and practices 

1.5 ~he memorandum concludes with a few general comments 
which seek to sum up the current situation in the UX. 

1.6 The United Kingdom ratified the International Convention 
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 
in 1969. The UK has regularly submitted to the 
Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discri~ination 
for scrutiny the periodic reports required under the 
Convention. 

2. NATIONAL LEGISLATION 

2.1 The main legislative instrument in the United Kingdom for 
the implementation of the Joint Declaration against 
racism and xenophobia is the Race Relations hct 1976. 
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2.2 The Race Relations Act makes direct and indirect racial 
discrimination unlawful in the fields of employment, 
education and the provision of goods, facilities, 
services and premises. The Act gives individuals a 
right of direct access to the civil courts and industrial 
tribunals for legal remedies for unlawful discrimination. 

2.3 The Act also established the independent Commission for 
Racial Equality which is described in detail in 
paragraphs 3.1 to 3.5. 

2.4 Incitement to racial hatred is a criminal offence in the 
United Kingdom. The law has been re•1ised since the 1986 
Declaration by means of the Public Order Act 1986 which 
includes the following elements: 

it is an offence for a person to ;ntend to 
stir up racial hatred by his actions as 
well as for them to be likely to have the 
effect of stirring up racial hatred; 

the la\>J extends to broadcasting, cable and 
other media. The Government's 
Broadcasting Bill will ensure that the BBC 
and Independent Television Commission are 
similarly covered; 

there is a new offence of possessing 
racially inflammatory material with the 
object of stirring up racial hatred. The 
police and courts have stronger powers to 
deal with this material. 

2.5 The Government considers that the e~isting 
legislation is a broadly satisfa~tory ~eans of 
implementing the 1986 Declaration. Mowever, the 
Government is always ready to consider improvements 
to the law and, where necessary, will seek to 
-L----""'1...-- ,: .!_.__.._..,..,,.~...,."'-•• 

- .... ... . 
.r . • t\ ,...,, fU~tJ"l. rn...-; 111-1n 1 nrHr'.l!H\: r.n~ rctt tttw;lrn.J ..t.~U.L!::I.L.d.t....LVt:: a-:.I.Ld.U~c::::a 

have been made in addition to the changes in the Public 
Order Act outlined abovP.: 

it is now unlawful for a planning 
authority to discriminete in the ex~rcise 
of it5 functions (Housinq and Planning Act 
1986); 

racial discrimination in offshore 
cmpioym~ni: \sucn as oi:i. rig~i i~ 11vw 
nnl.awful (Orrler in Counr.il 1987); 

the CRE has powers to issue Codes of 
Practice in all areas of housing (Housing 
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Act 1 YtH.1 ano Loca.l l70vernment: ano nousing 
AC C. I :1 Cj :1 J ; 

the provisions regarding di5crimination in 
employment related training have been 

0 .. • ""' .. ...... J~ ...... _ -.1! ----~ 
~.X.l..t:UUt::U l.U a.pi-J.L'J t...U O..J...J.. V.&..VV ..L\,.u;:~o \..J.A.. o_..._....., 
:......:a..;.,·,.:.~·,']; cu-.. ~ ~v i.~&~.!:~:.:!Q ~::..:~=!.::..~~to:!..=:' .. 
during the course of the course of 
training, instead of just access to or 
termination from it (Employment Act 1989). 

i::fle provision::~ t!naUiiuq i..t.a.Lu.i..u';l L..~..L-=:~ ~u J..CDL.&:.;..;t 
training to members of a particular racial group 
~·hon i 1- ui ll f'-l 1- mo<>mh ..... ., nf' 1-h;d· nrnnn fnr 1JOrk in ····-·· _ .... ··--- --· . ... ... - -
whiab Lhey ~~e under-represanted have been wi~ena~ 
to allow any person, including employers, to 
undertake such training provision. Previously only 
designated training bodies could do this. The need 
for designation has also been removed (Employment 
Act1989). 

3. COMMISSION FOR RACIAL EQUALITY 

3.1 The CRE was established by the Race Relations Act 1976 
with the following duties:-· 

(a) to work towards the elimination of discrimination; 

(b) to promote equality of opportunity and good 
relations between persons of different ~acial groups 
generally; and 

(c) to keep under review the working of the Act, and, 
when required by the Secretary of State or when it 
otherwise thinks it necessary, to draw up and submit 
to the Secretary of State proposals fer amending it. 

3.2 The CRE has powers to assist victims of discrimination as 
well as having a strategic investigative role. The CRE 
is also a principal source of information and advice for 
the general public about race relations issues, 
especially the legislation. 

).) The C.RE is independent of, but is funded by, the 
Government. The Ctl.E' s gr-ant-j n-aid frcm the Gover.·n!nent 
since th~ 1986 Declaration was Gign~d h~s been: 

1986-87 
1987-88 
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Budget (U 

10,583,000 
10,645,000 
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11,156,000 
11,825,000 

3.4 The Committee's attention is drawn to the fact that in 
both 1988-89 and 1989-90, the CRE asked the Government 
for additional funds, largely to cover the increased 
costs of providing legal assistance to victims of racial 
discrimination. In both years, the Government met the 
CRE's request in full. 

).5 With encouraoement from the Government, the CRE is 
ens~rin~ that ~ll it~ ~Gt~vities are focused on the 
strategic aims of combatting racial discrimination and 
promoting racial equality. Future financial allocations 
Wl.ll ne geareci i::o supporting i:ne~~ iuqxnLau\. uup::'-':...;.,.;;.;, 

4.1 The Government believes that it is essential that racial 
-4..&...- ..... ~.- --.;i '---------""' --..::1 t..\..- -L.t-JJ.. .. .,,.:l,...,.. .... &...4'-\-.. ~·-..::to-l.;o 
CJ.\.oo\.ooQ"'-',..,.0 C.!iAA\,.4 .t~~.a..\!!..o,.:3..::>"•~-"'"'""" _ .. ,.._ ....., ... _ --------- ... .,., __ .,,. -- .. ------

them are tackled by visible and vigorous action. The 
C'..J:'':'~!"!:~':'nf:: st::r('TIN1 v 0::111"\I'YIY"t-~ 1-hP. OP.!-.P.rmination of the 
police and other-agencies to provide a vigorous and 
sympathetic response to these incidents. 

4.2 In 1981, five yearG before the 1986 Declaration, the 
~-.,....,_._.....,.,..__ .... ___ ,;"'"""~rl e. "'"'_""'_.e.""a.""o..: ""• .t-nA'tl' 1"'\f. f--'hp. nl' .. l\'1"",_ ...,_. __ .. ____ ., ...... r---- ..... --.- -- .. -c- __ ..... _ .... _ ....... _ ----... _ .. - . .. . ,. 

and incidence of rac~al attacks and harassment. This 
study, together with a follow-up report published in 
Oci:ober i 959, nave provided a V<J.lUi:!Ui~ uar>i.S' Of. 
int:orma.tion in an area where uncer-report. Lng nas oeen a 
serious problem. 

4.3 Since the 1986 Declaration, specific initiatives have 
inr.lllctP.C! t".hP. following: 

the Home Office has issued guidance to Chi&f 
Officers of police, including a training package, as 
yLXJo p~:·eH.::C.i<..:o:: .i.n f:.nt;:vet"aL.i..,·,.;~, -.:-.:::.;;p.::.nding t.::. a;,d 
dealing with racial incidents; 

the Depurtmcnt of. the Environ:!lent has published good 
~~~~=~=~ S:.!i.d~"!.:':.::e .j:..,.._ ~!!. lo::.:; l h0t!Si!1g a'..!th0i-i ties i 

t.he Gover:nmeni:' s inter-ciepi:lrbmmi:.cl R..:...:.:.i.c..l ;.ttc..cks 
Group produced a comprehensive report in May 1989 
::~~~~ !.~;::~::::::: .:::: ~~ .. ~ ::':~:;~ ~':::- i.~~~~~~~~ ~.:~-0~~!:'?.J:i~r-
._....~ ... ~ .• ho<»."' ,1-;r.r:~---'- ~- ....... --.: .... ¥:'" 'l•h.o.. ...-o ..... t"'\.~'-' ''':I.e .,,~rla1,, __ ...__...__...,. .............. ,.,. ____ ·~- _':1.._ ..... ...., .... __ ., __ .. _ --r---- ···-- :-----~ 

welcomed and its recommendations are being followed 
up; 

the Home Affairs Committee of the House of Commons 
~1dii pi.:Wuccu :t:t:t:.u:t:t.s i.i·, ~ ;oG a.rh1 J ';OS ori tackling 
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racial incidents, which have Oe:~n welcomed ~~d a~ted 
upon by the Government. 

5. SUPPORT PRQH C'P':N'I"RAL C..OVEllNMPIT 

l.qnnr"' ll.y 

5. 1 The Government believes that the needs of the ethnic 
minox:ity communities shoulQ, wl'u~rev•" pqssi.ble 1 be met 
from main public sector programmes. 

5.2 Members of these communities are fully entitled to expect 
that in planning and delivering services such as 
education, housing and health, cent~al and local 
government will take the presence ~(,Gthpic minority 
communities into account and ma.ke.fiir and appropriate 
provision. 

5.3 The Government's inner cities policies are already 
benefiting members of the ethnic minority communities, 

~ ... . .. ". . . .. . ... - .......... ,. ________ .... .~ --
UJ..VU\j W.l.l..ll Ul.Ut::L::. J.J.V.&.Uy ~U &...U~ G.&.CO.O W$H::'.&.C' J..c:ycuC.&.O.'-"""'-'u 

is taking place. Initiatives underway, including the 
Ethnic Minority Business Initiative, will help to improve 
access to employment and stimulate en"terprise 
development. 

5.4 In addition, the Government aims to ensure that its 
funding programmes such as those of the Training Agency, 
provide equal access for members of the ethnic minority 
communities. Other grant programmes for the voluntary 
sector also seek to provide equal opportunities for 
multi-ethnic or ethnic minority-run projects. 

Grant Under Section 11 of the Local GOV(;:t}}E'ept :..ct 1966 

5.5 The Home Office provides financial assistance under this 
Act to the extent of 75\ of the lccal authorities costs 
for the employment of staff to help meet the special 
needs of the Commonwealth immigrant communities within 
their areas. 

5.6 The majority of the qrant goe~ to posts in education but 
an increasing amount supports post~ in other areas of 
local authority provision (social services, t.otC.sing,youth 
work ~nd business development). £89 million ~as paid in 
grant by the Government in 1988/89. 

~ ., Tm~rnu~mon~c ~n ~h~ ~~mtniQt~~tinn nf th~ ar~nt ~cheme 
were made aft~r lhe Declaration in Cctcber-19B6. The 
aim was to target the grant more effectively tc meet the 
needs of the Commonwealth community, particularly in the 
context of the Government's inner city initiative (see 
paragraph 5.3. 
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5.8 Since that date, a further wide-ranging Scrutiny has been 
carried out in 1988 and a report published in July 1989. 
The Government is presently considering the Scrutiny's 
findings. 

6. F~UAL OPPORTUNITIF~ PQLlCI~S AND PRACTICES 

6.1 The Government considers that the promotion of good equal 
opportunities policies and practices is as important as 
legislative action in order to put into effect the spirit 
of the 1986 Declaration. 

6.2 The Government as an employer is setting an example in 
the development of equal opportunities policies, 
supported by appropriate training and development. The 
relevant Government Departments and the CRE work with 
national and local bodies to promote good practice in 
employment and in the provision of such services as 
education, housing, employment, health and social 
services, training and business enterprise. 

6.3 Since the Declaration, specific initiatives in Government 
activity have included the following: 

police service has undertaken increased recruilment 
from the ethnic minorities, improved training and 
made racially discriminal::ory behaviour a 
disciplinary offence. Guidance on effective 
implementation of equal opportunities policies was 
issued in November 1989, and is being vigorously 
monitored by the Government; 

pr~bation service has seen a circula~ issued which 
embodies an equal opportunities policy statement and 
a mechanism for monitoring prog=ess. Work is in 
progress towards ethnic monitoring of staffinq and 
Horkload; 

prison service issued a policy statement on race 
relations in 1986 and has introduced ethnic 
monitoring of prisoners, regime services and 
activities. Race relations management anc training 
is being developed at all levels in the service; 

courts. Developments have tak~n place in lowe~ ~nd 
higher courts in terms of pro~oting policy 
statements, recrui tntent, monitoring and training of 
staff; 

immigration service. An equal oppo~tunities policy 
statement was issued in October 1988. Training is 
being undertaken at all levels; 

~ploymcnt. Policy statements have been issued in 
respect of the Youth Training Scheme, Employment 
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Training and the Employment Service generally. In 
addition, the Employment Service has recruited an 
inner city team to help make services accessible to 
the ethnic minorities; 

education has seen action to improve the response of 
the service to ethnic diversity through initial and 
in-service teacher training; the recruitment of 
ethnic minority teachers; the ethnic monitoring of 
teachers, pupils and further education students; 
pilot projects to promote racial harmony; the 
promotion of good practice in English language 
support teaching; and measures to improve the 
attainment of ethnic minority ~upils, for example, 
by ensuring that the ethnic diversity of the school 
population and society at larg~ is taken into 
account in the development of the National 
Curriculum; 

health and social services have seen continuing 
action to make health and personal social services 
more accessible and acceptable to ethnic minorities 
and to ensure that their needs are taken into 
account in the policy and planning processes; the 
funding of voluntary orqanisations working in this 
area, and some ethnic monitoring of staff. 

6.4 The Committee will w1sn t.o IC.no~ tnat:. i:.ne t.;Overnment has 
decided to ask people for the first time to indicace 
their ethnic origin when responding to the 1991 Census of 
Population. 

6.5 The results of the Census will not only provide accurate 
statistical information, but also enable national and 
local progra~~es to be better targeted to meat the needs 
of the ethnic minority co®nunities. 
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7 • COtfCLUS ION 

7.1 The maasures 0\.ltlined above arc designed to ensure that 
those from an ethnic minority background can make a 
valuable contribution to and enjoy the benefits of life 
in the United Kingdom, thereby helping the climate of 
relations between the different communities steadily to 
improve. 

7.2 Almost inevitably, stresses and strains are present as 
reactions to the publication ot Salman ~U!hoi~'H Uuu~ 
"The Satanic Verses" have demonstrated. There is 
further progress to be made in dealing, for example, with 
racial at:t:acK.s a.nQ ilct.t·cs.tS~&Wo:u~. Wo ~-.:~~-=:::.~~ :..~ ~~~ 
complacent and will en:sure that efforts com:.J.nut: tu be 
directed towards realising the aim of a racially fair 
society. 

7.3 This Memorandum has summarised some of the key 
developments in the United Kingdom since June ·j 986. The 
Government will be happy to supplement any information 
and respond to queries which the Committee may have. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE DISCUSSION WITH MR FRIES 

Hr FRIES, the representative from the United Kingdom. made the followin~ 
points in his reply to ctucstions from the Committee. 

lie h.1cl no precise information on the participation of members of immigrant 
communities in elections. He did not say what the rules on voting rights 
were. 

lie did not answer questions on Schengen and on Trevi and t.hc Ad lloc Group 
merely remarked that there was need for controls for crime and third country 
nationals. 

lie was unaware of the particular incident referred to b)' Mrs TA7.DAIT \·:hore a 
group of children from France. with members of minority groups amongst thP.m. 
had been refused entry to the UK. but said that problems did arise where 
members of a party travelling. perhaps on a group passport. were not all EC 
nat iona Is. 

He could not say anything about the impact of the Portuguese Government's 
granting of citizenship to Macau residents. 

In reply to a question about a £20 fee for visas, he said that visa policy was 
under discussion in the Ad Hoc Group. There was no sexism in immigration 
control and no element of visa policy discrimination. 

In reply to questions as to what efforts had been made to combat racist 
attitudes in the police force and to encou~age recruitment of ethnic minority 
group members, Mr FRIES referred to Government support to Chief Constables and 
to Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary. 

ln the employment field. ethnic minorities were being encouraged to take part 
in as wide a range of employment as possible by. for example. the Business 
Initiative Scheme and the Race Relations Advisory Service. The unemployment 
rate for mern!lers of ethnic minority aged 16-24 was about double the 16 per 
cent figure for this age group nationally. 

He denied there ~.·as any discrimination against homosexuals. lie admitted thrit 
there Has some racist element in football violence but did not comment 
further. 

As to the question of what was being done to protect Filipino domestic 
servants. Mr FRIES said that there was an immigration issue here and also one 
of vulnerability: ill-treatment was a matter for the criminal law and there 
had been a case of ;1 co!lviction here recently. 

!:~ ~~as una~>·an? of th~ allegation that the lr.lnian Embassy in London had 
distributed anti-semitic matel'ia.l with impunity. but such dissemination '-'.lS 

covered by Part 3 of the Public Order Act. 

As to the charge that members of ethnic minority gt·oups f;~ced cliscrimin.Hory 
sentencing in courts of !.11~ in th.H they more often h.1d prison scnl•'nccs 
impo~cd. Mr Fll!ES said tltat a recent study su~~cstcd tl1.1t this ••as bcc.111s" of 
tiH~ n.ttun~ of the offences th•~Y commi ttcd. 
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L. Luxembourg 

Intt·oduct 1 on 

Mr Michel NEYENS, adviser at the Ministry 
of Family Affairs, Luxembourg 

Any description of the situation obtaining in a country within a given 
framework and a short space of ti~Da is necessarily incomplete. It has been 
necessar:; to be selective. Furthermore. ali the facts given must be placed in 
their historical, soctal and cultural setting. 

Bearing in mind this reservation, and before dealing w1th the five questions 
submitted to me, r should like to give a brief description of immigration in 
Luxembourg, since immigration is one of the central features of our 
demographic structure. 

Inde~d, Luxembourg ts a paradoxical country, at least from the point of view 
of its demographic structures. 

In a.ddit·ion to a slightly higher than average mortality rate, its birth rate 
is except1ona1ly low - the lowest in the world - and its rate of immigration 
exceptionally high. This demographic structure, which has prevailed for 
several decades, has led to a situation where the proportion of foreigners in 
the totai population and the proport1on of old people in the national 
population is currently greater than any observed in European countries. 
(CALOT report: luxembourg's demographic structure, past, present and future; 
Luxembour·g 1978, p. 3; see also STATt:C's demographic forecasts l/89). 

Against this background, vartous statistics can be given. Out of a total of 
377 100 peop1e, 277 600 are Luxembourgers and 99 500 are foreign nationals: 
29% of these are Portuguese, 20% !tal hn and 12.6% French, in other words 
almost 30~ of the total population are foreigners. Foreigners account for 43% 
of the !','o~ulation including approximately 29 000 frontier workers. 
Future immigration ts taken 1nio account 1n the country's economic and social 
development plans and population poltcy. 

These foreigne1·s belong to the same culture, and the majority of them speak 
more or less good French, one of the three languages used 1n Luxembourg along 
with German and luxembourg1sh, which is the commonly used language (this 
presents a challenge for the educational system). 

Since th 1; enlargement of the Community, the bulk of migrants have been 
Eur·opean and their stat~ is laid down by EEC rules. 
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Accordingly, virtual equality of treatment exists. at all levels (right to 
work, soc I a 1 securl ty and even welfare a 11 owan·ces, etc.). Luxembourg 1 s an 
open society (in the strong sense of the word) such that, given the origin of 
the Immigrants, one cannot speak of racism, nor Indeed fascism, which has been 
banned 1 n Luxembourg s 1 nee the last war. However, thIs does not mean that 
certain problems do not arise with ultra-national or xenophobic movement~. 

* * • 

1. Since the adoption In June 1986 of the Declaration against Racism and 
Xenophobia, what legal or administrative prov1s1ons relative to the fight 
against racism and xenophobia have come Into force in your country? 

Luxembourg has never been a repressive country. However, It should be pointed 
out that, well before 1986, Parliament and the courts acted partly on the 
basis of general legislation and partly on specific l~gislat1on were in place. 

(A) Heasures taken prior to 1986 

While the Luxembourg Constitution does not expressly condemn discrimination 
based on racism or xenophobia, 1t proclaims the "equality of Luxembourgers 
(Article 11) and P.Xtends this principle, save for exceptions provided for 
under the law, to foreign nationals within the Grand Duchy (Article 111). In 
May 1989, these two articles were declared open to review by the Chamber of 
Deputies so that the guarantee of fundamental rights could be extended (on an 
equal basis) to foreigners as well as Luxembourg nationals. 

Ir addition to tne main international instruments, e.g. the European 
CDnvent1on for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, there 
is the law of 1 December 1997 ratifying the International Convention on the 
Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination signed on 7 March 1966 in 
New York and the Law of 9 August 1980 which implements this convention and 
supplements the Penal Code by Articles 454 and 455 of the Penal Code. 

'Article 454: Either a term of imprisonment lasting from 8 days to 6 months 
and/or a fine ranging from 2501 to 100 000 shall be imposed upon: 
( 1) any person who, In offering goods or a servl ce, refuses to carry out 

this offer; 
(a) to a person on the grounds of race, colour, ancestry or ethnic or 

national origin; 
(b) to a group or community on the grounds of race, colour, ancestry or 

ethnic or national origin of Its members or some of its members, 
( 2) any person who, In procuring or offering to procure goods or a serv 1 ce, 

practises discrimination against: 
(a) a person on grounds of race, colour, ancestry or ethnic or national 

origin; 
(b) a group or community on grounds of race, col our, a nee s try or ethnic or 

national origin of its members or some of its members, 
(3} any person who publicizes his/her intention to refuse goods or a service 

in the cases provided for under paragraph 1 or to practise discrimination 
as set out under paragraph 2 of this article. 
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) 

Article 455: Either a term of imprisonment lasting from 8 days to 6 months 
and/or a fine ranging from 2501 to 100 000 francs shall be imposed upon: 
(l) any person who, by means of words addressed to the public or pronounced 

in public, written documents, printed matter, pictures or emblems of any 
kind published, posted, distr~buted, sold, placed on sale or exhibited tn 
public, causes incitement to the acts referred to in Article 454, hatred 
or violence towards a person, group or community on grounds of race, 
colour, ancestry or ethnic or national or1g1n of that person or members 
or some members of the group or the community. 

(2) any person who belongs to an organization whose aims or act1v1t1es 
consist in committing one of the acts referred to 1n paragraph 1 of this 
article.' 

These provisions would appear to cover the majority of racist and xenophobic 
acts (on the problem of the difficulties of preventing xenophobia, see 
EVRIGENIS report ( PE 1985), paragraph 273, p. 77 and paragraph 297, p" 84 
'which 1n itself, does not faH within the purvie"'' of the law and legal 
prevention'). Consequently, these provisions are rarely applied. 

The Law of 8 August 1985 on the prevention of genocide provides not only for 
the imposition of a penalty on the perpetrators or accomplices of genocide, 
but also those who conspire with a view to committing genocide. 

To facilitate the complete integration of foreigners in the country, 
Parliament legislature has on several occasions intervened to make it easier 
for foreigners to acquire Luxembourg nationality. The Law of 11 December 1986 
also gave mothers and father~ an equal right to pass on their nationality to 
their offspring and eased the age and residency conditions for acquiring 
luxembourg nationality. 

(B) Lega·l and statutory provisions taken &fter 1986 

The Government has chiefly intervened in two particularly sensitive areas, 
namely education (see resolution of the Chamber of Deputies of 23 February 
1983) and consultation of foreigners (at national and local level). 

For many year·s now, major efforts have been made in the field of education. 
At present, Luxembourg is faced with a school population where 40% of the 
pupils are of foreign orig1n. This poses a real challenge. Accordingly, 
special efforts have been made 1n the field of language learning and to 
reduce the number of pupils in classes. 

As far as the composition and organization of classes in schools run by the 
local authorities are concerned, no quota system is operated, with the result 
that practically all classes have a mixture of foreign and Luxembourg pupils. 
In some classes, the major1ty of pup11s are foreign. To improve classroom 
conditions, classes have been reduced to 15-16 pupils; this enables teachers, 
who have followed specialized training courses in this area, to provide more 
intensive teaching. 
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Furthermore, given the difficulties tha.t some foreign pupils encounter, the 
first two school years may be extended to three years 1n order to allow pupils 
to follow language courses in the language laboratories. 

A circular from the Minister of National Education recommended that loc!'ll 
authorities should incorporate in the normal timetable two lessons on the 
tongue and national culture of immigrant children. 

Jn the context of the reform of secondary education, the law of 16 November 
1986 provides for courses on moral and social education as well as religious 
education. The Grand Ducal regulation of 27 February 1989 lays down 
provisions governing the composition and operation of the National Council on 
moral and social training. The National Council is composed of a cross 
section of people, and members must have particular competence in the field of 
human rights and social solidarity. The council draws up the programme, and 
it is clear that it targets problems of racism and xenophobia. 

Article 176 of the Communal law of 13 December 1988 amends the law of 25 July 
1972 concerning social action on behalf of immigrants and supplements 1t with 
the following Article 7a: 

'Article 7a: In communes where more than 20% of the population is consists 
of foreigners, the communal council shall set up a special consultative 
committee with responsibility for dafending the interests of foreign residents 
within the commune. luxembourg nationals and foreign residents sha11 serve 
on the comlillttt:t:. 

Provisions governing the organization and operation of these committees sha11 
be laid down by Grand Ducal Regulation.' 

This regulation was adopted on 5 August 1989. By means of a circular of 
29 September 1989 (No. 1243), the Minister of the Interior drew attention to 
the obligation incumbent on the communes and, by means of a circular which has 
just been sent, the Minister of the Family together with the Minister of the 
Interior sent a questionnaire to the communes to monitor and check on the 
implementation of the Grand Ducal Regulation. 

2. Could you indicate if over the last four years there have been any 
demonstrations of intolerance, host111ty or the use of force against any 
person or group of persons by reason of their bel ong1 ng to a particular 
racial, religious, cultural, social or national grouping, in your country? 
What measures have been taken as far as legal provisions or law enforcement 
are concerned to eliminate such demonstrations? 

Traditionally and despite the large number of foreigners (or, perhaps because 
of this large number} there have been very few acts of racism or xenophobia. 

Indeed, in a community with almost 30% of foreigners, luxembourg cannot afford 
such demonstrations on a large scale. 

Obviously, ever since men have lived together, inter-relational problems have 
existed. 
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Reading the newspaper·s, I noted, for example, in 1988 two cases where road 
signs ~tiere defaced by racist slogans. Ho~1ever, this must be seen in the 
general context {see paragraph 3 below). 

In the same year, anti-semitic words were scnwled over the Jewish cemetery in 
Luxembour~. These events were of course unanimously condemned by the press. 
As far as I am a~1are, no action was taken because nothing was known of the 
perpetrators, ~~hose exact motives were unclear ( 1 t was not clear whether these 
actions o,.1ere committed by groups or individuals). 

The riqht of immigrants to vote has been demanded for a long t1me by 
assoch;Vlons which claim to represent 1mmigrants and are well organized in 
luxembourg (i.e. ASTl, CLAI, etc.). A fragile politieal consensus appeared to 
have been found in the early 1980s. Pub I 'I c events organ 1 zed by i mm1 grant 
associations (i.e. Festival of Immigration) 1n support of this right to vote 
helped, ·inter alia, to create for som~ people a climate of unease exploited by 
ultra-n~ttonaltst tendencies modelled on and influenced by foreign countr1es. 
Without vdshing to establish any causal link between these claims (right to 
vote, schoo 1 problems etc.), di fforent movMtents appeared: movements which 
call th(:,mse1ves nationaHst, but t1Mch zy,ppear to belong to the extreme right, 
at least as far as the language they use Is cancernad. 

3. Have any neH groups with a rac1 st or xenophobic aspect other than those 
mentioned in the EVRIGEMIS report appeared in your country since the 
signature of the joint decla;·&ticm? Hava legal met,sures been taken to deal 
with them, and tf not, why not? 

The EVRIGEN!S report. 1efers to the 'Nouvel Acropole' sect which. I never 
menttoned again except 1n a newspaper article (Zeltung 2-SS of 16 Aprtl 1988). 
'The Nouvel Acropole - Culture and Philosophical Training Centre, luxembourg, 
25, rue Fresez - a branch of an extremely hierarchical and paramilitary 
organization (Le Monda of 22 June 1984) and whose members are tn favour of an 
aristocrat-Ic totalitarian t·egime {l'EvenCJment du Jeudi of 7 March 1985)'. 

Reference is a L;o made to the Cere 1 e 1 uxembourqeo is des ami s de 1 a revue 
El,ments wh,ch is allied to the French neo-fasctst group 'Groupement de 
recherches et d'6tudes pour la ctv11isatton europ~enne' (GRECE) whose members 
include lnternatlon;cl clvi1 servants. 

In addition to these t1,1o grol!ps Hhich I have never heard mentioned, but of 
which ! .)m info1·ming you just for the record, thet·e is an ultra-nationalist 
movement dllch lu.s developed slo~!ly since 19S'i. 

cannot give you Its whole history, but here are a few important dates: 

On 6 October 1984 the FELES (Fdd~rattoun atst Land, e1s Sprooch, a.s.b.l .) 
~Jas set up. The &im of the assoch.tion is every~there to promote our 
country 1nd langu•ge ('iwerrall antetrteden fir etst land a fir e1s 
Sprooch'}, On 30 November 1987, this mov~ent split into two; one of the 
branches decided to d1ssolve the association, the other branch, which was 
more extremist, ~1ent on to form with other associations (see below) a 
pol it~ca1 par·ty. 
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On 5 May 1987, a second assochtton was founded in the south of th"! 
country: 'Greng National Bewegung' (Nati'Onf.l 'Green Movement). Its a 1m is, 
inter alia, to defend our national 1dent1ty (Luxembourg for the 
Luxembourgers). 

Finally, in the north of the country, on 31 October 1987, an associallon 
was established w1th the title 'E1slecker Frliiheetsbewegung' (liberation 
Movement of the Osling) whose motto 1s 'we want to st~y ~s we tre' 
(extract from a patriotic song). 

These associations stood for election at the elections of 18 June 1989 but the 
results were disappointing for them. No member on the list was elected to the 
Chamber of Deputies. In the European elections on the same date, list 9 
'letzeburg de letzeburger, National Bewegung' (Luxembourg for the 
Luxembourgers, National Movement) obtained only 2.91% of the vote. The number 
of supporters can therefore be estimated at only a few hundred. 

In his governmental declaration of 24 July 1989, the Prime Minister said: 

'However, I would not want to ignore the results of the other parties, some of 
whom participated for the first time in the elections. First of all, and I 
think that there is unanimity on this subject in this Chamber, we note with a 
certain degree of satisfaction the small number of votes polled by the parties 
of the extreme right. In a country which is greatly dependent on the outside 
world and has a high percentage of foreigners 1 n the resident and act 1 ve 
population, 1t is particularly important that ideas which map out xenophobia 
do not spread throughout the indigenous population." 

4. What measures have been taken in your country as far as 1nf-ormat1on, 
education and the econ0t11ic and social sH:.uat1on are concerned aimed at 
creating a climate in favour of a better int.egration of persons coming from 
different countries and of ethn\c or cultural minorities? 

The Government has been extremely cautious and moderate but also consistent 
with regard to xenophobic tendencies or actions so as to avoid the situation 
getting out of hand. 

In ·Its declarations of 1984 and 1989, the Government gave a commitment to 
combat all forms of xenophobia. 

Governmental action Is planned at two levels: 

general; 1mmtgration policy 
specific measures to combat racism and xenophobia. 

(1) The Luxembourg Government has approached the problem by continuing to 
give priority to supporting a consistent immigration policy with a view to 
Integrating the people concerned voluntarily and contributing to a generally 
favourable climate to promote good understanding between the different 
communities. 

rn this respect, it should be pointed out that in luxembourg there are two 
<:<ltc'(:ilH·ics of imrnigrants: first, those w1th good salaries who work mainly in 
t.he \.•!rtia•"Y sector or as international c1vn servants. These 11re very often 
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widely travelled people who have the means to participate in the cultural and 
social life of the country tf they so desire. 

Second, there are immigrants, workers and their families (since 1957 family 
reunificat~on has been encouraged) who often have no socio-professional 
status. It 1s t01~ards this group that immigration policy as well as social 
and family policy must be fully directed. 

The r<~nge of different measures is important. By way of example, a few are 
given here: 

{a) Information 

To meet the needs of these people, an information policy, has been introduced, 
by the Ministry of the Family in several languages to inform immigrants of 
their rights and available 1·esoul"ces, At the socio-economic level, various 
kinds of aid are granted without any residency conditions (in particular, 
housing allowances which may exceed 1 million Flux.). For years, weekly radio 
broadcasts have been made in Portuguese ~nd Italian. As from this year, there 
have been daily broadcasts tn Portuguese. 

However·, it is not merely a matter of informing immigrants: Luxembourgers 
must also be given information. In this respect, it should be noted that 
Luxembourgars understand many languages and read many newspapers, even foreign 
newspapers, and are therefore extremely open-minded towards foreigners. 

(b) Provision of aid and services 

As regards the prov1s1ori of aid, immigrants may contact free of charge and· 
vdthout any formality, the immigration service in the Ministry of the Family, 
which provides aid and su~port in seeking to resolve their problems. 
Furth.ermor<1, dIfferent services are offered to 1mm1 grants and, in accordance 
with the principle of subsidiarity, the State provides subsidies specially for 
immig1·ant uscd.ations. Accordingly. special projects provide additional 
help at school to promote integ1·ation such as, for example, the KANNERNASCHT 
project (club for children from immigrant houses in Weimerskirch, Eich and 
Domme 1 dang c) . 

(c) Socio-cuiturnl service 

Likewise, the Ministry of the Family provides subsidies for a socio-cultural 
service IASTI) which promotes and strengthens human relations by breaking down 
prejudic~ and barriers betv1een communities. 

(d) Education 

Inclusion of mother tongue In the curriculum. Attention ts drawn to: 

training and further tratntng for teachers tn foreign languages and 
cultures, 
courses tn Luxembourgish for adults, etc. (for the rest see above). 

{e) Consultation of foreigners 

This ts an extremely important matter. To meet the demands made by 
associations for the t·ight to vote, given the resistance of the local populace 
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and to avoid upsetting public opinion, the Government ha< ('phd ~, 

consultation and decided not to grant the rtght t~ vvte ~t the present time. 
Consultation structures have been set up so that all problems ar1s1ng at the 
level of different communities and, especially, between different communities 
can be discussed and a consensus reached on important matters. 

Two structures exist: 

at national level, the National Council un Immigration, 
at local level, the communal consultative committees. 

(2) Specific measures 

I shall mention some important dates. 
Day against racism in March), the 
parliamentary question by launching an 
to open a campaign against racism. 

On 6 April 1988 (following the World 
Minister of State replied to a 

appeal a9atnst racism and xenophobia 

At the same time, ultra-nationalist associations {see above) had launched a 
sticker campaign with the slogan 'Ech sinn stolz e Letzeburger ze s1nn' (I am 
proud to be a Luxembourger); in response to this campaign, another sticker 
campaign was organized by the JOC with the slogan 'we need each other'. 

On 27 June 1988 a working party was set up to combat racism. All the 
traditional political parties, trade unions, churches, associations and mass 
media are involved in this campaign. 

On 22 July 1988, in view of the process of pol1t1c1zat1on and the founding of 
nationalist parties, the traditional parties signed an undertaking not to 
exploit xenophobia and racism during the election campaign and condemned 
racism and xenophobia. 

On 7 October 1988, a press campaign was 1 aunched with the theme 'Ech s inn 
houfferech ken Raciste ze sinn' (I am proud not to be racist). 

The poor showing of the nationalist parties in the parliamentary elections 
shattered the wave of xenophobia and cooled things down. 

It is not just up to the state to deal with the problem of racism and 
xenophobia, we are all obliged to intervene and speak out openly against the 
roots of evil in condemning and nipping in the bud any tendencies towards or 
forms of racism and xenophobia. 

5. Have your national authorities established a long-term ·policy on 
immigration and the integration of persons co•1ng from other Ccmmunity 
countries and from th 1 rd countries 1 n the 11ght of the free IIIOVement of 
persons due to be fully established with the achievement of a single 
market in 1992? 

Given the current demographic structure - even despite an increase in the 
birth rate - it goes without saying that Luxembourg will need a qualified 
_labour force in the future and therefore constant immigration {'immigration 
~ummons Immigration'). 
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The increase in the number of jobs and changes in the origin of the immigrant 
population cc.ll for· regular cht.J.nges. in immigration policy. 

The ideal wou'ld be to make •• long-term socio-economic forecast so that an 
overall poltcy can be defined. However, I am afratd that the current 
situation obtaining in our countr·ies may no longer be the case in future 
(opening up towards Eastern Europa, population explosion in the Maghreb 
countries, etc.). 

However, Luxembourg will attempt to promote a voluntary integration palter for 
immigrants and as hr us possible will attempt to restrict its immigrant 
population to the same culture with • language understood and used in 
Luxembourg, But can one choose th® future 1mmi~population? Thh 1s a 
major cha 11 enge for· £1.n•ope, and a small· country with 11t t 1 e influence over 
these matters cannot have a separate policy. Its view must correspond to the 
major options chosen at international Qnd· European level. 

The Luxembourg Government is &.Hare of these prob'lems, and the M·inistry of the 
Family has instructed Mr Ger~rd CALOT, Director of the !NED in Par1s, to draw 
up a ne~J nlpo1·t on demographic trends in the broad sense also covering 
immigration problems. 

It should also be pointed out that, at the opening of the first session of the 
National Council on Imntgration at the start of the year, the Minister of the 
Family said that he wanted to invo'iva it even more intensively 1n immigration 
policy. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE DISCUSSION WITH MR NEY~NS 

Replying to Hr FORD, Mrs BELO, Mr NIANIAS, Hr TADZAIT, Mt-s VALENT, 
Mr WIJSENBEEK and Mrs ROTH, l-lr NEYENS stated that the Portuguese conununity 
presented no problems; Luxembourg had never pursued a policy of repatriation; 
the Advisory Council was genuinely representative and included, for example, a 
representative of Cape Verde. Foreigners who had studied in Luxembourg 
enjoyed the same rights as others to enter higher education. In his view, 
racism could not be said to exist in the Grand Duchy: there might possibly be 
a measure of xenophobia, however. He added that many immigrants to the Grand 
Duchy worked in the basic sectors of the economy or in the construction 
industry; in time, however, they looked for and found mor-e highly qualified 
employment_ In his view, the housing problems that existed could be found 
anywhere else. He noted that immigrant children enjoyed regular medical care 
and that the schools provided a sound environment for integr-ation. To his 
mind, racist attacks did not take place in the Grand Duchy. He also pointed 
out that abortion had been legalized; figur-es were not available, however. 
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M. Mrs Nora R~THZEL 

Introduction 

The better to understand the situation in the Federal Republic it will be 
necessary to say 2. feH words about the principles underlying immigration 
policy. There are two complementary principles: 

The first principle states: the Federal Republic is not a country of 
immigration. Consequently, policy should not, and indeed cannot, be based on 
the assumption that people from other countries can come to this country to 
settle and work here in the long term. It also means however that the three 
main objectives of immigration policy are as follows: 1. 'Foreigners' who do 
live here in the longer term should be integrated; 2. Everr possible 
incentive should be given to encoura9e return to the country of origin; 3. 
The recruitment freeze should be maintained. 

The second principle is: In the federal Republic there is no racism and no 
xenophobia apart from the activities of a few extreme right-wing fanatics and 
isolated incidents. 

A consequence of these principles is that the Federal Republic has no policy 
on minorities, and no anti-discrimination policy. For on the assumption that 
no more 'foreigners' are to come into the country, and that those living here 
are to be so well :i.ntegrated tha.t they can no lonqer be distinquished from the 
majorny population group, a policy on minorities that would encompass 
minority rights and anti-discrimination legislation is unnecessary. 

The policy of the freeze on recruitment and closed borders is allegedly 
justified on the grounds that 'the lifeboat is full', and the highly-populated 
Federal Republic cannot afford to allow any more foreigners to come in. 
Alternabvel~', it is arguee that a higher num.l::;er of 'foreigners' would 
jeopard!ze the integratio~ of those alre~dy living here and be an incitement 
to racism (an eJ:traordinary leap of logic whereby t~e vi.ctims of racisrr: are 
turned into its perpetrators). Where the first a~~~ent is concerned, it is 
in contcadiction h'ith the fact that the total population of the Fede:-al 
Repubhc has fallen by about one million from 1973 to 1987, and that 
rep:ces,:!ntatives of the business Co!ll.l!lunity have r~acted to the spectacular 
shortage of qualified labour and the advancing age-6tructun:: of the ~o.·orking 

population by acknowledging the need for fresh recruitment. At t:Xe beginning 
of the upsurge in immigration from the GDR, the press published projections 
tending to confirm that, provided il!Ulligration from the GDR reached one 
million, the pendens of Federal Republic residents 1-1ould be more or less 
guaranteed until after the year 2000. Such arguments, with the greater or 
less wUlingness to accept immigrants from the GDR and elsewhere, show that 
the '.tull Hf.eboat' argument is 11 pretext fo::: preventing immigration by 
undesirable 'foreigners' rather than an argument against immigration as such. 
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l'lhereas '' mz,jo.'C p):CSA' 

abuse of the .:
country &t 1-l;c; ·~d:e of 1 flO 01:0 
immigTcnt" CC1lt•ing f.q),f\ :;,;yc 

year, the only co,,.p.LdL'i~ \~t· 

from for tttl 

been reprer;ented 11s '' 
that imllligr ant Ge:rm<:'J1P ;: ;.-:,1~>\ ::\1.;; 

structure and .ra.i.se U10~ i,>.,.,,,:.. 
background t'ha t l:J1·<; ;;;.n;·'·'"'··: ,·.' 

racism lind xerwphob.i;:. 
the dac:lt:n!t:ion &cri:':~ v;s.:; c' 
1986? 

: :;,·,· ;;;::.'.1'9 !i'.i>;~ap::d ty foreigners and the 
1 -;~·'·it.'"\ ~~syltJ»t~,~;;:;.:;ekers ~?Jet-e ~nt~ring th,l2 

·'_,·· u;,.st~ (Jt:··.L K"ose to 700 000 Hith 

'~' F iYVJ::op'i!e'l'' countries in the lasi:. 
·· '''"'s iJ~'R<· '·il1'::Jre \:he money was to ccmr* 

J\'•T.T.rnmz. A.nd ~1hereas 'foreigners' hac 
; ·.,wt i ·.'.conowy, it has s i.nce been argued 

~J.;;e\llvz,:·t·, \JUDJd i .. iaptove the employment 
'>1 ;'r•;:;d J:'eSmP:·-::e::o, :tt is against that 

> o :>.sh<'!. mus·t be inter.preted. 

provisions for combating 
.0SZ:i! eriaptt;;d since tl1e adoption of 

.. .. -"'''·"'·'f.."·'u',;" t.· i·;!Ji/ i til en txy Ln to force in June 

Neither before tbs, declaz'~tion r;;n'd?<.St :c&.cism <md xenophobia nor since have 
t:here been any legisl<:.t ive l't' e;v'\~~in.:l.st:catlve provisions to combat racism and 
xenophobia in the FHdex?.J Hepub:J.: ..... :.. 'J:hr,u:e .'ls no consensus that it represents 
a general problem or v~e.st:. GeKm<tie\ 

·.rhe Hamburg Senz.i:o.c 'Cox: Entplo.~.Ak~·].d~"' \'fe~Hlth and Soc:Lal Services, who holds 
responsibility f:o!: tha sod.<d o:t i.uunigran.ts, j_s for example persuaded 
that there j_s no •!:.n.d no raciwm in the Hamburg authorities: 
''!'o refer:· ·ttl a "·c1.1Cii!J. <'tisc:r:!.•rd.;~t:.~.on. pr:actir:e by the Hamburg authorities as a 
whole" is to oHand not r:>t~.y aU U:*" ctaff of the Hawbu~g aGP.Iinistr.:Ition; it 
is also t.o :c''=veal your O':m of' the Hork done by the staff of the 
Hamburg ser•dces, and th·z ci'tec:~o li.mibad options open to them in arriving at 
their ded.sS.ons. . .. A.nv isolat.ed. i>1.ddents of improper conduct by staff of 
the Hamburg adminisb~c.tJ.on :i.zt t·hfd;;;" dealings with foreign fellow-citizens 
should be b"~ought to the <:.tt·.fmU .. ,Nl ot the appropriate authorities or district 
heads of: department (The;, Serwtm· fo::: Employment, Health and Social 
Services :Ln July 1969). the. quot:;t:'Jm. is taken from a l.atter from the Senator 
to an z:nti-racist grouf..l in ri?rn}xa:r,i, \1hose coux1selling work has demonstrated 
that discrimina'ci.on. ag<::.L1sl :us a generalized phenomenon with the 
Hamburg authori. des, vhich had len them to ask for municipal support in 
setting up <cr\ ant.t-racLsm of'ftcre. 

\~hereas in many countries of ths :?;·~.tcopean Commtmity thert3 ar~ laws against 
discriminaUon, or lam.; mald.nq it Hlagal to subject ethnic minorities to 
disadva.ntageous t:ceatmeot, l:lti£; >%:l.t·,Jati.on i11 the Federal Republic is the 
opposite: 19a of Uw. ;,:::' thE, promotion of employment stipulates 
that prefejcance h<nst b"' 0; VZ>1 b:; Genuan ~e.roJ:k.eJ:s, that only if none 
can be found me.y nationalr< or: o\:h•::.lt' LC count:rien be employed, and :~at only if 
posts stU). cannot be ZUJ.e<.l ~;.,, t1w.t bas:Lu may they be offered to a 
'foreigna:c • fr.m•• a. non·-EC cmmtry It. i3houl.d be added that in the Federal 
Hspublic there has bean "o opposition to this paragraph (insofar 
as p€!ople ev,~n know H: exists}, and that the trade unions too, for fear of 
their Gel:'m3.n. ·members, h?.'VQ' ftt.J.l~l: Lt:J c:r:tt:tcize it.~ 

The only oEEicial government mosstu.r;•?W t.gatnst racism and xenophobia that exist 
are infOl:wai:ion brochur2:s £:rom \:he different ministers, at Federal and Land 
level, responsible for i.ut,nl.gro>.n.b:;, fo:r exampl.e ri:cs Funcke at federal :~vel, 

and Hre Johtt in ~-Vest: Be;:<tin Un~ortunAtely the infor~ation thac is :iv0n out 
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·from these sources sometimes serv~!. on:~- to confirm the p::-ejudices it setS' 
out to break d~wn. For example, the attempt is ~ade to counter the prejudice 
that 'forelgners are swamping the c~untry' by arguing that: 'Foreign workers 
have stopped coming since the 1973 recruitment freeze' (John 1988: 3). This 
tends to support the assumption that there would in fact be a danger of the 
country being 'swamped' if they had kept coming. It also means accepting that 
the presence of ' foreigners' (at least above a qi ven number) poses a reaJ 
problem. The same brochure seeks to answer the allegation that 'We are being 
turned into a country of foreigners', by asserting that 'Many Turkish and 
Yugoslav parents, for example, complain that their children speak their mother 
tongue much worse than they apeak German'. This is supposed to bear out the 
assumption that 'Foreigners will in time become indistinguishable from the 
German population and that consequently the fear of being swamped by 
foreigners is unfounded. Implicit is in this argument is an acknowledgement 
that the fear of being swamped if :illlllligrants refuse to assimilate is a 
legitimate one. 

With the formation of Red-Green alliances in west Berlin and Frankfurt in 1989 
attempts have been made to improve the living conditions of the illlllliq.rant 
population. In West Berlin for example the initiative has been taken of 
iiltroducing the right to vote in local elections for il!lll\igrants, and in 
Frankfurt a department responsible for multicultural activities was founded. 

Finally, it should also be mentioned that under the Basic Law, disadvantageous 
treatment of pe~sons on the grounds of their belonging to 'a religion, race or 
sex' is pr·ohibited, but if the Basic Law is cited in criticism of 
discrimination, it is asserted that these basic dghts cannot be allowed to 
restrict the right of any stal~ to give prio~itt to its own nationals over the 
nationals of other countries. 

Question 2: Could you provide information as to whether in the past four 
years there have been demonstratio~s of intolerance, hostility or the use of 
violence against any persons on the grounds of th£•ir l:.>elonging to a particular 
racial, religious, cultural, social o:r r.ati.or.al grouping f.n your country? 
What measures were taken to enact legislation or to enforce existing 
legislation to outlaw such demonstrations? 

Acts of violenc~ against perso~E on t~~ growlds of their belonqin? to on~ cf 
the above-menti.oned groups ar~ not rccordej :!! Feder a: Ge.::man cril'!'.:.nal 
statistics. This is because there is no clause: in any legislation in the 
Federal Republic that identifies any s~ch offence. 

The only paragraph that points in this direction, one that wa!l drafted with 
the ~acism practised under German fascism specifically in mind, is the clause 
against ethnic persecution. Tna manner of its i~p~e~er.tativn is exemplified 
by such cases as the following: 

In 1984 the Federal Constitutional Court in Karlsruhe ruled that a statement 
such as 'Turks out', was, by contrast with the statement 'Je1"s out', not to be 
understood as an incitement to acts of violence or of an arbitrary nature. In 
justification of this ruling it was asserted that: 'In their literal meaning, 
these statements must indeed be understood as calling for foreigners to be 
expelled from the Federal Republic of Germany. But they are not on that 
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account associated •,•i th 
justify t.heic btd.ng 
incitement l·.c vtolevc:;; or .?:cb:L·:·<;:r·,· 
3 May 19fH}. Iu uth~;;: ·,:on;<;. 
been made t.v erdure 
fascist GenNHlY can i.".hs. 
persecuhorL 

In every cause ~:!hSt'e ~ foy~~~ \~'I1_~~x>· I 

successful in i.ts ef:fro:·ttt \T 
Three examplos: 

::rwvm histor!.caJ. expedences that would 
snd unan;bi.g·unusJy i.nt0:cpreted as 

·A;;\;·;' ( qu,ri;.ed :ir· X''renkfurce.r- Nw1dsdu:u for 
·.·:w:~t" :ln t(le F;;;deral Rermblic have 

:u· tnn'i': u.ndergon:a by the Je•,;s ir. 
out~ be interpret,ed as ethnic 

the prosecution has l:.x:!en 
<D.c:.lsu.o ?!Kc!.uded as a motive. 

1. On 21 December 'i'9fH vc.mKt "''·-J.r,J;.•,\?.d>': 'lllll::deced a. Turktsh man, Rarna.zan Avci, 
by pursuing him, runnif'J;f h.::..,,. OV<'ol:· 1Jiotorcax and beating him as he lay on 
the g:cound. vH:h club::;., '''·nd l;}.flton<;.. Theil.: kicks to his head 
caused a ma.:)o;:' f>:zctt,xa u<: f:t:om ':lhich he. died three days later 
without reg a .Ph&g consc:;,ot•,Sn-:!Z:?. l.t:.~,;:;ouqh two of ti:le youths \iere found to be 
in posses1d.on of: J.eaflp(;p rend r.,tfd~~l!C!i' b:om N.eon<t<zi groups, although at least 
one of the a.ccused tr;;u;, shn"'n t<:t l;w,v" eonnect:!.ons w:i.t.h the FAP, and althou9h 
all five were proved t:o i1&v0 }':;Q.;XOnqrJ{l. tu the same skinhead 'scene' , the Court 
refused to ack."lowledg{~d t'hat: thn:ce 'd?Jl any proof that the murder could be 
connected with t·acir:Ha cu: \'ih:il.t:\ :U:, •t~as ac<.::epted that skinheads 
were kno~m to be. hostile. t:e , the ~xt~nt to which the ::!.ccused were 
in fact sk.irthecds, and t.hx~ P.>tst.c~"'lt: to wh:tch such motives were relevant to 
there actiotts ~liJS he)d not tr' h::.,ff:J been proved with sufficient certainty. 
The court ;:uhd that Ramc:,:.;;,H1 r .. wz:is 'r> nsath had been not premeditated murder 
but the consequence of co5.r•c:f.d0,d:1(i. eixeu.mstr:nces. Two of the accused were 
sentenced to ten ye2xs and 1'\.ix years imprisonment respectively for joint 
homicide, two were sen.ten:::ed i:n th;:'e;t .0\nd ;;. h::<:: yea:::s youth ~•.:stooy fer 
causing death thxough (lTi.svoum lxld.Uy harm, l;',nd one to one year without the 
option o.f probation for ~T'leNot~.r: boo:Uy harm. 

2. On 19 ,\ugust 198/ an i.n a Tiibingen supermarket killed an 
Iranian refugee, Kiomars .Javed%.. H.e had caught him in the act of s~oplifting 
(to a value of. DH 54) i',nd had, HU:.h. the ar;sista.nce of the branch mana.;er, ~eld 
him for some; 16 minutes .i.n. a. Despite shouts from a crowd of 
watchers to the ef:fect of' • :.:o~; ,,;u. k:U.l him', the two refused to let go. At 
an appeal hearing on 'I •)G.cem":cn" i 989 the Stuttgart Land Court upheld the 
verdict oE th2 'ri.i.bi.ngen Oistdd: co·urt of on.s and a half years with probation 
fo:c 'causinct death through n~.::)J .. :i.g~nce' . Here too i. t was asserted that the 
mot:i.va f.Ot' t:he crl.me had not J::r,<:X! ';d.H'nl hatred of foreigners', but 'rigid 
conceptions' about 'law and order' an.d the 'protection of ?roperty' 
O'age.s.r.e:itu.r.,g, 9 December ·1989} .. 

3. On 12 Hay i 989 (lfuk r~e.h:i.n ,,wa Nb:.bbed on a public street in West Serlin 
after bei?><r abu•'if6 'Kc.nake' .. The court sentenced the 
accused to .>:ive yerxs f:or: 'griev·ous bodily haJ:"m resulti:ig in 
deathf., A\thot\t]~1 tKte evid-clTI<:::X?. re\-fE.c-.. 100 that the accused had asserted to 
neighbotJXI'I that hE: 'hetc~J ', the court insisted that the motive for 
the crime had been, not .1Hl1\opl:v:tbir;., but · th'i.1l person~lity of the accused', who 
was said to 'z:mft:12n:ed anx~.et:l.em :w.d i .. nfe:cior:l.ty complexes'. He had 
consequently nought to P·~ovo !d,;; rM$.nl:tood by protecting his fiancee against 
supposed molesting by the victLo, \P.f!Hs 'l'agaszei.tunq, 31 October 1989). 

Since tluu:e nr.:e no offh:.l.a.J. s\::Jt.t).r;U.cs on racist attacks, nc generally valid 
statements ::an be made to th0 ext:ent., natuxe or frequency of attacks and 
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acts of violenct·. [See annex for a chronological hsl of attacks since 1985, 
albeit one confined to cases reported :m news;;>apers or to have come before the 
courts l. One Hlcidt!nt that hap~xmed H• April 1 ~89 will perhaps help to throw 
some light on the extent of day-to-day ~acism, and on the lack of knowledge 
and understanMng of the German people and the German authorities of th~ 

situation in which immigrants to the Federal Republic have to live. 

For about one or tv1o weeks before '!H tler.' s birthday' leaf lets had beer. 
appearing in Hamburg announcing forthcoming 'celebrations' of this event in 
the form of a meeting to be staged in the city of extreme right-wing youth 
groups from all over Europe. Some of these leaflets also announced a second 
'crystal night', this time to be against the Turkish people. 

The immigrant population reacted with widespread fear. Many of them came tc 
their meeting centres to ask for advice, to ask if they should stay at home 
and not send their children to school. Many of them decided to close their 
businesses and barricade their premises on that day. 

That part of the German population that paid any attention at all to these 
threats sought consistently to reassure the immigrants: they were not to be 
taken seriously, the leaflets were too poorly produced for any really 
dangerous group to have been behind. them. n was probably just a few people 
indulg·ing in "' sick joke. People expressed dismay, often in terms of 
complete incomprehension, that the immigrants were so afraid. People sought 
to reassure them, and at the same time advised them after all not to send 
their children to school on that day. A phone call to the Education 
Department and i::he Department of the Interior elicited the response that these 
departments did not consider themselves authorized to make any public 
statement about the thl:eats (suc:1 <iii tr.a.t tha!· would b{! prepa.::ed to protect 
the ill\l\ligrant population f.rom possible attack). Teachers urged immigrant 
families to keep their children at home on that day, and the Education 
Department stated that parents should decide for themselves whether to send 
their children i:o school or noL 

The day itself in fact passed without major incident, so that those who had 
insisted the fc<ars had been exaggerated saw their position as haVl.ng been 
vindicated, and sought generally to play down the incident. 

In our opinion the events of those few weeks should not havG been played down 
tecause they reveal something important abo11t the circumstances in which 
ethnic minor·i t.ces havE: to live in the Feder a) Rerublic (with a similar 
situation also tn Berlin): 

1. 'the leaflets were indeed highly unprofessional. The fact that they could 
nevertheless elicit so much anxiety and fear does not however in our opinion 
prove that the ethnic minorities a::e unable to assess correctly the dangers 
facing them. II: demonstrates rather the extent of the uncertainty and fear 
unleashed by da1ly rejectio~ and discrimination, not excluding direct attacks, 
that made these threats appear realistic regardless of their nature. The day
to-day racism to which immigrants are subjected, which can be anything from 
so-called 'i'urkish jokes at the workplace, or racist graffiti in the factory 
toilets - featuring such slogans as 'Gas Turks!' -along with discrimination 
by the authorities in the allocation of social housing, routine abuse (such as 
a refugee being beaten up in a supermarket for allegedly stealing pork -
cilthm;9h pork'S a. meat tha.t he !"'ever eats for 'cultural reasons', and no 
German parson :cntervenes l, is never investi.gBted, e.nd consequently is never 
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b~;"ought to th,, z::tt.en:::ic'~ of Gu Dubhe O?.i.nion. And v.:;th not even publicly 
knotm raci.;.:;t E .. 1.:ttJckF h::~nq ,.;~:~\-:.:~r;-.\.::~_c,:.::•.// :~--3cordac~ .. li.·,j_nt,.j{: ).nci.Uznte; certainly 
are not e1t'•e;~ •,i;i Ul th0 ,,,:c:·~ .t.Jc .• :,~s<\':t•.:::ch i_r,i:o "u-.... ti .. ·semi\:isw -- itself: 
f ro.sn1lf!£1tz.ry- the:ce bi:i.:::i (;2~J.. '~<: CZ-l\L~.Y.ic X'":"i3S2 ~:T:h in Co t"C.c~~SUi or any 

_:;_/l_·::.o (:}·l.t;:: }:: f:o:crr1s a~16 -::au ... ~es in the invcstige.tion ct '?<cngphobJ.< .. ·-{1 c. 
~(-"eclej:al nept.lblit.< i:: ~HJ 

H:: is :still the im.r.<h,Jrani:J> 
that ar.e the sole u{: 

public utd t.he G:~;;((ncr,_ 

.i.ncompreht:'ll11lo5.on of t:hc:; 
threats they .i: :•cc evel~-y 

"' "'. ··'·'· t::.on ·~5.nce the end of the Hal:', 

:::,, ... : .. t.Oi!(h<::\:. ;:·.i1:.::i.:.: 'il.djustmant ~?roblems', 

'· .,. ;:::~.c;c;;· ·.:·c.h . 

the chovr- ;-:sc.ction of \::he German 
"·''E;tl.(S or' ApcU 1989: the 

.<<~''"'·~.1s pr.o!':ound ignorance of the 

3. 'l'he p:ropo,saJ 1·.h<:t t. t.Lc )Juw.i. ;;r.•:z. ~: O!Z:,> the!!J.SE:lves to thelltsel ves and 
keep their ci1iJ dn;m, z,t heme. un 'c .. i.t;a iih<J<.?S ho;t 'l:ilr {:he will:tngness of 
the German pu.bli~c: and thf~ G(~r:;v.~~.r,, J:~,y·.~ .. ::>to~~·.t:i:~?c·H;; t:.o ~~1-.~i.nd up Eo~ "the safety of the 
lmmig.rant p/:'.rt of their ;voou.tst:'.c.u ,;::\At~tls: i.i.: :~xl.:el1ds v:L:t.ually to zero. 

As the pres<.~. t:eport:s of: TJ.\:OJ:i\ct:c,.-,i ;,;,,,;} 'icnts show, :r.acist. violence has 
risen in Y.''"'cent year:r;. 1. oe·~n~T 'uade to le9islate 
against: :su.c:1 1.nd.dentF. Xn :;·,:~9;-:lGtvszy, t.o th·:c.. in.<:;·,;·ease in extrerae right-wing 
vandalism. &.t footbaU 11Wt.ch'"c- x,l hr:s been done is to finance a few 
social wor:k projects with :.:·e;s;e;r..:cf':i:. r.t.;:,;;,~t:anc;;, for: re·gnl!:'x fan. clubs, and to 
employ a f<:>' more f:i.sld >·•o:cke,:r; £?.0t:c:!.ol '.>Jol:k OOp<;!.t:t.m<;;nts. 

It should be added that: Hith '::h.e ;'d,.:s:'n1:eqr.ation of the regime in the GDR an 
uxlsuspected degree of racis.n h:J..5 cc,•·>(: to the sw:face there. The conclusions 
reached at conferences and by th:e: 8~for.ts of newly-founde-d anti-racist groups 
show that racism has been a !:o;:t; of b.rccklash r~:ia.ction ags.:i.nst the old re9ime, 
which Hh:i.le it .:>.lways declax:z.C itzeH to be ant:i."fascist and anti-racist, 
sought to achieve<: its objectiveF iC~ thls conn.ection by using the power of the 
bureaucracy a.gainst the people, :i.n eHed: causing resistance to be channelled 
into racisill <:',gain.st ' In \:.ha.t c<:m.nection it should be real:i.,;ed 
thut the n;easu;:es taken z.ga:i.r:>St in the GDR were even more 
:cestrictive than in the :fe(.~e:.:o-1 T!epo.htic, and included a prohibition on making 

'any contact ;.;ith l:ho. :tocal :?Oj;Ji.>h.tc.ion, tmd e,,.pr.ohibition on forming gn,ups 
among thent£eJ.ves: yetd-:'S on end of Eccommodat:ton. in student hostels and 
1vorkecs' ho~<.es, l!here four or f: J.v-e 1~rc;ons 1·ee:re :.:equired to share small rooms, 
p.eremptory depoctc>.tion on comp:O.et.:l.on of sA·,c.Jdy 'i?YJ: 1'/0rk contract, even if 
1uarrie<l. 'co v GDR spou~>c f.or ';G.vr;,;:.,.J yeaxH'; to me.l'1tion only some salient 
features. These axJ~angeme::'u;; · .. J&:cc pa:·U,cularly applicable to nationals from 
the brother count des of the so-c2,l!.e-<:t 'third Hod .. d. On the other hand, 
individuals vho had sought ~p;:,m d.ght-'<ring dictatorships were given 
special tr.ec:tment including pri ori.t.y :~r1. th12 alloca.t.ion of housing,. Under this 
syste·u, as a consu:Ltcmt to ?n a.Pti-\:&cj.st grouy from the GDR points out, 
various for'lls of racism ~;enc i.I\m<&d (:o develop, and the better treatment 
handed out to eld.l<~S came to ):,r, ueer, r,:s legitimi1~ing a generalized racism 
against evec-ything fondgr.. f.tcco:.~ding to i:he latest surve)' by the Central 
Institute :Em:- Youth Research :<n the GDR, eveqr fourth school student and 
apprentice there is 'hostiJ.e to !\ fifth of young people believe 
that Ger:manv shoulcl i)e restored to U;c; 1937 bo.cder.s ( Tageszeitung- 4 April 
'1990). At the same time, Immigratl.on fr.om the GDR i:o the Federal Republic is 
stiffening ):enophobio. a.nd. c~~ci.sn1 ther';;, A new atU.tude to German unification 
is beginn.Ln<J to take shc;pc:, one \:h.st comes dovn. to saying that the Turks can 
be sent home 110\..J that the::~:; ax<e. Germane hen;; to do their jobs. Since 
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the wall came down, immigrants i~ both West and East report, acts of 
aggression and hostile or threatening behaviour towards them have increased. 

Question 3: Have any new groups wit:h racist or xenophobic tendencies othez 
than those mentioned in the Evrigenis report appeared in your country since 
the Joint Declaration was signed? Has legislation been adopted to proceed 
against them, and if not why not? 

The Federal Department for the Protection of the Constitution holds files on 
280 000 persons designated as extreme right-wingers. In 1989, as reported by 
the President of the Baden-Wiirtteaberg Department, right-wing organizations 
increased their membership by 10,. The December 1985 Evrigenis Report stated 
that organized right-wing extremism had no prospect of any medium-te~ 

electoral successes in the Federal Republic, and did not now and never had 
constituted a problem in terms of political power. But at the West Berlin 
Landtag elections the so-called 1 Republikaner' were able to win 7.5% of the 
vote outright, and in the subsequent Landtag elections in Hessen the NPD won 
6.6\ in Frankfurt, giving it seven seats. In the 1989 European Parliament 
election the 'Republikaner' secured a federal average of 7.1\, with 8.7\ in 
Baden-wiirttemberg and 14.6\ in Bavaria (qiving them 6 seats in the European 
Parliament). Between June 1987 and June 1989 the membership rose from 7 000 
to 17 000. 

What kind of party are the so-called Republikaner? Who are their members, who 
votes for them, are the~ actually r<~cil't 11.nd extreme right-wingers? 

1 . The party's extreme right-wing nature. The President of the Baden
Wurttemberg Department for the Protection of the Constitution, Eduard 
Verrnander, calls the 'Republikaner' unambiguously right-wing radicals. But 
since they have not as yet committed any act of clear right-wing extremism, 
there are no grounds for an investigation by his department. North-Rhine
Westphalia and Hamburg however have decided to assign officials of their 
Departments for the Protection of the Constitution, who have devoted many 
years to surveillance of the German Communist Party, also to surveillance of 
the Republikaner. The evidence of the party's extreme right-wing nature is 
suggested by its recruitment from members of former extreme right-wing parties 
and groups. The following are some examples: 

- The 'second ma11' in the 1 Republikaner, 1 Harald Neubauer, Bavarian Land 
Chairman, and since June 1989 a Kember of the European Pa::liament, was from 
1969 to 1980 a member and official of the NPD. From 1974 to 1984 he worked 
in the Editorial Office of the 'DSZ-Verlag' (Nationalzeitung, Deutsche 
wochenzeitung) of DVU Chairman Frey. 
(Funke 1989: 57 and Benz 1989: 251ff.). 

- In Berlin members of thP. 'free Workers' Party' (FAP), the 'Viking Youth' and 
former NPD members have joined the party, and taken up important positions 
within it: e.g. Rudolf Kendzia, Member of the Chamber of Deputies and 
district chairman in Neukoln, former NPD member and editor of the militant 
Neonazi periodical Freie Umschau, for which among others Wolfgang Nahrath, 
Deputy Chairman of the 'Viking Youth' also works (Funke 1989: 56). 
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- The situati.cn i.s simi.l<P: m 5UdesHig-Holstein, Baden-Wii.n.tembe:tg ana 
North-Rhine-Westph?.li<c (st'!e t'\JJlk0 1'.169; 55-·5'7). 

Further evidence ot the ext.cew!'1 r:ight-·;ling nature of the 'Republikaner' is tbe 
importance 1\l.Uributed to 1:·o.cier~ j_n their m&rdEesto. The chain of argumer.t i~; 

built up as folloHs: 

1. roreigners threaten 'Ger.il<an J.i.'!ing spac~· (Lebonsratun) by competing on the 
le.bour and housing !'la:rka'i:r: {tht; Ge:cmans :i.n South 'l'yrol states the 
Republ.ikaner i'o:r. SeptSlllDet' 1988 ·· have nlready been 'swamped by Sicilian 
workers'); 
2. foreigners a9gravate ecologica!, destr.uction because 'those who love their 
homeland will not destroy it'; .~o.r.eigners hm-,•ever, since by definition they 
a.re not in their homeland, cannot possibly love the country they are in, 
etc; 
3. 'The basic problem . . . oi: all emvironlllental destruction is the over
population of ot..u• living spaca (Let.>e~lsrau.ra)' (Republikaner, September 1988). 
Overpopulation is .s.lso one of the fundarnenta.l reasons for the claim for 
restoration of the German Reich, and of Lebensraum (:ibid) i 
tl. The Muslim religion, accor·d:!.ng to the Rapublikaner, has Koran schools that 
preach 'naked hatred of Germans' (ibid); 
5. For-eigners, especially 1'Urk.s, threaten Germans by their sexual conduct, 
since, at: least according to fram; Schonhuber on Berlin regional television, 
Muslim 'l'ur.ks with their hundreds of milll.ons of population in Europe will in 
short orde: outnUiflber· the white rac~s of Germans and French together: the 
prolific Mu&lims are going i.:o wi_n the 'war of the cradle· (H•'publik;;nar, 
July 1988); 
6. All of this adds up to a major and 1-1idespread threat: t:1ose c::l'1>Gt paoples 
and races 1<iill win 'the war for political domination' (ibid) against Germans. 
(Funke 1989: 36-37). 

As well as racism against immigrants and refugees, anti-serutism is also on~ 
of the weapons of the RepU:.>lik<mer. Apart fr:ou. its favourabla .cepr&ser.tation 
of the Waff.en-ss, of which schoru'luber was a member, statements like t::.e 
following a.re a symptom of the (continuing) latent anti-semitism of the 
Republikaner: 'v<e also :reject the accusations of anti-semitism mace by 
certain J!;!•>~ish circles in Germany'. The rejection simultaneously reproduces 
the anti-sPmitic cliche of a 'Jewish conspiracy'. In that connection there is 
also an attempt to rewrite German histcry: 'We take the view that questioning 
the assert!..on of Germany' .s sole ·T-'il t: for the Second World War should ;1.:> 

longer be taboo' (Republikaner, Oecember i986l. 

We cannot here go into the other. authoritarian and nationalist features of 
I RepubJ. ikz,ner' ideology (but see Helmut Kellershohn: Oe.x: volkische 
Nati.onal.i.Sb!US der Republi.ktmer -· !'deologie und Programmatik - Duisbsurger 
Institut fi.ir Sprach- und SozJ.alforschun.g) 

2. Voting patterns 

Initia.l p:tess reports after the West Berl:i.n elections insisted that the 
'Republ.ikaner' had won especially in areas of the city with a high inunigrant 
population (here again the l.ogic of the asse:::-tion that the 'for~isne::s' and 
their presence are the C<','.l.'le cf ·:nci~~\). A cl::;ser lock at the r~sults 5hows 

these as!H!•:ti.ons to be unt~·_: .. :;. ·;·::er2 'lS no (;:::J.l':T'C'lation te:h1ee:. ':.he ncL'\ber ·)f 
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'Republikaner' voters and the number fJ£ 'io:reigne.rs' in a district. The 
'Republ ikaner' did best in are<<s ,:)f the city where there was no 
infrastructure, Hhere the number of 11.w:~m;;>l oyed youth was particularly high, 
where especially large numbertJ of skill~ and lo•,ler-grade white collar workers 
live. Additionally, it was found t.'v.!.t the potential 'Republikaner' vote was 
particularly high among young males:,, In West B.erlin for example 14.. 3% of 
voters aged betHeen 18 and 2 3 voted £:.;;"'\.:' the 'Republiltaner' Party. 

In a study based on the year 1987 {Heitliteyer 19B9a) it was demonstrated that 
about 40% of young people tended to think along authoritarian lines, and 
agreed with points of view includin~r: the death penalty, expelling young 
foreigners from 'German' jobs, Germ@ny f.or the Germans, 'Wops (Kanaken) out' 
(see Heitmeyer 1989b: 552). Since so w3.ny young people at the sa.me time also 
reject totally the politics of Eascisw, explicitly Neonar.i parties like the 
FAP have long stood no chance of winning a.t an election. The upsurge of the 
Republikaner, giving themselves a d~moecatic and respectable appearance, and 
who have somewhat intellectualized thah· w.anHasto in order to campaiqn also 
in universities, offers those who f®el attr<.H:::ted by right-wing thinking and 
right-wing politics an option of art:h;•Jluting their. political views. 

The initial explanations for the Republikaners' electoral success tended to 
run as follows: unemployment and housing shortage have driven many to a 
despairing situation in which they feel they can expect no help from any of 
the established parties. The socbl contacts that tended to hold the 
unemployed, in particular unemployed young people, together have broken down 
in the affected urban areas. '.!.'rust in the ®stablished parties has been 
destroyed by corruption scandals &.nd inact:l:vity in relation to social 
problems. In that situation the RepnbU.kanar, wich their social promises, 
their emphasis 011 law and order and l:hed.:c anti-capit&list overtones offer hope 
and refuge for declassed young men and the unemployed who have been uprooted 
from their social background and have no prospects. 

This explanation 
explain why in 
unemployed and 
Republikane,;. 

may well apply to u. peri: of the electorate. But it does not 
particular skilled M.nd 'ilh.H:e collar workers, who are not 
are unlikely to l,~.ome une:~;ployed also voted for the 

3. Voter oootivation 

We think that it this phenomenon is to be: expl~l;1sd the element: of racism in 
the Republikaners' programme and ideology must ba more strongly highlighted. 
If we look at the official political pronouncer~Mts of recent years relating 
to immigrants and refugees 1 th0 foH01dng cont.radiction appears: on the one 
hand it is stabd that the :r·ooera.l J;epubJic is not a country of imnligration, 
it is claimed that the numbers of so~·cN.:U.ed. 'asylum seekers' are too high and 
are supposedly swamping the cou.ntry, wh:i.eh 1s in imminent danger of being 
taken over by foreigners. Asylum seekl:;u:s ;ou:e represented as economic 
refugees and impostors 1 and their p!eaence is defined as con~tituting the 
problem to ba solved. At the. same i:.ilile IM:n~· expanding business undertakin9s 
are compl!l.ining of a shortage of qunlifi~-d labour· and the advancing age of 
their employee structure, and are thinldng out loud about new recruitment anc 
about using the incoming refugees. Yl:lt t.he presence of illlllligrants and 
refugees is stiJ.l represented as ooing f?o problem in itself, and as the cause 
of numerous social prooblems, at t!.1s same dol114i! as nothing is being done 
actually to solve this 'problem', in the log .i.e of the those campa1gning to 
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'send the imrnigrc.nts bac:. nc::e ·. l'il:'.S contracilCi::l.or., _.:,~1ng with :.'!u 
J~terioration in the social ::>itcat:ion through healt;h ce!crms, the housing 
situation and unemploym2nt, is c::e of the reasons for the collape~ of the 
centre-right camp {others are long-ta.c:n n?structuring of the party landscape 
which cannot be gone into h-are). Splinter groups ue being formed on the 
right and voting for the 'Republikaner', who promise to solve the 'fore5.gner 
problem' as defined in these terms by the political mainstream. Thus many C5U 
members, including Mr Oregger ('We can't very well ref•.1se to stand up tc.r 
parts of our own manifesto') r::.ghtl~t complain that the 'Republikaner' have 
stolen large chunks of their manifesto. In responses to opinion polls a 
majority of 'Republikaner' voters in Berlin and Frankfurt put the issue of 
'immigrants and asylum seekers' in first place {59.3\ in Berlin, 63.4\ in 
Frankfurt) of the list of what to them were the most important issues (by 
comparison the figures for cou voters were 12.3\ and 26.7\). This too points 
to the siqnificance of racism as a motivating factor for voters. In another 
survey, 62t of 'Republikaner' voters said th~y did not accept the Oder-Nei$Se 
frontier (twice as many as in the population as a whole), and 99\ agreed that 
there we·re ·~oo many foreigners' in the country. 

4 . Background ~o the upsurge of the Republikaner 

New tendencies - new alliance policy 

The election success of the 'Republikaner' must also be seen as a success for 
the 'New Right' strategy of bidding farewell to the old rhetoric of the 
extreme right and rechannelling their policies along more respectable lines. 

The 'New Right' arose in the early 70s from the extreme right {~Fu) whi=h ~ad 
failed in its parliamentary ambitions, and was subsequently influenced by thu 
French Nouvelle Droi. te. Its objective was not primarily to achiev·~ 
parliamentary representation, but to build a presence in intellectual ~ircle~ 
and to campaiqn for cultural autonomy. The basic categories of thought •.1sed 
by the movement include: the assertion of inequality {cf individuals and 
cultures), elite formation, the atruggle for the right of the str~nqer, the 
necessity of a homogeneous society. This homogeneity is defined on the basis 
of cultural criteria that on closer inspection turn out to be biologica::. 
criteria, since they define culture as a nat~~ally given and invari~bl~ 

characteristic. This 'New Right' has served and continues to serve as a pivot 
linking neo-conservative movements and the extreme right. lt had ar. e!".durir.g 
influence on the drafting :Jf :r.e 'Fiei=:ubliit.aner' manifesto I e~e l".essen.h<~.rter 
1989: 566 ff. ) and has so·.:gd. ,;.u;cc.-.>s:':ul:!.y to b:: in9 ::~•em ::espectac:..~ i t1. ';"h~ 

Frankfurter Allgemeine Ze1 b.mg ( FAZ} has neverthaless attested t:.a'C t.iley are 
'standing firmly on the ground of the Basic Law'. 

The new manifesto mixes technical material and political do~ands and 
formulations taken from the ac::-logy movement on tne one hand, . ..-it:'l a poli::y of 
alliance with representativ.} of the conservative cam~ on the ot;;:!r. '.!'tw rr.,Hn 
themes taken up in the pseudo-sc1entific discourse of the ·~ew Right' ir.c~~d~: 

Nation/decolonialization'. This is characteristic of the ,)o?::i.:xll..:.!l 
Wir selbst {we ourselves) 

- Scientific/ecologically oriented philosophy of life. This predominates in 
contributions to the periodical Hut. Einigkeit und Recht und f'reihet 
('Courage. Unity and right and freedom'). 

- Foreiqners question - swam?ing of own culture: a key argument of tile 'Old 
Right' that reflects the <.ontinu\ng influence oi Nation Europa. 
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- Revision of the interpretation of histo1·y. This is tr·ue of all groups and 
organiz.ations with varying degrees of priority (Hen.'1l.g 1985: 160). 

This policy has been so successful that some publications and associations of 
the 'New Right • are no longer avoided by respectable conservatives. An 
example of how steering this new course has helped to break down the barriers 
between the extreme right and the respectable right is the periodical Hut 
(courage), the highest circulation periodical of the right. Until 1984 it was 
classified by the Department for the Protection of the Constitution as right
wing extremist. Today it is advertised in the FAZ literary section and 
publishes contributions from such authors as Hans Meier, former Bavarian 
Culture Minister, Marie Luise Schwarx-Schilling, Rupert Scholz: (former Defence 
Minister), Golo Mann, and Ernst Nolte (interviewed). 

Another example of the breaking down of barriers: at the 1985 Silesian meeting 
Bernhard Willms was a favourite speaker at NPD gatherings, together with such 
guest speakers as Helmut Kohl. 

In interviews the CDU Land Chairman Wilfried Hasselmann (Frankfurtez 
Rundschau, 1 July 1989), and CSU Chairman Theo Waigel (Frankfurter Rundschau, 
15 August 1989) have no longer excluded the possibility of coalitions with the 
'Republikaner'. The CDU on the other hand has ruled against any joint action 
with the 'Republikaner'. 

The campaign to determine how far the political landscape in the Federal 
Republic will move to the right is in full swing. The new respectability is 
also the reason for no legislation having been adopted to act against the 
Republikaner. Despite their unambiguously racist and revanchist programme 
they are allowed to r'"pn::Qent. tln:u.sc:>:Ft& as a.-. i:r.t:-.:g:::al p~=t c~ the: political 
spectrum. With the growing prospects of a uniEcation of the Federal Republh· 
and the German Democratic Republic, and the propagation of this unity by al~. 

parties (except the Greens) the 'Republikaner' no longer stand alone in 
credibly representing a 'German identity' untainted by the past. Yet they 
just possibility may have played themselves cut; only time will tell. At the 
last local elections ir. their Bava:-ian ci tacal they lost ho::avi::.y everywhere 
and saw their average share of the vote fell to 5.4t, whereas the CSU lost on 
average 8% and the SPD strengthened its position sharply in many towns. 
Whether this is connected with the fact that the SPD, in the shape of its new 
candidate for chancellor Oscar Lafontaine, has put itself forward as the 
custodian of Federal German interests against immigration from the East is 
impossible to say, given the numerous considerations that influence voting in 
local elections. On the other hand, the p:-ecise terms in which the differenc 
parties support German unity must be analyud in depth. It would be wrong t•.> 
accuse them all of making 4 rush to the right. It nevertheless gives seriou~ 
cause for concern that there are very few politicians prepared to take the 
offensive in combining the prospect of German unity with representing the 
interests of the immigrant population living in both Ger:nan States. A 
campaign against racism and fascism at European level consequently becomes all 
the more necessary. 
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Question 4: What n:e1s:.:rt:!.: !:ave !..r..:"'n ~aA:•.m ;in rou.z: c:or..:nr•:-y c:': t;"'e i! .. -e~:; ,..; 
information :wd ed·;:·Ofti.::m, ;;r..:f in ::elation to t!:e social and economic 
situation, to create cor..Jitions condr..:cive to bet::t:r ir.tegration of persolls 
from other countries and from et~ic or cultural minorities. 

1. The right to vote 

There are around 500 foreigners representation organizations of. various types 
in the Federal Republic whose priority objective is to secure the right to 
vote in local elections for illUll.iqrants. These include the 'Foreigners' 
Councils', the local structure of which varies from one Land to another: some 
have their own establishment and budgetary rights; others do not; some are 
elected (e.g. in Kassel, N1~emberq, GOttingen, Wuppertal), others appointed; 
with some of them representatives of the ethnic majority, i.e. Germans, can be 
elected, whereas in others only immigrants are candidates. They have a 
consultative function only, and their proposals are at best noted. A share in 
decision-making, even in matters that directly affect them, is a priori 
excluded for legal reasons (for the specific demands of the Foreigners' 
Councils see annex). 

Another set of institutions that carries responsibility for the interest of 
immigrants in the Federal Republic are the different departments responsible 
for foreigners. These exist at Federal Government level (e.g. Mrs Funckel and 
in some Lander and their local authorities (Hamburg, West Berlin, etc. ) . :::r1 
Bremen there is a 'department for immigrant citizens' with an establishmer.t of 
eight and a half posts {only the half post is filled by an immigrant) and its 
own budget. 

These are the basic types of organization. They all share in the commor: 
objective of campaign,;.ng for the right to •tote in local elections. 

The right to vote i.'1 local elections has been controversial s1nce the :nic-
70s. rt is the sui:jf!ct of cor..Hi.:::tir.g views by constitutional lawye::-s. Some 
think. the right to vote 1n loc:al elections fo..: irr.r.~igra:J.'::; is admi£sible :J.ncer 
the Constitution, whereas others hold it to be unconstitutional. It i~; 

disputed whether the definition of 'people' ( Volk) in Article 20 of t~e Basi:: 
Law excludes the irr.mi.grant part of the popl.'.lstio:~ t:-.at has :Oet:·~·~ed ~!'! th;l 
country. But in t~-tt case also, so the arguml:!:cts of t!-.ose ,.rho Jdvo:::a~~ ~he 

right to vote in local elactions run, •·oti:1g by ).mmigrants '.r. local ~.;.·<>~~io~~ 

must be authorized, si:-.ce tr.es.a E:.le:;ti:::r.s ar3 r.:::;':: cor..<:ern~:;: ·.:~;:h ::~R:;:o-: .,L::;.::..·.': 
of state, i\S Fed&r.al ?.nd LRnd ale..:t:io::s :;.re, j;;.t: simply ••:Ctr. the i;'.::·J:Ii.t: or 
local objectives in wh1ch 1ccnl pecple shcu:.d :..e lhr~ctl}' :.::.~i·J.a:i; ?.!·.,;. ·c::.-i. 
people means both Germans and immigrants. The si;rnificance cf ~h:.s 

controversy hinges on the fact that the Federal Republic is one of t!",~ fe~.( 

countries in Western Europe ~r. which the general ~ight to veta is not 
explicitly linked to nationality. 

Hamburg in 1989 was the first Federal Land to introduce the right to vote in 
local elections for immigrants from 1991. The right to vote is to be ex~ended 
to immigrants who entered the country at least eight years before the election 
date and who are in possession of 3 residence authorization, a permanent 
residence permit or an EC residence permit. It is consequently a£)plicable to 
about 85 000 people in Hamburg, or some 50\ of the city's i~~:grant 
population, In relation t::J EC r:ationals the law has yet to c.;t;::h U}; '.lith the 
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EC directive stipulating that national& of EC States resicient. !<.r :norc than 
four years ~n the FRG Qust be grantee the right to vote in local cl~cticns. 

At issue in Hamburg however is the right to vote in elections to the District 
Assemblies. These are not local elections in the strict sense in Hamburg, 
since under the Hamburg Constitution the District Assemblies are no More than 
administrative commit tees. This means in effect that immigrants are only 
being allowed to vote in elections to bodies that have negligible political 
influence. Yet it is against this (restricted) right to vote fo~ immigrants 
that a complaint has been brought by the CDU before the Federal Constitutional 
Court. 

In Schleswig-Holstein the right to vote in local elections for nationals of 
six States (Ireland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Netherlands, Switzerland) was 
passed with the justification that Germans also had the right to vote in 
local elections in those countries. The Bonn cou reacted to this in the lead
up to the 1989 elections in Schleswig-Holstein by applying for an injunction, 
which was granted by the Federal Constitutional Court on 12 October 1989. Its 
decision is without prejudice to the decision to be taken in the main 
proceedings resulting from the constitutional complaint (in November 1990). 
It is nevertheless seen by immigrants' organizations as auguring ill. 

Another bad sign is a recent ruling by the Federal Constitutional Court in 
Berlin. In January 1990 it held that the right to vote in local elections 
introduced in Schleswig-Holstein and Hamburg infringed the Basic Law and was 
consequently unconstitutional. Four of the six constitutional judges found 
that the electorate consisted only of the people of the German state (das 
deutsche Staatsvolki, and :-uled ~t crdiM.ry legislators, 1.e. Land 
governments and parliaments were not empowered to define the people from which 
they received their legitimation. It can be assumed that this vote will ba 
duly weighed in the balance by the Federal Constitutional Court in reaching 
its decision as a 'highest-qualified opinion'. 

Whereas the Lander that wished to introduce the right tc vote in local 
elections for immigrants see this as an important contribution to integration, 
the cou's internal affairs spokesman, Gerster, asserted, following the ruling, 
that the court had 'taken an important step towards the integration of our 
foreign fellow-citizens'; the ruling would, he a!;;serted, advance people's 
preparedness for naturali~ation. (The naturalization directives require 
applicants to renounce their previous nationality, and stipulate a series o~ 

other conditions that cannot be met by the a-,ajod ty of .i.mmigrants. Not the 
least of these is that the fee charged icr naturalization 2.Row-.ts to 75\ of 
the applicant's gross monthly income; the proce<iure takes between six and 
fifteen months. Only 0.5\ of those entitled actually apply for naturalization 
(as at January 1989). The present bill for ar. amended Foreigners' Act would 
relax the conditions for part of the immigrant population). 

Apart from the advisory councils, and aside from the controversy about 
immigr-ants' right to vote in local elections, one further initiative is 
perhaps worth mentioning here. This is the establishment in Frankfurt of a 
department for· multi-cultural affairs. The honourary head of department, 
Cohn-Bendit, is assisted by five full-time officials. The department seeks to 
fulfil an innovating function and to act as a mediator between the differe~t 
services by persuading heads of department responsible for cultural and 
social affairs to face up to their multi-cultural responsibilities. It also 
seeks to act as an anti-discrimination depe.rtment, to investigate cornplair:ts 
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by immigrants wno have suffered dist:r:~nin<tt.:ton and are ~repare:u t.o ·;c. pue::.-:. 
Its objective is to help to ensure t.hat immigrants in fr<'.nkfurt 'can 'ce 
assimilated with full rights <:nd dnt:i.es .into the democratic -::;r·.··ces:; of th:.s 
city' , its head of department r::d::-,tes, 'l'o <:his enci. foreigners advisory 
councils are to be elected, <U'l.cl .supp<:n:t gi.van to the campaign for im.miqretr.ts 
to have the right to vote in local eiections and to hold dual national.i ty. 
Immigrants are supposed to be invo1v€:e\ in. the work of the departmcr.t in 
hearing proceedings. Yet the Hrst hea.rings have already provok..ad criticism 
from immigrants' associations Nhn felt that they had been by:t:~assed and ~~ere 

not consulted until important. docisiow; had already been taken. 

In the Federal Republic there is a pCJlk.y ;:·elating to foreigners, yet there is 
no spec if i.e policy for ethnic and CtJJ. tm:-al minorities. The main themes of the 
policy relating to for.eignen ~r:e. integr<ltion of immigrants living 
hera, and secondly the Umit&t:h:n! of further immigration (see government 
declaration of 1982 1 and the 1989 bill amending the Foreigners Act). The 
manner in which integration is :tnte:c·preted in terms of educational provision 
however is shown by the following ~tatem~nts by the government parties in the 
Federal RepubHc: 

'Children a9Gd from 3 to 6 should in pd.nciple oo brought '-~P toqether with 
German childrell., so that Gerll'!iUl wH1 t:~lmo oo acquired spontaneously as the 
children's natural language. ' ( CUfJ 1984) • 

'Foreign children and ycu . .-'lg pa:::soR'!:;-: Fhould in princ:tple be cd•Jcat;ed together 
t-~ith German children in regular cla.fH':!es. Those who come co sci",ooi. wi U.viJt or 
~Jith only scant knowledge of Genl&f! nhould oo educated in prek)aratory classes 
or. in intensive language cout!H!£1 ruuH:ablH' for. their age only '.lntil they are 
able wholly or in part to make th© transf;Jor to regular classes. . . . I:l the 
schools the following supplementary aida and facilities should be provided fer 
foreign pupils: choice of rnothe,.;· t.onq~.ca in the place r:f a fi::s'= or seccr.d. 
foreign langua.ge, insofar as a. sufficient nu:n.ber of pupils dscid.: in Eavour; 
Islamic religious education for 14usEm pupils,' etc. (FDP 1988). 

In such statements and in the pcl:lcy actually i:Jr.:actised in schools it 1.3 

clear that encouraging inuuigrant cl1Hdr<m to :i.eaJ:n their mother to:1gue and 
retain their native culture is of J.nterast only i:: relation t~ the pcssil::ility 
of return to their count;:y of ·::n:igin, not as c;. gene::-al human L!.gnt. Th!3 
appears clearly also in the use of :ianguc.g0. '-'!· • .:::re .;;.;:.;; c~:-.<~t.i!.!lt :.!::Ccn~·ncer. t..: 
transitional measures intended to lead to normal.:i.ty, i.t~. integrat.;.o;~ into t<~t! 

regular German classes. Int<lgraUon iz thus put on a pa.r with assimilat.ion. 
The purpose is n1ore to protect th~1 Ge1:man school from fundament.aJ. change 
rather than adapt it to co~)-® t-.•i th t.hG pa.rticular abi ll t:..es a~d ne6cls of 
immigrant children. At nu.meroufl spec:l.alist c..onfer-enccil (e.g. .:'AB<:R 
Conference, November 1989 in Hamburg) the fa.ilure ot 'toreigr.a:c peC::ac;ogics' 
has been recognized and nE!'tl methods sought. 

Calls by immi•:rrants' organb::ations, the churches, specialists, governments in 
the countries of origin, etc. for bH ingua.l <-'<'lt:cat:lon of children have still 
not been reflected in measurer; taken h..ithecto. Far too little has as yet been 
done to incorporate EC directives and UNESCO declarations on the inclusion of 
the mother tongues of illlmigr&.ni:: chU.dr"'n into the Federal Republic's school 
curriculum. Such efforts ll:S l:1a.ve 00-en made have taken the torm of 
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transitional programmes lasting usuallr for up to four years, and uhich take 
the mother tongue into account only to the extent necessary to ease the 
children's transition into the regular German class. This amounts 
consequently to treating the mother tongue as no more than a functional 
mechanism in the children's cognitive development, as distinct from 
acknowledging it as having an equal cultural significance and status. Nor is 
the declared objective under the policy on foreigners of 'maintaining cultural 
identity' actually pursued under the measures existing today. Mother-tongu~ 
courses continue to be run in uncoordinated fashion alongside the main 
curriculum in afternoon classes under the auspices of the consulates of the 
country of origin concerned. 

Models for inter- and multi-cultural teachin9 are tried out :ln !solation and 
materials are developed ad hoc. Instead of education as a uhole bei.ng put on 
a rnulti-cultm:al basis (in all such subjects as 9eography, biology, history, 
literature, etc.), a few hours are set aside each week in which inter- ox: 
multi-cultural instruction is handed down. This is tantamount to trying tc 
deal with the fact of immigration and of the multi-cultural nature of society 
in a few set hours a week, whereas the remaining content of the education 
remains ethnocentric (see also Frem9en and GEW on the question of 
ethnocentrism and racism in school text books). 

The much-criticised outcome of 'life between two cultures' is thus one of the 
products of the policy and the educational methods applied hitherto to 
foreigners. The unique opportunity that children of immigrant workers can 
have of living and growing up in {at least) two cultures and feelin9 at home 
in each, while experiencing this as an enrichment and extension of their 
potential, is denied to them by u. asd.milatiC"n policy that appears in thP. 
guise of an equal-opportunities policy. The repeated call br ii!!Qiqrant; 
parents' associations (see annex) for children to be educated bilingually is 
confirmed by the results of multiple research. 

One reason for immigrant children's failure in German schools is that despite 
theoretical findings pointing in the opposite direction, the ability of 
children to communicate in German as a second language, which is often of a 
high standard, is put on a par with all other aspects of linguistic 
capability. When immigrant children are heard speaking accent-free German 
and mastering communication skills in everyday situations, it is common for 
the conclusion to be drawn, wrongly, that they can be treated the same as 
German children. But there is an enormous difference between the ability to 
communicate at an everyday level, and the ability to use language as a means 
of expressing a differentiated range of thought. Not only must the latter 
ability be acquired, it must be acquired differently by children speaking a 
language as their mother tongue and those speaking it as a second language. 
Formal equality of treatment consequently leads to failures and drop-outs by 
immigrant children, especially at the higher level of ooucat:l.on {e.g. the 
higher secondary schools), 

Models like that for bilingual acquisition of literacy in six Berlin primary 
schools have been welcomed by parents and educationalists, but have hitherto 
been conceived only as short-term projects. Similarly, other models, such as 
that based on the bilingual education project at the Max-Planck--Gymnasium in 
Dortmund (German-Portuguese) have remained one-off experiments despite tte 
successes recorded. 
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The expectation that p:rcbl. ems o'i: s~:!:wc-1 e(:uc;; bon \K~'l:;. J solve th.;;r.~:::<el ves aft:er 
a few generati.ons has been sho"'£' t:.:: :>a r.:J. 1U.u;:Lon. Bili:v;'•J:l). ~uc-3t'"n "'; 11 
remain on the agenda .i.t1 the F!":de:rzJ. l:tepubHc 1 even for chiJ.d::en who are born 
here, and it wi 11 continu~ i:c beo r!i',levant t:o those •c~ho can be <::x.pect.ed to 
emigrate after 1992 ~1ith t.he ;;:;:.~Tivv.l c<: f'reedorn of. movement in the EC. There 
is nevertheless a serious dang:a:c that nd.no:dt.y languages, which are not 
officially-recogni:!;ed k~C bnguas'''~s, but a:ce spoke:n by a. !arge part of th;; 
population (e.g. '1.'1.\rkish) \'}ill ~~ i:lJt·t.hcl; xepxc;,se<! by European integration. 
It is probably high tim~ to cor:u;!.de:c uayn of giving special protecticn t.o 
minority languages and introouc:b11:1 measures, 

To ensure better integration of inllligrants 
have been produce-d and widely dist:e'ibute.<.L 

a m.lllJ.ber of information brochures 
'f'hese include publications by the 

department responsible for 
department has publizhed a seri'i'JC of: 
- Na.turalizat:i.on ( informatJ.on on. 

i.n Berlin under Mrs John. Her 
ir:f.orAI<l tion brochures on such topics as: 

Ge1:ma.n na.Uonality) 
- Marriage between Germans &nci ( i.nternat:i.onal mardaqe and family 

rights) etc. 

A further se:d.es of infor.mut:J.on br©(.,:htu:~s h<tcl k.xler.l. produced to help with the 
social and economic integr.a\:ion of ill'mt:l.~rr:a.ni:s, including brochures on: 
- German-Turkish pension rights {cbiru!:; &nd contdbutions - bilingual) 
- Credit (options fm: obtaining c&t'¥-:JJ..t c bHingual), etc:::. 

Part of the information IIW.teri~~;;l. :;.z {;0(1Cer1led <dt:h special questions intended 
to assist with reintegration into the crn~tries of origin, e g : 

'Save in Germany, build in <Dtc 

A number of vid-eo progranunes has ;• .(<;o b<l·Hn pr:oouced cu<rering the above topics. 

The I'edel~al Government J:epe<:!£H')f!.i:f: the proposed c.mand:nent.s :;o ttr; Foc-oigner:-
.n.ct as a prlncipaJ. means oZ ;:h.-~ i.nt.egra.tion of 'our foreign feller..' 
citizens'. Interest groups , ate.} 1 •.;;elf are orgnr,l:!:at~u.t:; : AIJO, 
Caritas, etc.), churches, those responsible fo::: tlle p;::ol:::lems of for~i-:~n~=--~ ~;: 

Federal and Land level, and JJn..<11ig.nmt:s' organization see it quite ciff~rently 
however. 

In the expls.n.atory stt.~t~uuer\~7. to t.hD. l::,i:Ll. 1:0:r.- t~-n~ ~.tclnC:n~ant 0f. ci".:a 'f':'l:--3l.g:-.(:.:::,; 
Act it is stated: 'The la\:.) o~ thF: ~''~En:a~t P.epubJ~l.c of Germa!'ly r~l:?.ting tc 
foreigners has three fu.nction.s: to s'"curity under ~he lc.w :::a 
residence for th~ integr"at:i.on of: i'm:eig>.1.iil:C5 \vho 2.re long-term res:dents in the 
Federal t.erd.to:ey and wish to 1;0ti:ln '~h,::!rn; tc ;:n:omote t:ransfrontier 
international cooperation; e.rJi.l to ra~trict im.migrat:i.on by additional 
foreigners from non-EC StDte:L Ini::egz·0.t:i.on .seH·~evidently cannot be 
secured on tha basis off re<.d.denc© J:·eg-u.lat:\.onz aloru.;L It presuppose, beth on 
the part of tht> r.r·eders1 Repub:Uc oJ: Gt:J:i\.IRny u.nd of: the foreigners themselves, 
the necessary aptitude s.nd pn:q::>.rl:C~;C~neu·.~ tO' :l.nbi'4f!:·v.tion. The Federal Republic 
of Germany must consequentl;' *!nF.hl,:; f.ot·::ign0::.cs to par:ti.ci.pate in its econ~mic, 
social and cultural 1:\te, e.nd, th•.; cv:.1::•";;:\: or: their ethnic, moral, legal 
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anc culturai. proposals, afford foreigns::s scope to maintain their own cultural 
identity ... ' {explanatory statement, 27 September 1969, p. 3). 

This claim has to be seen against the background of a reality characterized by 
refusal to authorize limited voting rights in local elections for foreigners 
(see above), non-recognition of mother tongue as a language of education, and 
the planned tightening up on residence provisions for foreigners who have 
still not been issued with a permanent residence permit. The amending bill, 
which is supposed to promote integration and confirmation of status for 
immigrants living here, is far frcm doing justice to the stated objective. 
That assertion will be supported by the examples that follow. The bill is 
assessed on the one hand in terms of the claims made in it by the government, 
and on the other by the action called for by interest groups and immigrants 
themselves. 

The bill will mean an enormous deterioration in the circumstances of those 
immigrants who have not yet been issued with a residence confirmation, as 
stated by Prof. Dr H. Rittstieg in his opinion on the bill (see annex). 
Residence authorh:ation is to be issued on the basis of a one-sided 
consideration of the interests of the Federal Republic of Germany {para. 7)
instead of the balance of interests stipulated hitherto - and to the exclusion 
of any claim for confirmation. 

Residence for immigrants is classified under various headings according to 
German interests: 
-Temporary and permanent residence permit {paras. 15, 17); 

Residence authorization for a specific purpose such as education, long-term 
visit, seasonal Hork.ing, etc. under paras. 28 and 29; confirmation excluded. 
(This 1.n:.rangem.ant is also seen by the German Trade Union Confederation, 
DGB, as a back.door method of int.roducing the rotation principle for foreign 
workers and was firmly rejected); 
Residence permission (para. 30) e.g. for refugees who for humanitarian 
reasons despite rejection of their claim to recognition as asylum seekers, 
are no\: to be deported; and 
Residence authorization {para. 27). 

Only the (perman~ntl residence permit opens the way to confirmation of 
residence, and then only if none of the very broadly defined grounds for 
deportation arises in the interim (see below). 

But before having any claim to residence. authoriz:a.tion of any kind it i.; 
necessc;,ry first to have entered the cou.•try. The conditions for ent::y a::-c 
being tightened u.p 1dth a general visa require1ner..t (not fo:r EC: ne,tio:-.als) 
being innoduced as a. p:cior condition for entry and for applying fer a 
residence authorization (para. 58). This makes it more difficult for refugees 
to enter the country, and could lead in many cases to violations of the Geneva 
Convent1on on refugees. Entx·y can be refused at the frontier if, for example, 
a foreigner has a tourist visa, but frontier officials assume, on the basis 
of natior,oll ty, that the entn;nt could seak asylum. 

Deportation at th~' frontier is thus possible if: '1. Grounds for deportation 
are present; 2. the well-founded suspicion exists that the stay is not for 
the stated purpose' (para. 60(2)). Nor will a visa be issued if the return 
journey has not. been arranged and obstacles to deportation can be expected or 
anticipated. This means that people from crisis areas, who might find it 

, impossible to :reb)xn to 'che:i:r country of origin, could be denied a visa for 

• 
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the federal Republic Transpo:ct a..re r.e.qui . .r0.d to implement these 
checks, and are responsible J'o;: :~£:;;, .ccb~fn tr?.nspo:ci:: in l:he event of. 'illegal 
entry', for a pe:riod of up tot:~,.,:.,< ?''''1:.:. {EFs Lu.fthc,ns<:\ Opinicn :l.n £nne:.:.). 

A new possibility is the \et::;.,:'o:·r,1::j· . .,.we t::twe :1 i.•\\). of: a hitherto pe:ou.anextt ·· 
} , Hhich can result in a 

.socir.ll security). When th,c; 
i;·es:i.dence permit l?ho drav,.;. 

'?'-'·Y m: 0\ssistan::.:e, will not .... 

residence permit (e .. g-_. ;{n th-~ ·.::,.·:::'~.:r-~ r~f. 

refusal to gr;tnt an e:d.:eflsion ~2.'1' ,;;1 ;;:,:cr:J.pt oi.' 
la\>t comes into fott>2 hol.cl~~t~~;; .. "< t:~:<·~c-· t:Ltrc:.\::;::6, 
social secu:ri ty ;md ha.vt. ''0 
be issued td.th any fm:::hex 
The rules or: coufj.rnathJu 
the duratl..on of residence iJvt·. 
that is a c.ecis:lve, fG.c:to<· 
26(1)(1)), 

.,,utho;··J./:f.';;tch1. (panL 96 of the bill), 
L>12~~·t:~~ -::::_:tJ. ,·.dpae since i't is no longer 

pt:>c:ses.s:!.on of: a i::esid.a11ce permit 
':cc.cv::;t o;' ::::oni::ir:m.ation (par.3.s. 24.(1) and 

In the event even ol.:' co·,y(·:i.m;,on£' J:12:s.¥.6::a·.•o:. ;J1..'.l: on the. basis of other residence . 
authorizations or under {without the designation:·· 
'residence permit' ) no pe:rmv.nen.t :c~sldlOXtCe per"'tltit or authorization will be 
issued. Ther:e is Yksstu:e:I futtu:<?. for. bn.ml.grants who are not 
already in possession o£ " pe;:·m"'.r"*'""l: ::::Bs:,dence The claim made in the 
explana.tory sta.tement conc.:;:rn:i.ng <oni::L;·m<>.tion of the status of i!tl!lligrants who 
have beex1 long· .. ter.w. :cesident.s ru"::r:e ·i.s consequently not met. The explanatory 
statement a.ss-arts: 'The l"oretqn.:;rs .hct may not ha used as a means of creating 
obstacles to residence by ns purpose i.s rather to facilitate and 
promote intern&ticnu.l ~xdwng"'s ,. ' (e"planatory statement p. 4). 

Another new feature is the absl:t1ce <:>t a quaJ.:i.fying age for the residence 
authorization requ.!.remeni.:: ':r·o:n~Igne:ca under 16 years of age shall be treated 
as equiv·alent to foreigner:·!! t-<ho h!!.ve comp.l~ed their 16th year for thm 
purposes· of i.ssuing res:tdence ~.utho.d :!:s:i:J,on.' (explanatory statement p. 1 i) ~ 
In concrete terms this r,le;&ne t::~;;J: children aged six months or over will 
require a residence penn5.t af:l:;;ar i;h,~ lc,v comes into force (para. 69). ThiE 
will also jeopardize the right tc residence when it is realised that thu 
possibility of confir:InaUcn of the '.~esS.dencG pe1:mit and authorization iH 
dependent on being able <.:o demon:strii.t.c occupatJ.on of 'adequate accolll.lllodation 

. (paras. 17, 21., 27, 29 and 35L \Hth even babies needing a residence 
authori::ad:ion, the demanO. fo:c rccmn.mndB.tion v?iU. ~e all the greater; it will 
be impossible to meet it uhHc:. th:: prest?,nt housir:.g shortage lasts, so that in 
the last analysis thJ.s could result J.n a residence permit or its extension 
being refused, leading to de.por.taUon. This means in effect that 
the housing shortage is to be used B.S a mechanism of immigration cont:t·ol, one 
that is to be applied <:r<.re.n to those im::~igrants Hho •:ere born in the Federal 
Republic, On the birth of. subsequent child the family that was previously 
able to demon8tr.ate t:.ha\: ~Lt lwd. accommodation, could find itself in a 
position or illeg;;.J.i.ty. \i:U:h pr.::.orH·y on the housing and labour market beir..g 
given to i!lllllig:cants fron. the CDR and otbe'( ethnic Germans, and with raci.sm by 
landlords becoming i>1c.reas:i.ng1y routine, it could become \Jell nigh impossible 
for immigrant families to find '?..:'As.c"u.&.'ce c:c.:com.modation' . 

The absurdity of this nJle beCOftl.€:5 ev::;n clearer when it is realised that 
families that are entitled to soGJ,a). hou.si.ng can claim accommodation only for 
those members of their famil}' living in the country. But if a child or spouse 
is to join them from their count:cy oE origin they will be required, before 
authorization can be obtaJ.ned, and ev';;n if all other conditions such as a 
regular income~ etc~ are rae\::t to pr.ove that they also have sufficient 
accommodation for this ad~lit:i.om.:t p12::cson. But the larger accommodation will 
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certt?inly not oo released by the housing authority - assw~ing it has any at 
its disposal - if the additional persor. has not even entered the country. 

Another. novelty is the so-called 'household cotwnunity 1 , for the purpose of 
ct·eating <md sustaining which a residence permit for subsequent children or a. 
spouse is issued. In practice this means that in the event of personal family 
conflict, neither teenagers nor a spouse can leave the 'household community', 
since doing so •.c~ould infringe the te.t"!IIS of the residence permit. Only after 
four years may uarried couples separate (in serious cases after three years) 
without jeopardlzing their right of residence, when they may in certain 
circ~~stances secure independent resident status (paras. 19 and 21). 

ll. measure of relief is provided by the bill to a.llow the principal resident 
to be joined by family members: in future all waiting periods and length of 
marri.age stipulations will be dispensed with (there was previously a waiting 
period for spouses ranging from three y·ears in Bavaria to one year in Hamburg 
before an :i.=igrant could be joined by his or her spouse). 

As the foregoi11g makes clear, th!I!J rulss on residence permits are about to b<; 
applied more stl.'ingently as a solution to problems of housing market polic:· 
and labour market policy. ror all other forms of residence authorization·· 
short of full entitlement - are subject for example to residence restrictions 
on type of employment and access to the labour market, which in some cases can 
be tantamount to a prohibiUon on finding a job. hnd having 'adequate living 
accommodation' is one of. the conditions for the confirmation of a residence 
permit. 

The annex to the chapter on cont1rma~ion a£ residence states in the 
explanatory stat~ment: 'The bill does not provid~ for any right of settlereent. 
Any such right, the possibility of which has been raised in the debate on 
policy on foreigners as ;;;.n altern . .ative to naturalization, and which would puc 
foreigners on a basis of full equality with Germans to the widest extent 
possible under the constitution, would not have the effect of promotinJ 
integrz.ti.on. :tt ':IOUld OeCOme the legal OaSiS f.or: the disruptive formation Of 
a minOl~ity, si.nce it would dinsolve t:.he link between long-term residence and 
integr.ation. ny contrast, the bHl holds firmly to the view that foreigners 
should be granb"<i assured lon<t-term residence insofar as they adhere to the 
ethnic ana moral, legal, cultux:al and social values of the Federal Republic of 
Germany. Fon~isners may not for gener.atior,s on end continue to forn a group 
with equal t·:;.ghts but not ~lith equal duties standing outside the society of 
the nation atate. Right of settlement as an alternative to naturalization i~ 
conseq\l~nt.ly to be rejected' (explanatory statement p. 19). 

This interpretation is in ,,ulgar contrast to the long--standing demands cf 
i[\\!l1igr2nts 1 org<;ni~.::ations and their umbrella associations, as well as of 
••elfexe associations active in so-called 1wrk with foreigners, and who call 
both fo.r a. ~:ight of settLement and the option of dual na.tionality. 

In the matter of naturalb.ation, certain gt·oups can look forward to a measure 
of n:J.axation (paras. 65-88). 'I'he minimum residence requirement for 
naturalization is being reduced fro!it ten to eight years, for example. This 
however applies to the so··cal.le<\ second and subsequent generations. Tlte 
justification for this runs as follows: 'Since it is among immigrants of the 
first generation that integration is least advanced, whereas Hill.ingness to 
return to their country o[ od.gl.n is strongest, it appears appropriate to 
concentt·&t.:e rel.o:Kati.on on those foreigners who have been born and who have 
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grown up her" (so-.called. seconD. W'l.d. sv.bsequent generation.;;).' (Explc.natcry 
statement p 2::>). 

Applications fo:r natural:i.zation mw.it be submH:ted on reaching the age of 16 
but before :reaching the Hge of 2t c 'i.e b-efore the decisive centre of 
interests in life ha.s as a. ml.:l b~en chosen' (explanatory statement p. 22). 
For, it continues, a volu:nte;.ry .una lasting commitment to our state' mu.st 
clearly emerge (ibid, p. ;{0 l. It sho~,d.d be note.<l that this age restriction ir. 
fact excludes a large part of the so-cdled second generation, namely all 
those who have alread~' rev.chsd the agi:l of 21. 

On the other hand young persons tihO e.re not ablG to provide for their 
subsistence f:.rotu their 01-m employwumt ar.e required to show proof of support 
payments from memoor:s ot: their f~.tm:U1.cs llged 5 and over.: which is somewhat 
unrealistic. 

The fee for naturalh&tion, hitherto 75% of a gross monthly income, is fixed 
in the bill at DM 100. But the most Lmportant obstacle, the renunciation of 
previous nationality, has not haen :removed. On the contrary, multiple 
nationality j.s authorized only in exceptional cases. Renunciation or loss o.~ 

previous nationality is sti.U a condition for naturalization {para. 85 {I) i 1)) 
'The relaxations granted (e.g. cond:U:ions of application and reduction of fen 
payablei will be completely futile if there is not at the same time acceptance 
of dual nationality as a general rule .,, There is also a strong case for the 
introduction of a ius soli for foreign children of the third generation', says 
the Berlin Senate's member responsible for foreigners, Mrs Jolm (CDU), in her 
opinion on the bill. (Opinion, p. 9), 

Deportation: 

This too is i:.o be made easier, with grmmds for deportation being very widel•t 
drawn (paras. 45-47). 'l:'hree types of deportation can be distinguished: 

- Discretionary deportation: where grot,mds for deportation exist, due regard 
being had to all circumstances of the individual case, a decision on 
deportation will be taken in the conscientious discharge of duty; 

- Statutory deportation: wher® grounds for deportation exist the foreigner 
shall be d~ported unless special mitigating circumstances exist; 

- Mandatory deportation: where ground.!! for deportation exist, the foreigner 
shall be d"!p-orted (er,.planat.or:y statement p, 27 ff.). 

Grounds for a disc:cetionax:y deportation include endangering the fn:.s 
democratic basic order or the security of the Federal Republic, using threats 
of violenc;;, in the pursuit of politicll.l objectives. Grounds for statutoq• 
deportation include use cf hero:l.n, coc<~.ine, prostitution, being a danger to 
public health (lil.g. infectious diseases, aida, etc.), extremist P-'litical 
activity, etc. They also include long-term homelessness, reliance on aocial 
security, needing to claim ass:!.stanc~ for education outside of the immediate 
family, or assistance fox: mature d<apendent children - accommodation in a home 
or hostel for young people (par<L 4.6\ ar.e explicitly cited in the bill as 
grounds for deportation. 
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Immigrant familL;;s in difficulty are consequently being denied all the 
educational and social assistance that the welfare state makes available to 
its own nationals. Under such wide-ranging grounds for deportation such 
circumstances as a shortage of housing space (e.g. as a consequence of a 
failed housing policy) and resources in the country can be deemed to justify 
deportation as being in the 1.nterests of the Federal Republic of Germany, as 
pointed out by Rittstieg in his opinion {see annex). No longer is it 
necessary to be convicted of an offence, it is enough to have been found 
guilty of any minor misdemeanour or an infringement of a decision of a court 
or administrative department to be deemed worthy of deportation. Mandatory 
deportation applies only to those sentenced to a term of imprisonment of at 
least five years. The existing law concerning foreigners (para. 10) provides 
only for discreb.onary deportation. 

A special significance attaches to these grounds for deportation since they 
are decis:i.ve in 1·elation to the extension of residence permits and the claim 
to have residenc~ confirmed. They are issued only on the conditions outlined 
above and additionally only if none of the wide-rangi.ng grounds for 
deportation exists. Judges and lawyers in the public service and transport 
trade union {5TV) state in this connection: 'The deportation provisions mak~ 
the existing legal position more stringent and violate the principle of 
proportionality. Since deportation :l.s t&.ntamount to a supreme punishment and 
can often entail the complete ~uination of the person concerned, it should be 
applied only after consideration by the courts at the highest level in strict 
accordance with the principle of proportionality and only as a last resort • 
.. . The grounds given for statutory deportation and discretionary deportation 
are inappropriate and disproportionate. . . . In the longer run they can only 
create a climate of uncertainty. It 3.a signifkant in this connection that in 
several areas the law makes confirmation of residence and improvement in the 
status conditional upon no grounds for deportation existing, without making 
this depend on whether the grounds for deportation concerned could in fac'~ 

justify actual deportation in terms of the principle of proportionality. Tht! 
new approach should be rejected in its entirety and will be impossible tu 
maintain in pr<E:tice ... Conflicts of constitutional law are being prograliUlled 
i.n. ' (Opinion of 2 february 1990, p. 1 B ff.) . 

There are two important points on which we want to concentrate further in this 
report since they are closely connected with the foregoing and help to make 
the logic of the foreigners' bill more evident. These are the political 
activity of immigrants and the clauses governing access to computer data. on 
foreigners. 

Prohibitions and limitations on political activity by immigrants are dealt 
with in parag•·aph 13 of the bill. There are activities that are fundamentally 
pr.obibi ted, and those that may be prohibited, 'Insofar as foreigners are 
granted the po~sibility of engaging in political activity, it can and must be 
expected of them that they do not compromise the interests of the host 
country. for their political &cti vH:y can of .U::self .r.&ise major le9al and 
political problems for the host countr-y, If it is aimed a9ainst other States 
or· the governments of other countries, the foreign relations o:E the host 
country could be significantly compromised.' (Explanatory statement 
p. 25 ff.) In practice this means for example that it would be forbidden to 
take pa.cc in a demonstration against a dictatorial regime on, for example, the 
occasion of a state visit, since doing so ~1ould adversely affect the Feder?l 
Republic'a foreign policy interest• (para. 37(1)(2)1. But even something like 
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a si.t-dmm protest ag;:. tnsc ,·,Fwun.c'"went h•I racist parties is also 
prohi.bit.ed to immigro.ots sin<>'' it couJ.d h;volv:~ recourse to violence or 
expressing approval fo1~ ;.::e 'JH.' t 7 ( 'l) ( 3) e.nd ( 2) ( 3))" Moreover, 
political acti•.•ity tb<t CO'itp•:c•mlBes oc :jeopJxo.:v::es political opinion-
formation in the Fedar.·a.) Gi: C<::.F!&XJ.'' m: pze.ceEul cooperation between 
Germans and f.o:re:ignera, <n (:\".h''·::r:•.::.1i: g'.'O\.'PS of >':orei.gner:s, in the Federal 
territory, m: the public sc•.i:n' or·6::' o:·.. o~h: •.: majo:o. interests of the 
FedenJ.l Republic of Gernv.ny·, p;:<1hi.bit¥.}. (p<E'<L 37(1){1)), That could 
mec.n that p:n;~tests <md. z:tct iont+ "c9?'i..!1f3(:. c<:•.cist groups, par:ti.es or laws could be 
prohibited tx,cause th'21' could <:Cw\.u.1:nmise pubU.c op$.n.ion. formation and 
peacefuJ. coe.::istenc2. Ox• op:l.•t5.cF·, ;:ot'mil\t::ton :tmralgrantu are thus 
expected lo m;o,ke 110 c:ont·d.J.:mU.on,. aJnCi' U1E:o rJ..ght to vote - even in local 
elections is ··,d.thheld -~,~or; i.:.b.e,.;, ·•.n.d o;:her, non.w·pi'l:cli.amentary forms of 
polHics could be the inter.ests of the Federal 
Republic and be prohibit.ed. doubtful that the claim tc 
'peaceful coeJ·:.i.stence' cHn bz:; r<1et: ::. 1" r::e&.ce is ~!l:ceady ooing disrupted by the 
fact that par:t of l'.10 hrw to H.ve I)Jl.de:t· such far-reaching 
prohibi ticm;; J uid down th~ lm·: 

Even support \'or freedom movemeni::F.: o:c r,nti·-apartheid campaigns in other 
countries :i.s p:rohibi ted :U' th0' com:tn cons!.de.c that its 'objectives or means' 
are incompatH::le vli.th 'thf, h;;si.c; v;;.:':u;es: n\: <:. constitutiona.l law a:1d order that 
upholds respect foe human diqn:i.cy' (:;Jar.a .. B(2)(4) and (5)). Infringements 
against these wide-ranging l:estr:·tctions <md prohibitions on political 
activity 1 cJ..ea:cly ot>en to tew:L::nUous intcrpretat:.io:n as they are, are ground:; 
for dep.:n:tatic.n. 

The explanatory statement to -th~-; bill nevertheless asserts: 'These optlons do 
not in any s:2nse restrict the .>:":i.ghh;; o:;: foreigners living in t.he Federal 
Republic, bu-t serve rather to pl~ovid&. :f:o;: their protection. The activities of 
extremist foreigner groups a1~e di;::ect:ed predominantly against foreigners 
living in the Federal Repu,':Jl:i.c ... The cttempts of sm&ll extrer.\ist minorities 
to divide Eo:,·.aigner.s 1 J .. vi.ng i.!.'J the J?edera.l Republic into mutually hostile 
foreigner gr:cups also :?n.coux<cCfF< prcjuchce .1.n \:he German population against 
foreigners a!l 2. vhol.e. It i.s -:onscquenl:J.y essential to be able to prohibit 
poEtical act.i.vities by su.ch f·:n:··el.gners ... ' (explanatory fjtatement, p. 26). 

The judge!l and lii•:ryers b":!long;.ng l:o Uva CJTV trade union comment on this aJ 
foJ.lovls in the:l.r opinion: 'e.xcef?t5.om)l legislation on political activity b~· 

foreigne1·s, Htch as the,\". to be c:n~ated by paragraph 37, should be firmly 
rejected. ':Ch·: non-speci..J'Jc and options set. out in para. 37(1)(1) 
will allow H"l::.ry possi.bls ;:m::r:~ of poJ.it5.cii.l activity to be prohibited. The 
arrangements :J;:opose6 h.sr·,,, <n:::: u.ndemoc:ra.ti.c, and degrade foreigners 
in the Feder:c..l. Republic 'c:o a gx:oup of' pe):sone living on tolerance and of a 
lowe:e status ii! principl'2:. Gsner ... J. C:K":i • .,J:Ln.al law provisions and the option of 
prohibiting political associi'U.o,:J.s a.re men; tha.n adequate ... ' (Opinion of 2 
February 1990. p. 17). 

The DG!:l tK"!!.da~ u.n:i.on c2::jects p;;::n·9r·a.:::.h :~7 on. poHti.cal activity, and proposes 
the fol1ov1ing ::onl\UliJ: 'c:Jli. tic.J;~l. <!cU. vi t:'/ by foreigners shall oo governed by 
the same l.eg!".l pr.ovisl .. otl:il J.ng ro c•t•so<::i&ti.mu: a.nd meetings and crimina.!. 
1&~1 provisiomj t1n:: appl.i.c:,bl l:.o Cc»,~i •• a.ns.' ( DGB Federal Bureau Opinion of 
5 Df:lC®tH!Y~:c 1990, P. 1 7) . 
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Comp:tlation of information relating to parsons (paras. 75 and 76) 

To determine whether any of the above grounds for deportation exists, 
information of the most widely varying nature is necessary. The bill provides 
that all local authorities and public departments can be required to declare 
all information known to them about foreigners. It is unclear what can be 
defined as 'public department' - pursuant to para. 203 of the Penal Code 
( StGB) public departments can for example include counselling services for 
marriage, educational, youth or drug addiction problems, counselling servi~e~ 
pursuant to para. 218, doctors, dentists, psychologists, chemist shops, etc. 
J\11 data that might be relevant to a possible deportation are to be declared 
to the foreigners department. Data that have to be declared includ~ illegal 
residence, unauthorized political activity, homelessness or failure to provide 
'adequate living space' in the above sense, claims for educational assistance, 
suffering from infectious diseases, violation of regulations, etc. 'The 
information is to be obtained from the person concerned. It may subsequently 
be communicated without the intervention of the party concerned to other. 
public departments, foreign authorities and natural and legal persons under 
private law .. ,' (para. 75(2)). Paragraph 76 then stipulates that 'public 
departments', must on application communicate to the authorities responsible 
for the implementation of this law any circumstances that have become known to 
them, or (para, 76(2)) 'to inform the appropriate foreigners' department E 
they come to know of: 
1 . Residence by a foreigner in possession neither of the required residence 

authorizatio,~, or temporary permit, 
2. Any infringement of accommodation space restrictions, or 
3. Any other grounds for deportation. In cases 1. and 2. above, and of other 

activities punishable by law, the police department responsible can be 
informed in place of the foreigners department ' (para. 76(2) of 
government bill). In other words the complete apparatus of social 
administration from schools to the services of independent practitioners 
can be enlisted in supervising and monitoring the immigrant population with 
the full force of the law. 

The Berlin Senate:.:-, Mrs John, responsible for matters relating to foreigner,;; 
has corrunented on para. 76 as follows: 'Para. 76 ( 2) shouB be significantly 
reduced in scope so that public advisory bodies can continue to operate on the 
basis of confidentiality and not be required by law to act as informers. This 
is especially so in the case of social and youth services ... ' (Opinion of 6 
February 1990, p. 9). Subparagraph 4 of the same paragraph states: 'The 
Federal Minister of the Interior shall stipulate by way of regulation with the 
approval of the Sundesrat that: 
1 . registration departments 
2. nationality departments 
3. passport and identity card depart:Jaents, 
4. social work and youth departments 
5. legal, police and administraUve departments 
6. employment offices 
7. finance and customs departments, and 
8. trade authorities 

shall, Hithout application by the author:lties, make known to the departments 
responsible for foreigners, personal information relating to foreigners ... 
and any other information known to them concerning foreigners, insofar as such 
data is requir.ed by these departments in fulfilling their duties under this 
act and under provisions relating to foreigners under other acts 
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(para. 75(4)), U: 
expected to for•.>~zxd 

the,s..,~:: :ts 
.i.t!.{O.t"fitil. t.j Otl 

The judges ;lnd la~1ye:cs o,~gani":."":·. 

are conaidert'.ble rese).:·v<Scions 
determination in rel~tion lo 
having regarti to the 
collection an.d e;~.cha.nge. 

'pu,'::>lic depc;rtruents' 

to pu:b.U.c hr·;aJ.. th doctors are 
lo iDdlvidu&fs (para. 76(5)) . 

\:he bas! .. c 
follows: 

right of 

also 

'There 
self-

:; .• ~.!'ax:n\?cion is hen; being adhere<!. to, 
15 i . of extensive data 

1.<5d doHn J.n para. 76 on all 
::or~<~ a rd. tl.1) per.so~:al data to the 

departments ):ssponaiole for, "" in its scope .. , The 
tt~<.:.:n:U:ge counsellors, social 

t.h® special rules relating 
professional obligation t;:J f>:t \e~te•z,, (<{oc.t:m:s, 
workers, etz:.) should rer»;::'.n :Lnd .. oJat>::; 
specifically to fo:r.e.ign.en t:'llo<:Jd 
1990, p 29 f£ ,]. ;\nd both 

( Op:;.nion of 2 February 
organization5 and independent 

p:cofessionah; in the soc:i.;s.J. >leH:&rB sed.:m:, v:ho &.re financed by State money, 
·~.;[1-;p :compr•~hsnsive monitoring' approach, 

violating laws on confidentiality of data
thcJ:c •.o~ork Hhich r:·ali.es on ·~inning the 

have joined in str.oncyl.y ;;::,: 
not least because - i.n addit.ioa to 
it t;hreatens the ~<~hol"' 
confidence o•' immig:c<J.nts. 

These have only been a f;;N pointE; l>:cm l:he bill cited here as examples of how, 
if the bH1 is passed into le1w, its ~ffect ~>~ill ba anything but to promotf, 
integration and equivalent 1ivi.ng conditions b;:.tween :i.m:nigr.-ants and Germans. 
P..nothe:c factor: is tha.t ex'::en:>i:.Je cent;:aJ.h;e-.tion is being sought, so that 
authority wi:Ll be l"lithdra.v!n from the Federal Lander. Whereas it has been 
possible in aoroe Uinder to allow spouses to immigrate by reducing the duration 
of marriage :requiremeJnt, or i:o remit deportations, Hhen the bill is passed 
into law the~ Minister of the Inted.or· wUl have sole authority. Not even 
authorizations by the diffe:reni: as for example for the granting of 
parole or the partial o;:· full suspension of sentences for imprisoned 
immigrants in West Berlin, wiU any longer be possible after the new 
Foreigners Act enters into force.. The Lander wiH be no more than the 
:;.mpleme:otins mechanismr,; of Fe<kntl policy on foreigners. 'l'he option o';' 
exerting poLH·.ical influ<mce at: Land level HHl bol'l no longer available, a 
situation l:baJ: infringes ths i:edero,l:l.s\: pdnciple 1.n the Federal Republic ana 
disregards ths pdnciple of nr:e.:cl:<l:iva Land authority pursuant to Article 83 of 
the Basic L.1w. !nsteaC>. of giving those concerned greater legal security, as 
it spedfic<iJ.ly claims to do, the lJUl :Ln fa.ct perfects the state apparatus 
ava.ilablo tn the detJartments de<JH!'l~J with for,:dgne:rs. The bill has swollen 
from 55 to i 0.2 clauses conJ;;;;ining ~'0 many special provisions, requirements for 
applicati.on1;, etc. that even experts Hnd it vir.tuC!.lly impossible to find 
their ~~ay round H. It consequently also f<d.ls totally to live up to the 
objective o;· qrl?la.tc.:· ov~x·::;.U !'or those affected. 

As Mrs Joh:-.1 a~s~r:ts, ~;.i:his lt:.'~ rh.o":d(t0f1 tlJ.ndamental inroads into the basic living 
envi t:onmen t of some i·.hr.ei: mHHo,J. p%ople (foreign workers from non-E-: 
countrle.s &<'.cl de facto l:a.eugee<&), fiOee of.: Hhow. a.re already third-generation 
residents o,: the Federal Re~'uJ).\.:i.c. It :i.ntrudcs into their personal and public 
affairs; your could aLMst say },t playP at fate with their livelihoods .... 
Most o:E tho neH p;:ovi.ei.ons alBO b,:,zoo on the ;a,ssumption that the State 
authorities can tr"lat the n.H.::i.dsnt J.ruro.i(1:rant population on sufferance and 
arbl.trarily subject them to r:urvsU.l<nce. Such an approach exudes mistrust. 
As the courts thomestves tnteg:rat.ion cannot be achieved by 
residence f>'JS:J:mJ t . .:-egulat:.ion.s alone. It. Ls bound to remain totally 
ineffecthre. :i.f the leg,;,l p,o,:!.sions a0t too max:rmcl bou.rtdaries, and its use 
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will be widely viewed as deliberate harassment because certa.in rights can only 
be claimed after a demeaning series of hurdles has been cleared .. ,' (Opinion 
of 6 February 1990, p. 1ff). 

The i:)TV judges and lawyers also criticise the bill as an 'll.ttack on tht;. 
concept of humanity ensh.dned in the Basic Law', and accuse its originators of 
ignorance of material circumf:lt<mc~.s <~nd of relative numbers', 'By comparison 
with the previous legal position, <Ill 1naasive deterioration is b-eing :l.nh·troL'Ced 
in many respects without any evidence being produced of its n~cessity as a 
matter of legal poLicy. . . . The Fi\Sdenl Republic of Germany cont:l.nues to 
lack a '~<1ell-;:ounded pol:tq• in n11lat:l.on to forei.gneu based on r.atJ.onal 
criteria. Despite repeat~ assertions to the contrary it: is in filet a 
country of j.mmigration of: major ii!Xld growing proportions. . , . '!'he bEl :1.;;; 
imbued with distrust. l\uthoritie.s and courts may be too gentlC!! and hn~M i.n 
their dealings wi.th foraiqm~rs. '.l'he bill aims repeatedly s.t eJtclud!ng ew1ry 
possible remaining margin of manoeuvre in favour of foreigners . • . (Oph1ion of. 
2 February 1990, p. 21ft). 

Trade unions, ~rtelfare organh:ations, :i.mm:l.qrants' organizations, churches, etc 
have spoken out against the bill a.nd proposed amendments to son1e of it£ 
clauses. The main tendency however 1.s to try to prevent this bill from 
becoming law. A number of actions have been organized to this end, Nith th'" 
aim of dumping the bill and putting whole problem up for discussion f>:om 
scratch with all the interes'c·-groups concerned. But there it must be sa.:id 
that the bill was tabled for first reading in February H:i.thout major publid.ty 
and with ii."ltll1i']rant groups being given little chance to react. The b:U.l !s no\"J 
dow:1 for second and third reading on '2.7 April by the Bundestag, and on 11 N<!~ 

by the Bundesrat, when it will be fit~lly adopted and becom® law. 

Question 5: Have you.c national aut.lwr..ities drawn up any long-term strategy 
for immigrat.ion and the integration of persons from other count.de,s of the 
Community, having regard to the free movement of persons which is to come 
fully into fen-ce with the completion of the internal market in 1992? 

According to information rroro. the federal Ministry fen.· La.bou.r and Social 
Affairs there is no strategy in relation to any future Etu:·opaan integration. 
Preliminary consideration Has e11ded about a year ago with the inccease i:~. 

ethnic Germans from East Germa.ny and elsewhere, because their nUI!tbers 'del'<® 

very much greater than those of inw.tiS]r<.mts from other EC countries, an•.l 
consequently were creatJ.ng much greater problems. The majority view appear~'d 
to be how this 'influx' could be coped with, and how the bor.de:cs, especially 
those in the East, could b-e controlled. With these open frontiers it '.vas of 
course possible for persons from tha Third World to &mter without 1m 

immigration check. But no concr®:ts response to these quS~ationB has as yet 
baen forthcoming, 
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The extreme right 

Benz, Wolfgang 1989: Rechtsextremi.smus i.n der Bundersrepublik, Frankfurt am 
Main 

Funke, Hajo 1989: 'Republikaner', Aktion SUhnezeichen/Freidensdienste, Berlin 

Gessenharter, Wolfgang 1989: Konservati vismus und Rechtsextremismus - Niihen 
und Distanzen 

Heitmeyer, Wilhelm 1989a: Rschtsextremistische Orientierung bei Jugentlicben, 
Weinbeim/Munich 

Heitmeyer, Wilhelm 1989: Jugend auf dem Weg nach rechts? In: 
Gewerkschaftliche Monatshefte 9, i989b 

Hennig, Eike 1985: Hinweise zur Bedeutung nationalistischer und volkisch
rassistischer Argumente in der aktuellen politischen Diskussion der 'neuen 
Rechten'. rn: Klaus F. Geiger (ed.), Rassismus und Auslanderfeindlichkeit in 
Deutschland - Beitrage zu ihrer Ertorschung, Kassel 

Kellershohn, Helmut 1989; Der volkische Notionali.smus der Republikaner: 
Diss-Texte Nr. 8, Duisburg 

Stoss, Richard 1989: Die extreme Rechte in der Bundesrepublik: Entwicklung~l 
- !Jrsachen ·· Gegenmassnahmen, Opladen 

Examples for ~H~asures in education 
(Question 4:2) 

Memorandum zum Muttersp.rachlichen !Jnterricht in der Bundesrepublik 
Deutsch.Iand, In: Federal Working Party of Immigrants' Associations in the FRC 
and Hest Serlin (eds.), Muttersp.rachli.cher Unte.rricht in der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland, 1985 

Cummins, J.: Sprach.Uche Xnt:erdependem: und kulturelle Ambivalenz, In; 
Swift, J. (ed), Bilinguale und Multiculturella Erziehung, Wurzburg 1982 

Cummins, J, and Skutnabb-Kangas, T.: Minority Education: From Shame to 
Struggle, Clevedon 1988 

Fremgen, G.: Und wenn du daxu noch schwarz bist, Bremen 1984 

GEW (Educational and Scientific Trade Union) 1 Bericht tiber Rassismus i.n den 
Schulbiichern, Hamburg 1884 

Gogo lin, L: Erziehungsziel Zweispra.chigkei t, Hamburg 1988 
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Kalpaka, A.: Handlungsfahigkeit statt 'Integration', Munich 1986 

Skutnabb-Kangas, T and Phillipson, R.: Wanted! Lingui.sti.c HIJJ!lan Rights, 
Rolig Papir, Roskilde 1989 

CDU, Konzept zur Ausliinderpolitik, Federal Specialist Committee on rntern.al 
Policy, 1984 

FOP, Positionen einer liberalen Ausliinderpolitik, Federal Bureau 1988 

Amendlllent of the Foreigners Act 

Bill (Cesetzentwurf), German Bundestag, Drucksache 11/6321, 27 January 1990, 
Bill for the Amendment of the Foreigners Act 

Explanatory Statement to the Bill, Bonn, 27 September 1989 

Opinions on the Bill for the German Bundestag's Internal Affairs Committee by; 
- German Trade Union Confederation (5 February 1990) 
- Barbara John, responsible for matters relating to foreigne~::s, Berlin Senate, 

6 February 1990), 
- oTV (Public Service and Transport Trade Union); Judges and L,awyers in the 

oTV (2 February 1990) 
-Prof. Dr. jur. Helmut Rittstieg, Hamburg (22 January 1990)" 
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N. Mr Alf DUBS 

The Refugee Council campaigns for the rights of 
refugees and asylum-seekers in Britain and abroard. 

Based i.n Britain, the Refugee Council has a membership 
of over 100 agencies and refugee community 
organisations. In Britain the Refugee Council provides 
a number of direct services. These include 

- an advice service for new arrivals; 
- hostel accomodation, particularly for refugees with 
special needs; 
- an employment and training programme supported by 
the Department of Employment and the European Social 
Fund; 
- a programme which supports refugee community 
organisations; 

a national development programme to support refugee 
organisations working outside London. 

The Refugee council acts as a focal point for the 
development of refugee policy. Through its Asia, 
Africa, Middle East and Latin America Committees it is 
able to make representations to governments and 
international agencies. The UK Policy Committee 
campaigns on issues that affect refugees in Britain. 

The Refugee Council houses special projects on Sri 
Lanka, Afghanistan and Lebanon and Israel's occupied 
territories. Its public information department 
produces a monthly newsletter and specialist 
publications. Recent publications include advice 
leaflets in refugee languages and a booklet on 
~efugees in Southern Africa. 

The Refugee Council houses the largest collection of 
refugee documentation in Europe. It has extended its 
public education activities, reaching an extensive and 
varied audience. Through its combination of activities 
the Refugee Council is able to promote measures that 
will improve the lives of asylum-seekers in Britain 
and abroard. 
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81ognlpblcol note - Alf Dubs. Director of the BriUsh Refugee Council 

Alf Dub~ became Director of the Refugee Council 1n January 1989. From 1979 
to 1987 he was Labour Member of Parliament for Bcttersea South and later 
for Battersea. From 1981 to 1983 he served on the Home Affairs Select 
Committee and on its Race Relations and Immigration sub committee. From 
1983 to 1987 he uas a Home Affairs Front Bench spokesperson. From 1983 to 
1984 his main responsibilities uere police, prisons and criminal justice; 
then, until 1987 he was responsibility for race relations and iPll!ll.grat1on, 
including refugees. 

Previously Alf Dubs had served 7 years as a Councillor on the Westminster 
City Council and was opposition spokesperson on Social Services. He served 
on the local Area Health Authority from 1975 to 1978, and was Chair of the 
Westminster Community Relations Council from 1972 to 1977. He worked for 
some years for the London borough of Lewisham where his main 
responsibilities Yere race relations and equal opportunity policies. 

He is currently chair of the Nicaragua Health Fund and is an elected member 
of the executive committee of the National Council for Ctvil Liberties. He 
is author of "Lobbying- an insider's guide to the parliamentary process" 
published in 1988. 
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0. Mr W. JANSEN 

Mr Chairman, members of the Committee of Inquiry, 

Tl.:Htk you for inviting me to address your committee on developments regarding 

rJ··ism and xenophobia in the Netherlands. 

I t,ave taken not.:: at the: documents you sent me, and I shall do my best in this 

slwrt. period at time to answer in particular the five main questions which you 

havo:, put to me. 

cor,trihution. 

should like first to make one or two comments on my 

1. -:-tte actual data on racist groups and statements can only be given in 

briet and thus incompletely. If required, I shall forward a more 

'"xtensive summary to the comaittee in the near future after consulting 

utbE:r organizatious which collect data. 

i. ln my address l shall lay particular emphasis on aspects of policy on 

immigration and iutegration which can in my view have a great effect on 

·.:,timulating or dim ln1shing racism and xenophobia. One reason for this 

L· that l realized, in my capacity as draftsman of the final report for 

t.he EC CommL>sion on the social 1ntegro.t1on of permanently resident 

non-E!~ ·~ltizens 1n the European Community tthe so-called Hannover study, 

alter the Hannover Summit of June 1955 at which the European Council 

r~qu~sted this report>, what differences there are in the policies of 

ruany governments on immigration and integration. 

My con:->l<.:r,;eoi opinion is that a relationship can certainly be observed 

between government policy on this matter and the climate for racism and 
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x>::napbobt.:t. ;:tn•.:e 1 am not here in my capacity as draftsman of the 

report, however, I shall limit :nyself to giving a brief outline of the 

situation in this area in the Netherlands. 

:•,. Since the adoption of the Declaration against racism and xenophobia, a.n 

Act has entered into force in the lletherlands concerning the 

proscription of 'legal persons'. Under this law, a legal person Hhosc~ 

activities are contrary to public order may be proscribed by the courts 

on application by the Public Prosecutor and subsequently dissolved. It 

is an established legal precedent that racism 1s regarded as an activl.ty 

contrary to public order. 

A bill is c11rrently before the Second Chamber of the Dutch Parliament to 

supplement the Penal Code with various provisions designed to counter 

d1scr1minat1on on the grounds of race, religious belief, ideology, sel:. or 

hetero- or homo::;o:xual orientation. The bill provides for fines of t!p to 

HFL 10 000 and imprisonment for up to six months in re~pect of: 

- discrimination in the form of written material or the dissemination of 

literature encouraging discrimination; 

- lending support to discr1m1n~l1on; 

- discrimination in the exer~ise of an office, trade or profession. 

At the ber;!nnlng uf this month, the Justice Minister responded to 

2ress'Jl ·~ from the Second Chamber by forwarding to it an amendmert to 

the bill, whereby discrimination on the grounds of race, etc. 1s 

categorised as a felony rather than a <less serious) misdemeanour. 

At the instigation of the Rational Office far Combating Racism, tvra 

codes of con duet have been established in the period under revl.eH, 

concerned with the pt'evention of discrimination by insurance compaul.es 

dnd broadcast.ing media. The Dutch Association of Motor Insurance 

Compcuaies and the General Union of Broadcasting Organizations reached 

agreement on these codes of conduct with the NOCR. 
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tl. Since the signing of the Joint Declaration, extreme right-wing parties 

in the Netherlands, known a& the Centre Democrats and the Centre Party, 

have obtained one seat in the -:lections to the Second Chamber 1n 1989 

and 15 seats in this yeor's local government elections. 

are both referred to in the report of inquiry of 19d5. 

These parties 

No legal action 

has been taken against them. It may be that the law I have just 

mentioned 011 the proscription of legal persons will provide a basis for 

.!~<:t1on in the 1uture. The parties and their members are regularly 

-:ondemne<1 tor racist utterances. 

'S. ur.t11 recently, it was only possible to enter government service in the 

NetherlaHds 1f the law expressly so permitted. Following the repeal of 

tbis legi;lation dating from the last century, the opposite applies: any 

govt'!rnment post may be filled by a foreigner, unless the law provides 

otherwise. Su·:h exceptions now concern only those functions in which 

direct public control is exercised over citizens and those related to 

national security. Dutch citizenship is only sttll required for posts 

connected with the administration of justice, the army and the police. 

The Governm8nt has committed itself to ensuring that within a few years 

:);, of c1vll servants are non-indigenous and that there are 1000 people 

of Moluccan origin in government service. Recent studies have indicated 

l:hat the Government is only partially succeeding in this task. 

fhe Ministry of Foreign Affairs has carried out an intensive publicity 

campaign designed to show the presence of non-J.ndigenous people in a 

positive light. The police and local authorities in large towns arP. also 

engaging in publicity campaigns to try to increase understanding or to 

r~cruit meJl!ber·.:; of ethnic groups. 

Education in their own language o.nd culture is provided for children 

from ethnic groups. Much publicity has been given to this form of 

education, opinions on which are sharply divided. 

6. :'>ince l'!~U. tht! Dut..::h Govei-nment ha~ pursued a policy on minorities 

basild to a large extent on a 1979 report by the Government Policy 

l:(es~arch coun·:1l tGPRCl. In 1957, the Government once again asked the 
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tif'RC to prn•juc•1 an opinion on this policy, as it doubted whether the 

r•pproa<:h adoptP.d sl n.:;e 1983 had b~r. •:orrect. Th~ main paints ot the 

GPRC's responst.! in 1989 are as follows: 

- rnaiutenance of a restrictive policy on immigration; no limitations on 

families r~unltlng and policy on asylum; 

introdu·:t.ion of a law on equal treatment for foreigners with five 

years' l~gal r~:31dence and members of their families; 

- citizen·:. tJf third countries to be treated an the same basis as EC 

citizens at ter f 1 ve years; 

granting u! Dutch citizenship with retention of original nationality; 

- granting o! a right of return to the N~therlands after <unsuccessful> 

remigration for tho:;e with five years' previous residence in the 

!ietb.erlands; 

introdu.;t lon of a law promoting employment opportunities on the lines 

of the Canadian Employment Equity Act, coupled with a system of 

cantrao.t complian·~e; 

- malntenaw:e of education in the indigenous language and culture, but 

outside the 1.ormal curriculum. 

Last.. month, thE- Government _responded provisionally as follows: 

- thr:re woul•i be no specific law on equal treatment for foreigners, but 

a gen~ra l law on equal treatment that would proh1b1 t discrimination on 

grounds of race 1n social intercourse; 

- the granting of Dutch citizenship with retention of ariginDJ. 

nationality was rejected; 

- the Gnverr.m.;mt would consider a strictly worded measure allov1ing 

p~opl~ to return; 
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- tt,e 1.iov.::rnmen t wo:jlC. consult the soc l.a l partners on legislation to 

promotEc em~loymo;:nt cppc.rtunites based on the Canadian model, but 

contra•: t ·:orn ;;l ian-:e was not under consideration: 

"' educatior, in the, indigenous language should be retained as part of 

bC~sic edu·~ation and made optional in further education. 

The Govf:!rnment Pact drawn up after the formation of a coalition in 1989 

includes the following as regards the position of foreigners: 

- under the new Aliens Act, except where the law provides otherwise, 

forei~ner~, will be entitled after five years' legal residence to a 

legal ,;.tatus -:omparable to that of Dutch citizens; 

- giving lull rights to foreigners who have legally resided in the 

Net!wrl.~nd;; for five years or more (the right to vote in national 

ele·~t.ions> cannot be seen in isolation from the development of a 

Europe without. frontiers. 

Cotl(;luding remarks: 

lr, re·~-=nt yenrc;;. the iluthori ties have vig'Jrously sought to curb <illegal> 

lmmisr.:~tion ':Jy rr;c:ans of intergovernmental cooperation in a number of forums 

wt1•-er'" ,j1scuss1un dnd decision-making take place behind closed doors. In the 

ab:;,er.ce ot an adequate means of democratic control at European level, a 

\ierno.:;r a t1c det ic ~. t' is created which can hardly be made good by national 

piH lidrnents. 

!'.·=•1:;;ur ,,s cle:;:;1;~n-:d to curtail the rights and social opportunities of third 

count; y nationals rt?;; ideo t 1 n the Community emerge from the abovementioned 

1•.1rums and ar~ !mplern-=nr .• ~d at lightning speed. 

)(,e,Jst.:res wh1<:h roigh t increase the rights and social opportunities of citizens 

ol t~1lrd countries, however, are taken through lengthy European procedures and 

.:.r'" cft:en doom•?.:! to failure from the start. Examples of the former are the 

"x' •!ll.~lon ot ·Jlsa r•equirements and the harmonization of procedures for 

ulltal •l lng asylum. Examples of the latter are the p1·oposals for enabling 
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Immigrants to vote in lacal elections and for equal treatment between 

p.:!rmanentl'l resident non-EC citizens and EC citizens themselves. 

If the three signatory Institutions take their awn Joint Declaration against 

F:,><:ism and Xenophobia seriously, then an awareness of the positive 

,_ototrlhution that workars from third countries have made and can continue to 

lii.Jk.e to the development ot the Kember State in which they reside - and of the 

IJ•.'B~flh d.eriv·~ trnm lt by the Community as a whole - must lead to equal 

l.r~tiltlllent tor all c:ltl:t.·~ns of the Community before the completion of the 

lntun.:~l market. If this does not happen, there can be no talk of a People's 

Europe. 
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P. Mr Abdelatif IMAD 

/ 
I 
f 

INTRODUCTION 

For a number o.f decades nov. immigration h~s been a focal point 
of the political debate in France as else~~ere. The ever
increasing num.ber of stat~ments by politicians on t_his t;tl,lbj~ct 
~how a tendency towards a national consensus. There are two 
lines of argument: 

- the first is based on the assimilation of immigrants; 
- the second is based on the principle of exclusion. 

In the course of this debate and polemic, it is in fact French 
society which is learning about itself and questioning its past 
as well as it futur~. The issue of the future of imwigrant 
minorities has to be viewed in terms of French society and its 
future. 

The assimilationist view, seeking homogeneity in French 
society, has existed throughout the history of France. It is 
reflected in the concept of the "national identity", the 
"national culture" and in the equating of "nationality" and 
"citizenship". 

Those concepts have inevitably resulted in racism and 
xenophobia, in the rejection and exclusion of a large section 
of the french population. In con~equence, immigrants have been 
classified as European and non-European, first generation and 
second generRtion, "good" and "bad" immigrants; the fate 
reserved for "bad" immigrants being insecurity and e~pulsion, 
and the reward "offered" to "good" immigrants assimilation. 

The concept of assimilation into society derives from the human 
sciences and has develo~ed into sociology, anthropology and 
psycho-sociology. The root of the word "assimilation" ~s in 
fact the term "similar", that is to say "alike", and 
assimilation therefore implies 

"BECOMING ALIKE" 

Assimilation is thus the process whereby a group of 
individuals, usually a minority and/or an immigrant group, 
blends into a new social and cultural background. The sign of 
successful aa~imilation is blending in completely, abandoning 
the culture of origin. 
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Become assimilated or leave 

Faced with opposition from the immigrant population to the 
concept of assimilation, politicians stopped using it and 
turned instead to "integration". In our view, integration is a 
discreet and updated version of assimilation, and its entry 
into the field of [human] rights has resulted in two 
expressions: 

~the right to be different" and "the right to be the same" 

sometimes demanded separately and sometimes concurrently. 

Different from and the same as who or what, in comparison with 
whom or what? 

Whether or not we like it, such expressions ace based on the 
idea of a "yardstick", a «standard" to be achieved. 

Compared with this integrationist view, it is the principle of 
exclusion which is increasingly gaining ground on the political 
scene, seeking a "scape-goat" and establishing a link hetween 
particular seta of ideas, and thus fuelling racist and 
xenophobic talk. We must stress in this connection, the danger 
reprasented by the statements of the National Front which have 
influenced the whQle field of politics, both the left and the 
right' 

The most recent statements of politicians demonstrate this. 
Take for example the "Rushdie" affair and the affair of the 
Islamic "headscarf" in which the equation 

immigration • integralism 
was tha main topic of debate in France. Th~n there was the 
occasion on which the President of the Republic referred to the 
"tolerance threshold" to emphasize that it had been exceeded, 
and the Prime Minister's declaration that ''France [could] not 
take in all the world's destituteK. The right, meantime, 
developed 9 on the basis of its general statements on 
immigration, a way of uniting its divided factions around the 
slogans of the National Front, in an effort to reverse the 
downturn in its electoral fortunes. It came right out and 
demanded the abolition of social benefits for immigrants, 
considered to be "un~esirables~ .•• 

The way in which those ideas were linked helped promote the 
development of a climate of racism on the one hand, and an 
increase in the number of racist and fascist groupe. on the 
other. 
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Latterly, that climate has resulted in the racist crimes at La 
Ciotat, Roanne and St Florentin. That clearly is the 
consequence of all those immoderate and irresponsible political 
statements, the sole object of which is to gain votes for 
electoral purposes. 

Faced with that rise in racism, the only r~sponse of successive 
governments has been to set up committees whose reports lie 
forgotten (the Hanoun report, the report of the Committee of 
Wise Men, the Dray report, the report on racism ••• ) 

It is, in short, our contention that the fight against racism 
must take the form of the fight for equal rights for all 
citizens whatever their nationality: the right to housing, to 
education, the right to vote and the right to vocational 
training etc ..•. 

1 EDUCATION 

Though, at first sight, schools may seem to be a place in which 
inequalities are swept aside, the true state of affairs is very 
different. 

The recent case of the "headscarf" provides striking evidence 
of this. In that appalling case, immigration provided the 
scapegoat. Politicians on the right and the left proclaimed 
loudly that secularism was under threat, and this included the 
advocates of private education. 

The attitude of the Government, and in particular the Minister 
for Education, was very lukewarm anrl this has resulted in the 
present state of affairs. Rather thnn tackling the real issue 
and resolving the crisis affecting education in France, the 
flag of secularism has been brandished in the face of an enemy 
responsible for all ills: Islam and therefore immigrants from 
the Maghreb States. 

The final ruling in that case gave those responsible for 
educational establishments full authority to make their mm 
decisions, which may turn out to b~ completely arbitrary: 

- in some establishments, the authorities have simply refused 
to enrol young immigrants; 

- in others, discriminatory procedures requiring parents to 
prove that they are legally resident, are to be deplored; 

- lastly, in Montfermeil, the local authorities have refused 
to subsidize one establishment, claiming that it has too 
many young immigrants among its pupils. 
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Thus, despite the Ministry of Education circular of 16.7.84, 
which required that non-nationals should be enrolled under the 
same conditions as French children, there is still 
discrimination but no action is taken against it by the public 
authorities. 

Immigration and academic failure 

Academic failure has always been cited as proof of the failure 
to integrate young immigrants into the educational system. The 
main argument here is cultural difference, but this helps fuel 
racist atitudes. Without entering into detail, an analysis of 
the lack of academic success of young immigrants should not be 
based on cultural factors but should take account of the social 
situation of the parents, who have to contend with all the 
problems of uncertainty over housing and their right of 
residence. 

A whole range of studies has shown that, where they are of the 
same social class, French children and their non-French 
counterparts experience the same rate of failure 

Taking into account the culture of origin 

In the priority education zone programmes ("ZEP"), there is 
some emphasis on the teaching of the mother tongue. tlUt this 
appears on the timetable in the same way as other extra
curricular activities (dance, tennis.,) -indicating failure 
and resulting in the marginalization of immigrant children. 

Generally speaking, there are two ty~es of teaching method 
which must be denounced at school level: 

- the global approach under which all children are 
considered to be equal in exactly the same way (taking no 
account of social inequality and special cultural 
features); 

- the specific approach, which involves mentioning 
the culture of the others from time to time in terms of 
cookery, music or folklore ..• 

In both cases, the immigrant child is either Jivided between 
two cultures (at home and at school) or he learns at school of 
a culture which is presented as being his culture but in much 
impoverished terms. The results may be tragic and one of two 
extremes: rejection of or the attachment of excessive value to 
the parental culture. Doubly excluded, in consequence of the 
social and cultural origin of their parents, and segregated in 
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schools whose function is to perpetuate social inequalities, 
young immigrants are bearing the b:run.t of the cr:tais within 
French soc1ety, 

Techniques which might be fou~d here and there to alleviHte the 
problems will always fail 1 if the fundamental issues are not 
dealt with. 

In our view 1 the real role of the ochool should be to educate 
children to be citizens. In order to do thatt it is necessary 
to give substance to the term secularism, often used but 
meaningless, since it is defined in terms of the fight against 
dogma but has come itself to be used inflexibly and 
dogma t ica.lly. 

Where secularism is given that restricted definition, schools 
confine themselves to taking into account only the smallest 
common denominator and fail to take advantage of the diversity 
which could enrich a whole class and, indeed, of the special 
qualities and contribution of all its members: the result is 
therefore an attempt to gloss over the differences between 
lndividuals. 

We prefec a positive view of the "neutral approach" through 
which schools can allow the widest possible expression of 
differenc~s (including religious differences), not in order to 
counter or foster them, but in order to teach children, our 
future citizens, of the life-long relationship they will have 
to have with each other, with the particular and the universal. 

2 CONDITIONS OF ENTRY AND RESIDENCE FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS 
IN FRANCE 

The French rules on foreign nationals are based on a twofold 
obsession: 

- meeting the labour requirements of French industry; 
- guaranteeing the demographic renewal of French society. 

Over the years, and in line with the far-reaching changes in 
French society, both economic, social, political and cultural, 
French laqs on entry and residence for foreign nationals have 
continued to be restrictive and arbitrary. 

The crisis of the seventies, the composition of the foreign 
population in France and its, for the most part, permanent 
settlement: were to change French i.mmigr:ation policy, That 
period marked a radical change in the arsenal of laws 
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applicable to foreigners, with the adoption of measures 
reinstating restrictions on the legal status of permanently 
established foreign groups. 

Since 1970, French rules on immigration have undergone constant 
amendment, making the status of the immigrant marginal and 
uncertain. The same guiding principle is to be found in the 
Marcelin and Fontanet circular (February 1972) the "Joxe" Act 
and the "Pasqua" Act: the continuing economic crisis and the 
absence of political proposals to stem its effects have 
generally contributed to the development of a consensus on 
immigration. 

Immigration is undesirable and immigrants must be 
encouraged to return home 

Despite the difference in statements of the right and the left, 
this same guiding principle is to be found throughout 
legislation. The spread of Le Pen-type attitudes and the 
inability of politicians in France to establish the proper 
bases for a real debate has caused analysis in matters of 
immigration to be rooted in simplistic and unfortunate 
arguments, justifying in all instances the restrictions on the 
rights of foreigners to enter and reside in French territory. 

The bases of the Pasqua Act are an example of this 

The law of 6.9.86 placed greater emp':lasis on identity checks. 
Every foreigner is a potential crimi~al, a terrorist and an 
illegal immigrant. That law marked a turnaround in the att.itude 
to immigration, which was further en~ouraged by the fascist 
ideas of the National Front and which was to result in racist 
attacks and violence culminating in the murders of young 
immigrants. 

The law of 9.6.86 (the Pasqua Act) further amended the 
provisions of the Order of 2 November 1945. This involved 

* Amendments relating to the conditions for granting a 
residence permit: 

-The concept of obtaining a foreigner's residence permit 
became meaningless; 

- There was a reduction in the number of categories of 
automatic beneficiaryj 

- Pre-emption of residence permits. 

* An increase in the number of penalties for "illegally" 
entering and residing in France. 
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* Establishment of the principle of a twofold penalty for 
foreigners, 

* General visa requirement. 

* Increase in the arbitrary decision-making powers of the 
authorities, no right of appeal for those affected. 

* An increase in expuls:tons (cha:r:ters of 101 Malis). 

The Joxe circulars and the impassioned debate on the question 
of immigration resulted in a law which, it was claimed, would 
give security of residence to the immigrant population, That 
law of 2 August 1989, called the ~Joxe" Act has amended for the 
fifth time in ten years the Order of 2 November 1945, which is 
the basic text on the entry and residence of foreigners. 
Although some progress has been made over residence, the legal 
status of several categories of foreign national remains 
uncertain, in particular Algerians covered by the Franco
Algerian agreements of December 1986, asylum seekers, and 
relatives seeking to be united with the family group ••• etc 

The revelation of the so~,called affair of the unconsummated 
marriages, in which certain local authorities determined 
whether or not the union of the future couple was valid, 
further illustrates the bases of exclusion under French law: no 
account is taken of the dignity of man and the principles of 
human rights proclaimed in the French Revolution. Political 
views on all sides are profoundly influenced by the 
identi.fication of immigrants as being inevitably responsible 
for all ills. 

At European level, that same train of thought has resulted in 
the signing by France of the Schengen agreements which are 
designed to close frontiers to all immigration from the South. 
In the face of those agreements, the accepted right of asylum 
remains under threat, The courageous approach would offer 
solutions to the day-to-day problema of all the citizens of 
France, whatever their nationality, but unless there is the 
will to enshrine in French law respect for security of 
residence for immigrants, the views of Le Pen must oblige 
French politicians to confront the issue of racism and the 
resultant atrocities which have, unfortunately, been a feature 
of the whole history of mankind, 

3 POLICE/JUSTICE 

The report of the Consultative Human Rights Committee on Racism 
and a.nti-Semitlsm (a commfttee set up in secret by Pierre Joxe 

<. 
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at the Ministry of the Interior) focuses on ways of improving 
the anti-racist law of 1 July 1972 and of establishing 
effective means for its rigorous application. That report, 
which was published on 27 March 1990, proposes inter alia that 
xenophobia must be prevented in schools and within the police. 

We must draw attention here to the increase in the number of 
police errors which have resulted in a climate of insecurity 
for citizens. These have taken the form of: 

- systematic raids in districts with a large immigrant 
population; 

- beating up young people, insulting, intimidating and 
humiliating them etc •• 

- savage attacks resulting in murder. 

Taking advantage of the general climate, the police have broken 
all records here in the practice of racism. We should be aware 
that the majority of police officers who have committed racist 
crimes or crimes against the security of the individual go 
free. This acts as an encouragement to police officers to 
commit such crimes. It must further be borne in mind that many 
police officers belong to fascist or extreme right wing groups. 

That attitude is fostered above all by a two-tier system of 
justice in which the majorlty of the murderers are released in 
the name of the law. That is an insult to the families of the 
victims and an incitement to further racism. 

The punishment for any racist offence or crime against the 
security of the individual must be exemplary. 

In our view, if we are effectively to combat racism, we must: 

review the law against racism of 1972 and enable it to be 
enforced rigorouslyj 
demand that all racist crime be liable to exemplary 
punishment; 
bring to an end the two-tier justice system; 
prohibit the free sale of weapons; 
demand that justice be done for all victims of racism; 
require that all racist organizations be disbanded; 
penalize all racist acts or statements. 
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That in itself will not, however, be enough to end racism, for 
if we are genuinely to combat it, we will clearly have to try 
to establish equal rights for all citizens regardless of 
nationality: the right to housing, to education, to work and tb 
health care as well as political rights. 

That is the only way in which we can be sure of preventing 
inequality and exclusion in all their forme. 
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G. Mr KITICKI 

This memorandum, addressed to the President of the Republic of 
Senegal, sets forth, in broad terms, the concerns, questions 
and proposals of FETAF on the difficult situation facing 
immigrant ~orkers from the ACP States a3 a result of the Single 
European Act. 

FETAF ~ishes to use this modest contribution to draw the 
attention of African leaders to the at present extremely 
uncertain situation of immigrant African workers in EEC 
countries. That situation is bound to deteriorate after 1992 
unless the African Heads of State act decisively and negotiate 
with the EEC the amendment of certain provisions of the Single 
Act for the benefit of immigrant workers from the ACP 
countries. 
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At a time vhen negotiations on the next LomE!' Convention are 
getting underway and will be covering the period of entry into . 
force of the Single European Act, we note with regret that the 
provisions of that Act, in both the social and legal spheres, 
barely mention social problems and those relating to the 
ACP/EEC Convention. 

The Single European Act therefore poses questions for us all: 

- first, in our capacity as workers, the producers of vealth 
within the EEC: between 2.5 and 3 million Africans live and 
work in Europe, 500,000 of them from the Southern Sahara. It is 
not acceptable that a community of this size should be passed 
over. 

Of the main objectives of the Single Act, three in particular 
have attracted our attention. These are: 

- the free movement of goods and persons, freedom of 
establishment, and the guarantee of these; 

- mutual recognition of training and diplomas throughout 
Europe; 

- the "social fund" for the benefit of European workers in 
areas of job transfer and retraining. 

Those three points raise questions for us also and require us 
to look at the bilateral and multilateral agreements entered 
into by our countries and the countries of Europe. 

TRE BILATERAL AGREEMENTS 

The best examples of this are the agreements between France and 
the African countries where we are faced with a veritable 
mosaic of individual agreements in which arrangements for free 
movement, freedom of establishment and residence permits vary 
from one country to another. As a result of that patchwork of 
agreements with France, the rights of African workers have 
become increasingly uncertain and insecure. 

Before the Left came to power in 1981, French legislation had 
trampled over the most fundamental rights of immigrants, paying 
no attention to the agreements signed with our States and 
establishing a vhole system of exceptions (arbitrary refusal of 
entry at frontiers, administrative internment camps etc) 
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PROPOSALS 

- Is it not time that the African Heads of State reviewed thos~ 
cooperation agreements in terms of the free movement of goods 
and persons and particularly African immigrant workers with a 
view to improving their situation in the host country? 

- Given that the legal arrangements in the bilateral agreements 
vary, should not these be harmonized on the basis of the most· 
favourable agreement signed between one ACP State and one EEC· 
State? 

- In the event of a positive response, might it be possible to 
consider the joint submission by the African Heads of State of 
a new programme of bilateral agreements with the European 
countries; 

- whatever the status of bilateral agreements, we take the view 
that preference should be given to the multilateral agreements 
which accord, in respect of all the ACP/EEC States, the right 
of establishment to all African workers who meet the 
requirements laid down by the host State. 

THE MULTILATERAL AGREEMENTS 

Let us take by way of example the ACP/EEC agreements. 

Articles 116 1 117 and 122 of Lom~ III deal with cultural ~nd 
social cooperation and training. In its annexes, Lorn~ III 
emphasizes: 
-human rights (annex I); 
- the treatment of migrant workers and students (annexes IX 

and X). 

In Article 252, ACP nationals are guaranteed the right of 
establishment in the EEC countries and vice-versa. Without 
wishing to prejudge the outcome of the negotiations on the next 
Lomif Convention, we, at FETAF, have to pose the question of how 
an act as important as the Single European Act can fail to take 
any account of 15 million immigrant workers in the Community? 

Mutual recognition of tr~ining and diplomas means for less well 
educated and less well qualified immigrant workers, a period 
of: 

- increasingly fierce competition on the labour market; 
- increased levels of unemployment, which will result for the 

governments of their countries of origin a~ well as for the 
immigrant workers, in many problems such as: 
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- [the need for] vocational training to provide skills for the 
purposes of integration and reintegration; 

return to and reintegration in the country of origin which -
~ill have to provide a proper policy of reintegration 
,reception facilities, repatriation programmes, assistance. 
towards repatriation etc). 

In connection with the free movement of goods and persons, we 
wish to see the ACP governments propose to their EEC 
counterparts specific arrangements applying to ACP immigrant 
workers in the EEC enabling them to obtain: 

- a European residence permit; 
- entitlement to European health benefits (social security 

cover in all the EEC countries); 

and guaranteeing them 

- the same established and new trade union rights as European 
workers; 

- the same demo~ratic rights and freedoms, respecting their 
human dignity; 

- respect for their own cultural identity. 

FURTHER SUGGESTIONS 

We wish to see the African ACP States continue to abide by 
earlier bilateral agreements while, at the same time, in the 
context of African unity, according preference to the 
multilateral agreements in which the Af~ican States are subject 
to less pressure. We vish therefore to see the African States 
negotiate with the EEC, with one voice. against the background 
of the Single Act, the optimum. working and living conditions as 
well as those governing residence for African immigrant workers 
in the EEC. 
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R. Mr Hakki KESKIN 

Exactly a year ago a leaflet appeared that created great concern and 

fear among non-Germans in Hamburg. Beside the picture of a swastika it 

stated, with many spelling Distakes: "FUhrer Befiel wir folgen Dir! 

DER lOOste Gerburstag von Adolf Hitler wird fUr euch die Zwd te 

Kristahlnacht sein.• <Ve will obey the FUhrer's command! The centenary 

of Adolf Hitler will be your second "Kristallnacht" 1 ). Turks were 

mentioned specifically as those to suffer the second attack. This 

annour~ement was very soon made known to large sections of the 

population by the media. Many Turks in Hamburg asked themselves and us 

whether they should send their children to school or go to work 

tb.emselves on 20 April, IU.tler'e birthday. Although. the mayor af 

Hamburg and the senator for the interior of the Free and Ennseatic 

To~m of Hambu~g declared that there was •no evidence of a 'deployment' 

of right-wing extremists in l~mburg• and that measures had been taken 

to ensure the safety of foreign nationals, 

National press office, Free and Hanseatic Town of Hamburg 

Statements by Senator Hackmann of 18 April and 

Kayar Voscherau of 19 April 1989 

nearly all !uigrant children re!lll\inod at home and many of their 

parents were afraid to go to work. In the event, none of the announced 

and feared attacks by nee-Nazis occurred. But this leaflet had managed 

to plunge the entire non-Ger!lll\n COI!!lllUnity tn.to fear and indiguation. 

Translator's nota: night of 9.11.1936 when Jewish shops and 

syn~>,goguea were at tacked. 
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Thts incident makes the state of mind of the immigrant collllll!Jnity in 

Vest Germany all too clear. Such a situation does not arise overnight 

and must stem from deep-rooted feelings of fear, insecurity and 

anxiety, together with a sense of vulnerability and distrust. 

The 11JU!Iigrants' fear has nothing to do with cowardice. Rather it 

reflects their distrust of the policy of the leadership and results 

from their social marginalization. Society not only does not give the 

m1nor1 ties any protection or senae of security but actually adopts a 

reserved, unfriendly, at times even hostile attitude towards them. 

Are the immigrAnts' fears lustifiedl 

The immigrants' experiences, especially since the late 1Q60s, justify 

tnese feelings and the attitude they therefore adopt towards politics, 

the government, society and the police. 

A 25-year old Turkish woman called &lrora Ertan ·;or>l7!'..i. tted suicide by 

setting herself on fire on her bir·tb.day on 30 Kay 1982 in order to 

draw attention to the increasing xenophobia among the German public. 

A major Turkish daily used the opportunity to devote its entire first 

page to call on the public, in Turkish and vt.!rUL.:::, to take the 

necessary measures to combat xenophobia. 

Xilliyet, 3 June 1962 

This young Turkish woman gave her life in order to persuade German 

politicians and society to revise their policy towards foreigners. 
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One month later two foreigners were shot for no reason whatsoever in 

Nuremberg by a right-wing radical, and three others were seriously 

injured, 

Der Tagespiegel, 26 June 1982 

These here neither the first nor the last victi.II.IS of racist attacks. 

In early December 1980 two young Vtetnamase beca:m.e tbe victims of 

racist violence in Hamburg. The "Spiegel" periodical. reported this 

incident under the heading ~Bombs and inflammatory slogans 

xenophobia is growing in the Federal Republic•. 

Spiegel, 15 September 1980, pp. 19-26. 

Since then ilnllligrants, theic homes and their businesses have becom= 

the targets of countless attacks by ~·ight-wing radical indhiduals and 

groups, especially slrinhaads. The latter beat up and murdered two 

young Turks in Hamburg at a s!z ~Jnths' interval in 1985, 

Vom ProteEit zutti BUndn1s <From Prote5t to Alliance) 

Docunwmta of the Alliance of Turkish Illll!11grants, 

Hambut'g 19M 

Unfortunately I cannot give you tha lllr.act figures of thoee who have 

lost their lives as a result a:f. racist attacks. These are a few 

examplllls from my files. There is no organl.zatton that deals with 

racisll'. and xenophobia at federal or Land level tn Gerll!any or records 

such incidents in chronological m:dar. 
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The press certainly takes notice of the most serious attacks. But the 

immigrants, and in particular the Turks, suffer a wide variety of 

xenophobic and racist behaviour, insults, abuse and humiliations an a 

day to day basis. Every day they see "foreigners outH or •Turks out• 

together with a variety of other abusive slogans in the streets and on 

the walls of the bus shelters. 

But we must not regard right-wing radicals and neo-lazis as solely to 

blame for the :xenophobia and racism. A young student experienced and 

tried to analyse the rejection and intolerance to which foreigners are 

exposed every day. She dressed herself as a rural Turkish woman in a 

headscari, changed her nama o.~d began to apeak in broken GerDan. Ber 

experiences reflect the daily life of hundreds of thousands of foreign 

women. She writes: "As usual I go to the bus stop and wait 11. few 

minutes for the bus. People look at me, look me up and down. During 

the journey to the Darmstadt inner city, pass walls and houses with 

"foreigners out" and "Turks out• written on them. The feeling this 

gives me as a M TurkH 1s somehow different now, ';.'hese scrawled words 

really scare me, because they are about roe nov. i am one of those who 

is to get 'out'" ... wi sud<ienly felt alien in rsry usual environment, 

felt like an outsider who has no say here and makes no demands.• 

Sozialmagaz1n, April 1984 

The Prankfurter Rundscha.u paper deecr:l. bed the u::periences of this 

woman dree$ed up as a Turk aG •A journey through an arena of 

hostility•. 

Frankfurter Rundechau, 23 January 1984 

j ' 
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Gunter Vallraff worked as a Turk for two and a half years and 

researched into the immigrant&' living and working conditions. As we 

know, liall ra ff' s experiences caused a war ldwide stir. Mrs Funck:e, 

responsible for foreigners ln the Federal Government, wrote her 

opinion of Wallraff' 6 book: •Gilnter Yallraff' s report 'Ganz unten' 

<Down under) is shoeking •.. It 1s not only an indictment of abuses in 

the fleld of employment. It is also directed at society as a whole and 

raises the question of how it deale behAves towards people of a 

different nationality - people who hAve lived, worked, learned and 

resided among us for many years or decades. Must these people not 

feel rejected, repulsed, despised or - even worse - ignored?w 

Frankfurter Rundschau, 24 October 1985 

GUnter Wallraff, Ganz Unten, Cologne 1985 

Discrimination does not even stop at the public authoi"ities. 

llllllltgrants are often treated roughly and inhumanely by the 

authori tieu. Kany immigrants get the impression that even the police 

do not perform their duties in an unbiassed manner. 

What are the reasons and who is responsible fgr this trend? 

The reasons for the rise in xenophobia and racism are many. The main 

breeding ground for racist and xenophobic idealogies and activities is 

certainly to be found in tha unresolved economic and social problema. 

The continuing unemployment since the late 1070s, which has reached an 

average of 8~ over the past ten years, the increasingly acute housing 

shortage, eepec1Qlly in the big towns, difficulties in the echools in 
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oven:rowded areas with a high percentage of immigrants are certainly 

among the 1110st critical !actors. If we are to combat racism and 

x.enophobia we must therefore urgently tackle and resolve the social 

and economic problems. 

These factors certainly favour xenophobia and racism but need not 

necessarily produce them. This often occurs only when those suffering 

from unemployment, the housing shortage and relative poverty blame the 

minorities for it. Or when they conclude that •strangers, foreigners, 

do not have the right to be in this country or to live and work here.• 

And this is where politicians becomes responsible. This is where it 

becomes a question of whether the politicians point the finger at the 

minorities and blame them for these poor conditions and difficulties 

and make them into the scapegoat for the failure of their policies or 

whether they explain the situation that has arisen pragmatically and 

objectively to the people. And at least as important is that they 

should understand that the minorities have a right to be here, i.e. 

that they tell the people that these minorities have become a firm 

component of society and belong to this country, and that they create 

the neces6ary framework conditions for them. 

Unfortunately, the governments of the Federal Republic nave firmly 

adhered to a policy aimed at employing immigrants according to the 

needs of the labour market. Hitherto they have insisted that the non

Germans who have been living in Germany for ten, twenty or thirty 

years are not immigrants but foreigners. Even the children of 
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1 mmigrants who b.a ve been boM.l or srown up 1 n Germany and ~;onati tute 

one third of the foreign population are called foreigners and treated 

as such by law. I think that compared to all the ather European states 

1 t is a German phenomenon for people who have lived or were born in 

the Federal Republic to be described in politics only as uforeigners". 

This ia a deliberate policy of isolating these people from the German 

populto.t!.on. A foreigner is simply a foreigner, 1. e. someone who does 

not belong to this country, who is staying here provisionally and may 

not demand any permanent rights. This policy has also been 

impressed on the people's attitude to minorities, i.e. they feel that 

!n the end :foreigners ~ave no right to stay in the country t~hen there 

is unemployment or a housing shortage, and that they must go! 

Many of the statements made by responsible politicians actually 

reinforce this· attitude on the part of the Get"man population. Let me 

give you one clear example of this unfortunate and grave policy: in a 

press statement dated 1 September 1964, Lull!lller, the senator fer th<e 

1nter1t1r of liest Berlin respo.nsibh! for foreigners. stated: "Apart 

from the difficult economic situation, the critical situation on the 

labour market and the parlous state of public finance, the problem of 

foreigners is the most serious pol!.tical problem the Federal 

Goverll.lru!lnt and tb.e Berlin Senate have inherited from their 

predecessors in off1ce. This problem is characterized by an excessive 

number of foreigners living in Germany, their concentration in large 

urban conglomarationa, their comparatively pqor level of education and 

traiu1ng, their dillproportion.ata uhare in the n.umbet· of une!!!ployed and 
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recipients of national assistance, the above-average crime rate and 

their frequent lack of willingness or ability to become integrated in 

the way of life and custous of this country. 

These factors place a burden on our economic and social systea which 

is neither acceptable nor tolerable in the long term.• 

Among other things Xr Lummer called on the Federal Government 

•substantially to reduce the number of foreigners• in order to resolve 

unemployment and the resulting problems. 

The Senator for the Interior, Berlin 

Press release, 1 September 1984 

Some politicians take this attitude so far as to quarrel with the 

xenophobic party of "Republicans• about who is actually taking the 

hardest line against the foreigners. Xax Streibel, the Bavarian Prime 

Xinister, proudly insisted: "Schonhuber continues to adopt CSU 

positions, especially in the field of imrugrant policy. So the real 

imitator is Schonhuber.• 

Die Welt, 1 February 1989 

The "Republicans• as the dominant xenophobic party 

For years the following racist/right-wing radical parties have been 

competing in their anti-foreigner policy in Germany: 

- Rationaldemokratische Parte1 Deutschlands <IPD> ( lational 

D~mocratic Party of Germany> 
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Th~ necessary measures ha~a_ngt been taken 

[n the Federal Republic we need a radical revision of our policy on 

foreigners and our policy on cultural minorities with the aim of 

ensuring equal status and equal treatment of non-Germans living here. 

But the proposal !or a revision of the aliens law put forward by the 

Federal Governnent continues the policy of marginalization pursued in 

the past. 

The best way to give imm!grant$ and their children equal status would 

be to introduce dual nationality with passive nationality of the 

country of origin and active nationality of the Federal Republic. This 

demand by the immigrants is receiving growing support from tb.e SPD, 

the Greens, the FDP, parts of the CDU, the unions and churches. 

To combat racism and Kenophobta we need to pass a law penalizing 

racist and xenophobic language and conduct. That is why I welcome the 

French Prime Minister's initiative to that effect. Moreover, we must 

set up an want1.-discr1mination 11gt1.1nst foreigners office" that will 

record all racist and xenophobic incidents and and enable preventive 

measures to be taken. 
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S. Mr Bob COOLS 

TEXT FOR THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT'S 

COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY 

INTO THE RISE OF FASCISK AID RACISM 

IN EUROPE 

I should firstly like to express roy satisfaction that the European Parliament 

has organized these hearings. lt is always essential that future generations, 

esp~cially the generations of educated people, of opinion-formers, should 

clearly oppre.:iate the dangers of extreme right-wing ideologies for our 

society. Nothing is less dangerous than indifference in the face of this 

phenomenon. 

Allow me to make a number of observations concerning the racism and 

xeuopbobio. whkh are prevalent in certain parts of our city. These are 

naturally brought to mind by my everyday contact with such phenomena. was 

first confronted wlth them in 1975-76, when as councillor responsible for city 

planning, building works and urban renewal I was the first in the country to 

organize a series of hearings on how the people living in local neighbourhoods 

and districts could participate in urban renewal together with the city 

author !ties. Ttm~> ar1d again I saw bow some people in the room showed their 
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dl::>p;u:..t. when tt came to tr11ng t.o estab<ish o •Jialogue in schools and 

netgttbourhoods with !:he people we then called guest workers. 

I think we are now increasingly compelled to make ;;~r: accurate, !Jerhaps harsh 

diagnosis in order to avo11i tr1vial1z1ng or dramatizing the phen::>menon. A 

correct analysis should lead to some conclusions. Race, religion and community 

are fundamental social factors which all come or are thrust more to the fore 

according to political and economic circumstances and which are underpinned by 

the instincts of mine-and-thine. Extreme right-wing policy consists precisely 

of arousing such less noble feelt.ngs in people's minds, stirring them up and 

urging them to expel, marginalize or eliminate those who are identified as 

standing in the way of their own interests. Hence the success of slogans such 

CIS 'our own people first'. A clear, simple, unambiguous, demagogic language. 

The problem is though that the racist has it easy. 'Out, off, no, go home' are 

simple slogans, whereas those who want to encourage people to live together 

hav<? to make quite d speech or virtually write a book to put their argument 

into words. 

This makes them vulnerable, since people will hardly "ta.ke the time to listen to 

them. 'vfe have to show now that the whole of post-war economic history bas 

proved autocracy to be wrong. lf Europe wants another chance, then movement 

in precisely the opposite direo.:tion has to be the right answer. The economic 

building of Europe needs to evolve into a political constru-:tion of the whole 

continent, in which we bope to develop more and more clearly a European 

culturdl identity. This 1:; perbaps the element that is most absent in the 

process of European integration, but it 1s also precisely that element w!lich 

gives us an opportunity not merely to underline our European unity and its 

great cultural value, but also to emphasize the variety of our existence and to 

demonstrate the hollowness of nationalism and fanaticism. 

Extr~me right-wing ideology is therefore clearly a major obstacle on the path 

towards an integrated Europe and hence towards freedom and well-being for us 

all. 
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'An Antwerp sl tu3t1on!' 

====~~======:::=:==== 

Thus exclaimed a lady on 22 March this ye~r on hearing the election results in 

The Hague. The que·:;tian is, what is an 'Antwerp situation' and is there a 

specific Antwerp situation regarding racism and xenophobia? 

The local electjons in the Netherlands show us two unhealthy things for 

democracy: the low turnout, at only 61~. and in cities like Amsterdam 50%, 

Rotterdam 47.8h, The Hague 49.6k, and secondly the reappearance of the extreme 

right, with in some places even a breakthrough: three seats in Amsterdam and 

The H.!lgue and two in Rotterdam with 6.8, 6.3 and 7.1% of the vote respectively 

for the Centre Party 86 and the Centre Democrats. It is evidently a piece of 

luck that the votes were spread over two parties. In an initial reaction, the 

authoritative n.awspaper NSC Handelsblad took the view that the absence of 

vot.ers was ominous, since in such a climate xenophobic protest parties could 

flour is:t. in the short term, but also because 1 t undermined the form of 

consen·:;us democracy that is peculiar to the Netherlands. This is alwdys 

supposed to have been aimed at recon•::iling conflicting interests, achieving a 

curious blend of ideological opposites and ensuring harmonious rule. For me it 

remains a fact that even in the tolerant Netherlands, notably in the cities, 

xenophobia has emerged. That is greatly disillusioning, because hitherto the 

Dutch cities have been something of a model for us in this respect. We 

assumP.d that the Netherlands had much greater experience of a pluralist 

society than we did In Flanders . It is therefore a pity that the Netherlands 

is. developing towards an 'Antwerp situation'. The qU£,>Stion is, is there such a 

thing us a specific Antwerp situation? Or is the Gituation the same as that 

which is emerging 1n France, in Denmark, in Germany, 1Uld has already emerged 

in Great Britain, in the Netherlands no•t and soon too, I hear, in Italy? 

I am afraid I have to say that the situation 1s the same everywhere! 

Tht- s.Jt.rne applies moreover to the extreme right-wing pa1-c~.o.:.; ~~hich latch on to 

1'eel1ngs of xenophobia so as to achieve a breakthrough. 'When we loa!.: at 1~ho 

dnd whnt the 'Vlaams Blok' is, we often discover people compromised during the 

O.:::C:ilp<.atton, their cb1ldrt:!n and grandchildren, and their supporters. The 'Vlaams 

1\lok' hns already broken away, for supposedly Flemish Nationalist reasons, 

from the mar& tradlt 1onal 'Volksunie'. They found the fertile ground of their 

dreams as a result of the merging of Antwerp with its outer suburbs in 1982, 
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plc1ylng on the anti-Maghreb s~ntin:ent. Sue~ feel~n0s Gould te found 1n a 

number of previously 3UtonLmo•Js communes s•Jo:h .:J.S Sorg2rhout, parts o: what 

used tCJ be Berchem, Hoboken, Kerksen: and naturally in a number of ·:ity 

rlistrlcts such as Stuivenberg-Seefb.oek and South Antwerp. They were able to 

drouse these feelings in former CVP voters, shall we say in the middle-class 

environment, in former Flemish nationalists and in former Socialist Party 

voters in what were known as the people's districts. This brought the 'Vlaams 

Bloll:' the votes of 17% of the Antwerp electorate in 1988. To sum up, we cJ.n 

say that twa elements were involved: the arousing of what I call ghettophobia 

in tho:! so-called cohabitation districts and surrounding areas, and playing on 

the fear of what we can describe as the oil-patch syndrome. 

If He look at the flgures, we don't even see particularly high concentrations. 

The highest figure for foreigners is in the Central Station area at 32.74%. 

This is not a Moroccan or Turkish district, however, but rather the diamond 

and Jewish quarter. For the immigrant areas, the highest figure is in the 

Helmstraat neighbourhood of Borgerhout at 26.57%, then Moorkensplein in 

Borgerhout at 23.95%, the Antwerp suburb of Zurenborg at 207. and Stuivenberg 

in AntHerp at ~4%. In the Zwaantjes district of Hoboken the figure is 17 .47'1., 

and in the Moretus district 10%. Our population ultimately only includes lO't. 

of foreigners. If we only count the Moroccans and Turks, the figure 1s ~a~ely 

5'7. 

Ho~1ever, extreme right-wing parties warl:c directly every day on the feel1~1gs of 

xenophobia which are prevalent. The favourite targets are mosques. ln 

neighbourhoods and districts where there is talk of a new mosque being built, 

tlysheets are con$tantly pushed through letterboxes, an ~xample of which I am 

attaching and the contents of which speak for themselves: 'We have 

been living here so and so many years, give U3 our district back'. 

We must also recognize that in electoral terms the activities focused on 

mosque'ci have been the most successful. If the Moslems .;hange their tactics, 

however, and say that in fact they are not talking about a mosque but about an 

lstam1c centre where young people could go, then straight away the sights are 

adjusted and the argument ts "we are against an Islamic centre too, because 

that means noise at night, children being disturbed, etc. • So they rem11in set 

against any idea put forward by the immigrants. We are therefore confronted 

by a typical problem of incitement based on sheer demagogy. 
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----------------------------·------

Some •:ontradictions 

=~=~=~;============ 

Wh~t often makes me angry and resentful is that people with xenophobic 

rt!actlons frequently say to roe: 'I've got nothing against these people, but .... 

l'm not a racist, but you're not doing anything, when is something going to be 

Llone for once, when ls something going to happen, what are you going to do 

about 1t?' 

It's mainly the non-extreme right-wing parties which are in opposition or the 

extreme left-wing parties that enjoy using all kinds of diversionary tactics, 

preferably overlooking the atmosphere which genuinely prevails and preferably 

also heaping all the blame on the Government. This naturally plays directly 

into the hands of th•? extreme right-wing parties. They ask for nothing better 

than to bear that there is no policy, that there is only impotence and despair. 

This is the real blame that we should lay at the door of the other non

governing partles. Allow me to highlight some of these contradictions. In 

doing so, I would point out that not daring to vote when such contradictions 

exist is a cause of ever-increasing feelings of xenophobia. 

People are therefore 1n principle against ghettos or areas of concentration. 

t'-ut. as soon as a dispersion scheme 1& put forward, they throw up their hands 

in horror, saying: 'yes, but not in our backyard!' Especially in the case of 

social housing complexes. There too, people say: 'No ghetto blocks'. But if 

you dare to transfer one Moroccan family to a building where there are not yet 

any Moroccans, the whole building votes for the 'Vla1B:!s Blok'. Ve have seen 

this time and time again. So the people who are J.gainst ghettos are also 

against dispersion ond no solution is found. This arplies not only to housing 

patterns but also to education. Everyone is against high-concentration 

schools, but as soon as there is talk of dispersion, we hear: 'but they don't 

like to be with us'. Dispersion or concentration thus remains the greatest of 

dilemmas and should very much like a ruling on it. The term ghetto 

obv1uusly brings to many people's minds a terrible wartime sltuation, but when 

1 Soi!e>, for example, t.hat the Jewish people in our city have gone to 11...-e near 

each other in a quite spontaneous way, 1 think that has some significance. As 

the saying goes, 'those who resemble, assemble'. I recently read the following, 

written by Mr Hubert Prevost, Secretary-General for Integration in France: 'The 

!lrst condition tor integration is cohabitation in the neighbourhood and at 

work. Where there are only immigrants, integration becomes difficult.' Yes, 
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but. dispersion m....aa·=. t.he pa:'.:.:h of oil, the spreading of feelings of xenophobia 

through the entire pcpuiatlon. To be sure, one should make some distinction 

between cohabitation in .;.n appartment bu~l:iing and in the samE: :Hstn..:t. 

~owever. the outcome ts to a large extent the &arne. 

To su.m up: 1n the neighbourhood, in social housing complexes, at work, at 

s·:hool, in the commune - everywhere - the presence or fear of a future 

presence of Maghreb p"!ople is a cause of voting for the extreme rig:Ot. 

prompted by xenophobia. Anyone ~tho tries to make a aifferent analysis is 

throwing sand in your eyes or. even worse, is perhaps unconsciously - through 

a faulty ano.lysts - laying the blame for voting for the extreme right at th.;! 

door of the Social Democrat or Christian Democrat authorities. 

l.'ho do.:s this? Extreme left-wing groups and the traditional right. All this 

on th.a lines of 'they saw nothing coming', 'they did nothing', 'they're dolng 

nothing', and so on. It's not as if we, the authorities, brought all th.:se 

Moroccans over to annoy all the other people living here. When you ask what 

they want us to do, there is no reply. Because they would very much like to 

say that we should thr01~ them all out. But they don't dare to. You often hear 

it claimed that it is because these people all live in the poverty-stricken, 

down-at-heel neighbnurboods that such an atmosphere prevails. Or they really 

h.:~ve nothing aga1nst: Moroccans, but against the inadi!quate city authorities. 

Or there is no longer any differ~mce between the trac ition.al p<~rties, or 'He 

have lost touch with our authorities, they don't knoH us any more, they're 

doing noth1.ng for us'. These are the classic arguments we hear every day. 

Then there is the complaint about children being disturbed. Children play in 

tho:! street, so playgrounds must be provided. When they are, people say 'when 

is something going to be done for us' and so it goes on. It is total jealousy. 

We have learnt that immigrant pnl.J.G.;t. has a counterproductive effect. People 

don't want u policy on immigrants, they want us 'co do something for t.b.am.. 

Kareovei-, in the d 1stricts and neighbourhoods which are supposed to be down

at heel, we h.'lve renova.t><d all the streets and squares. So it can't be that. 

Another frequently heard accusation which needs to be analysed is that the 

houses in the neighbourhood wHl all fall in value. The truth is that in many 

of the districts in wh!.ch Moroccans have settled, houses Here already standing 

empty in large numbers. In many cases, the Moroccans bought them at prices 

that were mucb too hlgb in order to refurbish them When they do so, people 

immediateJ.y ask 'l;lhere do they get all that money?' If you say that they 
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borru'+l the ruor.ey, p~ople answer '\de can't do that'. And so we are continually 

placec: betHeen hammer and ar.vil, between extreme left-wing demagogy and 

extreme right-wing 1r.citement. To say that we have not seen it coming is 

simpl:r untrue. FUteen years ago in Antwerp we set up an interpreting and 

translaUon cer.tre, took the youne;sters into schools, and they made tremendous 

ettorts to learn Dutch. The classic accusation that they can't speak any Dutch 

~imply dO<?sn't hold water. All tb.e young people who live in the districts in 

question understand and s.peak Dutch naturolly. In reality, we have to accept 

that w.: a:e c.oxdront.::d by a syndrome of rejection. And the 'Vlaams Blok' 

simply plays on thi·:;.. The Korocca.ns and the Turks are the unloved ones. 

People would like to see the back of them. Tbis makes cohabitation extremely 

fragl.lt!!. You can't impose it, and integration even less. Integration or 

t1tt1nc, into the neighbourhood or the city is nevertheless the only policy we 

ca11 advocate. Thi~ is not a problem of A plus B equalll.ng C, however. It is a 

very ..:ompl.:x situat.ion, as old as humanity itself. It can only be resolved 

with time, patience and understanding on all sides. We must nevertheless be 

at pains to ensure that i.t is tackled with insight and especially in a 

vigorous way. Ott..:r wise, there is a danger of democra•:y being destabilized. 

Ide now have a minefield ahead of us, and we must act as minesweepers to try 

to give this unwanted dialogue a chance. For we are proceeding on the basis 

that the only wav o! achieving integration or fitting in is to talk to each 

I also think that we need to rid the word ghetto of its negative 

.:on~ootat1ons anrl rather reflect on our very positive experience with our 

Jewl-::.h citizens. After so many yea.rs of living tn Antwerp, they chose their 

<"Mn way of i.ivins and ~1orking. That disturbs virtually no-one. I believe that 

integration by mean-:; of dispersion schemes is more difficult to accept. 

Whatever some people mlJ.y say, the reality is that as soon as just the fear 

ex.hts in a particular housing complex, neighbourhood or district that 

Mor·oc•:ans ure com1n3 to live there, a whole environment is J.nfected with the 

v1r·us of the extreme right through the incitement of the 'Vlaams Blok'. 

lntegr.Jtitlt< presumes moreover the will of all groups to live together. This 

will does not, tor the ti:me being, exist. In these netghbourhoods I only hear 

th" wnr ds 'out' or 'go home'. 

;.,-, fm this 'go1n13 home', we must also have the courage to say that the 

pl c~m1uru syst·~rn as it exists here, as lt exists with higher amounts in Germany, 

,)S also pc;r-traye.J by the FVV, is in !10 W&y a really feasible Card to play. 

Tho;e t4ho are persevering H1th it know that they are really pursuing an 
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lrr.p.Js=,il;le polk\' Jr,J -''·"Y ~!'lnliculat.Ln~ war.js that ·•ill ha•1e no f•Jrt~l:!:

con:.eq u~nco:. 

1 r~an ln fa·:::t put forwar,j a similar argument regarding schools. There is 

(, equently crltl·:l:=.:n here at the high-concentration schools, and pedagogically 

StJeaktng there is d lot to be said in its support. If we are talking about 

dbpersion across <:1ll schools, however, we see that after. in the private system 

the S•:hool doors remain .:lased, whereas state schools are obliged by laws and 

regulations to open their doors. Nevertheless, I think that schools are a very 

important factor, and ~ere the Ministers of Education should recognize that the 

t.ea.:h1ng staff contr•JntM with this difficult task need to be particularly well 

mot1 va ted, tra 1ned a;,,i indeed remunerated. It is through school that the 

youngsters of immigrant origin have the opportunity to beat a path i:lto 

soci12ty. In the end we knm-1 that the best means of integration is w:::-k. 

Everywh.:re, throughout the world, minorities have only gradually been able "':o 

fit int.o a different community by virtue of the fact that they are accepted 

into a system o! worh:. Those who remain outside or who simply Hve off 

support will always ue locked at askance by the U"-tive population and will 

nat.urillly fall b,Kk on their o~m subculture and thus constitute an obstac~e to 

int,:,gra.tion. [r, other HOu}:;;, they must seize the chance offered them by 

education with bot.h kmds and dedl.c<~te themselves to learning. It is the only 

rla'f to assert th~r.:·;el"J8s lr, society. This applies al.l the mm·e to women frcm 

tt.'" Is iam!.·: ~1urld ~1ho have also to achieve their emancipation. 

Tc; ·3;;rn up, "e ri!![;ht S<i.Y that we have learnt from so many years' experience 

•;hat. the proble:n ot t.he presence of Maghreb people in districts and local 

neighbourhood:;; ·~.:Jnnot be sobed by a ~ on immigrants, that it is net a 

probli.!m on the l1n•.,3 of one plus twa equals three, but on the contrary a 

psy<::hologica\ prc:b\{:;ru, ct problem as old as humanity itself. Not a problec of 

housine;, st.re~c'> or p•wex·ty, b•Jt a problem of cohabitation, of people who have 

never asked to live to~ether, a problem with which the local authorities in the 

t lrst instanc~ hi:tve simply b.,en confronted. For the most part, national 

governments hdve d•lne very llttle to help and taken the view that the local 

authm-: ties ::;!w~rld be .:~bl~ i:a cope. Such problems demand special so•:ial 

structures. Ve have to say, however, that in our districts and neighbourhoods 

th~ .social stru·~~ure·;; 1re often disappearing and not being replaced, and that 

t.radi~.~onal losal and -.eighbourhood J.ife is no longer- there, given the 

dillere>:lt ·c~ay',i ot life ar,d given also the fact that these districts are mare 
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otteu t.;,a.n r1ot !nhoiblted oy elderly people. For th0se reasons, Hhen our city 

al!minl.::c:-aUcm C.:J:ne into ::Jfiice in 1989 :i.t took the inJ.t).ative of estz:,blisbing 

'Cl!:oc:' in ':hose districts Hherr> such problems of cohabHation occur. These 

are ·>'n~.r .. ·s lOr information and l.m;>rCF-'ing cohabitatim~. Hhere anyone, and I 

stress anyone, who llves in that district and has social or other problems of 

ally klnd con sort. thew out. ~there people can meet each other through 

represe:n cat 1 ves of the cJ.ty authoritl.es ""hose only task from morning till 

night is to be available to these people and help them. For the impression is 

all too often gl.ven that we are unz.nmre of them or that they are being left to 

their fate. Nine of these 'C:I.sos' axe currently planned in Antwerp and are 

slowly but surely takins shs.pe. Through their conti.nul.ng pcesence, they should 

enable us to rea<:t and dispel such tm.pressicms as 'we are living in au unsafe 

area', or 'chere's a policy of giving preference to i:romJ.Brants' or 'nothing is 

b·2ing done for us'. On the contrc;ry, it should be possJ.bl.e to shaw that the 

policy on spending is being appll.ed. fil.t:rly; that the police must intervene 

w110re n~cessary .:.:n.:l not in favour of or lJ.gainst anyone, takh1g as their only 

gu~del iue :be infringement of lcn·'E and regulations It can be pointed ovt at 

every opportunity that the immigre.rlts also have to fit into our cl.ty IJ.nd show 

an 1 nteres t 1n the culture of the city in •rihich they 11 ve. We have said so 

o!ten U.at everyone w:..o Uves in Ant1-1erp must be able - and •t~ant - to feel an 

1\ntwerper. 'Cisos' therefore represent IJ. :wunl.Cipi:il. service at neighbourhood. 

c.nc d lstrlc t. l.eve J. and. are almed o.t the populatl.or. of Antwerp without 

distinc:tion. In other HorC.s, He bel.1e"0 t!.1et the feeling of xenophobia o~· of 

plain .'lnge" must 1:>>:: addressed a.t grass-roots level. W;;; are trying tc: 

ai ..:lear tl.c> n:ln<'!c lrom the Held of unrest •db:ch at the moment is being 

r egt:lM ly t:KFlOit"!d by the p<,rU.es of the extreme ril)ht., i.e. c:vert 

rac1sm by providing a constant now of mfcrmation for those Hho will 

listen; 

bJ put an end to gc>nuirn: social - and other - distresses; 

·: J lrop:-o·Je the at.mclc:;phen: and seek a democratic conseJ>sus. 

We ouv ious l y expect lhe government, the communes and. in particular, the cities 

that are con fran ted 1!1 th these dif.Ucul. t problems to provide the necessary 
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The duties of immigrants &s newcomers 

===~~=======~=====~===:=====~======== 

If immigrants and their children ~ish to stay here, we must expect some effort 

m, theIr pa.n to f !t into the iabrl.c of our society. In other words, the 

immigrant popula'tion n12e<ls to teali?.:e that in cecta.in areas it has unsettling 

•ettl!cts which bring HHh tl:lem mora and mare pol1ttcul consequences. So U we 

wont to remove the seed-bed for extnnne right-NJ.ng ideology and encourage 

integration, He must lay dovn &. number of requirements which the immigrant 

population h.:;s to meet. These n:qujxements must be procl~J.imed ever more 

lour!lv, since ~~c need to reZ<ch the audience in such a.ceas. 

!. We consider tt Jbsclutelf essential for everyone to learn to handle our 

c.anguage 1 n .:l n':.:,sona.ble v!c\f. f're·.rtousl.y He •11ere confrrJn ted with ':he 

problem ot Frend1. 

other l.C<nc;uages. 

\'le c<umm: nmff a.Uow ourselves to be ir.fluenced by 

2. \le expc:·:t parents and chJ.J.dreu co wake B. rei:IS0:1able effort to achieve 

satisfactory results a~ school. 

~l. Ve H ish p,1reu ts to pay the necessary i:J.ttenUon to tb.ei.r children's out

of-school act1vltles so bS to prevent vandalism and juvenile delinquency. 

This is <: ta.·~l.or which odl·~rs u.re onLy too l'een to exploit in order to 

equate the immigrant population as such vitb crlmlnal behaviour. 

~. Ve do nJt expect the cio~ to udopt a provocative stance 

towacd·:; the indigenou·:;; popiJJ.o.'i:ion. 011 tbe r:ontn.,ry, they must make an 

effar·t to za.in acceptance in locul neJ.gb.bow:hoods ;:,nd districts. 

be kept lirut ~:ed. too \rel.l., constant stte conversions 

Ii: \!auld. be [)Ood. to have some 

criteria on this matter Irom higher authorities. lioreover, we should not 

forg•c:t Owt only lO to 1.51; o:< the Hoslerus here attend mosques, 

l<: !::' tn12 i..hough tbtl.i: lhey do have to pay great 

as well as cur 
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A.:l··ttces and customs. The lev·eJ. of interest in our culture is too low. 

ln tbe er.rj, immigrants have to real!z"' that in mar.y cases they arowse 

F·.;>lir,gs of i.n;ecurity and thst tb.i£ musr_ be overcome! That is why the 

!}()llc·~ naturally also have an Iroporta;lt par: to play in these mat'::ers. 

"'--i th this in mind, J. spe.:la). group has been set up i.n Antwerp consisting 

c•l .:,o-u;tlled n~lgbbourhood officers. n.ere are still too tev1 of them, as 

rhef are beiug re•:::ruited on a voluntary basis. In general terms, though, 

~t Is very important that the pollee steer the right course. They must 

intervene when laws or regulations are being broken, All t.oo often I 

hz.ve -che impression that the poHce are slightly apprehensive of 

intervening 1n immigrant affair·;;. I sometimes hear that, anyway. It's 

not '~asy, but l would stly thnt that is Hhat the police officers are 

t h;:,re tor. Tl.t!O. idea of r.ot wanting or not being able to intervene 

ruturLJlly .;;xa·-•'rbates the feelings of insecurity. In addition, the 

:ru!lllf,rilnt. population i·::. som2t!me-s confused 1•lth polHical refugees and 

other fore1gnP-r ·;, re::>iding here legally or otherwl.s.a. In fact, one has to 

:J.dJtH that there has often been crimina~ behaviour on the part of some 

of these for·dgne:-s living here who b.c_ve little to do Hl.th the 

iiDilli(;rant population. l can tell ]OU that of the last 172 foreigners 

issuc:d with cteportntion or<:!o;;rs, 28 were from tbe Netherlands, 24 fran: 

Zdre, 14 from Ghaua, 12 from Morocco, 10 from Turkey, 7 from Poland, 6 

:rom Hong Kong, 5 fr 0!71 E0ypt and t!1eu a whole se!"ies of ether 

n&t"o:.ali ties. 

One:;, "~d;n, sucL a phobia ll1•:reases l:1.sec1..r1ty or the feeling of 

lt s~ems to m~ ln fact that ;n many ca~~s lsld~ as suet 

C>Utomdc:c1i1;' C£':!,:tV•s fo?ar. Tld.s results e:f counse tu a larg"' ext&nt :tro:.. -chc 

J,vt tb.:J1. 1t 1s a religion \vh:!.cb is allen to our- citizenc;. Consequen-,ly, little 

1 c, dnn.o- by thoc,e wJ-,o practist: the religion to familiarize people with it. 

bav~ alre.'l.ci.y poi11ted out that only 10 to 15 '/, of believer·s actively practise 

tLe lii i th. How"'ver. we believe that thrcugh ths,~r so:mettmes sectariar. 

etU1tu.Jt!s, many irnflms arouco<2 sentimer,ts which people spc01taneously react 

agair•H- thJnk these gentlemen should reaHze that in the end they are 

.-.oroing here to pra-:;tise a faith with which people are totally unfamiliar and 

for whi·:h they have little feeling. A less conspicuous 1-1ay at' practising this 

ll"lig!on could perhaJJS produce quite some results. Of .:out·se a suita.ble means 

Dl r.JI(\iirtiz'ng the !slamk fo.lth in this. country mus<: bt: sought, for instance a 

hi0b CCJUIKll urt tbe lines ot the Je~<i.sh consistory. Bl:t such a high councii 
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would !•ave to be s>O!t. up tn a very democratic way, and not in the way such 

thtnc,s are don~ at pre_;~nt. Moreov.:.-, the best way o1 mCJ.king Islam acceptable 

hH~· 11, the Vest woulJ. be to -:;~cularize the: religion. !Je know though that 

r.r,>dH1ons ·;;u.::b as lctnguJ.ge :md belief !unction to so:ne extent as st:nus 

=.yrnoots for the immigrant who feels farced back into his own subculture. It 

t::. rather the extent to which he does not seek to empha·,;ize it that may gain 

him a ;3reater degree of acceptance. might point out in this connection that 

our own priests have long since abandoned clerical dress. For them too it was 

a fairly important change, made with a view to fitting into society. 

ls this simply a local phenomenon now in Antwerp, or an episode in a new 

r lgh t· w lng adventure !'or Western Europe'? 

~=======;~==~=~====:=~======~===~~=======~==~======================= 

Today we cannot l·~ave out of consideration the changes which are taking place 

in a different part of Europe. It is the urge for freedom, the urge to look 

outwards. Unfortunately, nationalism and anti-semitism are also once again 

coming to the surface. Nation states created in 1918 are nat homogeneous. 

All of them, to a grertter or lesser extent, include significant minorities. T~e 

danger is therefore not imaginary that this may quickly lead to authoritarian 

r·~gime·:;, \Je were all conscious of a number of unpleasant incidents in 

Buchar>est, HE sa•<~ during the elections l.n Budapest that parties sprang up 

under such banners .)5 'God, fatherland o.nd family', with slogans like 'pure 

pc:.st, ,;ure future'. Ide once again hear the 1·1ord 'polak' used .ln the GDR. We 

bear anti-setultl.c utterances in Poland, to say nothtng of the turmoil in 

Yugoslavia or the pogrom·:. in the Sovtet Union. Vhat might happen now is that 

on the threshold of tbe 21st century, the end of the 19th century reawaits us. 

Danger lurks, far example, in an alliance b€t•deen petty-bourgeois East European 

natJ.on.1lism ;1nd populist rigb.t-v:ing racism J.n 'Je·:;tern Eucope. This would 

undoubtedly block the mechanism of Europ~an integration and result in a series 

ot crises, conflicts and adverse eifects on prosperity. 

All this would of course mean the final condemnation of Europe at world level. 

The key to pceveni:l ng this, h0~<4ever, is held by the Germans, They have to set 

the great example. Sa ur, the process of democrntl.zation in the GDR has gone 

well. Still more encouraging •ms the fact that on the same day as the 

elr~cttons in the GDR, 'Li1e Republican Party lost half its votes in local 

.el.;·:tlons in the ·~t.,,r.e •Jf Bavc.da. 1 am thus only too \·lilling to endorse the 
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s'.ctt."':n.o,r.t by Cha.nc·~llor Helmut Kob.l: 'Ve regard the process of German 

reunification as a ~uropean matter. It must therefore also be seen in 

conjunction with the CSCE process and N1th Europea11 integration. The EC will 

bave Lo ooen up towards the East; it cannot finish at the Elbe. In this way, 

1 t: ci1n become the basis for truly coruprehensi.ve European unity. Only thus 

v!i..l ;. it develop the identity of all Europeam.o. That Identity lies not only in 

b:urope's cultural variety, bu'r: also and above all in the fundamental values of 

treedom, C:emocracy, human rights and self-determination.' However, we must all 

Hark together on a cultural identity for Europe. The scheme of European 

Cc.pltai''- of Culture was set up by Irs Melina .M:ercouri Hith this end iD. view. 

In 1'1'~:5, Antwerp will not only bear t.h:l.s title with pride, but will do its 

utmos~ tO make a real contribution to clarifying the concept of European 

cultur.:ll h!entity. 1 think that in any European ·::or:federation there sh:1uld not 

only'"' a chambt!r oi representatives but also a chambe! for the cultures of 

peopl~·; 1:1 Europe. ln that •,>~ay n cocte of rtgbts for mJ.norities could be 

e~~-tablished. 'we ruust judge a culture by the way J.t deals with its minorities', 

a·" Gha nd 1 put it. 

lhe solution therefore consists in maintaining the democratic: conse::tsus, i.e.: 

respect for humaD rights, and thus also respect for the rights of minorities; 

equality of opportunity for alL i.fo. pneve11ting citizens from having the 

impression that others are being given greater opportunities; 

avold1nt; a ded1ne from bein(: a free soclety, -cb.rough a false sense cf 

in;;p.:ur~ty, Jnto light-wing authoritarianism. 

T!.e challc~nge is more than ever an economic one. 'The strong current towards 

gr-ent.er equallty and the strong desire for greater freedom are more than ever 

in contlkt Freedom ~alls for a government that governs least, equality for a 

gov,•r n ruer1. that governs mo·::;t. ll o wonder the institutions of the free world 

ure ur •. jcr stre.i n ~:>nd 1 ts citizens under stress. The theorem of democracy 

still holds, but oll 01 its terms have changed in nature, especially the phrase 

"'the p•?Op le", wh lch ha:::; be<en changed beyond recogn1 tion by the industrial 

rc,volut.ior. ut the 19th ,~entury and the social revolution of the 20th.' <'The 

Theme:n ut Ll<:'mocr.:J·~y· by J. Ban::.;m, 1n 'Dirll.o(TuE?', F0bruary 1990l This article 

dl~~ de~l~ wltb such yu~stlons as th~ limits ot free speech, a subject which ic 

my opnlo.J shoucd be urgently addressed, 1n particul:'lr C\gainst the background 
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o t tho:: l:hr.:o.ts ,: ror•, ex u-em~ r igh (~•-!i l1.g teiKlenc l.es. The problem here is when 

does Jissent go too iar? Ve can refer here to the Declaration of the Rights 

ol :.tan o! t'/59: 'foreedom .:onsists at dotng u.nythi.ng thc.t harms no-one'. 

Rub<oOs~!t:rre qul.ckly discovered '.Ih:,i: !rJn.d of ·pt-oblsms that brought, but he 

tound the >1rung solution - •:cnsorshlp. 'Speall: the truth, 11hatever the cost' 

"·" 1d Beuve- fiery But ',ihc:n l t 's not i.:h~ truth, and people keep on telling lies 

to citizens w!.tll & vie</ co inc1 ce,\e!to. street violence and agitation, then we 

have to call fcee sp~ec.h lnto q"~<:st'i.ou. Thv.t is Nh}' in Antwerp I recently 

do2cided not tc m&.b;: LH1 oUJ.cio.l. n:::.Jc.•. li\fc!ilable for speakecs representing Kr Le 

f-'"!n or M.r Schonhuber. ! 'AE1S than "C:cused of hindering democracy, But I 

s1r.~ply did not >d:;ll to disturb the p:aac" of m1.nd of many of our fellow

citizens by (l!.vl.ng the fJ.oo• l:a thes~1 gent.lemen, lmo~·!ing that they would 

ir.terp~t 2i~;>.ory in th'~ most d.islm:teci ~n,y, such <:,s by min!malizing the 

~tcJlocttu:;t. N.oraover, l. nm1 f2el. ·::a be in good company, since a few 

ciay3 .32:0 my colleague i(ichel :i}oL·e< ln Lyon n:fusecl ·~a make a r-oom available 

,,.Jr .~ r ~'>chi.mhubet in exc...c:tly the Sbi•'G \.&)'. I b"Heve tha.t if Europe is to be 

ft;rt_:h~r confronted. 1rfi"t:h c~?~:t.:cem8· cight-~.~~ing· ideolog-ies, He must demonstrate 

•!'v'l?r more clearly that democracy ileve:.· tclCO.l\S incil:.ellleni:, str·eet •;iolence or 

v!olen•:e t<goJ.nst :l.nd.!.vJ.dual.s ·· th;~~ dewocn:;_cy metd\S even less that authority 

ts repla.ced by anarchy or l.:;·.-rl.ess,,2ss: Bu;; ~-.·e also kno11 th<:tt democracy is a 

d8l icate f101·1e-, .:1 Flanders poppj'. ::htr:h to the Jkitl.sh summons up the memory 

of tho·~·~ ki.lled in the fir;:;L 1.'odcl l'c,.<. The f_)rec..i: p.coblem 1·emains the dilemma 

of how to ensun~ r·espec\: . .f01: humd~. ts 11L:hout clec:.x- national legisla.t1on 

on the subje•:t u! <IiUwui; J,JL-lni.('tn(i D country's independence. In this 

n?;pect, o.f c-Jurs•?. :> trul;• {re2 pn:ss plays '" most important role. To 

·:onstantly su J.ve for democ\"f.ttc cons<;Jnsus to •.rt-.tch over respect for human 

r1()hts, to so- iae Urrou;::;h li\8 LcS '·' ixue JJUlll&nJ.st, an derll<md an especially 

high-m1ndeo. &.ppro;;cll !t wecu1s sueepiug the ml.nes <.,:ey each day, <Acting to 

.-.:.:oncile unt:i recl-uii:, •.~unsL<mtty po\!J·i;:inr; out :<iLjhi:s 1.-.nd duties and ensuring a 

that J~n these matters 

d1splsy of prefecence. This naturally 

pr~surues tb.e ,,greeuent of all pact:i.es l·.•ho mccu'. Nell as r·egtJ.rds cohabitation 

:1nd not the opposJ.Uon c.i' i.:hose t!LIO, ).a ths pursuit of votes, embark upon the 

predictable cGu,·se of e;cploiUng i:e:vtporat-y diffl.cult!.es. But it 1.s to the 

exteo~ that th~ people 1r! questlon 1£~ J.n lhetr d.t~~·l:ricts c1nd neighbourhoods 

r"':ugnize the:;e facl~s tt.;;.t. '.:·s c,,i1 tcJ.n(, <.<boui: ,~m J.mprovement of the 

C~\L, c <:ttis is not r, poblem oi A plus B 

len: l.hal requires a 

~e are confronted 
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wlt!J Xt!nophobta, a seed-bed for extreme r1ght-w1ng ideologies. Ve must not 

let ourselves be distracted by ral.se or misleading analyses which pretend 

oU.erwise. There are no easy, straightforward or drastic answers to such 

ccmpl~x problems. 

N.,·Jertllel<:ss, ''e must all ho.ve the necessary insight to recognize that at the 

ew.i of the century a great future Hes before Antwerp ii we can resolutely 

focus on an integrated Europe in the mald.ng. Our o.mbition is, and will remain, 

to become tbe principal ga.teway to North-West Europe, a source of well-being, 

hopefully, for all those Hb.o wish to live and work in our city. I have written 

directly and personally to all our citizens to this effect; an 11rticle by 

myself on the so.mf= lines appeared 1.n the 'Gazet van Antwerpen'. 
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T. 1'\r s. BALBO 

I should like to praface my replies to the Committee's 
questions filling in th~ background to the situation in 
Italy, 

If ue take ES o~r starting 
shall be ..::o<,.o..::t.d.c:cU,g 1oo!~;;;' 

l An irdtJ.a1 

nt the year 1986, the period we 
il(e th:Ls ~ 

wh:lc:t1 thece 'ir<:ts very little public 
awa:cenesa ot immigcanx 
xenophobia Pod very f 
immi.gre.tion, 

:n lt:uly, v:Lr:tually· no overt racism or 
;;n:cposid.t; oc measu:ces rel2,ting to 

2 A phase 1 tel:.\Ieen :JU<iillH'.X s:nd December 1989 ~ of very rapid 
increade ~~~ oubl1~ avareness, in political debate and in the 
mobilisation and ectivity of the political authorities. 

3 The c\!.L'•~ei.< .• : sc:: •>ihich n!G.Y cont.inue into the coming months 
or yearu, of oveLt ~acism and' ~enophobia. The subject now 
features on tn~ pol~rical dnd on the government's 
agenda: End ct1.e 2 a 2 &.nd set·iou:s instances of 
violenca againeL colou~ed and widespread manifestations 
of :int<Jl·<::<:s.nc.;:; 

I should rusks a second oy way of introduction, to place 
in context ne £~perieace of ItLliL-RaE1ismo 1 the group which I 
represent. i~ re~&cioo to these developmenta. 

Its.lia~·Rct~ J:=;niO (::;ue set Let llltE: 198?' fo:c th.e purpose of 
anticipatirtg ~hs p~Edict developments in the process under 
discussion, to Lg E~t2D(ion to them and call for action. 
Within <c ve;:. shoe<.: t:3.de, chec2 has been a serious 
detericcatiCF• ln tile cn1\~t·.cc1 end polLticc:,J. climate. Italia
Ra~zismo has been cciv~ !q t:~o 0ays illustrative of its views 
and J.ta cole, 

An impoLt nt featnt~ oZ ~he ~nitiatives of Italia-Razzismo 
Lesldes .Ln L Fa(:.\; th.£:~~: ·uu.n'l.bc:c of w.einbe&s of parliament 
p l e.y··2d c uv. ~.i ;·_·· ~Je 1~ ~- n .,., t?.f p i~ h.;::~ G.:t ct::;C t ion. the as so cia. t ion 
vl a s t o t n k 2. ' : h J. c b <:. <.. e i o .~ s g & t h 2 e d v a n t age o f ( r e 1 a t i v e 1 y ) 
easier t<.cces::o to ciH?: decL~C:;_on··rnnkets, enabling it to act as a 
link between Lhe declsLon-meking levela of parliament and the 
govei:nment_ H1 !::b:2 one: h0nd snd, on. the other, to mobilize 
associetlons (of lmmtg nt~, political Lefugees; foreign 
students cLcl an~ enco~ e~c (2Geatch and study. 
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- As far as the approach of Italia-Razzismo is concerned, its 
activities reflect its belief that the commitment to be made in 
this situation has to be long-term and far-reaching, and that 
tackling the subjects we describe BB "immigration" and "racism" 
means tackling those changes which are currently taking place 
as well as those we can anticipate for the future, throughout 
the whole of Italian society. We would sum up that attitude by 
saying that we must commit ourselves to progressing "beyond the 
mere rhetoric of 'sentimental' multi-racial anti-racism•, and 
endeavour to help construct a society in which racism is the 
very rare exception. 
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1 DespH•i 
months of !990 ln pE~tic~:c!t 
racism :o no .t. c g t<. J. o ,;,' .r en:! >T (• .. -~ 
and xer._op!!.nl,iE hP'i'-'- -;c 
DecembE.L _i_l.'BG ~-~;,_ 

the firs\ '-"'- (L" l,:·P 
non-EEC covrc i2s no 
na. t iontc l r.:: c.;; ~.c:_c_ <: 
that thE: 
the ter:mc 
promot 
workeJ:-, " 

The e vo:,: · _,_-, •c. -. ;,_£ L L 
ItHly hi >.. ;:z.d 
dated bsck ~o l.9~ 
which ·qe , Y s.c•.u:o•·s· .. 
therefo; "c )n 
provLs:LtH•.::; ·,,£_ 2 

inadequcci ..... . 
legielt' <: 

a.w(u:ence•s 
Law No 39 ,. 
diBCU.:Sl:JC;Ci. 

pro v- :1. a ::_ o n 
and sc).? 
lack oi:' ; o ' 
the va:<'J.o,_:. ill),t! 

authori is poo~ 
Sti:'UCi:.llc. 88 

Foe t:oo 
rae sm :': 
The t'ec: u< I_, ·:' 

de 1 Ec Yb C.E <J,-, ;. (c 

haa e·'/81?. o _::~~:-:: ,_,·:! 
t ens i o •1 L o .l t 
Flot en.cc. ·:. ~- ·.:I 

Th•: OP!)OSl. 

a resuJt ') 
of [ t hs f 

~jLJ t:'i/'0 yc;:,.:c 
1..!.~, :l:nE ti\Y\Ct:.S 0 

u~8?aot racism and 
- alace the 

Jt:e,r::ophobia in 

, and in the first 
intolerance and 

o counter racism 
~dop~sd. ho~eover, by 30 
~~0 it&lia Parliament adopted 

'-''-'' p:co'i:ec i: on. of uox:·kers from 
p::o9isLor• concerning foreign 

b£eD en£cted. It has to be said 
~ ill~2Jt~s Ya~ an set required under 

;:o~:l-;ent:UY•I No J..z:-3 of June 1975 
._, '- _,_(• (.;:Lt. Ut'.'2llt fox:· J.rnmigrant 

kscs fcoill outslde the EEC in 
~>~~c1s8 n legislation which 

Lu·cl.u,i f>:o1v-2d for a country 
f ~hl~g~&tion, and was 
1 cuis~s end temporary 

o cove;; for its 
_,cc:<.a:<. con.scqneHces of th:i.s 

'-''' :2~ dcc'sl.oprnet1t of public 
"'-' ._, , __ o-:ov;,c). n.egat:Lve, 

1 CI ~h a ye&c nnd which will be 
c.>\.?:!l!pc. ct: r.wk:l.ng fundamental 
_ '" -:•.cl .• :·:s::J.i.dence, em.ployrnent 

~0~lic~~1o0 h E been hampered by a 
<•hp;emEJ•t ug c:tr.·culars from 

;,.:; ! .1.()! _;. ~.;. Cll'il..l,r~. g E~ o ·c- t ne ·t)U.b 1 :t c 

(; t .. ~.o·~···,_ t~~"cl. lnr:ent 
ili& Ld o~ even ignored. 

u:~.;(J1L of the 
s) .. c., i.:: J.o,• Lu past )rears; it 

Co'<><'-"''' o>: C(t•lt:-:ulel:::<.bJ.e soc:Lal 
~~~~ro ~ n~st few weeks in 

2~2 con ticts are in fact 
he ~cb\2m of 1mmigration; 

'":; ' '· .'1~•onsl.b:ll1ties for 
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social nolicy and public order abovs all in rhe bigs cities, in 
which oecay and social i~bsldnces, predating immigration, have 
resulted 1n a deterioration ln ~elations and the polarization 
of the ~cEkest in society. But the most eerious factor, and one 
qhich is 8lways set aside, co~cerns the responsibilities of the 
govecnmtni: &.nd its r:;lovne:Ew l:t: C\ct, \Jh:Ue it is claimed in the 
meantime that those exclu11 responsible for the conflicts 
and social ills of Italy &~e oou-EEC nationals. 

four year~, there 
9 xenophobia 

-;;.!d:iJ£1.lt:oi or groups because 
x:eU.gion, cultural, 

!'H.u:b. lUi l«mgal m.eausuree 
tt1ke1J to counter the 

2 AJ B£ly as about the mid-e iee, the already permanent 
presence of African immi n some areas, such as Mazara 
del Vftllo. in Sicily, in the area of Volturno, in Campania 9 

had provo~ed a variety of hostile reactions, but thia was not 
videly reported. The wurder Giacomo Valent by two of his 
schoolmates, in 1985 in Udine, ~en~ almoet unnoticed although 
it had ma~kcd racist overto~as 

II:. vias 1n le.te 1987, 'lith l:h;:; ' olt of the suburbs of Rome 
against gypsy settlements. that the iasue of racism~ previously 
discussed primarily in termJ of anti-Semitism - the massacre at 
the Rome synagogue, a few years previously, although a 
terrorist attack, provided a dreadful warning - began to be 
associated with the presenc~ in the national territory of large 
e thn:Lc g:coups" 

A fe~ months later, on a bus in the outskirts of Rome 1 an 
Ecitreer qoman was compelled to stand up and give her seat to a 
white In3tead of going into the problem and provoking 
discusa~on of the policies tc be adopted 1 the press and 
televisjon resorted to rhetocic and the beating of breasts 
(Mayer Signorello officiated in C&mpidoglio 1 in the presence of 
the ErlLrean woman, over th2 ceremony of collective penitence), 
(cesulting in] a widesp(ead lsck o information and awareness 
of the. pcoblems of immJ.gca.t::(on tho.t had de>reloped over the past 
months. 

The problem of non-EEC :i.mrnig:,,·atton inco Italy and of the 
atd.tudes of the "nev cs.c1.srn'' boun.d up 'iiith it, came to the 
fore tr2gically and dis Yith the murder of Jerry 
Maqslo, a young South Afr c worker killed in August 1989 at 
Villn L1terno, near Nspl~s, whe<e he working on the tomato 
ha CVf ':' 1 
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That murder nad wid2t rona going beyond the manner of 
;;, ·,::,e,tcl c:C Iot::~:<l youtl:u~ did not hesitate to its cow.:uiu<J{on ·· 

shoot at e group 
their maag1.:::: <H· 
long·· £iU.f. f 'H: sd 
an effect >:!<.: 

had ordered to hand over 
tiona relating to the neglect 
ae a result of the absence of 

of s~~t~ intervention, widespread violence 
in a social c im&te 
organ:tzad CiS' Jrue ,. 
the local people suoruit, u0~ 
seasonal 'Jo 2; fu)m oul .. ,c;Ldc-' 
fishing induacry, In 0h0~ 
of having to share the 
arrivalaJ of be overt&ken 
housing whidl tJ ·i!ot betrig; 
mate t' i a J. :L :~ e 'J . 

l&wleaaness 1 illegal earnings, 
icity and blackmail to which 

"""''""""·· b)r the arrival of the 
LhR EEC in !culture and the 

~~Lcism u the poor•, the fear 
crumbs with the latest 

in the lists for affordable 
t, for State aid which never 

But the mur&e of K&aslc Sl lied an im~ortant step forward in 
perception oF the prcbt&w 0 ~Mcicm and ihe immigration issue. 
The gravity cf tha case, objec~ive terms 1 resulted for the 
fl.rst tlme n thEO J.nvolvtSll10tF. or c.U. sections of society in 
Italy, mobi. U ;,:·; ng, .Ln cl.d.d :1. Oi' o i:radi i:.ione.l lay and religious 
groups, num2~ous other~ d fiued fo the fi~st time, their 
own posit~o0 vis tatements and actitudes. The 
death of t!F 'jODt\(~ So~db :;.Cc.il e:ord'i.'CHJ.ted. pol:l.ticians wtth 
the need 1 vhich coulci no b2 deferred, to bring the 
legtsl~:d . .''ft Ill ·•e·;: lrtvrs on imw.igration, 

On 7 Octo'i.,~\ c: n.tU.e,,sl 6,s;notl c;::,tio·u Ln RO!il<'. of more than two 
hundred. U\0\>;:;e.ud )JCO~;\E: 3' dr:c•:J u-,2; attention of 
socJ.E: hr•.d i..:t.~s gov,~x,-~_ri<c::i!C 1.. <:Je pLoblt::m of ce.c:lsm, A few 
monthtJ 1<:.t::< oc•. 3 i)";C·Z:<,;\.,e.i ; S8Sl,. the: govu:nment pa.ssed 
Deccee-·La\r ,;,o L: :t(i 'I:J.ch ci ; o o;~:coms l<nY O>l 28 Febx:uacy 1990. 

A f e l·? d.t::_ y n :~1 L;: o 1 .• ' c i·: !.1.c: 1~:; \·: du~iog carnival in 
E g~oup of North 

thufc pLesent came to the aid 
Florenc~ a bhDd uf fu~S~cd }OUL 
Afr: iebn.;:. i .. ~ b 1·. o~) r-(tL:-· c o 
of che N'c ·~·;, / .. ".:?"' (>.· 

Fou:c o? t!.<CJ e, ~-" ~-- v 
injudet:i 

The mcyoi Oi Flore 
att:uck~, t·f~.f<~ 1·1 .. '.fL 

~ ·i!.,s:,~· c c;.p·~;}.L',v.(ied. ·che s. ttae:kers" 
~ • \:o hc:.~pitcl H:i.th. serJ.ous 

, f{rac made light of the 
· cont:cc:L :3:!: cB.rn{val titue (in 

the rnee.nt i_,n3: ""'' ··.:ov.;· ;· ;,- '' Lb0c EtLHck he.d been 
pla.n.t~E::c\) E.n•.< \:r.::.,l 
the pcocect-' cf Li 
Afcican Et: 
and, fee;: 
decla.r:e.6 c 

c;,:lcc tr.c :.:L<e:.to Lc:; ~cceding to 
n10' ,_c h c iJ e en calli o g for: 

Lc t:~.ti\0 /·~;d fr.o~t:. ri.c hiBtor:tal centrej 
fnte~ ~~uic L~ ~ 0e~t on to 

E.;.,~:'· g::.: .d.o:ct:.f'<.c<:; o,·: g.:ounds of public 
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order, not because of the &zrlaua instances of racism which had 
occurred: b11t because of an increase in crime and the spread of 
drugs, for Ihich foreigners were alleged to be principally 
responsible_ The mayor of there being ten thousand 
illegal immigrants 1n c:i. ,; the presa 1 'Vrhich was engaged in 
a process of dirrtnformation and alarmiam~ seized on the 
statistics given by the mayor which he later revealed to be 
wrong. Chief of Police Parisi arrived in Florence and, at a 
meeting at the prefecture threatened representatives of the 
foreign community >ii th the of non-European Community 
nationals :Ln vte~,;r of the Florentine Music Festival 
and the World Cup. 

The Chief of Police ~ent further. H& extended to all Italian 
cities Flo~:nce's state of efuergenry: he issued a circular to 
all police headquarters establishing recorda of non-EEC 
citizens unable to regularize the~r situation by obtaining a 
permit and ordered the expulsion from Italy of all those 
suspected of offences. The circulcr clearly conflicts with the 
provisions of Law No 39. That is the only measure, in the form 
of a minia~erial tion. to have been adopted following the 
seriou3 ind.dents in Flo:cenee: :U·, fa signed by the deputy 
Minister of the Interior as well as Chief of Police~ Vincenzo 
Parisi. In Florence meantime. the African street sellers have 
been moved out of the centi:e: i:lJe ci.ty has been placed und~?;r a 
state of Biege and the mayo,~· compelled to resigr;, Attacks 
against immigrants have increased and spread to many Italian 
cities. particularly in the north of the country, such as 
Milan, Ge~ava and Torino, 

3 Have zny new raciat or groupa appeared in your 
count~y iu Lddition to tboae mentioned in the Evrigenls 
repor:t (11,12.1985) a:Lnce the sign:Lng of the joint 
d,<!cls.:cad_on·; 1:1et:•s ~V•et:'IJ'fl:KY:eB takev, :tn tbi~ cormec.tion and 
tf t10 :- not? 

3 In Italy at present, there is no national movement prepared 
to take responsibility for channelling and organizing racist 
sentimenc by providing it with cultural and ideological 
legitimacy. The Italian Social Movement (MSI), the party on the 
extceme eight of the political 1 , hai not so far been 
prepared to take on that role despite its obstructive tactics 
ducing the pa2liarnantary debate on Law No 39. When in the 
spring of 1988, the immigration isaue began to arise in the 
form of s ''nst.:Lons.l emergency",. the then secretary of the MSI, 
Fini, carried away by the wave of enthusiasm for Le Pen 1 s 
Nationnl Fron i started ruaking threatening statements, but 
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after a few days, and as a result also of pressure from inside 
the party, within which there are a large number of pro
Mediterranean and pro-Arab sympathizers, he was compelled to 
correct his statements. Moreover, the anti-racist views 
expressed by Rauti, the current secretary of the party, in an 
interview with "Manifesto", a left-wing newspaper, again at 
that time, steered it towards a "third world" option. Nor is 
there at the moment, following the crisis period of summer 1989 
and the recent events in Florence, any sign of the MSI wishing 
directly to administer a national protest movement capable of 
bringing together localiat, ethnocentric and xenophobic 
tendencies. This cannot, however, be ruled out for the future. 

The regional parties- the "Lega Lombarda", HLega Piedmontese" 
and "Lega Veneta" - which have in the last few years achieved 
considerable electoral success among the different sections of 
society, particularly the lower middle classes, are a different 
matter; they have, in addition, the capacity to mobilize and 
take initiatives which determine the course taken by those 
responsible for social policy in the major cities. There was an 
example of this in February in Milan, when a proposal of the 
centre-left coalition to set up a tent city for immigrants was 
withdrawn because of the strong opposition which the Lega 
Lombarda was able to organize by providing a focus for the 
protests of the inhabitants of the district in which the tent 
city was to be set up. 

Even if these parties cannot be defined as being strictly 
racist, in so far as their motives vary greatly, they have 
nevertheless become, in recent months in particular, as a 
result of the rapid increase in inter-ethnic clashes, the only 
channels guiding and stimulating latent racism, and this may 
develop into open hostility. Setting aside the "loftier" 
motives: defence of cultural identity, traditions and dialect, 
the main objective of these regional movements, apart from 
fighting against the central authority of Rome and the Southern 
Italian immigrants who have taken over the schools and the 
public administration, has become to orchestrate the discontent 
being expressed increasingly openly by some groups in society 
over the immigration issue. No leas worrying is the 
proliferation, dating from the time of the incidents in 
Florence, of named groups claiming responsibility for or 
applauding attacks on non-EEC citizens. These range from the 
"masked executioners" of Florence, the "Goebbels brigade" and 
the reappearance of ~Ludwig", unhappily notorious in Italy 
because of racist crimes committed in Verona in the early 
eighties, to the signatures of numerous sports clubs with 
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their racist banners againat iiQI,~&~~~t;~~,;f~~ t}ur,-a'f)U.\::h, which 
breed the extremists vho clasb~::a,f in;,:fltlftmea:*; ,.~;t.h .. 
immigrants. 

Administrative and public order measurea.bave pe~n adopted to 
counter these activities. primarily in connection with State 
security. 

4 'What aeasures have been taken in you.t' eotlntry'vith a viev 
to improving the env!ronaent for the integration of people 
from other countries and ethnic or cultural •inorit!es, 
particularly where inforaation, education, econo.ic and 
social circumstances are concerned? 

4.1 Italy has not adopted any measures on information, despite 
the sometimes decisive part information can play in developing 
the proper view of or perpetuating prejudice and discrimination 
against ethnic groups. Unlike other European countries, Italy 
does not conduct reliable surveys at regular intervals on the 
public perception of what it considers priority social 
problems. As early as 1986, there were all the signs vhich 
should have conveyed to the media that immigration with its 
various implications at social level was going to be a major 
issue, in relation to which there ought i~ediately to have 
been specific investigation and a wide-ranging debate. 

Now that events have brought the issue to the fore, there is, 
in a very few instances, a reasonable amount of infornation - a 
certain amount of newspaper or television coverage, a good 
weekly progra~me entitled "Not just black" on Italian 
television channel RAI2 -; but what we encounter far more 
frequently (apart from phases of uneven development, in the 
course of which periods of disinterest alternate with short or 
sensationalist outbursts on minor incidents, neglecting other 
more serious ones) is manipulation, distortion and 
misrepresentation for political ends etc. 

In andition to that, we have the rough and ready nature of many 
investigations into racism and the use of estimates of numbers 
nf non-EEC nationals, "the Babel of stati,tice" as it has been 
~ailed, often used to reduce or increase perc~ption of the 
,:roble:m. There was, for example, an initi!ltive taken some veeks 
ago by "Pubblicita Progresso" and subsidized by the Italian 
State, in the form of an anti-racist ad for the newspapers and 
~elevision. The ad, which showed a black man on a cr0$8, was 
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heavily criticized; it was nonetheless the only measure taken 
by way of information with the object of promoting a national 
campaign against racism. 

4.2 There are three aspects to the problem of education: 

- educational programmes in Italian primary schools to promote 
equality and the development of multi-ethnic awareness; 

- the enrolment in schools of the children of non-EEC workers, 
of political refugees and of ethnic minorities; 

- literacy courses for adulta and vocational training. 

As far as the first of these is concerned, only a very small 
percentage of schoolchildren (and then only thanks to the 
awareness and experience of a few teachers) are made aware of 
and able to understand the problems of the third world and of 
economic and social inequality. Teaching staff receive their 
training in this area f~om a feu non-governmental and 
international organizations such as Unicef, which, despite the 
inertia of the State, have been organizing seminars and 
producing teaching material based on more advanced teaching 
methods. 

In the case of the aecond, relating to the integration into 
schools of pupils coming from ethnic minority groups, few 
directorz of studies have allocated a ouota of teachers for 
pupils with language and learning difficulties. There is only 
one example, proposed by the local a11thority of Reggio Emilia, 
where lessons in their mother tongue are provided for second 
generation pupils, 

The public authorities have been very slow to provide li~eracy 
classes snd vocational training for adults. In this area also, 
the voluntary sector, the trade unions and the aliens 
registration offtces i.n E;, few communes have frequently to make 
up for the lack of action by the State. 

4.3 The econoic measures adopted relate to the general 
financiel commitment of the State~ estinu1ted for the next three 
year perJ.od and fixed at about two hundred thousand million 
Lire. La~ No 39 provide& foL the allocation of about seventy 
thousand million to assist foreign nationals seeking political 
asylum and for stateless persons who will be given, if they are 
without means of support or lodging, initial assistance for the 
first 45 days. That same law provides for the allocation of 
about 23 thousand million to guarantee social security benefits 
for non-EEC nationals and stateless persons who, if they are 
not employed workers, are not entitled to use the health 
services. 
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The most important provisions of the new law as far as 
employment and labour relations are con~erned relate to equal 
treatment for Italian and foreign workerM, bvt.h emplof"d a11d 
self-employed; foreign workers being employed on the basis of 
contracts of employment and training. Their access to the 
professions and to employment in the public service is limited 
to some sectors - provision has been made fo.r the employment in 
the national health service of non-EEC workers. able to perform 
nursing duties -: lastly, they cover the possibility of setting 
up cooperatives. 

As for agriculture and industry: a) there remain within 
agriculture serious problems of exploitation - together with 
serious housing, health and safety problems - despite the 
penalties laid down for employers who exploit their foreign 
workers; b) the demand for foreign workers is increasing in 
industry, above all in the factories of the metallurgical 
industry of Northern Italy. In that situation, the process of 
social integration is more rapid, as a result also of the 
support provided by local structures. 

Other economic and social measures have been taken in some 
areas of Italy, which have adopted regional laws on this 
subject. The majority of the Italian regions have set up 
consultative groups on immigration; these include 
representatives of trade unions and the foreign community and 
are responsible for developing and drafting measures and 
initiatives. 

(Some basic information on regional legislation is to be found 
in the annex). 

5 Have the national authorities responsible for imaigration 
developed a long-term policy for 1 .. 1gration and the 
integration of nationals of KEC and third countries with a 
view to the completion of the internal market for 1992 which 
will bring with it freedom of aovement for persons? 

5 A few provisions, contained in Law No 39, define the 
immigration policy adopted by Italy in relation to planning for 
imruigratton from outside the European Community and the 
.1.nt.egration of Community nationals and nationals of third 
c: '';tntries. 

Article, paragraph 3 lays down that by 30 October of every 
vcar, th~ ministries of foreign affairs, of the interior of 
'02nce Rnd of employment, having consulted the National Council 
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for the Economy and Employment (CNEL) and the trade unions~ 
will establish, on the basis of decrees discussed and adopted 
jointly, a programme of immigration into Italy of non-EEC 
nationals for the purposes of employment and social and cutural 
integration, "attempting to identify uniform criteria in the 
Community context also", as the text of the law states. That 
same decree will lay down the programme of social and economic 
measures designed to promote the social and cultural 
integration of foreigners, guaranteeing them their right to a 
cultural identity, to study and to housing. The first such 
decree is due to be issued by 30 October next. 

The new law has introduced the principle of the free movement 
of persons throughout the national territory - it is envisaged 
that those lawfully in possession of a residence permit will be 
registered and issued with an identity card - though no 
measures have yet been provided regarding the free movement of 
persons within Europe. 

The process of constructing the Europe of 1992 will have to 
take into account the difficulties and problems consequent on 
the recent changes introduced in this area in Italy. 

The law further provides that all measures for the benefit of 
non-EEC nationals will be extended, according to the "most 
favoured nation" principle to Community nationals also. 

In contrast to what happened in 1986 when, at the same time as 
it was passing Law No 943, Italy was entering into bilateral 
agreements with a variety of African countries, principally 
North African, with which it abolished the requirement for an 
entry visa, the new law has provided for review of those 
agreements, reestablishing the visa system. That measure is 
intended to allow better control of immigration and bring Italy 
into line with the policies of restriction and containment 
already adopted by many European countries. 

With the exception of those recently adopted rules, the 
effective implementation of which cannot be predicted, we can 
state with certainty that the Italian Government has not 
established a long-term, wide-ranging policy for immigration 
and integration. 
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REGIONAL LAWS 

Below are the most recent regional proposals for measures to 
help immigrants. The five sections, based on the typP. of 
measure, provide a full breakdown of what has been achieved in 
terms of regional legislation. 

1 Social welfare measures 

Health measures, reception centres, measures for the provision 
of municipal housing, the social integration of immigrant women 
and assistance for pregnant women, care for minors, the 
handicapped and the elderly. 

Emilia-Romagna 
Piemonte 
Lombardi a 
Veneto 

regional law No 14 of 21 February 1990 
regional law No 64 of 8 November 1989 
regional law No 38 of 4 July 1988 
regional law No 9 of 30 January 1990 

2 Training and vocational retraining 

Vocational training courses, retraining courses with a view to 
access to employment and returning in the future to the country 
of origin, advanced courses in the Italian language, training 
courses for those intending to become involved in cooperation 
activities with thP. developing countries. 

Veneto 
Emilia Romagna 
Abruzzi 
Piemonte 
Lombardia 

regional law No 9 of 30 January 1990 
regional law No 14 of 21 February 1990 
~egional law No 105 of 14 December 1989 
regional law No 64 of 8 November 1989 
regional law No 38 of 4 July 1988 

3 Measures guaranteeing the right to study 

Measures to help students with particular reference to 
university teaching, recognition of diplomas obtained following 
b cou~se of study abroad, integration into the national 
educational system, courses in the Italian language and 
culture, integration courses in the mother tongue, courses in 
civics, the provision of grants for study to immigrant 
university students without financial support. 

rche 
veneto 
Emilia-Romagna 
Piemonte 
Lombardi a 

regional law No 40 of 2 November 1988 
regional law No 9 of 30 January 1990 
regional law No 14 of 21 February 1990 
regional lav No 64 of 8 November 1989 
regional law No 38 of 4 July 1988 
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4 Measures for the promotion of employment 

The establishment of adequate means of information by providing 
documentation in sevebal languages to guarantee all immigrants 
equal rights and opportunities to start work, incentives for 
activities in agriculture. commerce and the traditional crafts 
where these are performed to a level greater than 50% by former 
emigrants or non-EEC immigrants, measures in support of 
cooperatives~ associations and undertakings. 

Piemonte 
liarche 
Emilia-Romagna 

regional law No 64 of 8 November 1989 
regional law No 40 of 2 November 1988 
regional law No 14 of 21 February 1990 

5 Social and cultural meaBures 0 measures for study and 
research 

Defending the value of the cultural identity of immigrants, 
protecting their social and civic rights, cultural activity 
designed to promote integration between the [immigrant) 
communities and the Italian population, initiatives designed to 
identify Locations for the practice of religion, the 
distribution of notices and information on national and 
regional legislation, observers on the labour market , 
initiatives designed to promote awareness of the cultures of 
citizens from outside the EEC, encouragement of the formation 
of local groups, education on development, on the relations 
between North and South, studies and research. 

Marche regional law No 40 of 2 November 1988 
Lombardia regional law No 38 of 4 July 1988 
Veneto r-egional law No 9 of 30 January 1990 
Abruzzi regional law No 105 of 14 December 1989 
Piemonte cegional law No 64 of 8 November 1989 
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--------------------------------------------------------------

U. Mr PEREZ 

With regard to the brief of this committee, I believe there is little doubt 
that as far as racist attitudes and racism in society are concerned, in the 
case of Spain the social group most often referred to is the travelle,:
corruuunity. I would like to clarify a number of points, as briefly as 
possible, in order to establish the exact composition of the traveller 
community in Spain and the c~usee of the periOdic outbreaks of racism. 

The traveller community in spain consists of some 500 000 persons; it should 
be noted that this community has been living in Spain for many centuries. The 
first document containing evidence of the arrival of travellers in Spain dates 
from 1425, and since then they have been continuouely present. For long 
periods, they were also the only community in Spain characterized by cultural 
differences with respect to the ID&jority population; it is noteworthy that, 
whereas in Spanish history C)E'Ciupa aa !.mpoa:t:ant as the Jews have auffered ' 
large-scale persecution and been forced to leave the country, the traveller 
community, while suffering discrimination and racist treatment from the 
beginning, has atways remained in Spain. 

Today there are a large number of ethnic and cultural minorities in Spain, 
apart from the traveller community, which fo~ ~·mosaic which is currently the 
target of racist attitudes. Such attitudes are expressed frequently within 
civil society, and, unfortunately, also on occasion by the authorities. The 
regional map of Spain reveals that the traveller community is widely 
distributed across the country; however, the treatment it receives varies from 
region to region. It should be noted that the ·largest number of complaints at 
racist attitudes have bean made against the municipal authorities - the level 

'of government closest to the people - which have at times permitted the 
adoption of quite openly racist measures. Su~h attitudes have been rejected 
by large sections of society, but the phenomenon continues, unfortunately, to 
exist. 

From the legislative viewpoint, all the cultural minorities in Spain except 
for the traveller community have expressed their concern at the existing law 
on foreign residents. These minorities obviously suffer from the same 
marginalization and neglect as other disadvantaged groups, but they are in 
Spain in almost all cases for the purpose of seeking work. It is therefore 
logical that these groups should be most concerned by the law on foreign 
residents, since under its provisions foreigners who do not fulfil the 
necessary requirements may be expelled from Spain. However, this problem does 
not affect the traveller community, whose members are Spanish citizens, 
protected by the Spanish legal ayatem on the basis of equality before the law. 
Article 14 of the Spanish Constitution establiahco that all citizens are equal 
before the law, without diocrimination on the basis of race or sex. The 
situation is thus highly positive on paper; despite these provisions, however, 
the fact remains that disturbing outbreaks of racism are frequent occurrences 
Ln Spanish society. 
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It would be very dangercue to lar,<=:::. Sp."tni!Jh eo::i.ety as ·racist • or 'non
racist'. The question is pa::-::i~l<~rly deiicnte i..n tr.e case of the traveller 
community in SpaJ .. n since whe::-e rac:'..r'.: inci-:l.entll occur they are usually closely 
bound up with the deplot·ablo cc.n<::.itio:-:c; of povarty in which Spanish travellers 
have to live. 

Unfortunately, time doe a not ~r;>,it me to 6Uj)pl)' ycu wi.th dotai.led statistics 
on the extreme poverty of the travelle::: corx:l1.mity in Spain. I shall, 
however, cite a few figures" In such areas ae infant mortality and life 
expectancy, the figures for the tr~veller co~~unity ~re at Third World levels, 
while 75% of. travellers are illiterate. 'l'he traditional skills of the 

·community are of little use in the Spain of 1990, and ~o~Ul be of even leas use 
in the Europe of 1992; in vi~ of the obsolcocence of their old crafts, there: 
are only three occupations o~en to travcllera who wish to survive in present
day Spain: itinerant trading, scrap metal collection and ag~:icul.tural labour 
(they may also cccasionally obtain manual work, but only as unskilled 
labourers), Given the 75% illiteracy rate, one must conclude that finding 
employment is the most aerioue p:oble~ facing travellers in Spain today, and 
it is in this field that act5.on must be taken. It is also essential to 
determine whether the occasional racist incidents in Spain actually derive 
from racial prejudl.ce or are of purely economic origin, related to the poverty , 
of travellers' livl..ng condi.t:lona. 

Before the restoration of dar.~ccracy in Spain, there were a number of 
potentially e~:plon~ive lnws based on racist criteria; for instance, certain 
articles of the ·code governing the Civil Guard made specific pejorative 
mention of the traveller community, attthorizin<;t various forms of flagrantly 
unjust and diecr imina tory treatment. However, this· legislation has 
fortunately been repealed by the Congrees of Deputies, and today no-one! in 
Spain supposes that legal justification exicta for nny type of racist 
attitude. The central government has virtually no competencee in the area of 
aoci.al 11nd cultural services; such competencee have been transferred to the 
regional authorities, h'hich are responsible for overseeing actions at 
municipal leveL Under. a nationc.l plan to o.id the traveller community, over 
seventy projects are currently in operatio~ in Spain with a view to combating 
the neglect and social deprivation to 1.>.•hich the cormnunity is subjected. 
Nevertheless, the greatest difficulties arise where, in a number of 
municipalities in different parts of SpKin, there i9 an attitude of social 
rejection, created by unconscious factor3 or by the ~nsidious influence of the 
racist attitudes which are in acme cases propagated by the media in Spain 
(and, I believe, i!'l the rest of Et!.::op2). There is a certain tendency to 
multiply newo reporto presenting e~hn:..c minorities in an unfavourable light, 
and, for some re;:;oon, to i.ncl ucl-e the word 'gypsy· in such reports. This 
tendency ill e;(t.t:emely danger.cun, Gi:Jce many p0ople in Spa!.n are led to 
believe that all travellers ure c:::i•n~nals by pre!?s reports which insist 
excessively on the fact that a cri:r.o wilo co<r.mitted by a traveller. Nor is it 
clear I>Jhy such a specification hae \•':1 bs includod, to insist on the point is, 
in my view, quite blatantly racist, e1nce nothing of importance is added to 
the report of a cr:ime by the nrpc<:ted statement that its author was a 
traveller. 

Similar attitudes are fo~nu in th.o school system. On~ of th0 most pressing 
problems confronting the trev~ller c~~runity in Spftin is the education of its 
children. Considera~'le <';f~orta h:><><~ re<:enti.y be<:!n !P."'de ..Co provide school 
places for traveller chUC:x:er •. but t.he si:npic J?rovisio:l :Jf <1 school place does 
not mean ,1 ch~ld ..._,ill nccr::.."'i~;:~r·ily :r.<:•(:f-... ~_-v"(~ t.Lt! t:,duc\-\Lj_or ;~ nt:edG; if racist 
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incidents derive essentially from absolute tqnoranca of te<NG.Uer: cultur•'. 
then this culture must be studied in schools with a view to preventing such 
occurrences. In Spain, many traveller children who begin school are 
unfortunately obliged to interrupt their studies, for two reasons: first, 
owing to purely economic motives, since they need to work to support thei~: 

families; second, because they often come up against a total. lack of. respect 
for their culture at school. - indeed, u~l.f;leB non-travellers are taught t.o 
appreciate traveller culture rather more than at present, the next generation 
will have the same attitudes u the present one. Today, the replies to 
questionnaires reveal a disturbing picture: most Spanish people, when asked to 
define travellers, say that they are.foreigners. I have tried to explain that 
they have lived in Spain since 1425, but moat people, J.f asked for their 
impressions of the traveller community, can only offer the image of the 
bullfighter, singer or dancer, aDd are unaware that travellers are members of 
an international community of millions of persons, with their own culture, 
language and traditions and perfectly respectable standards of behaviour. In 
fact, travellers just happen to be different, and it is here, X believe, that 
the seeds of racism lie. Spanish society is generally unwilling to tolerate 
the close proximity of a group of people whoso lifestyle is neither better or 
worse, but different; it will be difficult to resolve this problem unless 
schools introduce a multicultural model of education which will enable 
children to study the differencoa between cultures in a spirit of respect and 
coexistence. Unless such action is taken, Spain will continue to suffer from 
outbreaks of racism • ... 
Such outbreaks are also closely related to the question of housing. The lack 
of suitable housing is one of the worst probl-ems confronting travellers in 
Spain. Every time a local authority tries· ·to find houa.i:ng for a traveller 
family, there are massive objections in the neighbourhood; residents' 
associations rise up in wrath brandishing placards and calling for the 
travellers to be expelled.,. This type of crude racism is, unfortunately, also 
met with in some mayors: to give only a recent example, in La Aldea, a small 
locality in Catalonia the mayor decided on his own initiative at a village 
meeting to expel the travellers. Similar decisions by the authorities to 
unilaterally expel travellers continue to occur in Spain; if they are to be 
prevented, society must unanimously repudiate such attitudes, but those 
directly affected must also be involved. One of the most encouraging of 
recent developments is the emergence of an organized travellers' movement, on 
a far stronger basis than anyone would have believed possible in Spain a few 
years ago. It amounts to a major achievement, in the current Spanish context, 
when the authorities decide to deal with a problem affecting travellers on the 
basis of consultations ·with the travellers them!'.elves; in the past, this would 
have been unimaginable. Thus, action to deal with the problems of a group in 
the areas of housing, education or employment, involves coordination of the 
regional and municipal administrations, accompanied by consultation of the 
travellers• representatives in order to ascertain their opinion on proposals 
which, however well-intentioned, may jeopardize the cultural identity of their 
corrununity. The traveller comtllunity has always aspired to social integration 
on the basis of coexistence and respect for ita culture; but it does not want 
assimilation at 'the price of losing its identity, independ~ntly of any racial 
violence. I believe that in the present circumstances in Spain we can look 
forward to the future with confidence, since the racist incidents are 
generally few and far between and, as I have said, are usually related to the 
dc?lorable and impoverished livinq conditions whi.ch the -traveller: comm\lnit-y 
haa t:.u suffer, 
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V. Mr CHRISTENSEN 

In the EYregenis Report of 1985 the very modest section about Denmark 
begins with the words "Right-wing extremism is not at all widespread 
in Denmark". 

It is probably still true that Denmark is no racist country. On the 
other hand it is obvious in many ways in Denmark as in other European 
- and also the other Nordic - countries that the existing racism an1 
xenophobia becomes more and more visible and appears in more and more 
forms in daily life. 

This is worrying. And this is why there is a good reason to tackle the 
subject of Racism and Xenophobia in every European context and now 
follow up the "Declaration Against Racism and Xenophobia" which the 
EEC organs issued so justly and clearly on 11 June 1986. 

The labt four to five years have given us experiences and awareness in 
these fields in Denmark which do not correspond to the basic ideas on 
which we ·thought our society was definitely founded. 

This leads to serious consideration at a ti.me when community of every 
kind between nations and peoples, between people across of borders, 
colour, language and religions becomes more and more essential 
- at a time when equality and human rights ough-l: to be part of any 
agenda for these human relations 
- &nd at a time when super-national institutions should gradually get 
more influen~ial and contribute to ensuring a safe and equal develop
ment for ell peoople. 

If we have to recognize "counter-flows" and a strong disassociation 
from the basic principles and aims of our society deep down in the po
pulation. If there are ever more frequent atttacks on the basic id~a 
that all men are equal and any man has an independent, immeasurable 
value - some would say as a God-created being ·· then there is reason 
to rega=d this new situation with the utmost seriousness and analyse 
not only where to act but also find out how to act:. 

We must not build our houses on porous and fragile foundations. Not 
only worry, but also initiatives and political will is timely. 
Initiatives which will contribute to defending our cultural and 
political democratic fundamental ideas and prevent new crises for 
humanity here in Europe as in the rest of the world. The world whose 
ethical and moral values have hitherto largely been based on our 
thoughts and experiences. 
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To hinder the spread of racism and xenophobia may in several ways be a 
prerequisite for the preser~ation of our culture. 

My background for assessing the development around these questions is 
that for the past 20 years I have been the leader of the Danish Re
fugee Council which among its national and international tasks in
cludes the reception and integration of individuals recognized as 
refugees in Denmark and the responsibility for disseminating inforrna
·tion about refugees in Denmark. 

For many years the national refugee work was regarded as a purely 
humanitarian issue where as a matter of course Denmark took its modest 
part in the same spirit as we Danes undertook to help in massive 
refugee situations in third world countries. 

But with new refugee groups in larger numbers and in particular from 
areas outside Europe it became much more problematic in Denmark and 
the support became less unanimous - it became a much more political 
issue. 

At the same time we found that the immigrant groups from countries 
outside Europe which had made their homes in Denmark for many years 
were now also confronted much more critically. Their rights were 
questioned. Family reunification was hotly debated - often with 
clearly xenophobic arguments. All these changes happened from 1985 
and onwards. 

Let me start with a few figures on our alien and ethnic minority 
groups in Denmark. These are rather small numbers compared with the 
rest of the EEC-countries. 

There are about 145.000 foreigners with resident permit in Denmark. It 
makes less than 3% of the population of 5.1 million. 55.000 of our fo
reign population are from EEC, the Nordic countries, USA and Canada. 

30.000 are recognized refugees. Nearly all arrived during the last 7 
years, mainly from Iran, The Middle East, Viet Nam and Sri Lanka plus 
a fev1 African countries. And there are close uJ 60.000 immigrants -
formerly called guest-workers - from Turkey, PD.!dstan, 1'·1orocco, the 
Philippines. 20.000 were summoned and hi:ced :_,y our industries during 
the years 1960 to 1973, when a comr;>lete etc;~ fc;,r immigration was deci
ded. Many of our guest-workers rerneln.ed, the majority still withot:t 
Danish citizenship. Many of them have, however, in the following years 
up till now been accompanied by their closest family members. 

Let me then move on with a few warda about legislation on racism and 
discrimination. 

Denmark has ratified the UN Convention of 1965 about the abolition of 
any kind of racial discrimination. 

International conventions are not in themselves law in Denmark, but •·re 
have in our national legislation laws and rules which largely fulfil 
the demands of the Convention. 
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A problem ere.:. .:tn democracies which regard freedom of expression as an 
almost holy principle ie Article 4 of the Convention. There is some 
tension between on the one hand the prohibition of certain expres
sions, agitation and statements. as prescribed in the Convention, and 
on the other hand the freedom of expression. 

In precisely this area a number of actual statements of racist and 
discriminatory character have been debated and legally tried. 

Denmark has great traditions of public information and the attitude 
has generally been that information is a better way of combating into
lerance and prejudices than prohibitions and punishments would be. 

An outsider might therefore be surprised to find very wide limits for 
what may be said in the debate of a discriminatory, occasionally 
bluntly racist nature without reprisals from prosecution or court. 

This is a question of attitude. The principle we observe must however 
demand that all responsible political powers and sources of public in
formation ta.ke their responsibilities seriously tool - and the ques
tion is exactly if this is still the case in a sufficiently marked and 
systematic way. 'rhe question is whether public information is used e.s 
actively to combat racism as this confidence in freedom of expressi~n 
abcJt? all, really demands? 

In Denmark He can also produce a number of examples shoTtdng a contrast 
between integration efforts (or rather efforts to mingle and distribu
te burdens) on the one hand and prevention of discrimination against 
immigrants f.md refugees on the other. 

The main issues of the debates and individual legal cases about condi
tions in the boroughs have been for instance the question of the per
centage of immigrant children in primary public school classes in im
migrant areas and t~e number of immigrant families who are given 
council flo.-ts in the same staircase or block of flats in subsidized 
buildings. 

The "little institutional racism" is often the real motive behind a 
large numbe:t of conditions, rejections and dispositions w;hen local po
litical organs and administrations have to declde on issues relating 
to the recep·tion and situation of refugees and immigrants. 

Perhaps the "little institutional racism" is not very deeply fixed or 
considered. i3u.t it is worrying because it may contr.'Lbute to creating 
the basis for and legitimating what is worse. Its basis is often the 
follm-ring: "that tt is simply too complicated to house refugees and 
immigrants Jn the borough - and moreover they are not, after all, very 
popular." "tvlost of the borough's voters are probably against it." So 
if tt is possible to invent some practical, acceptable and not too re.
vealing reason for avoiding them here that is by far 'the most 
preferable. For all parties! ~xt is probably also best for the refuge
es themselves ( ! ) ·that they do not come to a borough which is not vecy 
used to deal.:lng 1tJi th such problems directly" - that type of arguments 
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is the reasoning. However it should be said that many municipalities 
and local administrations have been very positive and received refu
gees very well, and dealt with the problems without a murmur. 

What has been particularly characteristic of the development in 
Denmark is the suddenness of the change of attitude in parts of 
the population - and the fact that politicians and other opi
nion-formers were unprepared for and failed to address it. Moreover it 
is probably characteristic of Denmark that the new situation and the 
challenges for instance in relation to asylum seekers and refugees and 
the increased visibility of foreigners took effect at a time while we 
have a very particular conception of ourselves as good- doers and 
humanists. 

Ever since the Second World War Denmark has moved towards an increa
singly homogenous society, in every respect, ethnically, socially and 
in relation to way of life and values. The largest differences were 
probably between town and country and those differences were not great 
in a country with so small geographical distances. But above all we 
had the conception of ourselves that all the basic ideas about human 
rights, equalities and mutual international obligations had pervaded 
and been accepted by the whole nation in such a way that we could 
allow ourselves to speak with authority on ethical obligations and 
demands to the rest of the world, \.,hether apartheid, persecution or . 
discrimination was at issue. The citizens who did not completely agree 
or have no well-defined attitude with regard to our own role, at least 
remained silent - and this was interpreted as if they tacitly accepted 
eg the clear-cut Nordic profile in questions of human rights and assi
stance to developing countries in UN-contexts. 

On this background the revelation that the grandious attitudes were 
not quite justified as far as the obligations and challenges of the 
confrontation with foreigners at home was concerned, had a particu
larly frustrating or even stupefying effect on many people. 

It was a question of isolated incidents, violent clashes between refu
gees and young Danes, strong verbal attacks and lacking ability to 
flexibly adapt to the tasks associated Hi'th th"::: reception and integra
tion of the considerably larger number of. :r.eft.gc<:c;t;:s from distant coun
tries with foreign cultures as Iran, Sri. Lank<~ c-1.nd the Middle East. 

Being frustrated and unprepared :Ln ·this way made it difficult for many 
people to get into sensible roles and interrelations. Not least I 
believe this to be the case with many politicians. 

Personally I think we can find some explanations af the strong reac
tion, the amount of insecurity and the excessive fear that the new 
phenomenon with asylum seekers and refugees could. ; . .::.t oe controlled 
in the way the welfare state has put a protective shell between the 
citizen and the existentialist conditione of life, the harsh global 
reality outside the shell. 

Have we not after all organised life and do we not after all cor,tribu
te towards the institutions through our taxes in order that they may 
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look after the unpleasant problems so that the individual citizen will 
be protected against confrontations with death, mutilation, torture, 
oppression and persecution. We know the victims from our television 
screens but have had no idea that they were to step into our own daily 
life in the work place or the place of residence and make any demands 
on us. While the welfare state and the international institutions were 
developed, the politicians forgot to remind their electorate of the 
existentialist fundamental conditions of life which would have remai
ned the conditions for all of us without these institutions and this 
organisation of society. Now they are only the daily conditions for 
the part of the world·a population who live in much less stable and 
good environments. The politicians have failed to prepare us for the 
fact that these conditions may come to us in the form of duties and 
demands to share, if we take seriously the ideas on which we have 
built the peace and mutuality of the international community. 

In fact maybe the refugee as a witness from the dramatic world and the 
existentialist conditions of life can in the long run help in the 
public·s understanding of the arguments for the welfare state. 

The welfare state is a good thing and should be preserved, but its 
basis should be nour:i.shed through consciousness~raising and continued 
information. 

Among positive elements must be counted the fact that the Danish press 
and medias in general are very good and engaged, both with regard to 
leading articles and the general attitude. This is true almost without 
exception and no matter what the same press must accommodate - in the 
name of freedom of expression - in the way of letters to the editor. 
And for the sake of numbers printed - of reports and sensational head
lines about refugees and immigrants. 

However the consensus society would turn out to have collapsed in this 
field as \iell. And the polarisation, the contrasts in the debate deve
loped quickly. 

Many of the committed became much too engaged and defensive. They felt 
that immigrants and refugees were misinterpreted and made· scape-goats 
for all social problems. Out of a sense of solidarity they went to th~ 
rescue of the foreigners with totally unconditional and uncritical 
support and consequent stifling. 

As a result of this polarisation harsh words about racism were ex
changed, so that more constructive sceptics kept a fearful silence in 
the debate where they were the ones who might have contributed to for
mulating coherent solutions and keep things in perspective. 

I believe one has to be extremely careful and reticent in using the 
word racist about somebody else, but should rather try to use any 
other explanation first, even of the most negative and dismissive at
titudes. A person who appears racist may be influenced by his ±nsec~
rity about his own identity and inadequate perception of his own place 
in society and of the structure of the world. It may be fear of fo
reigners developing into xenophobia. 
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If one labels a contributor to the debate: racist, one has actually 
fallen into the trap where one has lost the chance of influencing and 
arguing. 

One has given the opponent a p.artlcu.lar trump-card, with which he/s~1e 
can mobilize the populist feeling which is above all nourished by the 
ability to declare oneself disregarded and held in contempt by the es
tablished attitudes and "opinion a.uthor.i.tiea" - "the humanistic lobby 
which try to dictate the ideaa of good and evil in society" as some 
inveterate opponents describe it. 

The dissatisfaction, the protest gather and by giving them the use of 
the word racist one has oneself contributed to pointing out their sca
pegoats, their image of the enemy: those who are diffferent, the for
eigners. 

However, it is in order to talk about and reveal racist tendencies 
which society should guard against and which may develop into some
thing which all people have a latent possibility of succumbing to. 

No man can live without defining himself in relation to his surround
ings if he is to live a proper· life with his own identity and de
mands, as an ego. 

But there is also an imperative need to reach beyond this ego. To 
realise and experience that our ego cannot develop fully unless it is 
a responsible part of different collectives: the family, the local 
community, the nation, Europe - and finally all of humanity. 

Obviously the identity in these relations tends to decrease as the 
circle increases and every person needs to define himself exactly 
through the feeling of there being an "I and The Others" but also a 
"We and the Others". 

The quite decisive point is in o't:her words how to organise our society 
and ourselves so as to achieve a positive feeling of identity in such 
a way that our need to be able to identify some people as "the others" 
does not end up being a need to define some people as "our enemies". 

Or in other words. The fact that we all neGd images of foreigners for 
the sake of our understanding and f.eel:Lng of identity must not end up 
becoming a need for enemy images, 

But often it is simply a question of a positive or negative concept~on 
of oneself and one·s relation to one's surroundings which causes the 
individual to end up in the last-mentioned situation and conceive 
himself in relation to the enemy images. 

The nation· s own discovery that vle were not as morally enlightened as 
we had believed ourselves to be in our relation to the rest of the 
world and that we developed doubts about our own self-value may 
therefore well have contributed to the fact that we in Denmark found 
it difficult to find a defense against forces which would produce 
enemy images and scapegoats. 
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'i'herz, <Jxe oopulist politician~ end there e.re cont::·:tbt;·torz to the 
debate tend:Lng towards fundamentalism, dir~missal of edl :l.dealism and 
oltru.ism f·:n· religious reasons. there are perse.ms who want the 
country fe7lced off for fear of the future of the nation .. 

'C'hey an offer different arguments agalnst t:he tul.iversal validity of 
the decltn:<:ltion of human rights and against inte,:r-rtationa.l moral 
oblig~t.i.ons. 't'hey speak about the nearest popul:l.s'c polit:tcal demands. 

Whether 'ch&y have their origin in reL:lg:l.ous fundamentalist circles or 
ln. populist political circles or simply are concerned nationalists, 
they do not seem to mind being quoted by and made standax·dbeerers for 
the person1;; who nourish a petty xenophobia, by t;be G~nv:!.ous and by many 
of 'chose b:!. tter persons who feel exr;..'Osed to ull r;u.:n:-·ts of inj uatices 
from society and the authori t:i.ea. 

The formulv.ting contributors ·to the debate gain a cer·tain amount of 
popularity from the hatred, the condemm1tion anc1 all ·the protests and 
\;hey do nothing to balance opinions. By :f. ailing ·to dis'cance themselves 
from pr:!.rnH::!.ve and vulgar Em~?res:sions they often :l..nd1r·ect:ly give ;:::, 
hand to l.e::gl t:J.mize violence and racis·t attacks t:he social group,::; 
Hho are their delighted audience and claque" 

He::::; ti",ay ::::tnd establ:tshed and well-known peopl~:. formulat:i.ng the pro
·cests they have not h;t thert:o been able t:o voice ,_ feel they have the 
blessj.ng tu do whatc<.rer they like" 

1\ll Hho fcE'l rejected and have a weak sense of ~Ldent:tt:y now raise 
t;hemselveE and at last find an identity by being able to freely 
express udices and primitive generel.:!..sat::J.ons against the foreig-
ners.. 'rhe"i' can nov·l direct their protests a.nd anger against those whom 
:Lt :Ls easy ·to separate out in. advance and make l:'esponsibh~ for every
thing 'chnt has gone wrong in their otm life or: vrh:tcb. tl!.ey found l\frong 
in societx, 

NithOlJ."t fc.:c.:·muJ.a.t:tng themselves about J.tenophobla and :cacism some of 
these neg·t:·tive contributors to the already d<3st:cuct.ive. debate have 
given spc:,ce and nourishment to racist: oxgurru:mts :Ln the debate and 
g:t ver1 the n.aJt.ed violence its own irlne~c· log.tc arv:1. se!1Se :.tK'l conn.ection 
t:dtb a ca:c,~sz vJhich now e.lso engages ptll.x·ts of ·the ?"(;;,cognized society. 

'I'he popu1:i.ste argue for the easy, the shortr;;::lghted solu'l:ions, without 
any lon-2··term goels, 1;1i thout the v:taion8 of to-!.nor:cm•J • s f~Ociety. Thus 
the popul:, ::t:s have contr-ibuted to norms e·.nd vatuec:~ be::dng dissolved. 
'!'heir chec.p euggest:l.ons and the compet.l.t:Lon obout the selling out of 
att:J.·tud.e:B !H3.ve contaminated many other polittc1.ana and others 
:cesponsibl-.;;; for ·the develop1uent o:E eoc:tety '· 

ThLs proc€::"1~: emphasized the general tendency of dissolution of commu
ni.ties ~ f{,t~=J:.:~: basis of our culture, the feellng of cornmurt:tty around 
cultur,;:; a~:.d history tend to disappear., The Joy of belong.ing to a 
nation, :L~.s h:tstory and culture be lt Danish or other nationality, of 
be.J.ongin9 to a. conunon :Ldentity, :is overshB.dOt<Jed by tm.certainty and 
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fear of what comes to us from outside. The arrival of a couple of 
thousand refugees - instead of being considered a challenge for tes
ting, clarifying and developing our culture - is by many considered a 
threat of the definitive annihilation of Danish tradition, culture and 
will to survive. 

I do not think we should talk about the blessings of the multicultural 
society in this situation . Time is not ripe for that. That would 
create further fear of the stranger and enhance polarization. 

The reception of asylum-seekers and refugees, the presence of migrant 
workers and their families need their own independent reasoning of a 
humanitarian, international and commercial/social character. Further
more, all positive aspects must be emphasized as essential contribu
tions to society. 

If we are to avoid increasing fears of the stranger - xenophobia and 
racism - we must lessen the "fear of touch" and gradually create the 
understanding that foreigners are not only nationality groups with 
certain things in common and special patterns of behaviour which we 
can only define and relate to as groups. We must find ways and means 
which in time create experiences and understanding of every 
single foreigner as an independent individual with as many unique and 
personal traits as other people we know and are close to. 

This process calls for many initiatives and a lot of energy. 

The politicians must ·Come forward - speak up - and no longer timidly 
reproduce their voters· concerns, reservations and objections, but ac 
tively enlighten, mediate and promote respect for the attitudes which 
form the basis of the Declaration on Human Rights and our mutual rela 
tions and obligations across all races and divisions in Mankind. They 
must explain how these obligations should work both globally and on 
the grassroot level. 

"All Human beings are born free and equal in dignity and 
rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience 
and should act towards one another in a spirit of 
brotherhood." 

This is the first article of the Declaration on Human Rights. 

If the politicians will not participate in the materialization of 
thesa goals in our societies, this is one essential reason why to-day 
we see new expressions of racism and xenophobia in Europe. 

But the migrants and the foreigners themselva~ must increase their 
contribution. And it is no use for us to be e0 delicate and so under
standing that we dare not formulate expectations and demands to 
them concerning their behaviour, their participation in and respect 
for the values of the societies they have come to live in. They too · 
must be extrovert for any encounter to take place. 
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The Danish parliament has granted 10 mio Danish kroner to support 
public information about migrants and refugees in our society, in par
ticular, however, to enhance this encounter between Denes and migrants 
and refugees in community organizations, at the individual graseroot 
level. A modest sum with a greet potential. 

Perhaps there is a chance that Denmark, with its limited size and the 
limited extent of its problems and still some flexibility can become a 
laboratory for the carrying out of mediation and public information in 
this field. 

A number of different, limited, opinion polls have been carried out to 
take the temperature of the population's attitude to foreigners. They 
show that there is a lot of ignorance, uncertainty and reluctance. But 
also that the situation is mobile - and in many ways open. 

No matter how vociferous end insistent the opponents may appear in the 
debates in letters to the editor and in public meetings. No matter how 
much they insist that they represent the silent majority - it seems as 
if those who really reject foreigners, who are totally negative, the 
real xenophobs - are still not the majority but only about 10-15% of 
the population. 

At the other end of the scale we find the real positive about 30-35%. 

But by far the majority, moat probably above SO%, are wavering, 
reluctant, both positive and negative: Dent know. 

The danger of the debate which goes on these days is that the negative 
continue with increased force and attack the foreigners, attack the 
institutions that assist them, criticize the government for not 
closing the border, for not telling the real number of foreigners, and 
the alleged expenses and negative effects to society caused by the fo
reigners. 

Fatigue overcame the positive debaters a long time ago. They feel it 
is no use any longer to correct the false myths and to argue for their 
attitudes and opinions. But we see now that it is dangerous to let 
the debate continue based only on the allegations of the opponents and 
their hatred, without a calm and consistent rebuttal of their argu
ments. 

Fatigue and silence about the truth has paved the road for many 
evils in the history of Europet 

Xenophobia has become an instrument to promote major changes in 
society and destruction of its philosophical basis. It is extremely 
dangerous to try to silence these attacks through silence. The autho
rities must continue to participate in the debate, to rebut false al
legations and to confirm information and attitudes. Otherwise the 
poison will spread, and the SO% will start moving more and more in the 
negative direction. 
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I do not believe that in the years to come we shall be able to dimi
nish the number of xenophobs to any major degree. But it is important 
and has a positive effect that the foreigners themselves participate 
individually in the life of society and the public debate with argu
ments, information etc. and thus limit the effects of the attacks. It 
is important slowly and extremely patiently to accustom the large 
group of SOt to listen to the argumentation, to dare being open and 
receptive, to wish the encounter with the foreigners, to get to know 
their background and personality. 

But the politicians· participation, information and encounter is not 
enough. 

For in the same way that the powerful - the authorities - must be 
responsible to fight xenophobia, we, too, must practically and 
concretely fashion our societies in a way that the weak ones no longer 
need xenophobia. That is, we must create societies which do not have 
large groups of socially dispossessed, poor and unemployed which are 
in need of quick and easy explanations of the misery and dejection of 
their existence as it is. It is always tempting to say that "it is the 
migrants• fault that I do not have a job or a place to live." 

The larger the disproportions and the injustices are in a society, the 
more fertile is the soil for xenophobia. 

We need a multitude of initiatives in order for fear and hatred of 
foreigners to almost dissolve themselves. Xenophobia is understandably 
unthinkable the moment the foreigner is no longer a foreigner. The 
concrete encounter between ourselves and the foreigners, between 
myself and the foreigner is, in the final analysis, the only effective 
way to eradicate xenophobia. 

Asylum Policy in EEC. 

The Danish Refugee Council works in close cooperation with UNHCR and 
has many international links and activities :Ln protection of and assi
stance to refugees. 

We participate actively in a European network c:,f NGO refugee agencies 
on legal matters, advocacy, research and iniormation, ECRE (European 
Consultation on Refugees and Exiles). 

Among NGOs there is a concern as regards the present trend in the Eu
ropean refugee policy and practice. The increased numbers of asylum 
seekers coming to Europe in the last decade bcs created a situation, 
where governments seem to be more anxious to aet full control and 
protect themselves against asylum seekers, rather than to find solu
tions to refugee problems. 
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Whatever restrictions they have invented on their borders to reduce a 
certain abuse of asylum procedures have either pushed also people in 
severe need of protection and genuine refugees around from one country 
to another or have complicated all humanitarian refugee assistance in 
Europe and are thereby undermining the application of Human Rights. 

It has indeed added to the already growing conception among the 
populations that foreigners could be considered as enemies of the 
nation and thereby lead to xenophobia and racism. 

It has in no way led to a coherent and balanced refugee policy based 
on our cultures traditional humanitarian attitude and the Human Rights 
Declaration. 

The actual formulation and intention among the 12 EEC-countries on 
a treaty of asylum is carried out in secrecy. Until recently even 
without advice or participation from UNHCR, and without any access 
to a public debate or a debate in our national parliaments. 

This is pernicious and dangerous for the understanding and support 
from the positive elements in the population. How can public awareness 
be built and public information function without knowledge and access 
to the subject-matter? 

From the little we know of this Convention - or Treaty - on Asylum 
inside the EEC-borders we are highly concerned and would by far have 
preferred the type of cooperation which is based on Human Rights: Pro
tection of all persons in need of protection, and based on durable 
solutions. 
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W. Mrs YOTOPOULOS-MARANGOPOULOS 

I. Rachl d1scr1m1nat1on and xenophobia do not really exist in Greeee. The 
two Fascist regimes that have existed in Greece (the Metaxas dictatorship 
from 1936-1941 and the Colonels' regime from 1967 to 1974) did not involve 
racial discrimination or xenophobia. The present party of the extreme Right 
(the National Party) is insignificant, obtaining a mere O.lr. of the vote on 
8 April 1990 and does not propagate a racist ideology. However, political and i 

economic refugees and foreign workers in general suffer a certain amount of , 
discrimination - though not racial - due to their disadvantaged position in 
society and Greek legislation which seeks to maintain public order and, 
national secur1ty and to prevent an increase in unemployment among Greek 
nationals. 

II. There are many reasons for the absence of xenophobia and racial 
discrimination in Greece. There is a long tradition of emigration in Greece 
(formerly emigrants went to Trieste, Vienna, Russia, Rumania, Egypt and the 
USA and more recently they have gone to Germany and elsewhere). Thus Greeks 
are not disturbed by the presence of foreign workers in their country and are 
more ready than other peoples to sympathize with their d1ffi~ult lot. 

2. The number of foreign workers in Greece 1s not very high. According to· 
the official statistics of the Ministry of Labour in 1989 there were 24,662, 
including 6,255 Greeks from Albanh, Cyprus and Turkey and 8,665 from EEC 
countries (see Table 1 attached). 

in · 
the 

The real figure is, of course, much higher since political refugees 
particular but also economic refugees often work without a permit so that 
authorities are - or pretend to be - unaware of their presence especially in 
particularly difficult cases. The real figure is rumoured to be 70,000. 

3. Most refugees stay 1n Greece for a 1 imited amount of time while awaiting 
permission to emigrate to other countries (for instance, Canada and 
Australia). However, it has become much more difficult to emigrate to these 
countries in recent years and refugees remain 1n Greece for between two and 
three years. 

4. A large proportion of foreign workers in Greece perform work which Greeks 
themselves do not wish to do and they are not perceived as competing for jobs. 
Women from the Philippines and Ethiopia are usua·lly employed as a live-in 
housekeepers or as nurses, jobs which Greek women do not desire for 
themselves. -Many male foreign workers have seasonal jobs, nD"tably 1n 
agriculture (fruit-pickers) or tourism {hotel staff, waiters, kitchen helps 
etc.) during the period when additional labour is needed. 
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5. Greeks are natural businessmen and have thus never felt threatened by 
minorities 1n Greece exercising the same trade. Thus the Jewish population 1n 
Thessolonika which was large and prosperous up to the Second World War was not 
discriminated against or persecuted; the population of this city included rich 
families and also large nulllbers of refugees from Asia Minor who had settled; 
there after the Ash Minor d1u.ster of 1922, were hard workers successful: 
businessmen and were accustomed to 11v1ng with foreigners since they • 
themselves had long 11ved under oppressive Turkish rule. 

6. The national and re11g1ous homogeneity of the population of Greece is not 
a fertile breeding-ground for national or religious fanaticism leading to 
hatred and persecution. The opposite occurs, for instance, 1n countries where 
nationhood 1s based on a separate religious identity which feel oppressed and' 
threatened by other countries which practise a different religion. 

III. However, there are some legal and practical barriers to full respect of 
human rights for foreigners. 

Legal problems regarding foreigners and particularly refugees 

(a) Greek legislation does not sufficiently protect refugees in respect of 
1 

labour. Greece has ratified the 1951 Geneva Convention (-legislative Decree 
No. 3989/59) and the 1967 New York Protocol (Compulsory Law No. 389/68) but 
has expressed a number of reservations regarding Article 17 of the 
Convention. 

(b) The procedure for granting political refugee status and asylum is 
relatively slow and does not provide sufficient protection in practice. Greek 
legislation is often interpreted in an excessively narrow way (Law 
No. 4301/1929) and illegal immigrants are prosecuted until their status as 
refugees is definitively recognized by the Greek legal authorities; this 
frequently occurs in violation of the relevant international provisions whtch, 
under Article 28(1) of the Greek Constitution, take precedence over national 
laws where they have been rat1f1ed. 

(c) Under 1 aws Nos. 4310/1929 and 1346/1983 work permits are only issued to 
foreigners {who are not refugees) who have been summoned from their own 
country. This means that foreigners already living in Greece may not apply 
for work permits. Work permits may only be granted after an investigation 
into the labour market, public order considerations etc. Where bilateral 
agreements exist the relevant provisions apply. 

In accordance with Article 26 of Law No. 1346/83 the permits issued to 
domestics and nurses are non-transferable both as regards the employee and the 
employer and may under no c1rcumstances be renewed beyond a period of five 
years. In practice, circulars lay down the same conditions for other foreign 
workers. Because Greek 1 aw 1 ays down that contracts are non-transferable as 
regards the employer and must be signed before the employee 1s invited to work 
for a fixed period of time, 1t h impossible for the former to change 
employer in case of maltreatment. Foreign workers often suffer because of 
th1s. However, the fact is that this legislation was adopt.ed in order to 
protect women especially Asian women from Thailand etc. who are invited 
to Greece and then transferred from the person 1ssu1ng the 1nv1tat1on (often a 
private businessman) to other persons for every kind of exploitation 
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{prostitution etc.) 1n breach of fundamental human rights, respect of the 
human person and dignity and the prohibition of slave labour etc.). 

(d) The law provides severe penalties for employers who employ foreigners 
without work permits: for instance, Article No. 26 of law No. 1345/1983 
provides for a minimum 3 months imprisonment a fine and payment of 
deportation costs; employers who continue to employ foreigners after the: 
expiry of their work permits are heavily fined. 

Problems and discrimination in practice 

(a) Illegal employment of ima1grants or refugees obviously creates favourable 
conditions for economic exploitation, 1 .e. lower pay, no social security etc. 
This is of course a clear infringement of Article 22(1), subparagraph (2), of 
the Greek Constitution and international labour conventions. But this is not 
due to racism or a desire to humiliate foreigners, 
businessmen's tendency to drive a hard bargain. 
children and women - are treated 1n much the same way. 

it is merely due to a' 
Illegal Greek workers-

To the employees the employer justifies h1s behaviour by arguing that he faces 
severe penalties if detected. 

(b) The 11v1ng conditions of refugees in the refugee camp at Lavrio, (55 
1<.1"1ometres south of Athens) are highly unsatisfactory: refugees do not enjoy 
the social right of a tolerable standard of living. For instance, although 
the buildings were built to house 250 persons each they now house 
approximately 400 each and a considerable number of persons have no shelter. 
In 1989 the state spent 300,000,000 drachmas on this camp, which is 
1nadequate fo~ this purpose though not in terms of the Greek state budget. 

(c) Owing 
categor1 es 
popu·l at1on 
notably by 

to a lack of public information, certain relatively numerous 
of refugees (Kurds for instance) were ill received by the Greek 
at the borders; this behaviour ceased after 1 nformat ion campaign 
the UN Refugee Service. 

IV. Conclusions - proposals 

As stated above, racial discrimination and xenophobia - especially in the 
con text of fa sc 1 sm - do not pose any serious prob 1 ems 1 n Greece. However, 
refugees and foreign workers face problems and need greater protection. 

There is no long-term policy in Greec~ for the immigration and settlement of 
persons from other Community countrhs and third countries. However, measures 
should be taken to (a) ensure th~t refugees are entitled to work, (b) provide 
a better standard of living for refugees and (c) put an end, as far as 
possible, to the exploitation of foreign labour. 

A year ago a non-governmental ot·gan1zat1on entitled 'The Greek Refugee 
Council' was founded in Athens with this objective. We consider that the EC 
countries should adopt a joint approach to these problems. I would suggest, 
in particular, to provide refugees with healthier and more humane living 
conditions. This is particularly important because, owing to proximity, 
certain countries t-eceive more refugees, who are more destitute than others 
(for instance Greece receives Kurds, Iranians, Turks, Pakistanis, Ethiopians 
etc.) . 
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I would also suggest that relevant national authorities (Ministries of Public 
Order, Ministries of Labour etc.) cooperate on a systematic basis with a 
delegation of the UN High-Comatssion for Refugees in their respective 
countries and with non-governmental organizations concerned with this topic. 

I should like to bring my brief address to a conclusion by saying a few words 
about our Foundation which has been concerned from the very beginning with the 
problem of racism (see Athens Appeal. Annex 2 and special UNESCO volume on 
'Racism, Science and Pseudo-science' from the 3-day symposium held by UNESCO 
and our Foundation in Athens in 1981); at present it is undertaking special 
research, funded by the Conmission of the European Conmunities, on the law 
governing, and social problems facing. foreigners in Greece. 
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X. Mrs MISSISTRANO 

Ladles and gentlemen, 

Ve have decided to devote our statement spectfically to the activities 

of our association. 

The main object of our deliberations and activities is to define an 

approach to these questions that will enable us to check the rise of 

rar.ism and xenophobia. 

Introductory remarks 

No new provision on racism and xenophobia has entered into force in 

Belgium since June 1980; 

- It is worth noting the breakthrough of the Flemish extreme right at 

the 1988 local elections. At present the town of Antwerp is 

facing serious difficulties because of the general hardening of the 

situation with the election of numerous representatives of the 

Vlaams Blok to the Communal Council; 

- This group, which is not a new one, is also causing great 

difficulties in some Flemish communes an the periphery of Brussels: 

disturbances to the smooth functioning of the Communal Councils, 

demonstrations, etc ... in reaction to the fact that French speakers 

are often in the majority: 

- ln education, various incidents have been occurring in certain 

schools. The Human Rights League has not investigated this 

matter. 
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- The set t1 ng up ot the Royal Ca!!!1l!i ssiou for llm».igra tian Policy 

is il oojor step forward with a. view to e::wmning the 

difficulties connected with the integration of Belgian and 

i1llllllgrant civilian society and of the political class as a whole. 

The debate has begun and he.s already produced a. variety of results. 

The Council of Ministers haG given its assent to a draft law to 

faciHtate access t.o natiouHty. 

Similarly, there are signe of a soluUon as ngard.s the setting up of 

,. representative body for the Muslim coll!IllUnity ~rhich will act as a 

spokesman recognized both by the XusHms themselves and by the public 

autho:d.ties. 

Ladia<> and gentlemen, 

On behalf of the Human Rights League and the !nternat:lonal Human 

RightlC! Federatl.on let rua thank you for gi.ving me the opportunity here 

to lllilke a feH remarks '\fhich He can Include in thB file you are putting 

together. 

By way of introduction. to tb.a subject, i \; seel!!6 !!. good idea to define 

a fe1.f tenr.s. When ~<'re see th•~ urnount of work done and the attention 

paid to training in the Franca National Front in order to forllllllate a 

langu<qse that will "hit the mark'' &nd train the militants to speak in 

very specific tenus, when w.e also see how every text drafted in the 

ne1.,rspapers of the extr·eme t'ight ju:rtaposes ideas and facts that are 

EJ(act wt th lies and d:l.scri:m.inatory reoorks, 

fundv~t.entally .lmporte.nt it is to canLf\Jll} consider our words and 

also tha general situation around us. 
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ror these reasons I will remind you here of the definition of the term 

"racism• given in the French Petit Robert dictionary: "theory of the 

hierarchy of races which concludes that it is necessary to preserve 

the so-called superior race from any interbreeding and that this race 

has the right to dominate the others". By extension, it is "a range o! 

reactions which, consciously or not, accord with this theory". 

Can we still believe with any certainty that this is the philosophy 

that prevails in the minds o! those who are most generally described 

as racists, perhaps for the sake o! simplicity? 

In general terms, what is it we are witnessing in Prance and also in 

Belgium? 

It would seem that the words used on a day to day basis, at street 

level, are reactions born of fear. They find expression in a general 

discontent , and to relieve that feeling, in the desire to exclude, 

more or less forcibly, if not by violence, any foreigners. 

Let me emphasize that I think if we do not address people on the basis 

of what moves them, of what impels them to act, we have no chance of 

combatting and checking this growing feeling and the serious 

consequences to which it gives rise, with the result that some people 

exploit it tn the way we have seen. 

On the other hand, if we look at the term Mxenophobia", again in terJBS 

of Le Petit Robert, we find •hostility to foreigners, to things 

foreign", which brings us closer to the feeling described above. 
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Looking at this hostility, we must also inquire into its sources: 

There are four dominant feelings: 

a real and imaginary sense of insecurity; 

- a real and suppos€d sense of loss of identity; 

- the <quite imaginary> fear of material losses stemming from a loss 

of wealth: 

- a demographic fear of the threat of ertinetion of a race and 

therefore of death. 

lt we add the fact that these feelings are primarily directed at 

people of M3.ghreb origin, and knowing of the centuries-long historic 

cp?osition between Christtanity a~d Islam, it becones clear that hare 

l ~.es th~ aource of the poison that gives rise to discrimi:utton and. 

!losti lit 1· 

ln this context, let me tell you of the views of 1\.l.ain Finite~kraut. 

Perhaps you are familiar with them. Briefly, Finkelkraut said there is 

:.o people's party in France any mora. In this sense, t;,.e collapse of 

the ~~olllJlll.lnlst Party 1s a disaster. The Socialist Party, the "oligarchy 

of modernity" does not know the people and can neither listen tn them 

nor tal.k to them. So the National Front has a .free field to exploit, 

in whatever way it can, the frustrations and discontent of the pecple. 

If ~nanigrat1cn was the first subject seized OT.l by that party, t~d;,y 

'fie -;;ee it tackle such matters as ecology and social problems. 'tle ';;Jliy 

be sure th!l.t this is not a matter of chance. Nor is their concern with 

~n.e third world countries, a subject touched on here and there as an 

3nswer ~a the ftows of immigration. 
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Fortunately, the ,;ituation in Belgium is slightly different, although 

::.at very brilliant either. The Socialist Party <the Com.muds~ Party 

Mver had more than a very small representation> remains much cioser 

to the people, to their difficulties, their ideas, if only because 

their elacted members are liLICh DOre perllllnently represented in their ' 

communes and towns. As !or the Liberal Party, although clearly part of 

the traditional deDOCratic pattern, 1 t re!lects those trends that 

demand the most radical solutions. It tends to use and apply the DOSt 

demagogic legal methods, contrary to certain principles of respect for 

human rights. 

Yet the situation here looks healthier than in France, at least in the 

French community in Belgium. 

Let us return to the four fears listed above and to very practical 

experiences gained by the Huaan Rights League. 

In 1988, an easily identifiable group called MThe friends of Kadame 

Ph111ppart" circulated a xenophobic tract during the local elections 

in the Schaerbeek Commune. 

ile \fl"Ote to it to tell 1 t that this tract conflicted with the law 

against racism and xenophobia but that we thought it advisable to meet 

them and talk to them about it. 

'!le did not receive a reply for several months. So we wrote again, and 

the terms for a meeting ware set out. 

Four members of the League met some thirty members of that group in a 

roam in their commune. 
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The four feelings l referred to became apparent one by one, in a 

really dramatic way. 

"lie no longer dare to go to the cineM at night! Do you find that 

normal?• 

Reply: NO 

"lie no longer know where to go in our area, there ts not a single 

Belgian cafe! lie no longer !eel at home. Do you find that normal?» 

Reply: M\{e can understand why that would be difficult to cope with". 

Ve held a dialogue with them for three hours, quite informally, 

freely, dnd without attempting to teach them any moral lesson. We 

simply listened and replied, but also began to set limits when the 

solutions they proposed to their difficulties conflicted with respect 

for human rights. 

1o ths question: "Do you regard us as racists?" our reply wae "No". 

The huge relief they felt made them speak leas angrily and one of them 

s~id that he was helping immigrant children to do their homework while 

anothar said she was a teacher and loved the children from 20 

different nationalities that she had in her class ... 

A second meeting was fixed. I would like to read you two letters, the 

.first is the respon6e of the group to our first meeting, the second, 

f•orn the Human Hights League, fixes the terms of the second meeting'. 
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This dialogue has produced a whole range of results as regards the 

League's reasoning in its policy on immigration and the processes of 

integration <which, incidentally, is now very advanced>. 

The text of the proposals from the League to the Royal Commission for 

llllllligration Policy will be given separately' 

The population groups we have considered, no.Dely those of Xuslim 

religion, farm a component of Belgian society. As a result we must 

finally give up the illusion that they will leave, but also the 

illusion of their forcible repatriation <for whatever reason: 

deportation of offenders, measures to persuade them to return which 

conflict with the theory of settled populations>.· 

Their presence within Belgian society also implies the free play of 

democracy, which means accepting conflicts while trying to find 

negotiated solutions. 

Ve should therefore uphold, and the immigrants must also accept, the 

absolute need for them to become a valid part of civilian society by 

taking part in the associations and interest groups that have already 

been formed and by setting up organizations to put forward the 

specific demands of the foreign communities and lastly by taking part 

in the electoral process. 

On a !ew seosit~ve ;...:!:r.ts. the :t~:r.au Ri~~ts 1.:HJ~C~ !ll~;o "';lphasi:.:es the 

icportance of l=if\C!Lnts a.qutri.:;g Sel~lan no.ti::mal:.ty by a 

s1mpl1f1catton cf the admin1stret1ve procedures. 

This it!pltes 9. dut] to ~om 1nvol\"ed !.n the ::.:u:.~ge2nt of local 

A! fa trs. 
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G1\'1ng or cot•!:u·:-ing t~a r!gt.t ~o ·:c~c it:> .a :.zzc.sure \./<! thin:\.: is doo~d 

to h!lure g1 ven the 1 nte::-:t:~l ~Qnjl tto.:.s c! Selg!an pc!tej t~ad ln 

particut~r th~ ~lemisb appos!tic:. 

~he .i::l?Ortan.:a cf ·'!?PZ"O?da.tc ~c!ucc·t~:::n. '::.<: pnssib~lfty '.J! :::-ee 

'..:hcice of r-::si•~snct! Ct:noc::Cd by l.r<:t:le !oz: o! +:::! la:, ct iS December 

l;so wh.i.c!l .t . .;rt:>1d.s < ~.:--tAin !::::-eignerc; !rc.::~ .-c:;;!dl:-,c: cr tat~.us up 

the::- abode !~ cert~1n ~~~ue6} 

1"l\1;; disc:-ln::!:-.:~.to:-y !'JC:J.el•:e, ,.;b.i.:l: to:; ~ib;~y ':.·:~ ~;'! c-::J.deGII\ed by tb.e 

Et:roptlan Court of het.l<::~ ~1:. :.it;a:::~;:;..:rs. ::.a.s "'la.;:cus ad•1ere;e effects. 

The l:!ul:lll.:l Ris!t~s L~o.01.:~:: c~.n<!. tb.e KR!X will cc;ont!.etnn them Gil. 11 April 

1990, o.s toe:y w1l i .::onG.o2m the .11Gcr1lll1Mt1cn of th9 ea.me kind, but 

W1 tho~,.;t ilny legJ.l oasis, su!fer'ld by tb.e Proer.ch-speal::i:l.g popule.tlon !.n 

Ve come now to jobs and security. 

That is a particularly important subject. Some districts in the 

Brussels agglomeration have been abandoned by the forces of order 

<police and constabulary> except for sudden raids and attacksfrom time 

to time that are ineffectual and give rise to violations of rights. 

Here too the League wants to take action. The tensions will not be 

relieved so long as people suffer from this state of insecur!.ty that 

is quite unjustifiable. This must at the very least be recognized. 
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to be both pragJM.tic, really to tackle the difficulties and needs 

felt by the existing population groups, Belgian and foreign, and to be 

rigourous in terms of respecting huaan rights. 

ile feel the time has COllie <the third generation of immigrants is 

growing up> to set up a dialogue between equals with these comaunities 

of foreign origin on the basis of mutual respect and respect for the 

legally constituted state. 

One argument we regard as basic. quite apart from all the vicissitudes 

of everyday life which remin unsatisfactory for many on both sides, 

is the reference to the supranational laws to which our constitutional 

state subscribes: 

• The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights 

The United Nations agree.ant&. 

There is r.o longer any reason to think th&.t we can in the na11e of 

tu~tgration ~o back an the range of democratic achievements ~hich make 

tt1s country a member of the international community. 

This applies both to the deue.nds by certain groupe of our people, a'nd 

to certain Integrationist groups who think that by calling on sotoo 

form of respect for dif£erencea they can overthro~ certain principles 

whi~h have now become universal legal norms. 

\tie have not here considered the exponential growth iu the number of 

~pplicants for ~sy~um in Europe, which ~~ves r!se to many problems. 

l'\oreover, foreigners Legally resid~nt h. EEC countries sufier basic 

d 1 scrl. ml nation 1 n their f reea.om of oovement. 

These q•1est1rms are dsc dealt with in Annexes 3 and 4 "'htcb. lla'fe been 

Mde availe.bla to you and in tlle documents on the Schengen 

agreements•, on which the League b.4s expressed the o.ecessary 

reserv~tion6 in relation to the rights oi EEC foreigners. 

Thank you. 
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Y. Mr LAPEYRE 

May I first of all express my thanks to you for inviting me to this hearing, : 
and transmit the apologies for absence of the other Secretary-General, who 
has an engagement -in Milan. 

The trade union movement is deeply concerned and aware of its responsibilities 
as far as racism and xenophopia are concerned. These are cyclical phenomena 
which should always be viewed in an economic context; in particular, 
unemployment and the associated aarginalization and rejection tend to generate : 
racism and xenophobia whenever they occur. Tho uniona have always been active 
in the defence of the rights of vorkers- and when I use the word •workers•, I: 
intend it to be understood in a context of internationalism and solidarity, 
even if such notions may seem a little outdated to the prisoners of fashion. 
In my view, internationalism and solidarity are vital concepts for the union 
movement. 

We are wholeheartedly in favour - despite all the obstacles - of the 
construction of Europe on the basis of cohesion, harmonization and solidarity. 
It should be st:zessed immediately, however, that harmonization at Community 
level is not to- be confused with standardization; the Community must not 
level out the different cultures on which Eurc;>pe's rich heritaqe is based. 
To<Jether with- Parliament, we have conducted- -a major campaign in defence of 
fundamental social rights in the context of the completion of the internal 
market. The results of this campaign are still not certain, and thia 
important point ie not unrelated to the present topic of discussion. It ia, 
however, bizarre that thie process of European construction should have been 
based on a virtually ur~itigated free-market concept of Eucope; such a concept 
entails severe risks - including social dumping - especially in view of the 
continuing crisis. When we demand equal treatment for all workers within the 
Community, we are of course referring to workers from the Member States, but 
also and at the same time to all workers, who should be treated equally from 
the moment they begin to work in the country concerned. 

However, the principle of equal treatment poses considerable problems with 
respect to certain legislative proposals which are likely to be submitted to 
Parliament this year. A case in point is the draft Community instrument -
which we hope will for.m the basis of a directive on transborder 
subcontracting. In a field like this, we muat be wary of the employers• 
argument that it is acceptable to build the new Europe by exploiting the 
variations in social costs and welfare provisions among Member Stat"es. 
Suppose, for instance, a Portuguese construction firm is allowed to tender for 
a public contract to build a hospital or a motorway in Denmark, obtains the 
contract on the basis of lower social costs and then imports 2000 or 3000 
Portuguese workers to carry out tha work on the basis of Portuguese 
conditions: situations like this, amounting to a perversion of the 
construction of Europe, could provoke chauvinist reactions leading to racist 
and xenophobic attitudes. There is therefore a need for considerable 
vigilance. How would a Danish employer react to the 9«anting of such a 
contract to a Portuguese public worke company and the importing of 3000 
Portuguese construction workers? He would tell the Danish workers: ·~e have 
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lost the contract, so redundancies may follow; and if you want us to get the , 
next contract, we shall have to look again at your welfare coverage, your 
wages and your health and safety standards, which are all beginning to look 
too high'. The result would be a vicious circle which would provoke protest 
movements by workers over the social questions involved. It follows that, in 1 

the construction of Europe, basic social rights must be considered essential 
to any concept of Europe based on democracy and solidarity; although social 
rights have traditionally taken second place to human rights, we believe that 
social and trade union rights form an integral dimension of human rights as a 
whole. No democracy can work without free trade unions. Unions are workers' 
associations with the right to organize, take action and negotiate freely; I 
know of no real democracy without free unions. These social rights are, then, 
esaential to democracy. 

With regard to political democracy, the European Trade Union confederation 
believes that Community citiz:ens should be entt.tled to participate in local 
and national elections. In the case of non-community citizens, we believe 
that they should be able to participate in local elections; · this is an 
important demand which should not be dismissed as utopian, however it may have 
been received in the past. 

Another pressing problem is the integration of second and third generation 
immigrants. As I have already pointed out;, unemployment tends to generate 
racist and xenophobic attitudes; there are currently almost 16 m unemployed in 
the community, ~nd the situation has been worsening year by year. In spite of 
the higher growth levels recently achieved in the Community, and certain 
trends towards job creation, it remains almost impossible to reduce the mass 
unemployment. created during the years of crisis, and the unemployed tend to 
sink. into marginalization. The 16 m unemployed in~lude 5.5 m who have been 
out of work. for over a year, while 35\ of th>' unemployed have been jobless for 
more than two years. This situation of :narginalization and poverty also 
affects emigrant workers, and tends to con<iition current reactions. There 
are, however, moves to extend vocational ·truining, both by providing initial 
training in pt:-imary and secondary schools and by instructing people in new 
occupations and skills. 

I would like, finally, to point out that there is a certain interrelation 
between international agreements. We are saddened and disturbed to note that 
the Council of Europe convention on the status of migrant workers, signed in 
1977, has been ratified by only four Member States (France, the Netherlands, 
Portugal and Spain). This convention covers the rights to equal treatment, to 
education and training, to social security and to the integrity of the family. 
Certain Hember States, however, including Belgium, the FRG, Greece, Italy and 
Luxembourg, have signed the convention but, as yet, failed to ratify it. Hany 
fine words are spoken on integration and equality; but the fact that there are 
international instruments which have not been ratified by countries which have 
signad the convention (I say nothing of those which have not signed) is, I 
submit, totally unacceptable, bearing in mind the protestations of certain 
governments, Hember States and political leaders. 

Hr Chairman, thank you. 
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Z. Mr MIRANDA 

am deeply honoured to be here today to 
Parliament's Committee of Inquiry into Racism 
immigrant African communities in Portugal. 

testify before the European 
and ~enophobia on behalf of the 

This European Parliament initiative could not come at a better moment: for 1f 
times are propitious for European integration and the citizens of Europe Qre 
at last fulfilling an ancient ambition to live in peace, security and 
prosperity and to express their 11berty, identity and creativity in a society 
based on democracy and respect for human rights, the same cannot be said of 
lhe non-European Communities attracted to Europe by its prosperity and 
civilization. 

An exclusive Europe? 

The African, Asian and Latin American immigrants 1 iving in the European 
Community countries who have contributed to Europe's present prosperity fear· 
- w1 th some justification - that a un1ted Europe may seek to exclude the 
peoples with which it entered 1nto contact during the centuries of European 
expansion, peoples who form the basis of Europe's social diversity and 
material wealth. Worst still: the outlook for hundreds of thousands of 
young peopie who, though born in Europe and educated in European values suffer 
discrimination on account of their race, culture and native language is 
particularly alarming when political parties involved in government take over 
the most repulsive extreme right-w1ng racist and xenophobic ideas supposedly 
in order to pro teet the prosperity of nat 1 ve Europeans and to b 1 ock the 
electoral progress of those parties which are banking on a resurgence of 
nazism and fascism. 

The European ideal and European integration would lack credibility without the 
constant efforts be1ng made by the European Parliament to check the resurgence 
of racism and xenophobia and to uncover the structural mechanism that make 
l~ntgrant ~orkers and their descendants islands of poverty amid a growing ~ea 

of prosperity. If the human race and the 'global village' which the world is 
today are to survive, the third millennium must be a millennium of moral 
progress tn which the universal values of liberty, equality and fraternity are 
consolidated. Portugal is- a country which is justly proud of pioneering 
European expansion and of having maintained special ties over i:.he ce.nunes 
with peoples of all races and cultut·es. It is also justly proud of its 
achievement in integrating in record time and without particular pr<Jbl.;,ms 
?.lmost a million persons from its former colonie:; in the wake vf 
decolonizatlon, Including many thousands of nat1ves from these newly 
Independent states who opted to settle 1n the former colonial capital. 
However, it would be wrong to conclude from this ~apia and harmonious 
'ontegr·atlon that Portugal was the only Community country untainted b:' ~acism 

and xenophobia. Many generations of Portuguese people grew up under t~e sway 
of an imperial ideology Insistently proclaimed by influent1al institutions 
such as school and the church; a whole generation was sacrificed In the 
longest war· of decolon1zat1on in Africa; although Portugal can point to the 
ties. of peaceful coexistence formed during the centuries of trading which 
preceded tho military occupation of the colonial territories at the beginning 
of this century, as something which speaks In its favour nevertheless, 
Porlu~uese colonialism- like that of other European powers- involved Inhuman 
practices s.uch as plratry, slave trafficking, forced labour and the cultural 
violation of the colonized peoples. 

Porlugal, like most Community countries Is thus In the contradictory position 
of pursuing European 1ntegratton based on the principles of freedom and 
respect for others whtch are proclaimed as universal values while at the same 
time bearing a heavy burden of backward-looking values and practices which 
lriggered ~he most bloody conflict Europe has ever known. 
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Nazism and fascism were nothtn~ bvt the !ppl1cat1on to Europeans of practtc~s 
and concepts already tried ~wi o\seHhz.re. Colonialism, ~1ke !H!.zL;m and 1 

fascism and their· underlying 1cicology, p~.tt.ern of behaviour and po1Hical 
practice are the negation of universal and humant1tic Europe - the idea of a 
united Europe as a ctvt11z•t1Dh n the Ubnguard of human progress, And 1t is 
no coincidence that the d!i:fc"'t. of n<>.zism Lnd hsc:ism led tG a powe ... fu1 
movement of decolonlzatton ~h!ch g4va ~lrth to tha multitude of co~ntr1es now 
associated with the European t>;;wn;.mlty through the Lome Conv~:mtion. As Basil 
Davidson, an Englishman who fo~ght alongs1de Italian and Yugoslav patriots in 
the war and who is today an 1ntarn~t1onk1 authority on African history stated 
·In an inter•tie't< published )&::t yrr.h ·in Po1·tugt1 'the W<l.i' developed according 
to a logic of its own and becamf:.t it\l ~.iYt\-co1onh.1 war because what the enemy 
wanted to do basically was to domfnatc the wor"td, to dominate others'. 'The 
war proved that imperialism was very bad thing for us European.' 'I 
developed my anti-colonialist out1ook mainly out of a concern for the well
being of my own people. But 1 tun no exception. This idea was the lodestar 
for my whole generation. (end of quotation). 

Maria Bel o, a 
addressed this 
reput.ation ior 
than that 0f 

Portuguese member of the Eut·opean Parl 'lament has already 
very committee, saying .&nd I quote: 'Despite the Portuguese 
humanity, Portcga.1's tu'bulent history is perhaps more marked 
ether peoples by vio1ence, often excessive violence; the 

traveller's tales, the discoverh:s, trade, the conquests and colonization are 
full of examples of violence.' In the same address she recalls that reputed 
Portuguese historians argue that the reason why Portugal is backward compared 
to other European countr1es 1s the tnter~al v~~lance meted o~t by the 
Inquisition on a population which included 30% Jews and as many Arabs, a 
m1nor1ty to which as Maria Belo •·ecalis Portugal owed its progress 1n the 
fields of philosophy, science and technology. 

Even in Portugal, therefore, thar;; &<e people who are acutely aware of the 1 

burden of tha past which i :> threatening Europe and its humanist foundations. 
1989 was th~ year in l'lhich Ptn-tuga1 sudden'iy became aware of xenophobia and 
racism, phenomena which many institutions and large sectors of public opinion 
sought to minimize as individual aberrances incap~.b1e of tarnishing the non
r·acist. image 1~hich Portugal seeks to give HseH. It is profoundly alarming 
that Portuguese society only really reacted after organizations openly 
proclaiming a racist and xenophobic ideology assassinated a Portugu~se 

politician, although this. was perhaps the twelfth act of violence committed by 
this group, most of the other targets being negroes or foreigners. 

Portuguese legislation against ro.cist and xenophobic behaviour and practices 
is. howevel", very progressive and the bilateral agreements it has concluded 
with the mai11 immigrant countries are models of their kind. However, the day
to-day practice of the admintstrattva authorities, relations at the workplace 
and betweeto ordinary citizens and the patronizing attitude which tends to 
ignore cultural shocks •nd the tntegralton problems facing migrant workers and 
their chi1dn~n create an atmosphere p1~opitious for racist and xenophobic 
violence. And tt must be admitted that 1f the organizations which are openly 
fascistic or xenophobic are all apposed to European Integration, the tolerance 
and humanity of which Marla Bela spoke and which enable these organizations to 
sut-vive are themselves based on the mean and despicable idea that European 
integration entails the exclusion of non-Europeans. 
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The Portuguese Constitution not only establlsnes ~quality Jf rights and 
ob.l1oatlons - with the exception of political rights - between Portuguese 
citizens and foreigners and stateless persons living or domiciled in Portugal, 
it also punishes any discrimination by individuals and institutions as well as 
by assoch.t1ons propagating a hsc1st ideology. The law implementing this 
constitutional principle defines fascist organizations as organizations which 
adopt, support or seek to disseminate aggressiveness, violence as a form of 
political struggle, colonialism and racism. The Penal Code provides for 
prison sentences of between ten and twenty-five years for crimes against 
humanity and one to five years imprisonment for actions which through public 
meetings, printed materhl or other media, defame, insult or provoke acts of 
violence against persons or groups of persons of another race, colour or 
ethnic origin. Any person who establishes an organization or disseminates 
propaganda 1n an organized manner, participates in or assists any 
organization which encourages d1scr1m1nat1on, and racial hatred and violence 
faces a prison senten<:e of between two and eight years. 

The legal provisions against racism and xenophobia may thus be said to be 
perfect or almost perfect. The problem lies 1n the practical application of 
this legislation, given that Portuguese soct~ty and the individuals and 
Institutions it comprises tend systematically to turn a blind eye to this type 
of behaviour and crime as long as they do not constitute a direct and serious 
threat to their own well-being. Th1s is well illustrated by the co~tplacency 
that has always been shown towards foreign organizations even when these use 
the Portuguese state media to call for the destruction of goods and the 
kidnapping and murder of Portuguese c1tiz:ens <>nd exalt 'li-Jle~cP. ?<: their 
principle m~ans of political action. 

A very widespread form of propaganda against the immigrant communit1e!; is the 
subliminal connection made between these communities and anti-social forms of 
behaviour 1 .<:. acts of violence against relatives or third persons, crimes 
against property, alcoholism and drug taking an.:l tr11ffickin~. fhe Cape 
Verde an imm1srant community in Portugal 1 s all too familiar of the han.ful 
effects of this type of propaganda d1ss~m1nated above ~11 by the popular rress 
which, while apparently giving a factual account of <ttl ir.c1dent 1nvo1 ting the 
above behaviour, subliminally suggests that it i~ scmP~ow typical of a given 
community and systematically stresses the national or ethnic origin of 
offenders whenever these are foreigners or Portuguese of foreign origin. The 
use of an objective and factual veneer to foment discrimination and of social 
mat-ginallzation severely tarnishes the image of our communities and further 
restricts equ<:l a<:cess: to education, vocational tl"aining, work :~r.ti decent 
housing and thus constitutes a further obstacle to integration. 

I would not wish to deny that the social, cultural and housing conditions in 
whh:h lar<Je sections of the African immigrant population in Portugal live, the 
culture shock and the desire to join the Western consumer society, result in 
an alarmingly high crime rate; indeed, our organizations have always been 
aware of thts and have attempted to deal with the problem with the support of 
the relevant Portuguese institution:;;. However, the most superficial analysts 
wl11 reveai that the incidence of this type of behaviour is not higher among 
foreign communities or communities of a different ethnic origin than among 
Portuguesa 11v1ng under similar circumstances, i.e. in run-down urban areas. 

It is generally acknowledged today that all citizens and legal entities are 
entitled to defend their reputat1on and our communities are studying 
tH"(Janization.:l and legal forms of combating this type of defamation. 
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In the= Eu;'o;;ean Commvn'.t:r );-,L.':J;;tion U often vnde;·s-tood ;o, implying i:hs 
elimination nf specific cliff·"'"'''''"" of !mr.cit,'<'Hlt popu1a.tions :.nd their merging 
in the society of the host c~untry. Not only ts thts approach perverse and ns 
incompatible \1ith the mend ~.tti ;;o'l it 'leal pr-inciples on wh-ich the idea of "-
unHed Europe is based <DS ;,, Hhlch excbdes immigrants, it is ;;.io,o 
counterproductive since 'it '""'kcs integ1·atior; more c!'ifficu'lt ~.nd lncr2ases 
<liienation and tension which to ;,;oci'"'1 lfl!'i"gin.s::li:!:ation. 

Fo;· any ind-ividual, <xhethe1·· :1c: ·,iv,;:~: In his cMn countr-y or- whether· he is a 
first oy· second genel"&t'lon ~fm'll1gv·;;.nt h1s 1kngul!,ge, r-e!·igion, h·ls moral and 
family vii;lue;;, and his cu1tura.1 outhJok. t:t·e; n.:cessary fo1· his: self-es·~eem and 
to en&b"le him to play a b&lln;cecl u.d productive \"ole in society. tt is wholly 
undesirable that in the wav(t ot mn !:.b:>tr&~.ct Vl'l'ivers&lity of European values 
and standards - which a1·e t.hemse'lves the p\·oduct of beneficial contacts with 
other values and cultures - should spawn category of alienated 1ndtvtduals 
incapable of acquiring even the mo;;;t primitive forms of soda1 beh<~.viour. 

This form of ·integr.mtion would necesu.r'i!y be disastrous. 

ihe African communities: in 'l have learnt, from bHtet· experience, what 
happens when the authorities fail to taka into account the specific ling~istic 
background of immigrants: their ch'lldn:!n do badly at school and professional 
and soctal inequalities are perpetuated. The C!pe Verdeans, who have at least 
tv10 centuries' experience of immigration b,nd are proud of having preserved 
the1 r 1 angu;,_ge despite all odds to the contrary even in the oldest immigrant 
communities such as that which settled in the UnHeci States, at the end of the 
18th Century, are a case 1n point., 

The communi'des we repre!:ent in no way reject the Portuguese language. But 
the very widespread phenomenon tn certatn suburbs of lisbon that schools with 
70% or more of Cape Verdean chi.ldran are taught by teachers who have no 
knowledge of the language which h the daily vehic-le of communication between 
the communities to which their pupl1s belong and are totally ignorant of the 
values which shape their soc1&1 behaviour results in a breakdown in 
communlcat1on and the alienation of pupils from school which 1s highly 
<liilrm·ln::J. The organizations t•epresenting these commun'ities, the Por·tuguese 
authorit-ies and the countries. of or-Igin should get together to analyze and 
find appropriate solutions to J:h'is problem w1th Co .. tmunity biick'lng. 

lhe only immigrant communit1GE which suffer religious discrimination in 
Porlu')al arlo! Muslims- appro:dm-n.te1y 20 000- almost all of whom come from 
Guinea-BHshu, Mozambique, Ind-l;;. or Pakist~;n and the Hir.du community. However 
these commu;lities do not suffer gt·eater discrimination than other religions 
owing Lo the almost off1c1a1 statu! of the Catholic Church in Portugal and the 
concol'dat w·l th the Vatic<.ln and a tradition of identi fic?.tion between Church 
and State which dates from the Salezar dictatorship. 

Fortunately, even though Portuguese society is predominantly Catholic there is 
no d1scrlmlnat1on aga1nst thase communities, except perhaps the habitual 
association of a given relit~ion • .. dth Ml ethn-ic origin. On the contrary, 
Portuguese society shows a mixture of tolerance, curiosity and sympathy 
t.o;>~ards the~e religions, ::ince, &dher?.nce to these religions is linked to 
irreproachable civil behaviour, resourcefulness and a hard working and family 
outlook in ~he communities which possess these socially blnding values. The 
Catholic Church, fO\' its p;u·t, is strongly rep1·esented -ln the Cabo Verde and 
An0olan communities In Portugal and has played an exemplary role 1n promoting 
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integration and combating social marg1nallzat1cn thr,t•;t. J;;di :.1t~d 
missionaries and a consistent social policy. No attetr.pt to integrate these 
communities and to combat racial discrimination and xenophobia is possible 
without the Catholic Church and our associations will endeavour to engage in 
greater institutional cooperation with it. 

Racial prejudice and discrimination generally stem from ignorance and an 
inadequate understanding of the everyday behaviour and rituals of individuals 
or communities with different religious and cultural outlooks and politically
motivated value judgments. But when communities live together more closely 
they invariably find that the behaviour and rituals which alienated and 
repelled them are merely different expressions of the same underlying human 
values. · 

If Europe wishes to integrate its immigrants it should create conditions under ' 
which the 1mmigrant communities are able freely to practice their religions' 
and maintain their cultural standards; moreover it can only gain through this 1 

process - as it has done in the past - since it will become acquainted with 
the religious cultures and practices. the artistic and scientific creation and 
the contribution to world history of these communities. 

These measures should be taken principally by the communities themselves with, 
the help of the institutions of the host country and the country of origin and 

1 
our associations look to the European Community to fund intensive programmes~ 
and to earmark appropriations 1n the structural funds for combating xenophobia 
and racism and -contributing to the further integration of non-Europ-ean 1 

communities and their descendants in European society. 

Before bringing this speech to a conclusion I should like to point out a 
highly positive development which took place at the beginning of this yea1·: 
following a number of alarming outbreaks of organized racist and xenol)hobic 
violence leading to an tncreastng number of attacks against ~oreign 

communities in Portugal, representatives of our associations were rece\ved by 
the Minister of Internal Administration on 14 January. Following this meeting 
a Joint Committee on Racism and Xenophobia and Integration was set up, a 
further indication of the government's interest in this matter following the 
painst~k1ng enquiry launched by the Ministry of Public Affairs and Police into 
the practices and organizations 1nvolved. 

We are therefore optimistic and in addition to the government and the 
thousands of highly qualified individuals who belong to our communities In 
Portugal, we hope to involve the local authorities, political and religious 
institutions and the President of the Republic, Dr Mario Soares, a very highly 
respected figure in Portuguese society and institutions who is well known for 
his humanistic convictions and support for European integration. We - and I 
believe I can speak on behalf of the Portuguese Government in this case- now 
look to the European Communities to support this joint measure. 

Thank you very much. 
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Zbis Written submission by Mr. Kahn. 



One of the most particularly virulent fotms r:'Jf racL~.<~ .~.:::~ anti
Semitism, I shall endeavour to give a brief account her~ of the 
current situation in France. 

In France, public opinion polls conducted over the past 40 
years have shown a steady increase in the acceptance of Jews in 
French society. The Jewish community has, nonetheless, to be 
increasingly vigilant from time to time; in periods of crisis, 
there is a rise in anti-Semitism. 

There does not appear to be an incre~~~~ih the number of anti
Semites but an increase in and more widespread expression of 
anti-Semite views. 

Varying in form and substance, these manifestations of anti
Semitism appear in fact to be linked to event$ connected with 
Judaism, and which have often b~en. t:l\ .• ;,.,l~~je<;.t. Of widespread 
media coverage, such as the caee of tlW,Cj.~llelttes at Auschwitz 
or that of the Islamic headscarf (this being linked to the 
kippa or other external signs of Judaism), certain episodes in 
the Intifada, the Barbie trial and, above all, election 
periods. 

In addition to the ever-present statements of small neo-Nazi or 
post-revisionist groups directed only towards small but active 
minorities, I should mention the anti-Semitic views expressed 
in the political field (particularly by the National Front) and 
taken up to considerable degree at national and community 
level. This is tending to become increasingly frequent. 

These signs of anti-Semitism were covert in the late seventies 
and early eighties (references to "Zioni•ts" rather than 
"Jews") but they have since become overt. 

The following issues have to be considered: 

- 45 years after the Second World War, what has become of the 
disapproval, both spiritual and verbal, of expressions of anti
Semitism which followed the Holocaust? 

- has anti-Semitism carved out a place for itself on the 
political stage? 

- is racism directed against the Arabs encouraging the 
emergence of anti-Semitic behaviour? 

I shall try to provide a rapid answer to these question: 

l) Anti-Semitism in the traditional political context: the 
National Front 

1982: electorally non-existent; in 1981 Le Pen was unable to 
obtain the 500 signatures needed to be a candidate in the 
presidential elections, 
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L~nce that time, developments have been very swift: 

11% at the European elections in 1984 
30 seats at the general elections of 1986 
+ 20% in certain of the French departments (1986) 
14.39% for Jean-Marie Le Pen in the 1988 presidential elections 
11.73% at the European elections of 1989 
+60% in certain areas such as Dreux and du Luc 

A poll conducted for Le Figaro in January 1990 revealed that 
19% of French people wish to see Jean-Marie Le Pen play a major 
role in the future. 

Moving on from a protest vote, a vote seeking an outlet, Jean
Marie Le Pen is now picking up a section of the vote which is 
critical of the political classes, from an electorate concerned 
about the future. 

Are anti-Semitic statements an accident of language or have 
they a strategic purpose? 

Jean-Marie Le Pen set himself up as spokesman for the French 
"under threat", pointing immediately to the main source of that 
threat: non-European immigrants. 

He began by denying that he was anti-Semitic and, in the 
beginning, refrained from speaking directly, but, in 1987, when 
his share of the vote was falling, he became more explicit: 

- "I do not say that the gas chambers did not exist. I myself 
have not seen any.;.But I think it is a point of detail in the 
history [of the Second World War]". 

- "Durafour crematoire" * the play on words which caused the 
European Parliament to waive his parliamentary immunity. 

- "The cosmopolitan Jews and the Jewish international are 
playing a not inconsiderable part in the creation of an anti
national spirit", 

- "The suspicion that Jews owe twofold allegiance: Lionel 
Stole'ru, is is true that you have dual nationality?" 

Although he may have lost in integrity and respectability, he 
gained publicity in the media claiming to be the victim of a 
witch-hunt, of the activities of the "pro-immigrant or Jewish 
lobby". 

"We could say that it is we vho are being treated in the way 
. the Jews were treated in Germany". "Are we going to be made to 
i, wear a tricolour star?" 

/I An untranslatable ''pun" on the name of French politician and 
government minister Michel Durafour and the expression "four 

/crematoire" meaning a crematorium furnace. --
1 
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Choc du Mois", "National Hebdo" ~el.th :'lr>'·F -,I,.. P, "1l "f'C 
"PrE!sent", a daily paper, the tar.'-.~. '-"' '''-'o 
major Jewish organizations, including, very oiLen the CRIF and 
myself. 

I shall conclude this section on the National Front with a 
number of points which reveal that its actions and statements 
are the result of a well-established strategy. 

1) It is targeting an increasing nu:rnbPr of electors; 
2) It is benefiting from the disint~~ration of the traditional 
political class and the lack of pl,b1ic confidence in the 
system; 
3) Condemnation by the courts of its xenophobic or anti-Semitic 
statements do not deprive the National Front of legitimacy in 
the eyes of its electors; 
4) It is tending to reinforce ita position as leader of the 
European far right. 

Let us now move on to part two of this brief survey. 

2) Memory of the past - revisionism 

Revisionism has become a subject common to the whole of the 
extreme right, openly combining negation of the Holocaust with 
an anti-Jewish offensive from all sides. 

In addition to the arguments of Robert Faurisson, of which 
there would seem to be a general awareness, there are 
negationist activities which have their own special press 
coverage in the publications of the National Front: "Present", 
"National Hebdo" or in letter-writing campaigns and the 
distribution of tracts. 

A recent example illustrates, and there is none better, the 
linking together within a 3ingle proposition of xenophobia, 
racism, anti-Semitism and negation of the Holocaust, 

An academic at the University of Lyons III, Mr Notin, had an 
opportunity of placing, by subterfuge, an article in an 
official publication "Economy and Society" published by the 
Institute of Mathematics and Economics and the National Centre 
for Scientific Research and the Banque de France. He denounced 
the "Nobel's Band" holidaying in Paris at the instigation of 
the Jewish entourage of the President of the Republic and the 
poisonous sophism of the existence of the gas chambers, the 
"barely credible" sight of which raised doubts as to whether 
they really existed; "furthermore, does it really matter". 

This is not an exclusively French phenomenon: is there not an 
International Centre for Historical Research and Information 
~ith offices in Oxford, Los Angeles, Paris, Brussels, Vienna, 
Stockholm, Milan and Arolsen, which publishes tracts and 
brochures. 
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Finally, there are those who are described as post-revisionist 
(the monthly publication "Revision") which boasts of being the 
only anti-Jewish paper serializing the Protocol of the Elders 
of Zion. 

In this connection, Alain Guionnet, a long-standing negationist 
(writing under the pseudonym of the "Black Eagle") has just 
been sentenced to one month's imprisonment by the Paris 
criminal court for disseminating negationist literature. In 
Metz, two negationists have also recently been given two month 
suspended prison sentences. 

In addition to the National Front and the revisionists, there 
are also, of course, the supporters of the active extreme right 
such as the French and European Nationalist Party which is 
racist, anti-Semitic and neo-Nazi with its skinhead 
contingents, sometimes violently attacking immigrants, coloured 
people, dropouts and, naturally, Jews. 

There is also the Islamic fundamentalist movement (which should 
not be confused with the Muslims living in France) which draws 
its inspiration from Middle East activists who disseminate the 
Protocols of the Elders of Zion (anti-Semitism dating from the 
time of tsariat Russia) and sometimes attack Christians also 
(for instance, the statements of Fouad Ali Saleh to the Paris 
courts). 

Apart from this, following the Israeli-Arab-Palestinian 
conflict and certain of the incidents resulting from that 
conflict, Jews who support Israel have borne the full force of 
the anti-Zionism which has developed in certain sectors and 
which has got out of control and become pure anti-Semitism. 

To conclude 

While we should not underestimate the sometimes contagious 
influence of the awakening of nationalism in Eastern Europe 
with its xenophobic and often anti-Semitic overtones, we should 
not forget either the way in which Jews are presented in France 
- after being praised for their acknowledged difference, they 
are now cited as a model of successful integration. There is 
thus a risk that will find themselves thus both inside and 
outside the national community at one and the same time. With 
all the unfortunate consequences that that would entail. 

What are the answers to these extremely difficult questions? 

Firat, we should welcome the recent proposals of French Prime 
Minister Michel Rocard, including the proposed establishment of 
the offence of negating genocide. 

Several proposals have been made in this connection: 2 by Licra 
and one from the Socialist Party. 

We should also mention the positive aspect of the action taken 
by the French Minister of Justice, Mr Arpaillange, who has 
urged the courts automatically to take action against racist 
offences. 
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Then there is Areski Dharmani's idea that penalties for 
incitement to racial hatred should be accompanied by ch~ 1•'£!'!. 

for a certain time of rights of citizenship: inel~gibillty to 
hold office, for example. 

As far as the media are concerned, they should refrain from 
constantly repeating information obtained from, for instance, 
opinion polls which, as vas very recently the case in France, 
have been conducted vis-~-vis officials of the National Front, 
putting questions such as: "Do the Jews hold too much power?" 

Publishing information of this kind could provoke disquiet, and 
the media should reflect on the unwitting part it is thus 
playing in spreading racist or anti-Semitic attitudes. 

We are trying to work closely with human rights' groups such as 
Licra, the League of Human Rights and the MRAP and with 
organizations which look after the interests of immigrants or 
North Africans such as "SOS Racisme" and "France Plus". 

And so, for example, we are entitled to ask, in the interests 
of our common cause, why following the serious misconduct of 
Mr Jacques Medecin, the mayor of Nice, which concerned both his 
political conduct and the statements he made, only three Jewish 
councillors resigned from the Nice city council and none of the 
others considered it appropriate to follow their example. 

That brings to mind the following point. We have to be able to 
think in terms of anti-racist legislation at European level. 
How can it be that certain European Community countries do not 
have legislation similar to the French law of 1972? If we are 
to create an economic, political and monetary Eu~ope, it must 
also have an ethical and anti-racist foundation common to all 
the Member States. 

All the young people of Europe must be taught in the same way: 
if a history book which is the same for the whole of Europe is 
to be written, it must include respect for one's fellow men. 

But it is necessary also to educate the educators, that is to 
say the teachers of all the countries of Europe, and I propose 
the establishment of a European university, able to provide 
training at a high level. 

These are just a few of many general suggestions which we would 
make in order to guarantee that the Europe, which we so wish to 
see, never becomes a Europe of exclusion. 

We should not lose sight of the fact that the fight against 
racism and anti-Semitism is not just a matter for coloured 
people and Jews, it concerns all who believe in democracy. 

Action should be taken by all sections of society. 

For example: the Christian churches 
the human rights groups (Licra, MRAP) 
associations representing immigrants or North 
Africans 

Tl':\,se are some small suggestions designed to ensure that the 
Eu~~pe to which we aspire develops in a moral climate of 
tolerance and respect for others. 
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BASIC O!JESTIO~S TO BE ANS'n'£RED 

l. Since the adoption in June 1986 of the Declaration a~.:~inst n.:~cism ~nc 

Xenophobia. what le~al or administn.tive provisions relative to the fi!']i'lt 
J~Jinst racism and ~enophobia have come into force in your country? 

2. Could you indicate if ov~r the last four years there have been any 
demonstrations of intolerance. ~ostility, or the usc of force against any 
pr.rson or group or persons by reason or their b<!lonc:Jing to a particular 
racial. religious, cultural. social or national groupin~. in your country? 
\lhat measures have been taken as far as )ega.! provisions or law enfon::em.ent 
are concerned to eliminate such dc~onstrations? 

3. Have any new groups with a racist or xenophobic .Hp~ct other th.'\n 1hosc 
rnent ioncd in the F.VR!CEN!S report appeared in your country sinc:r. t~r: 

si~n~ture of the joint declaration? II ave legal me.1surcs been taken r.o deal 
with them. and if not. why not? 

<. ~hat measures have been taken in your country as far as information. 
education and the economic and social situation ~rc concerned aimed at 
creatin') a climate in favour of a better integrar.ion or persons coming from 
different countries and of ethnic or cultural minorities? 

) . II ave your national authorities established a long term pol i-cy on 
immigraL ion and the integration of ;->e:-sons comin!"J from otncr Communi l y 

countries and from third countries in the I i0ht or thP. free circulation or 
persons due to be fully est.'\blishP.d with the achievement of the sin~lc 
r:~ar!<ct in 1992? 
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